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ABSTRACT 
?
Re-conceptualizing Foreignness 
The English Translation of Chinese Calligraphic Culture 
 
by 
SONG Ge 
Doctor of Philosophy 
 
 
Foreignness is one primary concern of Translation Studies. Chinese calligraphy, with 
its unique aesthetic pursuits and cultural underpinnings, presents an unusual case of 
foreign otherness in relation to the English language. Thus, theories derived from the 
translation of Chinese calligraphic culture into English can contribute to our existing 
knowledge of the nature of translation.  
Despite sporadic endeavors, translation issues related to Chinese calligraphy remain 
largely under-researched. This thesis constructs a theoretical framework that offers new 
perspectives on translating foreignness by exploring how the culture of Chinese 
calligraphy, concretized in the discourses of classical treatises, has been translated into 
English since the early 20th century. The study of English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy, which include linguistic translation, cultural translation, cultural 
domestication, and statements of facts, reveals a special translational mode that features 
an interactive and flexible re-contextualization of Chinese calligraphic culture. This 
study finds that while the traditional practice of translation does not guarantee cross-
cultural comprehensibility, the English texts have accommodated the culture of Chinese 
calligraphy by reconstructing its basics and resorting to visual means of representation.  
This thesis divides textual manifestations of Chinese calligraphic culture into three 
parts –– terms, descriptions and metaphors. For terms, I hold that the study of their 
translations from etymological perspectives implies the possibility of an endless debate 
on what constitutes a good translation. My study demonstrates that the repeated use of 
some widely accepted translations is harmless to cultural genuineness and cross-
cultural understanding. For descriptive expressions, translation effects diverge from 
bringing out literal meanings to revealing cultural meanings. Besides, cultural dilution 
of varying degrees is found in translation. Calligraphic metaphors, which exemplify 
traditional Chinese worldviews and correlative thinking patterns, are largely unfamiliar 
to English-speaking readers. My study reveals a re-contextualizing endeavor that 
revitalizes these metaphors in the Anglo-American context. 
On the basis of the case study of the English texts on Chinese calligraphy, this thesis 
proposes a new theoretical framework for re-conceptualizing foreignness. The three 
components of this framework are bicultural competency, intercultural competency, and 
cross-cultural attitudes, all gravitating towards the goal of understanding foreignness. 
In addition, I introduce three levels of foreign knowledge that cover one’s perception 
of foreignness at different stages of understanding and with different depths. I also 
propose to expand the meaning of intercultural integration that is a key manifestation 
of intercultural competency. One salient part of this framework is that I place 
anthropological and traditional Chinese zhihui approaches under the structure of cross-
cultural attitudes. Such a theoretical advancement empowers the explanative 
mechanism of the framework. Finally, I argue that the representation of foreignness as 
it is can be accomplished by strategic re-contextualization, and thus meanings lost in 
one place can be regained somewhere else.  
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Chapter 1 
The Culture of Chinese Calligraphy in the Anglo-American World 
 
1.1 Preamble  
Chinese calligraphy, as part of the distinctive Chinese artistic tradition, has piqued 
the interest and captured the imagination of not only contemporary Chinese but also 
people from other countries. It was through calligraphy that Chinese artists explored 
the possibility of self-expression. Westerners are occasionally found to include 
scrolls of Chinese calligraphy as decoration, which indicates an “enlightened” 
attitude toward this Chinese art.  
In the 20th century, calligraphy began to serve as an active participant in English 
discourses on cultural China. In parallel with the art market’s voracious appetite for 
difference and distinctiveness, which has yet to be satiated, the English-speaking 
world has never ceased to explore a traditional China, whose cultural sources may be 
tapped into to better the contemporary world. And Chinese calligraphy is exactly an 
epitome and exemplar of traditional Chinese culture.  
Generally speaking, Anglo-American readers and reviewers still seem somewhat 
puzzled by the subject of Chinese calligraphy. In a highly positive review, for 
example, Canaday referred to an exhibition of Chinese calligraphy as “the most 
esoteric ever tackled for presentation to the mass audience the museum must serve” 
(see Bai 2008: 448). Obviously, Anglo-American people can hardly be as fully at 
home in traditional Chinese worldviews as in their own. It seems that however far 
they penetrate, they never cease to impose their own presuppositions. In fact, the 
concepts exemplified by Chinese calligraphy manifest, and are consonant with, 
mainstream Chinese thinking, including Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism. The 
combination of calligraphic terms, descriptions and metaphors articulates a specific 
aesthetic world which is, if at all, only minimally shared among Anglo-American 
societies. Therefore, putting these expressions into English immediately presents 
translators with problems about cultural (un)translatability. Meanwhile, however, the 
process of meaning-making about this very “alien” culture is riveting.   
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This thesis is primarily motivated by the central question of how the translators, 
during the past several decades, have played the role of cultural ambassadors, entered 
and unraveled the conceptual and aesthetic universe of Chinese calligraphy, and 
presented it in English to Anglo-American readers. The English translation of 
Chinese calligraphic culture made me realize the existence of a field for study which 
is coincidently a subject not hitherto systematically examined. Therefore, I have 
since read many books and been able to find lots of materials bearing on the 
introduction and diffusion of Chinese calligraphic culture in the English language. 
Many of these books have also won attention from the general public, as Fan 
Cunzhong (1998: 263) says: “the growing interest in China in the West has given a 
general significance to what might at first sight seem a specialist investigation.” In 
this thesis, attention will be placed to the facts and ideas that may not as yet be 
widely known but deserve wider currency.  
 
1.2 The Name and Nature of Chinese Calligraphy 
The term “calligraphy” is derived from the Greek words graphein (to write) and 
kallos (beautiful). However, fine writing, even with distinct styles, is not necessarily 
calligraphy. In his A History of Calligraphy, Albertine Gaur (1994:19) gives the 
following explication:  
Calligraphy is to a large extent an expression of harmony, as perceived by 
a particular civilization.  
This is quite a general definition, against which Chinese calligraphy stands out as 
unique. In traditional China, calligraphy functioned as a way of life, especially for 
men of letters. Unlike any of its possible counterparts in other civilizations, Chinese 
calligraphy is an art that has been admired above painting in China and Japan but is 
little known outside these countries (Sickman 1962: 31). Few civilizations treasure 
the artistic performance of their written systems as the Chinese does, partly because 
Chinese characters are endowed with infinite possibilities in artistic presentation and 
self-cultivation.  
Many Anglo-American people tend to mistake Chinese calligraphy as a method for 
writing an ideographic language beautifully. True, some skills are required of a 
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calligrapher to create a satisfactory piece of work, but it is more a cultural universe 
than skills. In fact, it is not a mere byproduct of daily communication, but is 
supposed to be read in its capacity as representing a way of life, and not as artefacts 
sufficient to themselves. In China, it has been acknowledged that the appreciation of 
Chinese art in all its many and varied manifestations must begin with calligraphy, 
which is the fundamental aesthetics of China.  
Then what is Chinese calligraphy? Firstly, I would like to present some ancient 
Chinese views. The Song-dynasty scholar and poet, Su Shi?? (1037 AD – 1101 
AD), says that “[c]alligraphy must have spirit, energy [qi], bone, flesh, and blood; if 
one of these five is missing, it cannot be considered calligraphy” (Su 1986: 2183). 
The Late-Qing reformer Kang Youwei ??? (1858 AD – 1927 AD) holds: 
“Calligraphy, like a person, needs to have veins, bones, blood, and muscle. If the 
blood is thick and the bones are old, the veins hidden and the flesh lustrous, and if in 
addition to this the overall effect is of wonderful ease, then it may be call beautiful” 
(Kang 1965: 77). Similarly, the Ming poet Hu Yinglin??? (1551 AD – 1602 AD) 
says of poetry that “[t]he bones and veins of a poem are like the root and limbs of a 
tree, its flesh and muscle like the leaves and branches. Its color, brilliance, spirit, and 
charm are like the tree’s blossoms” (Hu 1973: 600). All these and other similar 
remarks turn what were originally biological concepts pertaining to human body into 
aesthetic or literary yardsticks (Li 2010: 114). Among the modern Chinese scholars 
who boast expertise in calligraphy, Zong Baihua??? regards calligraphy as the 
most important art in China, as it “replace[s] music, which is not clearly 
distinguished, as a national art to express a spiritual realm of the highest wisdom and 
widest expanse” (2014 :138). Zong points out the intimate connection between 
Chinese calligraphy and Chinese culture as a whole, and even goes so far as to claim 
that “calligraphy enjoys a status in China as high as what architecture enjoys in 
Western art” (ibid). Li Zehou holds that Chinese aesthetics, exemplified by 
calligraphy and painting, “takes the place of religion as the means of establishing this 
highest realm of human existence” in China (2010: 189).  
Clearly, Chinese calligraphy is vastly different from craftsmanship which denotes an 
artificial and conscious effort. However, the “spiritual” quality of a work is 
somewhat unconscious, or transcends consciousness. Without perfect craftsmanship, 
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one cannot attain the spiritual, but at the same time the spiritual cannot be equated 
with perfect craftsmanship, for it cannot be attained through conscious effort. In 
addition, Chinese calligraphy is a cultural complex injected with various emotions. 
This is the main reason why Chinese calligraphy is hard for non-Chinese to 
understand. Guo Si1??(? – 1130 AD), a critic, says:  
The style of an artistic work arises from the artist’s inherent disposition. It 
cannot be acquired by fine craftsmanship or through years of practice. When 
tacit comprehension and spiritual inspiration come to an artist, he does not 
know how or why…. (see Li 2010: 111).  
With a background knowledge of alphabetic calligraphy, Anglo-American people are 
likely to neglect the values and philosophical concerns inherent in Chinese 
calligraphy in the first place. At least, a process of deep reading and cultural 
immersion is needed to overthrow stereotypes.  
 
1.3 The Translation of Chinese Calligraphy into English: An Overview 
Before the early 20th century, Chinese calligraphic culture scarcely found its way into 
English translation. The only exception is John Francis Davis, a sinologist and 
diplomat, who translated a piece of Chinese literature on calligraphy. The translation, 
entitled The Art of Writing the Chinese Character with Correctness: Contained in 
Ninety-Two Rules and Examples, was published in 1826 as a part of Transactions of 
the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. It was the first attempt ever at 
translating Chinese calligraphic literature into English (see Laurentis 2016: 101). 
However, the existence of such an early translated piece has largely been neglected 
by scholars and translators over the past decades.  
In fact, there has emerged a continued introduction of Chinese calligraphic culture 
via English only since the early 20th century. Among these texts, some are 
translations in the conventional sense, some are translations in disguise with 
unidentified source texts, and many others are writings that internalize the contents 
and ideas of Chinese literature on calligraphy.  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1 Guo Si is the son of Song dynasty landscape painter Guo Xi. 
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The early half of the 20th century witnessed an initiative, taken mainly by ethnic 
Chinese dwelling abroad, to build Chinese calligraphic knowledge in English. In 
1918, Herbert Giles published a book titled An Introduction to the History of Chinese 
Pictorial Art, the preface to which bears the following words: “This is the first 
attempt which has been made so far, in any European language, to deal, even 
curiously, with the history of Chinese pictorial art.” Obviously, at that time he did not 
know the existence of Davis’ translation. However, the pity is that he only introduced 
distinguished calligraphers quiet briefly, since the primary concern of this book is 
Chinese painting, not calligraphy.  
In 1929, Sun Dayu translated into English the “Shupu”???? –– one of the most 
important classical treatises on calligraphy. It was not published until six years later 
in the journal T’ien Hsia Monthly (Sun 1935: 192-207).  
In 1932, Driscoll Lucy and Toda Kenji (1964: 2) realized that Western writers still 
treated the subject in very general terms, and were satisfied for the most part with the 
mere label “calligraphic”. In response to these problems, they joined hands and wrote 
a book titled Chinese Calligraphy, which was published in 1935. They directly 
translated paragraphs from classical calligraphic treatises, with interpretations after 
each translated paragraph. This book, as I see it, marks a milestone because it 
presents abridged translations, with cross-cultural explanations, of some important 
classical calligraphic treatises. However, Ch’en Chi-Mai (1966: vii) believed that his 
book, titled Chinese Calligraphers and Their Art, was the first book in English on 
the subject since the publication of Chiang Yee’s Chinese calligraphy a quarter of a 
century ago. Apparently, the efforts made by Driscoll and Toda, as mentioned above, 
was ignored and is still ignored today.  
In 1935, My Country and My People, written by Lin Yutang, was thrown to the 
market and enjoyed wide popularity in the United States. A whole chapter in it was 
devoted to introducing Chinese calligraphy, where Lin selected and translated some 
sentences and ideas from “Bizhen Tu”?????and “Bishi Lun”?????, two 
classical calligraphic treatises.  
Chiang Yee, a Chinese poet and artist, felt it necessary to write an English book 
about Chinese calligraphy when he was in England. He said: 
? ? ? 6 
Being myself profoundly interested in Chinese art … I was anxious, when I 
came to England, to learn the Westerner’s attitude towards it, and 
accordingly I read a number of Western books on the subject. Quite often I 
came across wondering comments or mistaken conceptions which, without a 
doubt, were entirely due to the fact that some branches of our art, especially 
calligraphy, have never been adequately interpreted. (1973: 2) 
However, another factor that induced Chiang to write such a book is the International 
Exhibition of Chinese Art held in London between 1935 and 1936. A room full of 
Chinese calligraphy was included in this exhibition. The positive, if puzzled, 
response of London art viewers to the exhibited calligraphy finally convinced Chiang 
Yee that he had to write a book to explain Chinese calligraphy to Anglo-American 
readers. Thus, the book Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to Its Aesthetic and 
Technique was published in 1938. It was intended for general readers with no 
knowledge of Chinese calligraphy, and thus, what Chiang emphasized was how to 
write and appreciate Chinese calligraphy. Meanwhile, he did not overlook the role of 
calligraphy as a form of meditation and self-cultivation in China, and creatively 
transformed the theories of calligraphy into interesting narratives, demonstrating 
ample intercultural awareness. Due to its simple diction and vivid description, this 
book is still in print and often cited as an important reference (Bai 2008: 440)2. It is 
often seen as the first English book on Chinese calligraphy, though it is not true.  
Curiously, there was a vacuum between the 1940s and the 1950s as the introduction 
of Chinese calligraphic culture to the Anglo-American world was halted. However, 
since the second half of the 20th century, the efforts gradually have gained 
momentum. For instance, English books written by William Willetts (1958, 1981), 
Ch’en Chih-Mai (1966), T.C. Lai (1973) were published (see Appendix 1). These 
author-translators conveyed, in English, their understandings of Chinese calligraphy, 
through their own narratives, and in a process of selecting, translating, editing and 
reordering some Chinese expressions into the semantic categories of English, and 
provided a number of excerpted translations of calligraphic treatises. As a result, 
popular acceptance of this “abstract” art was enhanced. It was also assumed then that 
some paintings created by Western artists were avowedly indebted to Chinese 
calligraphy (see Bai 2008: 440).  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 2 For more information about this book, please refer to Tang (2011: 30-41), and 
Zhou (2017: 6, 14-17).  
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In 1971, the Philadelphia Museum of Art was able to successfully mount an 
exhibition devoted solely to Chinese calligraphy, which made a splash in the 
American art sphere. The success led to more introductions of Chinese calligraphy in 
English, including those done by Lothar Ledderose (1979), Jeffrey Hunter (1983), 
Jean Long (1987), Chang Leon Long-Yien and Peter Miller (1990), Albertine Gaur 
(1994), Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. Frankel (1995), Peter Charles Sturman (1997), 
Yuho Tseng (1998), Adele Schlombs (1998), Khoo Seow Hwa and Nancy L. Penrose 
(2000), Bai Qianshen (2002), Stephen Addiss (2005), Wen C. Fong (2008) and Waku 
Miller (2011)3. 
In addition, journal articles on Chinese art sometimes include translations of 
calligraphic treatises, but they are difficult to access. The translation by Richard M 
Barnhart (1964) is a case in point. In a nutshell, Western sinologists, and some ethnic 
Chinese who were/are equipped with some knowledge of Chinese tradition but 
grounded their academic life mainly in the West and boasted bilingual competency, 
joined the efforts.  
 
1.4 Previous Studies and Their Limitations 
Previous studies on this topic are few and far between. Only in recent years have 
appeared a few sporadic studies of the English translation of calligraphy-related 
terms and concepts. They were mainly conducted by Chinese scholars and published 
in Chinese journals since the 1990s, such as Shih Hsio-yen (1995), Pan Yaochang 
(1999), Bai Qianshen (2012), Gu Yi (2013), Hu, Zhiguo and Li Zhiqin (2013), Wu 
Hui (2014), Zhao Jia (2014) and Laurentis (2016). Recently, some MA theses have 
appeared, such as those by He Miao (2016) and Zhou Yufang (2017). Indeed, these 
studies have generated discussions about the translation issues concerning Chinese 
calligraphy, and there has certainly been no lack of analysis of the translations in 
cultural and historical contexts. However, partly due to the space constraints in 
journals, most of the researchers only engaged with a very tiny part of Chinese 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 3 There are also some PhD theses written in English about Chinese calligraphy. For 
the list, please refer to Bai Qianshen (2008: 448-450). Almost all the PhD studies 
were conducted in a way that is typical of Western art research.  
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calligraphy. Besides, their approaches are mainly prescription-oriented. They seemed 
to share a concern with the “perfect” restoration of Chinese culture in English 
translations, thus their judgments were mainly based on their good intention to 
preserve this culture as authentically as possible. For this, Zhang Longxi (2015: 197) 
warns that “a kind of narcissistic self-infatuation” has gained momentum in the 
studies undertaken by some Chinese scholars. Among the previous studies, some 
prescriptive conclusions, such as why one translation is preferable, seem never final 
and fixed. Furthermore, the “translation standard” they tried to establish, as opposed 
to real translation scenarios, is too wishful to be practicable. The fact is that the 
validity of the so-called “translation standard” is not absolute but should be 
reevaluated cross-culturally.  
Apart from some well-known terms and metaphors, many other aspects of Chinese 
calligraphy far richer than what has been studied up to now, have almost never been 
discussed in detail. In addition, none of these scholars have developed theories that 
can be applicable to a wider realm of cross-cultural translation. That is to say, the 
existing studies are fragmented case studies which are far from deep and systematic, 
and both the nature and scope of this topic seem rather blurry. However, they are 
enlightening in one way or another, and can be integrated into this thesis to stimulate 
more discussion. Therefore, details of the previous studies will be mentioned in 
different sections of this thesis whenever necessary.  
As seen in Section 1.3, almost all the English texts on Chinese calligraphy have been 
circulated since the early 20th century. Taken together, they have already constituted a 
distinctive set of discourses. Since no comprehensive investigation of such a topic 
has hitherto been available, this thesis is an extended treatment of this topic. It aims 
to explore the translational nature of these English discourses4, and theorize these 
translation phenomena.  
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
4 In this thesis, English discourses on Chinese calligraphy mainly refer to English 
texts on Chinese calligraphy. And the words “discourses” and “texts” are sometimes 
used interchangeably. 
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1.5 Research Focus and Aim 
To transcend the existing studies, I will present a relatively systematic, updated and 
comprehensive study of this topic. To attempt such a study at the present time would 
be difficult owing to the lack of detailed precedents. However, it is also a good 
opportunity to initially frame a field that can possibly be fruitfully researched in 
Translation Studies.  
The analytical materials are English texts, mainly books, on Chinese calligraphy 
since the 20th century (with the exception of Davis’ translation in 1826), published 
for an English-speaking readership (i.e. those listed in Appendix 1). In the meantime, 
the English competency of these author-translators has been endorsed by the 
publishers concerned. After all, only when English competency is guaranteed can the 
study of translation be more meaningful, especially in terms of theoretical 
exploration. It should also be noted that all these materials deal with Chinese 
calligraphy in the pre-modern era (generally before the end of the Qing Dynasty in 
1911), and “modern” calligraphy of various types is excluded. Besides, they are all 
officially printed books and articles, or texts in world-class exhibitions, rather than 
texts in cyberspace whose huge quantity and uneven quality render this study 
literally not viable. The focus is on printed books in particular. Articles and 
exhibition captions will only be incorporated as a complement, especially when they 
influence the translations in books.  
In this way, I confine the research materials to the texts listed in Appendix 1. 
However, one may still doubt the feasibility of this study, because English books on 
Chinese calligraphy may be too many to be exhausted. The fact is, however, that 
these books are not too many and nearly all have been mentioned in Section 1.3 and 
listed in Appendix 1. Besides, many of these books are similar in terms of organizing 
principles (to be elaborated in Chapter 2). Therefore, it is possible to derive features 
and translational issues from every piece of the texts. In short, I see the analytical 
materials –– the English texts on Chinese calligraphy –– as one single discursive 
cluster, and explore the translational phenomena therein. 
The central questions of this thesis can be summarized as thus: How has the 
Anglo-American community conceptualized Chinese calligraphy since the early 20th 
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century? What makes the translation of Chinese calligraphic culture possible? Are 
there any theoretical implications?  
Drawing on previous studies (References A) and the English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy (Appendix 1), this thesis tries to find some facts, offer some views, and 
foster an international dialogue. It does not intend to cover all the translation issues 
concerning Chinese calligraphy, nor to make judgment, but to understand the actual 
phenomena. It also aims to formulate a long-term agenda for a continued translation 
of, and a better inquiry into, this culture for comparative civilization studies.   
In exploring the nature and complexity of these English discourses, this study will 
generate a reconsideration of the concept of “cultural translation” in this increasingly 
communicative world, especially when the Chinese aesthetic world and the 
Anglo-American linguistic one are brought into a dialogue.  
 
1.6 Classical Chinese Calligraphic Treatises  
As noted earlier, this study focuses on how the English-speaking readers have 
conceptualized Chinese calligraphy especially since early of the 20th century. 
Inevitably, the conceptualizing process involves an interpretation of this culture, 
which has been, in fact, best articulated in Chinese literature on calligraphy –– 
classical Chinese calligraphic treaties. That is to say, to examine the translation of 
calligraphic culture, we must look at the translation of calligraphic treatises.  
1.6.1 Classical Chinese calligraphic treatises: an introduction  
In China, a long exegetical tradition has evolved around its calligraphic culture. In 
fact, a set of canonical texts and a wealth of commentaries on calligraphy and 
calligraphers had accumulated over two thousand years before the collapse of feudal 
China, and the interpretation of calligraphy had grown more elaborate in the course 
of centuries. Generally speaking, one author’s descriptions of brushstrokes are 
similar to those of previous ones, but with different emphases and points of entry 
(see Jiang 2004). Altogether these treatises present a comprehensive knowledge of 
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Chinese calligraphy.  
In these treatises, calligraphers and theorists often expressed calligraphy through 
perceptual images, poetic phrases and lively metaphors, delighting both the literati 
and common readers. Today, an appreciation of Chinese calligraphy should be 
guided by such a literature, based on which calligraphic excellence can be readily 
recognized. In short, all the “orthodox” explanations of Chinese calligraphy must be 
on the basis of these treatises.  
An Anglo-American reader is likely to be struck by the stylistic features and 
linguistic virtuosity of the treatises. It is exactly in such a literature that we seek 
answers to the question as to what constitutes the greatness of Chinese calligraphy. 
Cong (2008: 421) gives a general and pertinent summary of calligraphic treatises:  
These ancient commentaries on calligraphy, which mixed the empirical with 
the philosophical, have three characteristics. First, the earliest versions were 
brief and simple, and as aesthetic observations grew in scope and depth, such 
commentaries became increasingly rich and full. They continued to develop 
steadily regardless of changes in vogues or of different characteristics among 
individuals engaged in aesthetic appreciation. Second, they had a strong 
literary flavor that could arouse people’s aesthetic feelings in a flash – 
jumping from literary to artistic enjoyment through association or sensing, 
without going through a complicated process of corroboration or 
transformation. Third, the terms they used accounted for a major part of the 
vocabulary in all ancient treatises on calligraphy accumulated over two 
thousand years. Very widely used, they covered all aspects of art.  
Since most authors of the treatises were also practicing calligraphers, they speak a 
language that is familiar to, and shared by, artists of China. As Chinese calligraphy 
finds no counterparts in the Anglo-American world, its rich terms, descriptions and 
metaphors developed within the Chinese cultural system and used throughout the 
literature rarely find equivalents in English. Some ostensible equivalents may turn 
out to be vastly different in the English-language context. The differences, as stated 
by Gaur (1994: 19), are based on three elements: the difference in script, the 
motivation which prompted the development of calligraphic traditions in the first 
place, and the ultimate objective of those traditions within a given cultural, religious 
and political context. To make the situation more complicated, what carries Chinese 
calligraphic culture is a written language perfectly exotic to the Anglo-American 
world.  
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In addition, the language of classical calligraphic treatises is reminiscent of 
traditional Chinese literary criticism, which is “courteous, mysterious, and full of 
metaphors and allusions” (Ge 1986: 130). In reading such a text, an Anglo-American 
reader (if he or she reads Chinese) has to wrestle with a large number of abstruse 
terms, and analogies to natural objects. It seems that many calligraphic concepts can 
only be grasped mentally, rather than conveyed verbally. In fact, it is exactly the 
aesthetic and emotional experience that has extended the reach of Chinese 
calligraphy, which is able to serve as a method for self-cultivation. However, these 
specificities frustrate translation.  
Furthermore, calligraphic concepts epitomized by the treatises are born of traditional 
Chinese thinking. In the past, the mutual complementarity of Taoism and 
Confucianism enabled Chinese scholar-officials to attain a certain psychological 
equilibrium, which arose not only from an intimate relationship with nature in their 
lifestyles but also from an interpersonal transcendence in their character, thought, 
and emotions (Li 2010: 99). In practice, it encourages closeness with nature. It takes 
the form of solace in nature, and makes possible self-cultivation to attain a natural 
life. All these are concrete manifestations of the Taoist-Confucian synthesis (ibid: 
105). Therefore, the entrenched cultural difference makes translation and reception 
difficult.  
1.6.2 The English translation of classical Chinese calligraphic treatises  
I have noted that China has accumulated a big literature on calligraphy, among which 
only a few treatises have been “directly” translated, while many others have been 
strategically rewritten and reordered into English that reads similar to Western art 
discourses.  
However, at the start, English-speaking readers, if they can read Chinese, would be 
disappointed to find that the language of Chinese calligraphy is irremediably vague 
and confusing, and the language of appreciation is full of “logical fallacies”, so much 
so that “there seems no hope of arriving anywhere by this path unless it leads out of 
the mist into a world so alien that even the laws of logic reveal themselves as 
Western and culture-bound” (Graham 1990: 1-2; italics mine). If it is not replaced by 
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a (perhaps spuriously) “equivalent” logic in the receiving language, the result is often 
an impression that the foreign must be rather irrational (Sturge 2007: 20). Profoundly, 
Chinese calligraphic treatises are intimately intertwined with traditional Chinese 
thinking, which makes Anglo-American readers feel that calligraphic theorists are all 
philosophers whose dynamic conception of this art as an organization of energies, as 
a symbol of “life-movement,” their faith in nature’s order and in their own “natural” 
intuitions, their desire for quiet and concentration (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 64) are 
beyond the cultural experiences of a Westerner.  
However, since the words used to describe calligraphy (in Chinese) are abstract and 
exotic, to translate them into English becomes a challenge: Without a similar 
framework and cultural experience, how to introduce a “foreign” culture into a “local” 
language? 
The answer can be explored by examining the English discourses (listed in Appendix 
1), which constitute a universe of English-articulated Chinese calligraphic culture. 
Among these texts, there are translations of classical calligraphic treatises, including 
“Jianjia Jiegou Wushi’er Fa” (Ninety-Two Rules and Examples)??????????
(trans. Davis 1826: 304-312); “Shupu” (The Manual of Calligraphy)????(trans. 
Sun 1935: 192-207; trans. Chang & Frankel 1995: 1-16; trans. Lai 1973: 245), “Xu 
Shupu” (Sequel to The Manual of Calligraphy)?????(trans. Chang & Frankel 
1995: 17-30), “Bi Zhentu” (Diagram of the Battle Formation of the Brush)?????
(trans. Lai 1973: 246; trans. Barnhart 1964: 15-16; trans. Lin 2010), “Bishi Lun” (On 
the Brush Force)?????(trans. Lin 2010), “Jiu Shi”(Nine Forces)????(trans. 
Hwa & Penrose 2000: 27-28), “Bi Lun” (On Brushstrokes)????(trans. Lai 1973: 
246), “Wang Youjun Ti Wei-fu-ren Bizhen-tu Hou” (The Colophon to Diagram of the 
Battle Formation of the Brush)?????????????(trans. Barnhart 1964: 
21-22), “Bishi-lun Shi’er-zhang Xu” (Preface to ‘On the Brush Force’)??????
???(trans. Barnhart 1964: 22-23), “Wu Za Zu” (Wu-tsa-tsu)?????(trans. 
Oertling 1997). Some have more than one translated version.  
Apart from these that are obviously presented as translations, some others are 
translations in disguise. In fact, many author-translators have given up trying to 
directly translate classical Chinese calligraphic treatises, partly because most of them 
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are cross-culturally untranslatable. Otherwise, the presence of a great number of 
terms in transliteration, which is the most often used strategy to tackle cultural 
untranslatability, would make the translation unreadable. In order to spare the readers 
the bewilderment of going over a plethora of unfamiliar terms, descriptions and 
metaphors5, most of the author-translators have decided to write in English in 
reader-friendly ways, and abstained from stating the origin and source of inspiration 
in footnotes, resulting in a kind of “hidden” translation based on invisible, multiple 
and fragmented sources. In this thesis, I call texts of this kind “cultural translation” 
which will be explored in Chapter 2. In order to find answers to the central questions 
of this thesis, it is worthwhile to study the avenues and approaches that are open to 
the translators.  
 
1.7 Research Methodology 
The overarching method I use in this thesis is a descriptive one. That is to say, all my 
arguments are based on evidence from my research materials. I examine the 
translation of Chinese calligraphic culture against the cultural-historical contexts of 
both the Chinese and English languages, and attention is paid to the ideas and values 
underlying the trajectory of Chinese calligraphy as a long-standing tradition.  
In Chapter 3, 4 and 5 where case studies are profuse, I do not intend to make 
judgment on which translation is better, but instead, to put each translation in its 
context, and describe and analyze the existing translation scene per se. After all, any 
simplistic judgment is almost impossible since it must be based on certain standards, 
which, however, change over time. Furthermore, as a Chinese scholar, I may easily 
fall prey to “narcissistic self-infatuation” and ignore cross-cultural realities when 
making judgment, just as some previous scholars did (e.g. Wu 2014; He 2016; Yang 
2009; Zhang & Li 2015). My intention, therefore, is not to seek any consensus on the 
quality of a translation but to provide an open forum to accommodate several, and 
even seemingly contradictory, translated versions. The theoretical analysis in Chapter 
6 is also based on the translation facts described in Chapter 3, 4 and 5.  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
5 Many of them are household words in China. 
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In fact, the English discourses, accumulated over the past century (see Appendix 1), 
have been motivated by desires for authentic cross-cultural understanding, academic 
research, and even political influence. For this reason, I consider it appropriate to 
develop a broad framework in which topics such as translation, Chinese calligraphy, 
narrative modes, cross-cultural comparisons and even visual studies are clearly 
interconnected. When I probe calligraphy-related issues, I immerse readers 
temporarily in the Chinese cultural and aesthetic world so that they can see how a 
specific term, description or metaphor functions in its original context. However, this 
method may easily result in a form of cultural essentialism by presenting certain 
items “as entirely defined and constructed by the cultures in which they live” 
(Holliday 2010: 4), which implies absolute untranslatability due to cultural 
incommensurability. This is not true and should even be avoided in our increasingly 
globalized world. However, the positioning of calligraphic concepts in Chinese 
context is expected to yield and find hidden cross-cultural strategies and enrich the 
theories of cross-cultural understanding and translation, rather than to emphasize 
untranslatability and the subsequent helplessness.  
In this study, I examine the cross-cultural and cross-linguistic travels of Chinese 
calligraphic culture from the perspective of cultural translation. In the English 
discourses, different approaches to Chinese calligraphy, different lexical choices, and 
different selections of texts for translation encourage me to shift my views from 
linguistic translation6 to cultural translation. I integrate a variety of modes of 
cross-cultural representation of foreignness into the practice of translation. To be 
specific, I pursue how Chinese calligraphic culture was conveyed in the English 
language over the past century can feed into the notion of cultural translation. It 
suggests that the study of translation (in traditional sense) can benefit greatly from 
looking at a much larger range of representational practices, as “cultural translation” 
abandons its easy link to source texts and definitive interpretations, but embraces a 
range of traces of the source culture and strategic cross-cultural interpretations. The 
caution against understanding translation as an exchange between polarized source 
and target languages is highly relevant to translating in a dominant language a culture 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
6 In this thesis, I refer to the translation in traditional sense, which is based on a 
fixed source text and also ideas of loyalty and equivalence, etc., as linguistic or direct 
translation, to be contrasted with cultural translation. 
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like Chinese calligraphy that is self-sustainable, systematic in itself, and most 
importantly, foreign to a large part of the world.  
Many of the English texts aim to recreate a world of Chinese calligraphy, resembling 
ethnographic writing. The sophisticated reflections on culture and cultural difference 
in the discipline of anthropology thus have much to offer Translation Studies. In the 
last chapter of this thesis, on the basis of the descriptive study in the preceding 
chapters, I will theorize the phenomenon of translating Chinese calligraphic culture 
into English with reference to the concepts of “foreign knowledge” and “fieldwork”, 
as inspired by anthropological theories. In the meantime, I will also tap into 
traditional Chinese ideas to complement the ideas coming originally from the West 
on understanding foreignness. In addition, I will borrow some Zen Buddhist concepts 
to further expose the limitations of language and hence the necessity of using 
pictures, and I also utilize Taoist thought to explicate the fundamental question of 
how foreignness can be better understood. I hope this thesis can once again show that 
Translation Studies should not be defensive about working with translation in the 
narrow sense, and should upgrade and refresh the discussion about translating 
foreignness.  
Since the 1980s, Translation Studies has been characterized by divergent approaches. 
As we are acutely aware of the need for different perspectives, an integration of the 
above-mentioned insights and models might make Translation Studies a more 
integrated discipline, which depends more on mobile networks of disciplines than on 
fixed fields of discipline-bound scholars (see Lie 2012: 1).  
Admittedly, the theories underlying this study are multiple and eclectic. Under such a 
framework consisting of various perspectives and ideas, this thesis is expected to 
make the study of the translation of Chinese calligraphic culture more thoroughly.  
 
1.8 The Content of This Study  
Inspired by the previous studies, and on the basis of classical calligraphic treatises 
and the English books on Chinese calligraphy, I work out three branches of Chinese 
calligraphic culture: calligraphic terms, descriptions and metaphors. Generally 
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speaking, calligraphic terms are objective and relatively fixed. By contrast, 
calligraphic descriptions are subjective, and, more often than not, full of emotions 
and aesthetic flavors. Calligraphic metaphors, however, constitute an unfettered, 
figurative and imaginative world of Chinese calligraphy. The three branches are not 
separate and independent of one another, but closely related and progressively linked, 
presenting Chinese calligraphy in its fullest scope. The translation of each branch 
will be examined with abundant examples in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 
 
Table 1.1 Textual manifestations of Chinese calligraphic culture 
 
To present a general picture of the translations and also lay a foundation for case 
studies, Chapter 2 examines what the author-translators have done for effective 
communication with regard to Chinese calligraphy. I contend that effective 
cross-cultural communication is made possible through two strategies: reconstructing 
the organizing principles of Chinese calligraphy, and resorting to pictures. In addition, 
I elaborate on “cultural translation”, and define, clarify and substantiate it with 
examples from the translation facts at issue. I argue that the English discourses on 
Chinese calligraphy are largely composed of linguistic translation, cultural 
translation, cultural domestication, and statements of facts. Besides, this chapter is 
theoretically oriented, especially in dealing with some hidden strategies that 
translators have taken advantage of.  
Chapter 3 looks at calligraphic terms, which will be further broken down into three 
groups: philosophical terms, technical terms, and terms related to calligraphic scripts. 
The suspicions concerning the existing translations, raised by previous scholars, are 
?????????????????????
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detailed at some length. What follows is a description of how certain translated 
versions have gradually attained wide acceptance. This chapter concludes with a 
consideration, from a cross-cultural perspective, of why it can be said that many 
existing translations are reasonable and acceptable.  
Following from the discussion of terms in the previous chapter, Chapter 4 considers 
expressions that describe Chinese calligraphy. This branch best betrays the 
subjectivity and emotional predilections of Chinese art critics. The prominent 
features of these descriptions, as seen cross-culturally, will be examined first to 
prepare for the investigation into their translations. In fact, calligraphic descriptions 
are always aesthetically appealing and, without exception, elicit a pleasurable 
response. Nevertheless, many calligraphic descriptions in English have become too 
broad and general in meaning to express the subtleties of the Chinese ones. My 
observation is that calligraphic descriptions, when selected for different readerships, 
tend to be given different translations. This chapter proceeds to probe into the extent 
to which the original meanings have been rendered in English.  
Chapter 5 engages with calligraphic metaphors. This branch, one step even further 
from the previous two, best represents the unrestrained use of verbal images that 
make the culture of Chinese calligraphy distinctive. The cultural underpinnings of 
the metaphors will be explored first to pave the way for a cross-cultural study. I 
contend that calligraphic metaphors in translation weave a cultural atmosphere where 
some originally dead metaphors, due to their too frequent use in Chinese, have 
gained a new lease of life because of translation. Meanwhile, some literal, 
non-mediated translations baffle English-speaking readers. Besides, a kind of fusion 
of horizons occurs when culturally domesticated metaphors appear.  
Chapter 6 theorizes English translations of Chinese calligraphic culture over the past 
decades, and strives to abstract a theoretical framework that is of wider applicability. 
It focuses on the central question of how to make better sense of foreignness, on the 
part of both the translator and the reader. Before and in the process of translating 
calligraphic culture, the translator tries to live a different life and think with the 
calligraphic discourses, with the goal of presenting a translation addressed to a 
specific readership. In the meantime, readers do the same when they read the 
translations. This exactly resembles the method of “fieldwork” fundamental to 
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anthropology. Three levels of foreign knowledge –– representing three different 
stages of insight into foreignness –– are studied with reference to English discourses 
on Chinese calligraphy. Three different approaches to Chinese calligraphy, also 
drawn from the preceding case studies, will be elaborated. In addition, this chapter 
depicts a theoretical framework that is expected to be applicable to a wider range of 
translation phenomena other than Chinese calligraphy. And this framework 
potentially offers an alternative perspective to describe and explain to what extent 
and how one understands foreignness. Clearly, the ultimate goal of this thesis is to 
distill and construct general theories, and Chinese calligraphic culture recedes to the 
background at this final stage of my research.  
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Chapter 2 
Cross-cultural Rendition of Chinese Calligraphy: Strategies and 
Implications 
 
Over the past several decades, with the selection and elimination of certain English 
words for the translation of key Chinese concepts related to calligraphy, the English 
language, up to the present, is found to be capable of expressing many details of 
Chinese calligraphy with a rich cluster of words.  
Eugene Eoyang (1993: 64) remarks that “our [i.e. ‘Chinese’] terms in literary 
criticism are rich when describing author or work, but rather impoverished when 
referring to audience”. This is also very applicable to classical calligraphic treatises 
which only pay attention to calligraphic works and the culture they underpin, but 
ignore a dialogue with readers. Calligraphic texts are like publication-oriented diaries, 
similar to records of the experience, meditation, inspiration and sentiments of the 
authors themselves. Mainly written for themselves rather than for others, they were 
favorably accepted in China and had not posed a problem until they were compared 
with Western literature, especially when the two systems interact. In some measure, 
this fact constitutes an innate obstacle for adequate translation. 
While cultural asymmetry between the two linguistic communities is necessarily 
reflected in the discrepancy between their respective discourses, how the English 
language (partially) accommodates Chinese calligraphic culture is the central 
question of this chapter. To be specific, this chapter will examine what the translators 
have done for the sake of cross-cultural understanding, and how the ethos7 of 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  7 For ethos, or spirit, or germ of the culture, I have the following explanation: 1. 
When Chinese calligraphers analyze what “would look better,” they talk always in 
terms of change, force, tension, interaction, organization. They describe effects of 
transmission of energy, resolution into new wholes. The entire conception is 
dynamic (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 2). 2. One aspect of the coherence of a calligraphic 
form is the power of attraction exerted by like qualities of any kind – strokes, spaces, 
contours, directions – and the consequent feeling of harmony (ibid: 60). 3. All 
Chinese writers agree that this orderly “life-movement” is an achievement that 
belongs to the field of perception, imagination, feeling, and not to the intellectual 
field of reason (ibid: 63).  
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Chinese calligraphic culture has been preserved or damaged across cultures when the 
English competency of the translators is not a problem. I argue that cross-cultural 
understanding is mainly realized through firstly, the reconstruction of the basics of 
Chinese calligraphy, and secondly, recourse to pictures. However, the first section of 
this chapter will lay bare the translational nature of the English texts on Chinese 
calligraphy, and I hold that cultural translation, which transcends the traditional view 
of what constitutes a translation, not only makes possible the two strategies, but also 
implies the possibility of theoretical exploration, which will be addressed in the last 
section of this chapter.  
 
2.1 The Omnipresence of Cultural Translation: The Grand Strategy 
Chapter 1 suggests that it is not a common practice to translate Chinese calligraphic 
culture by translating classical Chinese calligraphic treatises. For English texts on 
Chinese calligraphy (Appendix 1), the translational mode very much resembles the 
practice of “cultural translation”8 as opposed to translation in traditional sense. In 
fact, the concept of “cultural translation” has been taken up by many disciplines, and 
is still under constant debate (e.g. Mary, Birgit, etc. 2010: 94-110). Sun Yifeng also 
gives a comprehensive description of “cultural translation”, especially its historical 
link with anthropology (2016: 5-14). However, “cultural translation” remains a 
concept that is highly controversial, which, as the name itself suggests, can be 
all-inclusive and interpreted differently. What is uncontroversial is that cultural 
translation circumvents the seemingly perennial discourse of equivalence and fidelity, 
etc., and directly places attention to cross-cultural transference of cultural 
information. In addition, it “entails interpretation and reproduction of cultural 
meaning, negotiation of cultural forms, and description of cultural performance” 
(Sun 2017: 48). Such an approach is exactly the scheme that underlies English 
translations of Chinese calligraphic culture; and all concrete cross-cultural strategies 
are made possible under the grand design of cultural translation. Therefore, it is 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
8 The idea of “cultural translation” is most significantly presented by the Indian 
cultural theorist Homi K. Bhabha in a chapter called “How Newness Enters the 
World: Postmodern Space, Postcolonial Time and the Trials of Cultural Translation” 
in The Location of Culture, 1994. 
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necessary to substantiate the concept of cultural translation first.  
2.1.1 The meaning of cultural translation 
Leo Tak-hung Chan calls to our attention that “there is scant awareness of the fact 
that academic writings on China in English are actually grounded in a translational 
mode” (2013: 9). As a Western scholar of Chinese calligraphy, Pietro de Laurentis 
(2017: 16) confesses that he does research differently from his Chinese colleagues 
because he has to translate into English some concepts that are taken for granted by 
the Chinese but need adequate interpretation for Western readership. Cultural 
translation, defined in this thesis and partly shared by some other scholars, is 
translation in a broader sense, involving firstly dissecting the foreign culture and then 
re-connecting it to the target cultural and receptive habits. For Chinese calligraphy, 
cultural translation is seen in the English texts that are consistent with classical 
Chinese calligraphic treatises in terms of ideas and contents. Therefore, those texts in 
which calligraphy is compared to Western items and ideas are not cases of cultural 
translation. Rather, they represent necessary strategies for better cross-cultural 
communication, which does not necessarily mean a true cross-cultural understanding. 
That is to say, English texts on Chinese calligraphy, as explained in Section 1.3, is 
basically made up of four components: linguistic translation, cultural translation, 
cultural domestication and statements of facts (the latter two are the 
author-translators’ own words, including anecdotes and expedient means for 
cross-cultural communication), which complement each other with a dynamic 
balance. 
As for cultural translation, the most prominent feature is an intertwining act of 
translating, interpreting and configuring Chinese calligraphic culture on the basis of 
classical Chinese calligraphic treatises. It is the author-translators who translate the 
culture of Chinese calligraphy “into their own professional language” (Pym 2014: 
148). Such English texts reveal “transcultural struggle, negotiation, and manipulation” 
(Thornber 2009: 85), and produce “a written version of a lived reality” (Jordan 2002: 
98). Although they vary in cultural emphasis due to different attitudes of the 
author-translators, they mostly do not violate or run counter to Chinese calligraphic 
culture. For example, many of them unanimously choose to translate contents that 
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are potentially cross-culturally acceptable, such as calligraphic scripts, dynastical 
changes, renowned calligraphers, and writing materials (to be elaborated in Section 
2.2). As a result, these features have been disproportionately overemphasized in the 
Anglo-American context. However, some other author-translators have caught and 
translated the spiritual, philosophical and appreciative aspects of calligraphy. For 
those texts, cultural contents, including aesthetic pursuits and even pleasure, is 
articulated in English with no constraints on any kind of equivalence. That is to say, 
the author-translators have manipulated the original texts and culture to such an 
extent that the form of the originals can be totally ignored as long as the culture 
intended by the originals can be re-articulated in its fullest scope in English. These 
English texts, written with the supposedly proper cross-cultural strategies for the 
period of time concerned, present Chinese calligraphic culture in a new language and 
in a new cultural system. They are, by nature, cultural translations which have been 
drafted with no clear source text as long as the source culture has been captured. 
However, “no clear source” does not mean “no source at all”; it means that the 
English texts are, in fact, internalized translations based on many non-visible sources. 
However, these internalized translations often conceal the shadows of source texts. 
For instance, Giles describes Wang Xizhi’s ??? calligraphy as “light as floating 
clouds, vigorous as a startled dragon” (1918: 17). Although he does not explicitly 
note that this sentence is actually a translation, nor does he use quotation marks, it is 
almost certain that it is the translation of the phrase piao-ru-youyun???? and 
jiao-ruo-jinglong???? –– two metaphors found in a classical Chinese text on 
Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy. Likewise, piao-ru-yousi????(light as floating silk) is 
another metaphor in calligraphic treatises, but the English texts up to date do not 
contain such a metaphor in linguistic translation, but there is a sentence that reads: 
“the taction moves continuously like the swift stream” (Ishikuawa 2011: 190). 
Obviously, the metaphorical image in this sentence is not identical to the one in 
piao-ru-yosi, and therefore it is not a Chinese metaphor of calligraphy, but the 
author’s spontaneous reaction after he or she internalizes the Chinese ways of 
expressing calligraphy. For another example, several attempts have been made to 
translate the term fei bai?? into English. But in more cases, this term is not 
translated directly but is explained, as Lin Yutang writes: “… it will be possible to 
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understand why very often comparatively dry brushes are used, leaving hollow lines 
in the center of the stroke, for these strokes indicate more clearly the movement, 
direction, and speed of the brush itself” (1962: 254). Clearly, Lin brings out the 
meaning of fei bai, and his expression is consistent with the source culture and also 
readable to the target reader. Therefore, I regard Lin’s expression as a case of cultural 
translation of the term fei bai. In short, an empathetic writing in English of Chinese 
calligraphic culture overweighs all other aspects. 
Most probably, readers do not realize the translational nature of these English texts. 
The author-translators themselves do not necessarily know either, since they have 
internalized calligraphic culture so much that they have grown accustomed to, and 
accept as normal and familiar cultural patterns that fade to the edge of their 
consciousness (see Kottak 2015: 41). Chan notes “the huge spectrum of practices of 
representing other cultures, most of which could be described as forms of translation 
in a broader or narrower sense” (2003: 4). The English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy are just such a case. Lin Yutang’s notes at the end of his essay 
“Calligraphy as An Abstract Art” best illuminate the nature of the English discourses 
on Chinese calligraphy. He says: “I have avoided quotations and chiefly given my 
own observations in the above essay. The fullest and most mature treatises on this 
subject are to be found in…” (1962: 270). Lin goes on to list several classical 
calligraphic treatises for interested readers. I find that Lin’s remark also applies to his 
chapter “Chinese Calligraphy” in his book My Country and My People, where he 
integrates his translation and explanation of the “Bizhen Tu”?????and “Bishi 
Lun”?????naturally into his own discourse. For other English books listed in 
Appendix 1, such as Behind the Brushstrokes: Appreciating Chinese Calligraphy and 
Taction: The Drama of the Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy, the situations are similar. 
In Gentzler’s words, “‘originals’ and ‘translations’ merge and distinctions between 
‘home’ and ‘foreign’ tend to disappear” (2017: 7). That is to say, a great part of the 
English texts on Chinese calligraphy is in the nature of cultural translation. 
2.1.2 The boundary of cultural translation 
The previous section shows that “cultural translation” in this thesis fundamentally 
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means the translation of a culture. However, one may wonder what is not cultural 
translation, as this concept seems too broad and still very vague at this stage. 
Undoubtedly, translation has its domain. Cultural translation, as a special type of 
translation, is no exception. After all, the definition of cultural translation cannot be 
too inclusive to be borderless, otherwise this notion is subject to a great loss of 
descriptive, explanative and cognitive potency. 
I emphasized earlier that cultural translation should always be consistent with the 
original culture in terms of ideas and contents. It should be noted that it must be 
consistent with, not simply relatable to or linked to, Chinese calligraphic culture. To 
be specific, culturally translated texts should not do any makeover, nor add any 
expedient details not inherent in Chinese calligraphy. It aims at passing on the 
authenticity of Chinese calligraphy to Anglo-American readers, despite the fact that 
full authenticity is always an ideal. Castro says: “Translation as a process of 
controlled equivocation –– ‘controlled’ in the sense that walking may be said to be a 
controlled way of falling” (2004: 3). Similarly, cultural translation should also have 
its restraints, meaning that all ideas and contents conveyed should be based on a 
source culture, not on one’s own feeling and judgement. For example, texts aiming at 
cross-cultural communication, such as explaining Chinese calligraphy from the 
perspectives of Western art, and comments based on the author-translator’s prior 
knowledge and subjective feelings, are not cases of cultural translation. Below I use 
an English poem about cao shu?? to explain the boundary of cultural translation.  
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Source text: 
Grass Script 
Mysterious meanderings 
On a background 
Of rivers and flowers 
And mountains glowing 
With the colours of autumn 
Messages 
In an alien tongue 
Uncomprehended 
Yet echoing in my mind 
Long after I have left 
 
Chinese translation: 
?? 
???????? 
??????? 
????????? 
???? 
?? 
???????? 
???? 
????????? 
????????? 
(??? ?) (Unknown 1995: 2) 
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This short poem vividly unveils the image of Chinese cao shu to the 
Anglo-American readers. The phrase “[i]n an alien tongue uncomprehended” implies 
a kind of confusion, or difficulty in making sense of the foreign, and should 
obviously not be considered translation. There are many descriptive words, among 
which, “meanderings” describes the shape of cao shu, but “mysterious” conveys the 
poet’s own feeling. In addition, metaphors such as “rivers”, “flowers”, “glowing 
mountains” and “colours of autumn” are quite similar to calligraphic metaphors (to 
be studied in Chapter 5). However, most of the images are static, and ultimately fail 
to express the dynamic force and rhythm, or the qi, of calligraphy. As for “[y]et 
echoing in my mind, long after I have left”, it is a subjective feeling, which is 
required by the expressive power of poetry but is of little relevance to Chinese 
calligraphy. Such an intuitive and subjective expression, which can be shared by 
most Anglo-American readers, is at most a kind of cross-cultural dialogue, aiming 
not at bringing out the authenticity of Chinese calligraphy, but at transmitting 
immediate and sensory feelings to the reader. Therefore, this poem cannot be 
regarded as a cultural translation of Chinese calligraphic culture. 
Clearly, although cases of cultural translation are omnipresent in the English 
discourses on Chinese calligraphy, we cannot regard all these discourses as cultural 
translation. However, cultural translation is the central philosophy that governs the 
practice of cross-cultural transmission of Chinese calligraphic culture, and it is also 
the general cross-cultural strategy giving birth to concrete strategies. To a large 
extent, it has been substantiated with examples of the translation of Chinese 
calligraphic culture. And cross-cultural strategies, to be examined in the following 
sections of this chapter, can be at the command of cultural translation. 
 
2.2 The Reconstruction of Chinese Calligraphic Culture in English 
After clarifying the concept of cultural translation as it applies to the cross-cultural 
transmission of Chinese calligraphy, I will explore how cultural translation is 
undertaken by the author-translators. This section is centered on two strategies that 
reconstruct a world of Chinese calligraphy in English. As I have revealed the 
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translational nature of English texts on Chinese calligraphy, I will simply refer to the 
authors or translators of the English texts listed in Appendix 1 as “translators” in the 
following parts, also for the sake of convenience. 
2.2.1 Organizing principles 
Since Chinese calligraphic culture is of a wide scope, the first and foremost thing 
translators have to consider is what to translate, what to introduce and what to study. 
In a word, how to structure the materials. This consideration will help review the 
general attitude toward the translation from a broader perspective.  
A glimpse of the contents of the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy reveals 
that they are mostly organized by four principles: dynasties, calligraphers, scripts, 
and materials and techniques. The following four paragraphs explain them one by 
one. 
Many translators prefer to chronologically discuss Chinese calligraphy from a 
dynastic viewpoint, and present its developmental course, such as Wan-go Weng’s 
Chinese Painting and Calligraphy: A Pictorial Survey (1978), and Chang and 
Miller’s Four Thousand Years of Chinese Calligraphy (1990). See Picture 2.1 and 
2.2. 
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Picture 2.1 and 2.2 
 
Some other translators choose to structure Chinese calligraphy by scripts, such as 
zhuan shu??, li shu?? and xing shu?? (see picture 2.3). Examples can be 
found in Tseng Yuho (1993)’s A History of Chinese Calligraphy, Chen Tingyou’s 
Chinese Calligraphy (2002), Stephen Addiss’ The Art of Chinese Calligraphy (2005), 
and Zhou Kexi’s Chinese Calligraphy (2010). These translators seem to believe that 
the transformation of calligraphic scripts over time is of fundamental significance in 
understanding this Chinese art. To some extent, such a framework for discussion is 
reasonable, since the scripts display the most obvious calligraphic features that 
immediately draw the attention of the readers. However, these translators overlook or 
deemphasize the fact that despite diversity in scripts, “the methods of brush 
deployment are consistent throughout history”9. In fact, changes in scripts are 
superficial features, behind which aesthetic diversity lies. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 9 The original text is ??????(??????????). The Chinese make no 
distinction as far as art is concerned between the later forms and the ancient script 
(Driscoll & Toda 1964: 26). The question may be asked: Why is it so desirable to 
employ the technique in doing one script to doing characters in another script? No 
one, it seems, has supplied a satisfactory answer to the question. Somehow the matter 
is taken for granted by the Chinese critics (Ch’en 1966: 208).  
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Picture 2.3 
 
Still many other translators have a proclivity to use preeminent calligraphers as their 
discursive structure. For example, the focus of Bai Qianshen’s Fu Shan’s World: The 
Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy in the Seventeenth Century (2002) is the 
calligrapher Fu Shan?? and the cultural, social, and political environment in which 
he lived. Peter Charles Sturman’s Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in 
Northern Song China (1997) explores the aesthetic pursuits of the calligrapher Mi Fu 
?? and his cultural legacy. Lothar Ledderose’s Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition 
of Chinese Calligraphy (1979) centers on Mi Fu’s alteration of and renewed classical 
traditions of Chinese calligraphy. Adele Schlombs’ Huai-Su and the Beginneings of 
Wild Cursive Script in Chinese Calligraphy (1998) is an introduction and study of 
the calligrapher Huai Su ?? . Such a kind of organizing principle is rather 
reasonable because the aesthetic pursuits revealed by the private stories of individual 
calligraphers can potentially entertain a wider readership beyond scholars. That is to 
say, by deploying a biographical approach, the cross-cultural incompatibility 
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embedded in the translation of Chinese calligraphy is greatly played down. Picture 
2.4 and 2.5 are two examples. 
 
Picture 2.4 and 2.5 
 
In addition, some translators have a penchant for explaining the writing materials and 
techniques required for calligraphy practice. In Chiang Yee’s Chinese Calligraphy 
(1938), three chapters were devoted to styles, techniques and training, respectively. 
In The Simple Art of Chinese Calligraphy, Qu Leilei (2002) also focuses on writing 
materials such as brush, ink, paper and ink stone, and techniques of creating 
calligraphic works. See Picture 2.6 and 2.7.  
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Picture 2.6 and 2.7 
 
However, it should be noted that these chronological and biographical frameworks, 
and skills and materials that have been centered on, are conventional approaches to 
Western art in general. Furthermore, concepts such as “mastering representation” and 
formal or “spatial” analysis, which are frequently mentioned in these English texts, 
are necessarily Western art-historical in origin (see Fong 2008: 30). It is easy to 
identify which organizing principles have been collectively favored, but it is difficult 
to identify which elements have been substantially made light of. If we compare 
classical Chinese calligraphic treatises with English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy, we can detect a discrepancy in discursive focuses: the former on 
self-cultivation and cultural attachments10, while the latter dwells on dynasties, 
scripts, techniques, materials and calligraphers. That is to say, in dealing with 
Chinese calligraphy, Chinese classical treatises prioritize cultural elements which are, 
however, cross-culturally abstruse and puzzling, while the English translations 
accentuate some immediately graspable traits that can be cross-culturally observed, 
named, discussed, and understood. However, the fact that the privileged elements in 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 10 Their dynamic conception of the art as an organization of energies, as a symbol of 
“life-movement,” their faith in nature’s order and in their own “natural” intuitions, 
their desire for quiet and concentration –– all this is Taoist thought and goes back to 
the masters of the Way in the fourth and third centuries B.C., to the ideas of Chuang 
Tzu and the mysterious author of the Tao te ching (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 64). 
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Chinese and English discourses on calligraphy are different does not mean that 
certain elements are completely lost in either discourse. It is only a difference in 
topical and thematic focus. 
Organizing principles are of decisive importance in reframing Chinese calligraphic 
culture in English. Due to the prioritization of certain elements for cultural 
translation, the past few decades saw a deep-seated preference for organizing 
Chinese calligraphy, in English, by the above-mentioned four principles. Such 
preferences have somehow given rise to a deliberate or unintended focal shift of the 
elements in Chinese calligraphy. Such a shift may further lead to biased perspectives 
on Chinese calligraphy, as Sun Yifeng (2014: 288) holds, “the degree of commitment 
to adapting foreign otherness to the unique needs of the target culture determines the 
outcome of translation by promoting a modified and transformed aesthetic appeal”. 
Alvarez and Vidal (1996: 88) ask “whether the broadening of the scope of study by 
way of a rigorous scholarly training, and the use of reliable sources is enough to 
dissolve biased perspectives on a particular exotic culture”. They immediately give a 
negative answer simply because “the privileging of some texts over others seems to 
be inevitable” (ibid). However, what guides this selection? Eva Hung (2005: 6) asks 
why a disguised mode of representation was selected in the first place, why it was 
this particular language, or cultural tradition, that was picked as a “source”, and what 
it was that made the public fall for a translation for a longer or a shorter period of 
time. On this question, Sun Yifeng (2009: 98) explains that “localization features 
prominently in the stage of selecting the appropriate texts for translation, and local 
knowledge is no doubt helpful in assessing the needs of the target reader”. What Sun 
means by “localization” is a kind of domestication in translation; and the term “local 
knowledge” that Sun uses refers to translators’ knowledge of the foreign culture 
concerned. In other words, selection and prioritization of certain elements in 
translation can be regarded as a form of domestication facilitated by cultural 
intervention, which “may be driven by a desire to reinforce cultural relevance”, thus, 
“unfamiliar cultural features of the original are altered, replaced, or explained 
through assimilation or localization” (ibid: 99). As mentioned earlier, some elements 
central to the Chinese cultural context have been made light of in translation. 
Doorslaer (2012: 1051) argues that “the absence of certain facts or topics in many 
cases is as meaningful as their presence would be”. Subjects that are not 
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foregrounded in translation are not conspicuous or even discernable to the target 
reader, concealing a hidden process of controlling cultural accessibility, hence 
cross-cultural acceptability. Baker (2006: 51) claims that “many institutional 
authorities insist on a strict chronological ordering of events, hence forcing the 
narrator to repackage their experience to suit the institution’s norms of presentation”. 
In this sense, topics that have been downplayed seem to be equally important for the 
study of English translations of Chinese calligraphy. 
Unlike sinologists and enthusiasts of Chinese culture who are arguably the primary 
readers of these English texts, collectors11, curators, connoisseurs and art students 
who are not necessarily researchers on traditional China are also potential readers. 
Normally, they need a quick understanding of Chinese calligraphy, and chronological 
and biographical approaches to Chinese calligraphy, which help lessen cultural 
incompatibility and obscure cultural untranslatability, are able to bring psychological 
proximity to readers, despite the fact that “developmental patterns accepted for 
European art do not necessarily apply to chronologically equivalent Chinese art” 
(Shih 1995: 272). In addition, topical choices in these English texts remind us of a 
similar situation when Buddhist thought was introduced to China. At the initial stage, 
China selected the intuitive wisdom in Mahayana Buddhism (In Chinese, it is???
???????) which was the only aspect of Buddhist thought that China was 
able to have a dialogue with. Therefore, the process of topical selection is a kind of 
mild domestication that “enhances cultural accessibility, which reflects the reality of 
the fundamental problem of cross-cultural engagement” (Sun 2009: 102). 
As Sturge holds, it is “problematic to translate categories into English categories 
which are quite differently structured” (2007: 21). Through the process of selection 
and prioritization, the strongest cultural components embodied by classical Chinese 
calligraphic treatises have been made somewhat weaker in English translations. 
Paradoxically, however, cross-cultural dialogue is thus largely made possible. The 
translators, who have conscious or unconscious motives for selective inclusion, 
become the gatekeepers of Chinese calligraphic culture in the Anglo-American 
world. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
11 For more information about collectors, please refer to Rujivacharakul (2011). 
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2.2.2 Cultural dilution 
In fact, the organizing principles reveal a kind of cultural dilution. Largely due to the 
biographical and chronological approaches adopted by many translators, the 
adequacy of regarding Chinese calligraphy as the functional equivalent of Western 
art becomes widely accepted. In this way, Chinese calligraphy turns out to be a more 
or less cross-culturally transferrable culture. 
On the one hand, Chinese calligraphy is highly individualistic as it reflects the 
character and aesthetic qualities of calligraphers. The ancient Chinese philosopher, 
Yang Xiong?? (53 BC – 18 AD) says: “Words are sounds of the heart, and 
calligraphy is painting of the heart; both reveal whether the man is a superior 
character or of a low kind.” It shows that Chinese people had tremendous respect for 
incorruptible integrity. Early in its development, Chinese calligraphy began to be 
associated with calligraphers’ moral character and inner virtue, such as what Yan 
Zhenqing ??? (709 AD – 785 AD) displayed in his calligraphic work as a 
government official. The eleventh-century art critic Guo Ruoxu ??? (?-?12) 
reinforced this line of thought by theorizing that calligraphy or painting reflects the 
artist’s vitalizing force, the resonance of his or her spirit (qi yun??), issuing from 
the innermost consciousness. This theory has been repeatedly used by Chinese art 
critics throughout the centuries and still remains a criterion on which to judge a work 
of calligraphy today. One can practice writing for years and still fail to achieve a 
good hand if one does not at the same time cultivate personality; after all, 
“accomplished vulgarity in writing is unfortunately only too common” (Chiang 1973: 
130). 
On the other hand, Chinese calligraphy serves as a means of appreciating the beauty 
of the world and enhancing self-cultivation, since calligraphers use Chinese 
characters and brush-work for the revelation of their personal emotions and styles, as 
well as their aesthetic pursuits. Since the Zhou dynasty (1046 BC – 256 BC), 
calligraphy, along with rites, music, archery, riding and arithmetic, has been 
practiced by nearly all the educated Chinese, despite the fact that few Chinese 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
12 Dates of birth and death not known.  
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practice calligraphy as a way of life today. In China, calligraphy is also looked upon 
as a healthy exercise, for it involves not only the movement of the fingers, wrist, and 
arm, but, in the case of really large pieces of writing, the whole body (Chiang 1973: 
148). Calligraphers do not conduct scientific research on each character they write, 
but try to feel and express the spirit and rhythm of the world through the creative ink 
play which is made possible through writing with a brush. It is through this tangible 
process of brush on paper and the shade of ink that calligraphers feel the world and 
cultivate themselves. 
These aspects, which reflect Chinese worldviews and lifestyles, constitute the most 
significant component of calligraphy that has been extensively explained and greatly 
emphasized in classical Chinese calligraphic treaties. The tricky thing, however, is 
that it is also the most difficult for Anglo-American readers to cross-culturally 
understand, especially the various subtle feelings expressed. One reason is that while 
Chinese calligraphy does find its representations in English, it is generally viewed 
merely as a craft and seldom assumes a cultural universe. In China, by contrast, it has 
traditionally been revered as one of the highest of all art forms. Fully aware of this 
difference, Willetts, a Western sinologist, admits: 
It will perhaps be best to confine our (Westerners’) account largely to a 
description of the evolution of the script in historical times, and, as 
regards the aesthetics of calligraphy, to refer readers to the writings of 
Chinese authorities on the subject… (1958: 562) 
Clearly, the use of Chinese calligraphy in self-cultivation has receded from centrality 
in classical calligraphic treatises into periphery in English translations, and the 
evocative descriptions of individual works, which are detailed in Chinese treatises, 
have been condensed. Willetts also acknowledges that a Westerner is “even more 
reluctant to explain what aesthetic qualities attach to calligraphy practiced as a fine 
art (shu fa), for this is a matter on which a Westerner cannot be expected to speak 
with assurance” (ibid). That is why most English discourses on Chinese calligraphy 
are reminiscent of Western art discourses. This phenomenon represents “a type of 
colonization characteristic of cultural deprivation, which denies the target reader 
access to genuine otherness” (Sun 2009: 101). 
Ishikuawa (2011: 2) suggests that Chinese calligraphy should be examined as 
something “fundamental to expression and to culture”, rather than “the commonplace 
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concerns of skillful or unskillful, pleasing or unpleasing to the eye”. However, the 
cultural elements preserved in classical Chinese treatises cannot be fully identified 
with those rewritten in English. Bauman and Sherzer (1989: 8) hold that “language is 
not a set of idealized rules, so cultures are not static units but ‘emergent’, not rigidly 
determined by the institutional structure of the society, but rather largely created in 
performance by the strategic and goal-directed manipulation of resources for 
speaking”. In some measure, it is exactly through cultural dilution that Chinese 
calligraphy began to emerge and gain interest and attention from the 
Anglo-American world. Although topical preference, to some extent, scales down 
this quintessential Chinese culture, it does not mean topical exclusion (see Section 
2.2.1). Therefore, the English discourses preserve nearly everything Chinese 
calligraphy but with difference in emphasis. In effect, the organizing principles in 
translation and the subsequent shift of cultural focus serve as strategies of enhancing 
cultural relevance to Anglo-American readers so as to enable Chinese calligraphy to 
enter the Anglo-American world in the first place before its cultural uniqueness and 
lexical subtleties can be fully revealed, recognized and explored by a wider 
readership and scholarship. Therefore, despite the concessions made to the target 
culture, cultural messages still get transmitted, emphatically or otherwise. It is 
precisely a belief in the possibility of cross-cultural understanding that allows 
Chinese calligraphic culture to continue to be translated into the present. Sun Yifeng 
(2009: 97-99) argues: 
Due to the potential loss of referentiality, a translation has to be localized 
to varying degrees for it to work…More tellingly, a culturally dismissive 
attitude is shown in the deletion of details on the assumption that such 
features or references are not worth serious treatment and their 
preservation will lead to virtual unintelligibility. Thus, cultural attitudes 
are responsible for determining the extent of a translator’s intervention, 
and sometimes it can be fairly radical. Now and then, translation even 
reorders the text and changes to the narrative sequence of the original are 
particularly revealing (italics mine). 
English discourses on Chinese calligraphy which appeared mainly during the past 
half century have underlined the knowledge available in English about Chinese 
calligraphy and profoundly shaped the image of Chinese calligraphy in the minds of 
Anglo-American readers. Cultural dilution, in Chan’s words, “concerns the mapping 
of philosophical concepts across languages — especially the case of Chinese and 
English, given the ascendancy of the latter in the current global scene” (2011: 178). 
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Baker also calls to attention that “translating a narrative into another language and 
culture inevitably results in a form of ‘contamination’, whereby the original narrative 
itself may be threatened with dilution or change” (2006: 62). It can be predicted that 
in the Anglo-American world of the future, research questions, lines of argument, 
further introduction of Chinese calligraphy, and selection of classical Chinese 
calligraphic treatises for translation, will all be influenced by, and even confined to, 
these existing English discourses which have already prioritized certain features, 
rather than all features of Chinese calligraphy. Hermans’ remark is particularly 
relevant to this issue. He says that “enlarging certain aspects or kinds of similarity 
while creating blind spots elsewhere” (Hermans 2003: 382). It seems that cultural 
dilution, being consciously or unconsciously taken as a cross-cultural strategy, is 
positive in terms of opening up access to Chinese calligraphy, but may be negative in 
the long run. The comprehensive feature of English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy can only be made clearer when case studies to be conducted in Chapter 3, 
4 and 5 are done. 
 
2.3 Recourse to Pictures 
Another important phenomenon that needs to be taken into account is the practice of 
inserting pictures into translated texts. These pictures are in fact photocopies of 
calligraphic works either written on paper or inscribed on stone steles. Texts 
accompanied by pictures constitute a strategic mode of interpretation intended by the 
translators. Therefore, it involves another strategy of translation13. Despite all the 
efforts made to explain the sophisticated calligraphic ideas and the rich aesthetic 
variations, the representation of Chinese calligraphy as a visual and cultural 
embodiment of China is not all linguistic in nature. 
Lawrence Sipe (1998: 107) holds that “visual texts are on an equal footing with 
verbal texts”. Browsing through English discourses on Chinese calligraphy, one can 
always see pictures. However, we rarely see these pictures in classical Chinese 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
13 One may argue that the pictures are just to illuminate the texts, which is true. But 
the translators are likely to unconsciously adopt this “strategy”, of which readers 
may also be unaware.  
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treatises; even Chinese books on calligraphy published in modern times contain 
much fewer pictures than those in English books. Apart from the obvious reason that 
the technology of photo-taking and copying was nonexistent in the past, it is also 
because calligraphy was familiar to the Chinese in general; in the past, it was 
practiced by every educated man, and at present, the Chinese still never fail to see 
calligraphy of different kinds in their daily life14, though most Chinese do not 
practice calligraphy any more today. Generally speaking, the Chinese can readily 
“see” what is described in relevant texts in their mind’ eye, but not so for 
English-speaking readers. 
As for this, I am obliged to quote Willetts’ remark once again: “A Westerner is even 
more reluctant to explain what aesthetic qualities attach to calligraphy practiced as a 
fine art (shu fa), for this is a matter on which a Westerner cannot be expected to 
speak with assurance” (1958: 562). When the content cannot be translated with 
assurance, pictures of calligraphic works thus appear necessary. They are a visual 
means of conveying cultural messages which are otherwise difficult to translate 
cross-culturally. 
In recent studies on English translation of Chinese calligraphic culture, some Chinese 
scholars have also noticed this particular phenomenon. Hu Zhiguo and Li Zhiqin 
(2013: 52-53), for instance, find that for “Shupu”, one of the most renowned treatises 
on calligraphy, the translation by Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. Frankel (1995) is 
decorated with pictures of both the original author’s and the translator’s calligraphic 
works, whereas Sun Dayu (1935)’s translation occurs alongside four calligraphic 
pieces created by four eminent calligraphers from different dynasties. Such an 
arrangement is due not only to the fact that these pictures give readers a direct 
glimpse of calligraphic works, but also to a kind of thinking that cannot be fully 
expressed in language (i.e. English). That is to say, these pictures declare a direct 
relationship, whether experienced or imagined, between a calligraphic work, its 
particular kind of artistic taste and the descriptive elements in the English 
translations. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 14 Chiang Yee describes the omnipresence of calligraphy in China, such as in houses, 
gardens, mountains, and on the occasion of New Year Festival, and so on and so 
forth. For more information, as well as the relationship between calligraphy and the 
mind of the Chinese people, please refer to page 10-11 (1973).  
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2.3.1 The power of pictures 
In fact, as early as the ancient times, the Chinese began to realize the inadequacy of 
texts in expressing thought. The Book of Changes says: “Writing cannot completely 
express language, nor can language completely express meaning ... the sages 
established the images to fully express meaning”15. Similarly, according to the 
“Great Preface” to The Book of Songs, “where words are inadequate, one sighs; 
where sighs are inadequate, one sings; where song is inadequate, unconsciously one 
begins to clap, dance, and tap the feet”16 (cited from Li 2010: 107). As is well 
known, the Song and Ming neo-Confucians for the most part adopted a negative 
attitude toward the arts in theoretical writings. Cheng Yi (1033 AD — 1107 AD) is a 
representative figure who holds that writing is detrimental to the attainment of the 
Way17. 
Aside from sporadic records in ancient Chinese classics, Zen Buddhism contains an 
emphatic flow of ideas about the inadequacy of words. This sinicized form of 
Buddhism has exerted a wide and deep influence in China, and served a rich source 
of inspiration in explaining the relationship between words and feelings. Fully 
acknowledging the limitations of language, Zen Buddhism advocates “sudden 
enlightenment”, the content and delight of which can only be experienced rather than 
verbally described. Zen Buddhism denies the full expressive power of language and 
believes that language breaks the unity of the whole, forcing people to the limits of 
concrete expression. After all, every language has prescriptive aspects which ossify 
what is expressed (Ge 1986: 146). This attitude towards language highlights the 
counterproductive, if not neutral or inadequate, power of language. For Zen 
Buddhism, language aims to distinguish, and therefore, it becomes something 
concrete. However, a concrete language is unable to fully express metaphysics, a 
category that is a substantial part of the culture of Chinese calligraphy. In this sense, 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
15 The Chinese original: ??????????????????????.  
  16 The Chinese text:???????????????????????????
???????????. 
 17 The Chinese original: ????.  
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the limit to the expressive power not only makes it necessary for pictures to be 
present and “say” what is left unsaid, but also gives rise to a great variety of 
metaphors which may partially transcend this limitation and extend the reach of 
language (to be examined in Chapter 5). Although this line of thinking focuses on the 
innate inability of all languages and thus not specifically of English, it still 
illuminates the situation in which English is used to express Chinese calligraphy. 
Charles Kwong (2011: 221) remarks that “there is an inherent cultural recognition 
that language is a limited and distorting medium, and that however it may be 
couched stylistically, it should aim at evoking senses and meanings without 
overacting itself, which will make the tool even more inadequate to its task”. In this 
regard, despite linguistic competency of the translator, distortion is inevitable. It 
seems that the only way to minimize distortion and compensate for an innate 
inadequacy is to resort to non-verbal medium. The analysis above shows that 
calligraphic pictures serve as a supplement to a translated text in a bid to provide 
readers with the fullness of experience derived from the appreciation of the multiple 
aspects of calligraphy. The pictures in these English texts can in some measure help 
overcome cultural untranslatability which becomes especially pronounced when the 
English language does not contain an “equivalent” expression for a Chinese term or 
concept, and also when the “equivalent” phrases fail to carry the original meanings 
across to the Anglo-American context. 
Offering “authentic” artworks to readers who are reading the texts, these pictures are 
intended to help readers better grasp the vague and whimsical meanings conveyed by 
written words, supplying a series of perpetual visual references, which especially in 
the case of brushstrokes, can “never be fully recaptured by the printed words” (Tu 
1979: 246). In this connection, the relationship between the printed and the visual 
becomes interlocked (Chan 2012: 413). Readers, therefore, can at least gain a 
cultural experience created by the conjunction of text and picture. 
2.3.2 Interaction of pictures with texts 
In modern scholarship, the relationship between text and picture has been mainly 
discussed in the fields of museums and multimedia studies, non-verbal 
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communication and inter-semiotic translation. All of these can shed some light on the 
phenomenon of pictures being inserted in English discourses on Chinese calligraphy. 
This section aims at an interdisciplinary approach to this phenomenon so as to better 
unravel the mechanism underlying the special form of cross-cultural transference. 
Cultural information can be represented in multiple ways. Multilayered 
representation, as Sun Yifeng claims (2012: 236), is essential to literary translation. 
The translation of Chinese calligraphic culture is no exception. Shilton (2013: 12) 
holds that a work of art cannot be fully grasped in critical discourse without 
first-hand experience. In this sense, both first-hand experience and verbal expression 
are needed, and these are offered by pictures and texts simultaneously. However, 
once the alien terms and abstruse descriptions are translated into English, they are no 
longer the original any more. Rather, they are at most “reflections of the feeling and 
meaning” of this foreignness (Tu 1979: 246). Besides, “if such complexity is difficult 
to interpret, it is also difficult to convey in the linear and skimpy medium of the 
written word” (Zhang 2013a: 80). Pictures of calligraphic works are a response to 
this difficulty as it effectuates cultural translation by making clear the cultural 
meanings of the English texts. Indeed, to get cultural messages transmitted across 
cultural contexts, cross-cultural strategies are undoubtedly needed. 
The pictures circumvent the common practice of translation and present to the reader 
an original, unmediated other which can be experienced almost directly. Nonetheless, 
pictures alone, filled with Chinese characters, do not make any sense to the 
Anglo-American readers unless sufficient textual description is provided. Contrary to 
Gadamer’s (1997: 385) claim that “literary art can be understood only from the 
ontology of the work of art, and not from the aesthetic experiences that occur in the 
course of the reading”, the understanding of Chinese calligraphy requires some 
knowledge of Chinese culture. Chiang Yee (1973: 196) remarks that the beauty of 
Chinese calligraphy “is generated neither by powerful thought nor reason, nor has it 
any particular source: it is the ‘abstract’ beauty of line”. Without sufficient 
knowledge, calligraphic artworks appear as no more than abstract lines. In fact, the 
reading of treatises on calligraphy and the appreciation of the artworks are equally 
important in grasping this Chinese artistic practice. This implies that both texts and 
pictures are indispensable in cross-culturally understanding Chinese calligraphy. 
They illuminate each other. 
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Therefore, while these pictures function as a bridge connecting two different cultures, 
they may constantly help to correct readers’ impression of Chinese calligraphy when 
readers’ imagination evoked by the English texts goes astray. The texts and the 
pictures jointly create a holistic cultural atmosphere where “meaning is inseparable 
from cultural feeling” (Tu 1979: 249). Put in another way, experience is not reducible 
to words, and all need to guard against the unconstrained use of the category of “text” 
(Zhang 2004: 398). For calligraphic works, the aesthetic and cultural content, as well 
as their cross-cultural articulation are inseparable, and the interaction between texts 
and pictures strikes translators as a challenge to represent the culture of Chinese 
calligraphy in English. They are expected to create discourses that make as much 
sense for the target reader as the Chinese original does for the Chinese reader. 
These pictures are capable of offering the images that various textual descriptions 
attempt to evoke. Readers are given the opportunity to apply the images evoked to 
the reading of English texts. Particularly in the case of unexplained cultural 
references, pictures of calligraphic works show the inevitability of translators’ 
intervention. It seems that translators have made a tacit consensus to include pictures. 
Basil Hatim (1997: 49) refers to this kind of nonverbal communication as 
“graphically representational language”, thus “constituting an important socio-textual 
and cross-cultural aspect of translation and furthermore their relevance 
crossculturally”. 
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Reading with the guidance of pictures opens up new possibilities for cross-cultural 
interpretation. While the English texts are a kind of rewriting and adaptation in 
another cultural-linguistic context, the pictures are the exact and authentic “object” 
of Chinese calligraphy. They directly exhibit a foreign other and help unlock the 
exact meanings out of a variety of possible meanings indicated by certain English 
words and phrases (Sturge 2007: 164). For example, in order to deliver the meaning 
of xuanzhen shu ? ? ? (“Suspended Needle”) and chuilu shu ? ? ?
(“Dropping-Dew”) which are too abstract to be cross-culturally understood, Chiang 
Yee (1973: 156) not only gives immediate explanation18 after his translation, but 
also inserts some pictures consistent with what is intended for translation (see Picture 
2.8). Another example in point is Waku Miller’s translation of a live experience in 
practicing calligraphy: 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  18 He writes: “this vertical stroke is called ‘Dropping-Dew’, because the lower part 
is in the form of a dew-drop and has in relation to the upper part the appearance of 
dropping down” (1973: 156). 
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Beginning calligraphers commonly make a rudimentary mistake when 
they copy Huang’s tower character, ? . They tend to perceive the 
undulation in the vertical stroke in the vertical stroke in the tree radical as 
merely lateral oscillation. Experienced calligraphers, however, perceive 
the undulation as a three-dimensional phenomenon… (2011: 112) 
This short paragraph is full of descriptions of an exotic experience, which is difficult 
for Anglo-American readers to empathize with. However, the picture to the right of 
this paragraph illustrates the flow of the calligraphy and the changing shades of ink 
which can be easily linked to the somewhat vague English words (see Picture 2.9). 
As a result, readers would have a direct recognition of this particular artistic feeling, 
and cross-cultural understanding is facilitated. In Section 2.2.2, I called attention to 
the issue of cultural dilution. However, these pictures can directly convey the unsaid, 
or what is difficult to say with assurance, such as feelings and rhythms. In this way, 
cultural dilution can be compensated for, to some extent. Texts and pictures 
complement each other through enhancement when one mode provides meanings 
which expand anther, even casually (Wu 2014: 1418). As seen in the examples above, 
the diminished aspects of calligraphy in translation, mainly self-cultivation and the 
elements in Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, are partially restored by pictures 
which yield new readings, allowing for dedicated exploitations of the relationship 
between the pictures and the texts on offer. Clark makes the following remarks: 
Art is not like language in that its meaning, for a given universe of 
discourse, cannot, without iconographical or ideological filtering, be 
subject to check or exercised toward semantic transparency. Part of the 
semiotic usefulness of art as a medium is that it can remain ambiguous; 
or it can have areas of ambiguity for different sets of beliefs at the same 
time. These allow for the generation of different sets of meanings from 
the same work; meaning, under conditions of translation, is transacted or 
negotiated. For cultural historian Peter Burke, “translation should be 
regarded less as a definitive solution to a problem than as a messy 
compromise, involving losses or renunciations and leaving the way open 
for renegotiation” (Clark 2013: 23). 
Clark’s remarks enhance our understanding of the interactive role of texts and 
pictures in bringing out meanings more clearly. English texts and the embedded 
pictures of calligraphic works form a physical context that plays a significant role in 
cross-cultural learning. Such a context can be summarized as “text plus interpretive 
pictures”. Falk and Dierking argue that “learning is always rooted in the realities of 
the physical world, even if abstractly, though typically the relationship is extremely 
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concrete” (2000: 58). Readers need to make sense of the physical context and find 
the pattern which evokes cultural responses and enhances cross-cultural 
meaning-making. 
To sum up, pictures of calligraphic works represent a kind of inter-semiotic 
translation in that they graphically manifest some meanings conveyed by texts. The 
above examples show how words and pictures interact with, and refer to, each other 
in the readers’ reading process. Sebeok (1992; 2000; 2001) constantly notes that 
communication is grounded in a specific semiotic system. Pictures give the reader an 
“on-the-spot” experience, which is brought to the understanding of the texts to help 
construct the cultural meanings of calligraphy. Combining the evocative power of 
pictures with the corresponding texts results in a multimedia cross-cultural 
experience in which “words and pictures have become inextricably woven into a 
total gestalt of meaning” (Goethals 2001: 47). Needless to say, pictures and texts, 
both serving to effectively translate Chinese calligraphic culture for English-speaking 
readers, coalesce into a single communicative tool. 
 
2.4 Implications of the Translational Mode 
The translators I study all integrate translation into a broad context, and the texts they 
produced often go beyond the definition of conventional language transfer. A big part 
of the English texts on Chinese calligraphy shows cultural translation at work, and 
very few are linguistically translated based on clear source texts. The main reason, as 
mentioned in Chapter 1, is that between Chinese calligraphic culture and Western 
culture in general there is still little compatibility. Linguistic translations are mostly 
targeted at specialists such as sinologists, students, curators and collectors. If 
English-speaking readers fail to have a deep knowledge of Chinese calligraphy and 
Chinese culture in general, they are rather prone to misunderstanding or simplifying 
Chinese calligraphy. In addition, calligraphic culture entails the contents closely 
related to culture-specific emotion and Chinese philosophy (to be elaborated in 
Chapter 4), compounding existing difficulties. Furthermore, some Chinese 
descriptions can only be grasped by the mind but are difficult to re-verbalize in 
English, which makes it even more necessary to interpret, rather than directly 
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translate, Chinese treatises on calligraphy. As Tihanyi (2004: 740) holds, the 
referentiality of language to the things in the world must be filtered through the 
emotive experiences and upbringing of its speakers. This process makes direct 
translation difficult, but it is part and parcel of the task of translators. Therefore, 
cultural translation is especially necessary and applicable to Chinese calligraphy. 
Cultural translation is generally achieved through the reconstruction of Chinese 
calligraphic culture in the Anglo-American context, and recourse to pictures. Such 
strategies show that English texts on Chinese calligraphy are of “both the interpretive 
and constructivist nature” (Hermans 2003: 386), since these texts reflect different 
points of inquiry into Chinese calligraphy, show a diversified understanding of this 
culture, help “overcome the stifling uniformity that afflicts much of mass 
communication and precludes variety of choice” (MacBride 2004: 86), and (re)shape 
sinologists’ and readers’ impression of Chinese calligraphy. Readers would somehow 
expect an affected use of the English language or be psychologically prepared for the 
voice of alterity if they were given a book whose cover announces that it is a 
translation. However, if the English book, such as exhibition catalogues and 
sinological texts, presented to the reader is not an explicit translation but a 
re-configuration of Chinese calligraphic culture, and each part reads fluidly, then 
readers would very probably believe that the associations evoked by this book in 
their mind are exactly the foreign other, and treat their imaginative experiences as a 
natural response to the authentic other. This is the goal and advantage of cultural 
translation. By adopting a Western way of narrating foreign others, translators give 
full play to the expressive power of the English language to recreate a newly woven 
context to ensure that target readers can increasingly make “full” sense of Chinese 
calligraphy by reading an inventively rewritten narrative, indicating that “cultural 
translation” can potentially become an act against cross-cultural incomprehension. In 
the meantime, some other translators prefer cultural simplification and want to make 
a broad characterization easier for readers to follow. Ames (1995: 734) argues that 
the only thing more dangerous than making cultural generalizations is failing to 
make them. In fact, the practice of cultural translation attempts to both bridge 
cultural gaps and gloss over cultural differences. Furthermore, pictures of 
calligraphic works ease cross-cultural anxiety, promote cross-cultural understanding, 
and stimulate Anglo-American readers to experience the Chinese 
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“cultural-psychological formation” (Li 2010: 9). Therefore, cultural translation 
signals a departure from traditional yet conservative conceptualization of translation 
and is expected to deal with difficult instances of cross-cultural transferance.  
Asad (1986: 163) holds that “the process of ‘cultural translation’ is inevitably 
enmeshed in conditions of power –– professional, national, international”. In the 
English discourses on Chinese calligraphy, there are efforts made by academics, for 
example, Bai Qianshen (2002), Lothar Ledderose (1979), Richard M. Barnhart 
(1964), William Willetts (1981), Peter Charles Sturman (1997), Tseng Yuho (1998); 
by official endeavors such as Ouyang Zhongshi, et al. (2008), Ren Lingjuan (2003) 
and Yawtsong Lee (2010); and by scholars who are propelled by a kind of cultural 
mission, such as Sun Dayu (1935), Chiang Yee (1973), Lin Yutang (2010), and 
Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. Frankel (1995). These three groups roughly 
correspond, respectively, to the “professional, national and international” levels, 
turning sinologists and other scholars who prefer to write in English into cultural 
translators. However, despite all these efforts, Chinese calligraphic culture is still 
quite alien to the Anglo-American world at present. This means that it is difficult to 
transfer a frame of reference for cultural meaning in direct translation, since the point 
of reference of Chinese calligraphic culture is still very distinct. Under these 
circumstances, cultural translation offers a roomy space for “fusion of horizons” (to 
be discussed in Chapter 6), so as to achieve more authentic cross-cultural 
understanding. 
Castro (2004: 5) remarks that “[a] good translation is one that allows the alien 
concepts to deform and subvert the translator’s conceptual toolbox so that the 
intentio of the original language can be expressed within the new one”. However, 
non-mediated translation of a culture as alien as Chinese calligraphy always fails to 
fulfill the ultimate goal of a “good translation”. Under this circumstance, it is wise to 
select, translate, rewrite, synthesize and refashion Chinese calligraphic culture. That 
is to say, cultural translation become more practical than linguistic translation. Sturge 
(2007: 129) argues that “searching for an authentic or original ‘source text’ with 
which to compare the ‘target text’ for accuracy was not only impracticable but also 
based on an untenable assumption that stable, fixed and potentially authentic 
‘cultures’ exist. Instead, we looked at the translations in their own existence as 
textual representations”. This is exactly cultural translation. 
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Scholars of Translation Studies commonly claim that a translation is expected to be 
adequate and acceptable at the same time, responsive to both the source culture and 
the target reader. However, if the source culture is too detached from the target 
culture, translation in its traditional sense is almost impossible to fulfill this dual 
responsibility, since it emphasizes linguistic transfer of meanings, which restricts a 
full-fledged conveyance of cultural attachments. Chan (2003: 322) holds a similar 
stance: “When linguistic infelicities cease to be the focus of Translation Studies, and 
the search for equivalence can be abandoned, this narrower definition also ceases to 
be workable”. If Translation Studies scholars still stick to this dichotomy between 
source text and target text, it is tantamount to discarding a broader realm of study. 
What’s more, it is exactly the translation in this realm that is most prevalent in our 
daily lives and enjoys a much wider readership than academic texts and directly 
translated texts. Therefore, it warrants more attention. 
 
?  
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Chapter 3  
The Translation of Calligraphic Terms 
 
Terms take up a central position in the culture of Chinese calligraphy. The English 
translation of these terms gives rise to a number of problems, partly because Chinese 
calligraphy finds no Western counterparts, and its terms are deeply engrained in 
Chinese cultural context. Such a fact implies that most of the terms are 
culture-specific items for English-speaking readers and there are no English words 
ready at hand to translate them.  
This chapter will classify calligraphic terms into three categories, and bring to light 
the translational scenario of each category with examples. As the purpose of this 
chapter is not to give a minute report on every stumbling block strewn on the path of 
translation, I hope that the selected examples are sufficient to cover most translation 
phenomena with regard to terms of Chinese calligraphy, and stimulate further query 
and discussion in the field of translating Chinese calligraphic culture.  
 
3.1 Calligraphic Terms: Classification and Translation  
Calligraphic terms in this thesis refer to those normally regarded as terms of Chinese 
calligraphy in Chinese academia. On the basis of what they refer to, they can be 
categorized into three groups: philosophical terms, terms related to calligraphic 
scripts, and technical terms. In this section, I will present the general picture of 
calligraphic terms and their translations. However, it should be noted that my 
classification is arbitrary and is thus not the only possible way. It aims to 
systematically study the translation of calligraphic terms, and keep consistency with 
the next two chapters.  
3.1.1 Philosophical terms  
Philosophical terms disclose the fundamental thought underlying Chinese calligraphy. 
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As a rule, some are not exclusively used in Chinese calligraphy, but are shared with 
other forms of Chinese art such as painting and poetry, as they are born of the same 
cultural system and closely related to each other. Generally speaking, Chinese art as 
a big realm is especially linked to Taoist thought, as well as to Buddhist and 
Confucian ones. Philosophical terms articulate artistic notions indispensable to 
Chinese calligraphy, and those such as qi?, shi?, jibai-danghei????, and 
shangyi-shufeng ???? fall into this category. Over time, translators have 
competed unrelentingly to offer their own translations.  
The table below is a list of key philosophical terms and their translations.  
 
Philosophical terms 
(Chinese + 
transliteration based on 
Hanyu Pinyin) 
Translation(s) 
???? 
Qiyun-shengdong 
Keep the characters from becoming clumps of 
ink19; 
lively movement (Chiang 1973: viii);  
rhythmic life20;  
Rhythmic Vitality21;  
spiritual essence and life movement (Oertling 1997: 
69);  
vital verve of things (Kwong 2011: 219). 
?? bi mo Brushstroke;  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
19 See Ishikawa (2011: 183): “so we need to use thinner strokes and proportionally 
more space between them to keep the characters from becoming clumps of ink”. 
 20 See Chiang (1973: 210): “…lend themselves so well to calligraphic treatment, 
which embodies the ‘rhythmic life’ that is the essence of a painting”. 
 21 See Chiang (1973: 228): “In the West a painting is said to be a work of art if it has 
what is called ‘quality’. In China, we call this necessary element Rhythmic Vitality.”  
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?? chuan shen Brushwork (Chiang 1973: 16);  
taction22; 
Conveying the spirit (Kwong 2011: 219). 
??  
bi shi23 
The posture for brush-handling;  
dynamic force;  
dynamic energy;  
shi: configurations; …attempting to feel and to 
resonate with them, and thereby to allow his whole 
being to grasp what he would then reproduce with 
ink and brush –– namely, the natural momentum 
and vital force of the scene (Li 2010: 112). 
??  
fei bai 
Flying White Style;  
‘hollow’ strokes;  
comparatively dry brushes are used, leaving hollow 
lines in the center of the stroke, for these strokes 
indicate more clearly the movement, direction, and 
speed of the brush itself (Lin 1962: 254). 
???? 
jibai-danghei 
The empty is pregnant with everything poised to 
unfold henceforth;  
interplay of vacuity and solidity; 
Table 3.1 
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 22 See Ishikawa 2011: xi: “Underlying its aesthetics is the essence of the act of 
writing. And we need to recognize the origins of that essence in the historical 
interplay between carving stone with a chisel and applying ink with a brush. That 
interplay has unfolded in an ever so tactile dimension, and I therefore use the term 
‘taction’ for what is commonly but inadequately described as ‘brushwork’.” 
23 Bi shi is a term referring to different momentums displayed through brushstrokes.  
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Philosophical terms of Chinese calligraphy, in one word, can be attributed to the 
central theme of traditional Chinese culture — the subjectivity of human beings, 
especially one’s cultivation and spirit, which is best epitomized by The Book of 
Changes, in which the flow of life — change — constitutes the core value. Chinese 
calligraphy is exactly the cultural form that annotates this specific worldview 
through the lively interplay between ink and emotion, among other things. Yun?, a 
term that speaks for this worldview, imparts a sense that the whitespace of the paper 
uncharted by the brush is also part and parcel of life (Wu 2014: 523).  
The Book of Changes implies that it is the yin and yang that bring continuous change 
to all things under heaven, and the employment of calligraphic brush exactly strives 
for the balance of yin and yang. Terms such as fei bai??, xushi-xiangjian???
?, and nongzhong-youdan???? embody such a thought. For the Chinese, yin 
and yang stand for two distinct appearances of beauty that mirror the two basic 
elements underlying the movement of the universe.  
3.1.2 Terms related to calligraphic scripts  
Among all possible topics in Chinese calligraphy, scripts are especially emphasized 
in, and frequently introduced to, the Anglo-American world. A big portion of English 
books on Chinese calligraphy were framed by or centered on calligraphic scripts, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. Calligraphic scripts not only reflect different aesthetic tastes, 
but also reveal, to some degree, the development of Chinese calligraphy. The 
following table is a list of the translations of the most frequently mentioned terms 
related to calligraphic scripts, found in the English texts over the past century (see 
Appendix 1).  
 
Terms related to 
scripts (Chinese 
+ transliteration 
based on Hanyu 
Pinyin) 
Translation(s) 
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?? 
zhuan shu 
Seal Style (Chiang 1973: 43);  
seal script;  
incised script (Tseng 1993: 73). 
?? 
li shu 
clerical script (Ishikawa 2011: 26);  
Official Style (Chiang 1973: 42);  
Chancery script (Tseng 1993: xix). 
?? 
kai shu 
Standard Script/Style (Shen 1980; Woo 2011: 49);  
Regular Script/Style;  
Block Script (Ishikawa 2011: 201). 
?? 
xing shu 
Running Script;  
Walking Script24;  
Semi-cursive script (Ishikawa 2011: 24);  
Action-script (Tseng 1993);  
Moving Writing (Wiletts 1958:573). 
?? 
cao shu 
Grass Style (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 25; Chiang 1973: 42; 
Catalogue: 1995);  
Cursive script (Ishikawa 2011: 108);  
Running Style (Hwa & Penrose 2000);  
Draft-script (Tseng 1993; Oertling 1997: 70). 
??? Shell-and-Bone Style (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 13);  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  24 Xing Shu (Walking Style) is a style that takes the prescribed characters of Kai 
Shu (Regular Script) and makes them walk, breathes life into them, and grants them 
the grace of movement, rhythm, and flow. Xing Shu is often translated as “Running 
Style”, however, we feel that “Walking Style” is a more appropriate translation (Hwa 
& Penrose 2000: 22). 
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jiagu wen Shell-and Bone Script (Chiang 1973: 24);  
Oracular shell and bone inscriptions (Ishikawa 2011: 133);  
Oracle Bone Inscription (Tseng 1993: xviii). 
?? 
jin wen 
Bronzeware inscriptions (Ishikawa 2011: 133);  
Bronze Inscription (Tseng 1993: 21);  
Metal Script (Woo 2011: 33). 
??? 
shigu wen 
Stone-drum Inscription (Tseng 1993:44). 
?? 
da zhuan 
Large Seal Script (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 14);  
the ‘big seal’ style (Chiang 1973: 210);  
Great Seal Script (Woo 2011: 37);  
greater seal script (Oertling 1997: 79). 
?? 
xiao zhuan 
Small seal script (Ishikawa 2011: 24; Oertling 1997: 79);  
lesser seal script (Oertling 1997: 79). 
?? 
xing kai 
Slow Walking Style (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 25). 
??25 
zhang cao 
Clerical-draft Script (Tseng 1993: 73);  
Draft-cursive Script (Shen: 1980);  
the prose cursive script (Woo 2011: 45). 
?? 
xing cao 
Running cursive style (Ishikawa 2011: 90). 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
25 For more detailed explanation of the term??, see Chiang (1973: 93). 
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?? 
kuang cao 
Flying Grass (Chiang 1973: 93);  
Scattered Grass (Chiang 1973: 93);  
Wild-cursive (Tseng 1993: xix; Oertling 1997: 69);  
Delirious Script (Tseng 1993: xix). 
??? 
shoujin ti 
Slender-gold (filament) script (Ishikawa 2011: 142)26;  
Shou Jin Style (see Shanghai museum). 
Table 3.2 
 
Previous scholars (e.g. Wu 2014; Yang 2009; Ying 2016; Zhang & Li 2015) seem to 
express discontent with some translations listed above, which, in their eyes, fail to 
capture the “intrinsic essence and natural spirit” (Kwong 2011: 219) –– the highest 
goal of Chinese aesthetics exemplified by calligraphy. For this reason, they contend 
that the cultural atmosphere woven by the translations is fake and fictional, rather 
than authentic, and these “false” translations are detrimental to Western sinology in 
the long run. Therefore, suspicions have been constantly raised to attack the 
translations of terms related to scripts, about which I will study in Section 3.3.  
3.1.3 Technical terms 
Technical terms refer to those demonstrating the skills that calligraphers need to 
employ while writing. The following table is a list of key ones.    
 
Technical terms 
(Chinese + 
transliteration 
based on Hanyu 
Translation(s) 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
26 I don’t think “script” here is properly used. 
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Pinyin) 
??? 
heng and shu 
heng: Horizontal and vertical strokes/lines (Chiang 1973: 
112);  
straightforward strokes (Ishikawa 2011: 181); 
Horizontal and Perpendicular (Davis 1826: 308); 
shu: Perpendicular Stroke (Chiang 1973: 156);  
Horizontal dash and perpendicular down stroke (Woo 2011: 
43). 
??? 
pie and na 
(Sweeping) downward strokes (Chiang 1973: 112);  
slanting to the left and right (Woo 2011: 43);  
Left oblique and Right oblique (Davis 1826: 308); 
Aside or Left/Right Falling (Woo 2011: 135). 
??? 
wan and zhe 
Sharp curves (Chiang 1973: 113);  
Bend (Woo 2011: 43). 
???? 
dian hua bo zhe 
Dots, verticals, horizontals, slices, waves, hooks, and curves 
(Barnhart 1964: 15-16). 
?? 
xuan zhou 
He did not rest his wrist on the table as he wrote (Hwa & 
Penrose 2000: 87). 
????? 
zhong feng and ce 
feng 
Straight and oblique;  
slanting the brush (?) ;  
upright or slanted position;  
we hold the stick perpendicular to the surface of the paper; 
with the brush held vertically instead of obliquely like the 
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pen; the brush stands vertical to the paper; sideways means 
holding the brush oblique to the paper and applying ink 
mainly with the side of the tuft. 
????? 
nong mo and dan 
mo 
In dilute ink/concentrated ink (Hwa & Penrose 2000). 
Table 3.3 
 
Clearly, technical terms indicate the shapes of brushstrokes and the skills needed in 
writing. Some words describing brushstrokes can also be classified as calligraphic 
description (to be discussed in Chapter 4 in which I will also study some translations 
listed above). As technical terms are tangible and thus easy to be grasped by 
English-speaking readers, their translations always make sense to the target reader 
and have rarely been criticized. For this reason, this chapter will proceed without 
further investigation of this category.  
 
3.2 Philosophical Terms: A Nightmare of Seeking “Equivalents”  
Philosophical terms in Chinese calligraphy are pregnant with cultural meanings. 
Therefore, seeking equivalents from English lexical resources is nearly impossible. 
This section will present the twists and turns in seeking for proper translations. Some 
key ones such as yi?, bi mo??, qi?, fei bai?? will be selected as cases to be 
studied emphatically. It should be noted that I also put the term shu fa?? in the 
category of philosophical terms and examine its translation in the first place because 
it is a central and fundamental term in this thesis.  
3.2.1 Shu fa or “calligraphy”? 
To equate shu fa?? with “calligraphy” seems to have been sanctioned by frequent 
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use, and many translators and scholars take it for granted that Chinese shu fa is 
naturally “Chinese calligraphy”. In fact, the term “calligraphy” is derived from the 
Greek words graphein (to write) and kallos (beautiful) (Gaur 1994: 19). That is to 
say, it originally means fine writing only. However, fine writing, which may be 
regarded as art elsewhere, has to be reduced to craftsmanship in traditional China. 
Therefore, the legitimacy of the phrase “Chinese calligraphy” to represent Chinese 
shu fa is sporadically doubted by scholars, Chinese and Western alike.  
While it is almost impossible to pursue back in time the earliest English text that 
bears the phrase “Chinese calligraphy”, we might as well examine the attitude of 
translators and scholars towards this phrase over the past decades. No matter in 
Mattew Ricci’s diary, or in the essays by Ezra Pound and Ernest Fenollosa about 
China, we only see words such as “writing” and “character”, rather than 
“calligraphy”, used to discuss the artistic delivery of the Chinese written language. In 
the late 1920s when Sun Dayu, a Chinese, pioneered to translate into English the 
treatise of “Shupu”????, he simply transliterated it as shu fa, instead of seeking an 
English counterpart (Sun 1935: 192-207). Throughout his translation of the whole 
treatise, Sun also transliterated many other key calligraphic terms, presenting the 
translation as quite an exotic one. One reason that I infer is that he could not find any 
relevant English texts to refer to at that time. 
Despite Sun’s pioneer work, Chiang Yee (1973, first edition in 1938), Lin Yutang 
(2010, first edition in 1935) and many other translators adopted the phrase “Chinese 
calligraphy” without justification, as if taking it for granted. Chiang Yee even 
claimed that the word “calligraphy” is only used to describe the CHINESE one (1973: 
1), which is not true. In 1958, Willetts noticed this translation problem, and strongly 
called to attention that the term “calligraphy” in the Anglo-American context is often 
used to indicate the exact opposite of what the Chinese would call shu fa, for the 
calligraphic in the Chinese sense is certainly not ornamental flourish, nor facile 
rhythm, nor the automatic gesture that results from continual repetition (Willetts 
1958: 576). However, it is interesting to see that although he acknowledged that it is 
out of the question to find at hand an employable English equivalent inclusive 
enough to match or at least to accommodate shu fa, he still stuck to the term 
“calligraphy” –– a customary use –– throughout his book.  
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In general, the term “calligraphy” implies an artificial repetition, which is never the 
case for Chinese shu fa. Such a type of writing as indicated by “calligraphy” is “not 
shu fa but only spots and dashes”27. In contrast, the basic units out of which Western 
writing is composed –– the letters of the alphabet –– are phonetic symbols and as 
such are simple in form, strictly limited in number, and relatively unchanging in 
appearance. Words are no more than linear combinations of these continually 
recurring basic elements; it follows that words cannot hold any inherent visual 
interest, since their forms are not determined by principles of structural design, but 
by the amount and nature of the phonetic material they have carry (ibid). In all these 
respects, Chinese shu fa contrasts with disciplined strokes in Western formal 
penmanship, made by the edged pen, wherein the writing tool itself determines the 
character of the lettering, and produces predictable gradations in the quality and 
direction of movement of the strokes (ibid: 580). It is these essential differences that 
make the term “calligraphy” unable to fully replace shu fa in the Anglo-American 
world.  
In 2014, Ke Xiaogang doubted, in his lecture on Chinese art at Tong Ji University in 
Shanghai, that it is not proper to translate shu fa as “calligraphy”, because what 
“calligraphy” emphasizes is an artificial beauty attained from refined skills and 
uniformity, a far cry from shu fa which, in Chinese context, implies more cultural 
attachments than craftsmanship. In ancient China, shu fa was first and foremost a 
cultural concept rather than a technical concept indicating skills. For the Chinese 
who received classical education, literary art, especially shu fa, was the watermark of 
the cultured, and shu fa was “a symbolic act of the ritual of initiation by which a 
common people was admitted into the society of culture” (Zhang 1988: 124). As 
recent as 2017, Laurentis expressed the same doubt (2017: 126). 
Nonetheless, “calligraphy” is still perhaps the best possible analogy in English for 
shu fa. As a result of equating shu fa with “calligraphy”, which is the current practice, 
Western conception of “calligraphy” even needs revision. In 1994, for example, after 
“calligraphy” as the equivalent for shu fa had been used for decades, Albertine Gaur 
in his book titled A History of Calligraphy gave a new definition for the term 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
27 The Chinese text reads: ???????????????????????
????????? (????????<???>??).  
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“calligraphy”:  
Calligraphy is to a large extent an expression of harmony, as perceived by a 
particular civilization. The calligrapher is in harmony with his script, his 
tools, the text and his own spiritual heritage. (1994: 19) 
It seems that in the Anglo-American world, the meaning of “calligraphy”, possibly 
due to the influence of Chinese or Oriental traditions at large, has been subject to 
subtle alteration so as to exert a more extensive and inclusive reach. To sum up, the 
unflagging use of “Chinese calligraphy” has two implications. First, the term 
“calligraphy” has been applied unwittingly to Chinese context only to engender 
cultural reduction. To be specific, Western sinologists and readers tend to, in their 
mind, reduce the rich content of Chinese calligraphic culture to skills and crafts, as 
evidenced in Chapter 2. Second, the experience of cultural shock amidst the reading 
of translation of this extremely alien culture would somehow upgrade readers’ 
perception of “calligraphy” –– a term originated from the West. However, I still 
decide to stick to the phrase “Chinese calligraphy” throughout this thesis just as what 
Willetts did, due to the customary use –– the norm, and also for the sake of 
convenience.  
3.2.2 Yi or “expressionism”? Bi mo or “brushstroke”?   
In translating Chinese philosophical terms, Leo Chan Tak-hung notes that 
contemporary practitioners “seem to have a preference for the inventive equivalents, 
while adherence to conventional ones is often deplored” (2011: 179). Some 
translators draw parallels between the Chinese yi? and the Western “expressionism”. 
For example, Wu (2014: 525) believes that the aesthetic pursuit embodied by the 
Chinese term shang-yi-shufeng ???? can be likened to “expressionism” in 
Western painting. Because of this, Wu supports and encourages translators to borrow 
this Western term straightforwardly to turn, for the Anglo-American readers, what is 
foreign into what is familiar. However, such an expedient act is susceptible to 
criticism when the two terms are restored in their respective contexts which turn out 
to be completely different. In Chinese context, it was the permeation of Buddhism 
and Taoism into art creation that made yi enjoy especially emphasized attention. Yi 
embodies the sensibility charged in calligraphic artworks. By contrast, the typical 
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trait of expressionism is to present the world solely from a subjective perspective, 
distorting it radically for emotional effect in order to evoke moods or ideas. It 
originates from Germany at the beginning of the 20th century, and is often suggestive 
of angst as it signals a kind of modernist movement. Despite the fact that yi and 
“expressionism” have different cultural origins and they in fact share little common 
ground, it is still unfair to say that Chinese calligraphy has no relation to 
expressionism. In his book A Concise History of Modern Painting, Herbert Read, an 
English art critic and historian, remarks: 
Abstract Expressionism, the exciting movement in Modern Art, is but an 
extension and elaboration of Calligraphic Expressionism which has a close 
relationship with the Oriental art of calligraphy. (see Ch’en 1966: vii)  
Clearly, Read connects “expressionism” to Chinese context and invents the phrase 
“Calligraphic Expressionism”. However, “expressionism”, as an expedient and 
convenient equivalent for the core Chinese term yi, recasts Chinese aesthetics in 
Western mold, thus the original identity is partly denied under the guise of an 
“equivalent” translation (see Chan 2013: 15). Ch’en also acknowledges that “it is not 
always possible or desirable to use terms and concepts of Western art in discussing a 
subject which is so uniquely Chinese” (1966: ix). However, the dominance of 
Western academic discourse in our time pushes non-Western interlocutors to “seek to 
justify their position through association with perspectives or assumptions privileged 
in the West” (Liu 1999: 303). Such a translation can be thought of as a sign of 
ethnocentrism that adulterates the very Chinese culture that sinologists have been 
passionate to study. It can also become a kind of blasphemy which is “a moment 
when the subject-matter or the content of a cultural tradition is being overwhelmed, 
or alienated, in the act of translation” (Bhabha 1994: 225). This is the very sin of the 
term “expressionism” when it is used in traditional Chinese context. However, at the 
cost of cultural authenticity, the word “expressionism” helps target readers quickly 
develop appreciative eyes, and facilitates cross-cultural communication, which may 
further induce fusion of horizons (to be examined in Chapter 6).  
Similar to yi which echoes a richer cultural connotation than its surface meaning, the 
term bi mo?? is of the same feature. In the source culture, it refers exclusively to 
the art delivered via brush-pen, a typical Chinese writing tool, by the scholar-literati, 
the circle of which disappeared in 1905 when the Qing government abandoned the 
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thousand-year old Imperial Examination. Bi mo arouses a kind of art that is 
extremely fine and high yielded by men of letters whose behavior and morality are in 
perfect conformity with Confucianism, and whose aesthetic pursuits are heavily 
influenced by Taoism and Zen Buddhism. It is bi mo that creates yi. In fact, bi mo, 
also a key term in Chinese painting, dimly conveys a sense of meditation. It does not 
only refer to the visual effect of brushstrokes, but also embodies a whole set of 
values (Law 2013: 116). Drawing on precedent studies, the Ming calligrapher and 
painter Dong Qichang (1555 AD — 1636 AD) points out: “painting is inferior to 
natural landscape in terms of singularity, but natural landscape is inferior to painting 
in terms of bi mo”28. In this respect, I regard bi mo as a philosophical term. However, 
“brushwork” or “brushstroke” ––– the most frequently used translation –– cuts off 
virtually all the otherwise rich cultural associations and leaves behind only a symbol 
telling readers what Chinese calligraphy is barely made of. Fully aware of the 
inadequacy of this translation, Waku Miller suggests a creative term “taction” to 
replace “brushwork” or “brushstroke” as a mild criticism of the routine translations. 
He remarks:  
Underlying its aesthetics is the essence of the act of writing. And we need 
to recognize the origins of that essence in the historical interplay between 
carving stone with a chisel and applying ink with a brush. That interplay 
has unfolded in an ever so tactile dimension, and I therefore use the term 
“taction” for what is commonly but inadequately described as 
“brushwork.” (2011: xi) 
As a response or sign of protest, most of the recent debates among the Chinese 
scholars over the issue of translating calligraphic terms culminate in proposing the 
strategy of transliteration. However, the large number of calligraphic terms, if all 
transliterated, would inevitably lead to excessive foreignization and ultimate 
unreadability, which are “potentially disruptive to reading the target text and to the 
target language itself” (Sun 2012: 241). Paradoxically, if we quit transliteration and 
rely heavily on domestication, for example, “brushstrokes” for bi mo, “expressionism” 
for yi and “calligraphy” for shu fa to enhance cross-cultural readability, it is not 
cross-culturally acceptable, especially when such domestication becomes excessive. 
In this view, Miller’s inventive term “taction” can be regarded as a kind of 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  28 The translation is mine. The original text reads: ?????????????
??????????????????????????. 
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reconciliation between domestication and transliteration/foreignization.  
Standing in the middle of domestication and foreignization, Zhang Longxi (2013b: 
181) holds that it is important for scholars to compare the terms of Chinese 
traditional theories with that of the Western’s, so that they can elucidate one another. 
Zhang (ibid) further reminds that the conduct of comparison should be undertaken 
painstakingly to avoid taking the terms too literally. This echoes Boas’ belief that 
every similar cultural practice may arise from different causes. As an anthropologist, 
Boas (1966: 310-311) was committed to “a penetrating analysis of a unique culture 
describing its form, the dynamic reactions of the individual to the culture and of the 
culture to the individual”. For this reason, translation calls for contextual 
investigation and cross-cultural comparison. While the former is responsible for 
cultural authenticity, the latter aims at cross-cultural readability.   
3.2.3 What are qi and fei bai?  
Some philosophical terms are abstruse and open to interpretation, hence a variety of 
translations for one single term. There is a tendency that philosophical terms, rich in 
cultural meanings in the source context, are explained in the Anglo-American context, 
rather than translated and kept as a term. That is to say, the practice of cultural 
translation overwhelms the translation in strict sense. This section mainly takes the 
term qi?, a most representative of the calligraphic philosophical terms, as a case 
study.  
Qi reflects strength and rhythm, and a good piece of calligraphy should be 
continuous in qi, even though the strokes can be disconnected. The following 
translations of qi can be found from a variety of English texts on Chinese calligraphy 
(see Appendix 1).  
 
 1 Vital force of life; 
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qi 
2 an essence of spirit;29 
3 “breath”, “vitality,” or “ether,” is the moving strength (Tseng 1993: 
313); 
4 the very essence of life (Tseng 1993: 315); 
5 the body’s qi somehow carries the emotions like a “vehicle” or 
“steed,” that we are talking about what “drives” or “compels” the 
disparate inclinations shown by human beings (Gu 2014: 128); 
6 Turning from compositional or linguistic to lexical features, I think 
translators are ill-advised to use “life-spirit,” “pneuma,” “energy,” and 
similar circumlocutions for qi, as notions of qi – quite precise in each 
era, even if the Han notions are dramatically at odds with those found 
in neo-Confucian cosmology – form the foundation or bedrock for 
highly sophisticated arguments in classical Chinese, and to start the 
reader off with major misapprehensions is often to preclude final 
appreciation of the subtle arguments in the original (Gu 2014: 
132-133).  
Table 3.4 
 
Obviously, these translations are of sundry varieties and lengths. Since qi seems to be 
an all-encompassing term that covers nearly all the branches of Chinese culture, 
including calligraphy, painting, literature, medicine and martial arts, it is not difficult 
to understand the existence of such an array of translations. It is safe to say that the 
Chinese qi covers the whole range of meanings brought about by all the six 
translations. Dazzling as the translations are, each is reasonable in some aspects, 
which means that each is a correct but incomplete translation. Therefore, a variety of 
“equivalents” have to emerge. These endeavors of translation indicate how inclusive, 
exquisite and even mysterious the term qi can be.  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 29 See Hwa & Penrose 2000: 10: “There is still one mysterious and difficult to define 
element in a well-written Chinese character; it is the vital force of life, an essence of 
spirit, usually referred to in Taoist literature as “qi” (?)”.  
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Two strategies are used in the above translations. The first is to seek for “equivalents” 
in the English lexical repertoire, like “breath”, “vitality”, “ether”, “life-spirit”, 
“pneuma” and “energy”. However, the rich cultural meanings of qi make it 
troublesome to seek one single equivalent that is widely accepted. After all, to 
convey one meaning has to exclude the other. The second strategy is to interpret this 
term by positioning it in a larger Chinese cultural milieu, as evidenced by the 5th and 
6th translations in Table 3.4.  
The total “mess” of so many translations implies at least two things. First, it may 
have some negative impact on sinologists and other scholars who somehow demand 
exact English names for Chinese terms as the foundation for their study and 
argument. It shows that what is covered by apparently distinct translations can be 
woven together by a single Chinese term. Translators are aware of the difficulties and 
are consciously choosing between alternatives open to them. Second, the interpretive 
phrases and sentences may very probably cancel qi as a term in the Anglo-American 
context in which the number of calligraphic terms is smaller than that in the Chinese 
context. As a result, Anglo-American readers are less burdened and frustrated by the 
otherwise rampant culture-specific terms.  
However, the interesting thing is that the same term in different Chinese art forms 
may present different emphases and thus require different translations. This 
phenomenon features prominently in the translation of Chinese philosophical terms. 
For calligraphy, qi has usually been translated differently from that in literature and 
music. The century-long introduction of Chinese calligraphy to the Anglo-American 
world proves that the principle of “survival of the fittest” also applies to the 
translations of calligraphic terms. Despite a dazzling array of translations for qi, there 
is always one or two standing out as the most preferable choice(s). One evidence is 
that, to address Chinese calligraphy, we rarely see the transliteration –– qi, which, 
however, has been widely accepted by the Anglo-American world to conceptualize 
Chinese culture at large. After all, it is easier for non-Chinese readers to sense the qi 
running through Chinese painting, than in calligraphy, since the carrier of the 
latter –– Chinese written characters –– are extremely difficult for the average reader 
to evoke any feeling consonant with what is evoked in a Chinese mind. Over the 
years, as a spate of English monographs on Chinese calligraphy have made concerted 
use of some particular “equivalents” for qi, it turns out that “vitality” and “vital force” 
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finally triumph.  
Fei bai?? and jibai-danghei???? are also philosophical terms in that they 
suggest an ethereal aesthetic quality pregnant with Taoist pursuit and a state of mind 
indicative of Chinese wisdom30. The reason why I put fei bai and jibai-danghei in 
parallel with qi in this section is that the former two are exactly manifestations of the 
latter. Fei bai, a two-character term literally meaning “flying” and “white” 
respectively, was famously explained by Huang Bosi??? of the Northern Song 
dynasty (960 AD —1127 AD):  
When the brush-pen moves too fast or the tip is too dry to have enough ink 
permeate paper, white space would naturally come out. The white space tiny 
enough like a human hair can be called “white”, and the dynamic force 
revealed can be called “flying”31. 
 
          Picture 3.1: A case of fei bai brushstroke 
 
Fei bai has been rendered into English either literally as “Flying White Style” (Hwa 
& Penrose 2000: 27), or as freely as “‘hollow’ strokes” (Chiang 1973: 124)32. The 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 30 For more information about this aesthetic quality and oriental wisdom, please refer 
to Zong Baihua (2014: 25-28). 
 31 The original text: ??????????????????????. The 
English translation is mine. 
 32 See Chiang (1973: 124): “Hence, when a partially dry brush is used, and ‘hollow’ 
strokes described, as in Figs. 83 and 84, this is deliberate. Such strokes show more 
clearly than solid ones the movement, direction and speed of the brush itself. The 
color and thickness of the ink enable us to detect whether any retouching has been 
attempter.” 
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latter could at least convey a type of stroke, especially when aided by pictures, 
whereas the former hardly makes sense for English-speaking readers, only to cause 
frustration. 
The term jibai-danghei finds translations such as “interplay of vacuity and solidity” 
(Tseng 1993: 313) and “the empty is pregnant with everything poised to unfold 
henceforth” (Ishikawa 2011: 265)33 . By using phrases such as “interplay of”, 
“pregnant with” and “poised to unfold”, both translations convey the meaning of 
jibai-danghei as one manifestation of qi. Obviously, the original term is no longer 
treated as a term in the Anglo-American context. An even longer “cultural translation” 
of jibai-danghei is found in Cheng’s Chinese Poetic Writing:  
In the eyes of the Chinese painter, the strokes express both the form of 
things and, at the same time, the thrusts of dream; they are not simple 
outlines; through the contrast of the full and the light strokes, by the white 
that they surround, by the space that they suggest, they already imply 
volume (never fixed) and light (ever changing). (1982:13) 
This paragraph explains the term jibai-danghei in a way that presents the least 
cross-cultural difficulty to the reader. It brings out the core meaning of the term while 
canceling its status as a set phrase –– a term. In other words, it translates the 
embedded culture at the expense of form, presenting a cultural translation.  
3.2.4 Further discussion 
In Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, three representative cases are demonstrated. They 
show that many philosophical terms of Chinese calligraphy, when transported into 
the Anglo-American context, are interpreted (or culturally translated) rather than 
directly substituted by an English equivalent “term”. Therefore, there are less 
recognizable terms in the Anglo-American world than in the Chinese world.  
For another example, the Chinese context always bears the philosophical term 
shouzhuo??, but the Anglo-American context rarely sees such a term. This term is 
traceable to Taoist thought: Laozi calls for a return to nature and lead a genuine and 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 33 The illustration of this philosophical thought is very special. Please refer to the 
indicated page for more details. 
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undisguised life. This thought, when projected to Chinese calligraphy, craves for 
archaic charm, which resonates with shouzhuo. However, although shuozhuo has not 
been enshrined in calligraphic terms in the Anglo-American context, we can spot 
expressions such as “calligraphic works are always praised for their primitive 
beauty”, “great art appears clumsy” and “one of the highest levels of achievement 
can be clumsy” (Wu 2014: 524). In this connection, I argue that the content of 
shouzhuo has got its way to be translated in the Anglo-American context, despite loss 
of its status as a term34.  
What results in the “English words only” strategy could well be a cross-cultural 
attitude that favors domestication of a purportedly cross-cultural clash of opinions. 
However, such a domestication is by no means difficult to accomplish due to the 
fundamentally heterogeneous and openly contentious character of contemporary 
Western discourse. Whatever is at issue, one can always find a word of comparable 
validity from the West’s vast pool of authorized rhetorical resources (Liu 1999: 304). 
One may also wonder whether expediency can be an excuse for cultural 
domestication that fails to “take into account the conceptual differences from culture 
to culture, and persuades us to accept a different linguistic code as workable and 
equally effective” (Chan 2013: 8). This question will be explored in Chapter 6. 
As Sun Yifeng holds, “(one) culture is rooted in its tradition, and when confronted 
with a foreign cultural representation in translation, it is forced to react to cultural 
otherness” (2009: 96). Chinese calligraphic terms, as culture-specific items, are often 
“loosely classified as untranslatable due to lack of identifiable equivalents in the 
target language system that is inextricably bound up with its own local culture” (ibid: 
95). Against all odds, however, cultural translation needs to fulfill the goal of 
illuminating cultural differences, and whatever the solutions may be, efforts have 
been made to render philosophical terms of Chinese calligraphy into English. 
Whether a translation succeeds in fulfilling the declared or unspoken ideals of the 
translator, and whether those ideals are proper or not, one needs to leave such 
questions to the judgment of subsequent translators and readers in both cultures.  
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  34 Shouzhuo is similar to gupu, a descriptive word which will be studied in Section 
4.3.2.1 of Chapter 4. 
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3.3 Terms Related to Scripts: Towards Wide Acceptance  
This section aims at calling attention to terms related to calligraphic scripts, whose 
translations have been debated most heatedly in the Chinese academia. Among these 
terms, zhuan shu??, li shu??, kai shu??, xing shu?? and cao shu?? –– 
the five most basic scripts –– will be emphatically examined.  
Since the 1930s, the culture of Chinese calligraphy has never ceased to be a subject 
of translation in the Anglo-American world, particularly in the sphere of sinology. 
This tradition has continued unabated into the present. Over the years, translators 
from various historical contexts and educational backgrounds have translated the 
culture of Chinese calligraphy into English to the best of their knowledge by using 
the most proper English expressions they believed. While the previous section 
focuses on philosophical terms, this section, centered on the five most basic script 
terms, traces how the most frequently used English words for terms related to scripts 
have made steady progress toward wide acceptance and eventually become part of 
the English parlance.  
Apart from tracking the translation of some specific terms, this section also takes into 
account one factor: some translations have won the recognition of Chinese scholars, 
and they have circulated widely to the public by way of exhibitions which expedite 
the standardization of these English phrases for calligraphic terms. I will unfold such 
episodes and highlight some historic moments that turned some creative phrases into 
set phrases for representing Chinese calligraphy.  
3.3.1 A total “mess” 
As the circle of sinology entertained an increasing enthusiasm in Chinese calligraphy 
since the early 20th century, each calligraphic script has been endowed with more 
than one English name. Table 3.2 presents different translations found in the English 
discourses on Chinese calligraphy over the past several decades (see Appendix 1). It 
seems that the translations of these terms are in a total mess, since each term has 
been assigned more than one translation, causing confusion to English-speaking 
readers.  
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It should be noted that terms related to calligraphic scripts are different from 
philosophical terms in that the former are expected to have fixed names in English so 
as to make discussion possible, while for the latter, how to convey the meaning 
behind is of utmost importance.  
Apart from the “free” translations listed in Table 3.2, all the terms have occasionally 
been transliterated according to their Chinese (Mandarin) pronunciation, especially 
during the first half of the 20th century. In recent years, transliteration has been 
advocated again by some Chinese scholars such as Gu Yi (2013) as a response to the 
imperfection of existing translations. Carol Maier is a supporter of transliteration. He 
notes that the inclusion of source-language words can trigger monolingual readers to 
try to make sense of them, their context and the implications of the juxtaposition 
(1995: 31). Maier sees this practice as a “strategy for provoking translation” (ibid), 
indicating that he sees transliteration as a prelude to effective cross-cultural 
understanding. That is to say, there seems to be a long-term agenda in Maier’s mind. 
However, for Chinese calligraphic culture, which is alien to most Anglo-American 
readers, the juxtaposition of source-language words with free translation is still 
helpless in provoking adequate perception, unless with the aid of pictures, at least. In 
the preface to the book Chinese Calligraphers and Their Art, Ch’en acknowledges 
that “most of the terms and concepts of Chinese criticisms are untranslatable” and 
“an easy way out is to transliterate them, but then I shall have lost all justification for 
writing this book in English” (1966: ix). Obviously, Ch’en seeks to achieve 
cross-cultural understanding, rather than to preserve the “authentic” terms the way 
they are. After all, it is not always feasible to employ the strategy of transliteration 
without the aid of explanative translations enabling the target reader to have at least a 
general idea of what a particular script looks like. In fact, it is a common practice to 
juxtapose transliteration with free translation, so as to avoid the risk of making the 
rendering totally unreadable.  
3.3.2 Analogy to “sitting, standing, running, dancing”  
In the order of increasing fluidity in writing, the sequence of the scripts is zhuan shu, 
li shu, kai shu, xing shu and cao shu. Today, they are in most cases translated as the 
scripts of “seal”, “clerical/official”, “standard/formal”, “running” and “cursive”, 
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respectively. The process towards standardization has been uneven, since several 
translators have attempted to seek five English words altogether, which would 
indicate different levels of fluidity in writing. The idea of treating the five scripts as 
an orderly whole revolutionizes the mindset of seeking separately one English word 
for one term.  
Before the 1960s, it had almost been widely accepted that “seal” and “running” were 
the most preferred translations for zhuan shu and xing shu. Despite this, Lin Yutang 
still proposed a new set of words to translate zhuan shu, kai shu, xing shu and cao 
shu35:  
Movement, in fact, is the very life of Chinese calligraphy. Chuang Tunfu, 
the author of Tsungshuntsai Yu, says that ‘the kaishu style of writing is 
like standing, the shingshu is like walking, and the tsaoshu is like 
running.’ It would be much more appropriate to drop the ‘standing’ 
because all good writing suggests movement, and compare the three 
styles to walking, running, and dancing respectively, for the tsaoshu is 
definitely a dancing, rather than a racing movement (Fig. 3). If anything, 
the chuanshu (or ‘seal character’) alone may be compared to standing or 
sitting, for in the writing of this style, calm and proportion, rather than 
dynamic movement and posture, are aimed at. (Lin 1962: 253) 
Table 3.5 makes Lin Yutang’s suggestion clear: 
 
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
35 Lin Yutang deliberately overlooked the translation of li shu.  
Terms related 
to calligraphic 
scripts 
Zhuan shu Kai shu Xing shu Cao shu 
Translation Standing/Sitting Walking Running Dancing 
Example (?) 
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Table 3.5 Lin Yutang’s suggestion of translating four of the five basic script terms 
 
Fairly speaking, this is a thought-provoking proposal. The four English words –– 
standing/sitting, walking, running and dancing –– mirror an ascending swiftness in 
writing. However, these translations may be subject to doubt in that they are more 
metaphorically imitative than culturally authentic, attending to one aspect at the 
expense of another. Besides, this gives too strange an appearance to familiar and 
simple words. In fact, Lin’s proposal failed to win collective support. Instead, “seal”, 
“standard”, “running” and “cursive” continued to prevail until three decades later 
when a dissenting voice emerged from Khoo Seow Hwa and Nancy L. Penrose (2000: 
22), who argued that to translate xing shu and cao shu, “walking” and “running” are 
preferable to “running” and “cursive”:  
Xing Shu (Walking Style) is a style that takes the prescribed characters of 
Kai Shu (Regular Script) and makes them walk, breathes life into them, and 
grants them the grace of movement, rhythm, and flow. Xing Shu is often 
translated as “Running Style”, however, we feel that “Walking Style” is a 
more appropriate translation. (Hwa & Penrose 1993: 22) 
In Hwa and Penrose’s version, xing shu and cao shu are translated as “Walking Style” 
and “Running Style” respectively. It is difficult to track whether they had been 
inspired by Lin’s proposal, but to be fair, what they have claimed is quite reasonable 
in that the primary difference between xing shu and cao shu in appearance lies in the 
different levels of fluidity in inter-connected strokes. However, both “running” and 
“cursive” suggest fluidity in writing but they hardly indicate the difference in fluidity. 
Likewise, Yang (2009: 36) also casts doubt on the translations of xing shu and cao 
shu as “running script” and “cursive script” respectively, because both “running” and 
“cursive” imply an undifferentiated swift writing style where strokes are 
interconnected, and he proposes wholesale transliteration.  
Upon the publication of Hwa’s book in 1993, certain translations of script terms have 
already “entered common parlance, and are not likely to be erased easily” (Chan 
2011: 186). At that time, it became impractical to do away with all the existing 
translations and start anew. Consequently, Hwa’s translations found no followers, 
regardless of some rationality in it.  
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3.3.3 Zhuan shu and “seal script”  
Section 3.3.2 shows the failure of seeking a set of mutually relevant English words to 
translate zhuan shu, li shu, kai shu, xing shu and cao shu, five scripts with increasing 
fluidity in brushstrokes, altogether. Most translators still seek to translate these terms 
on a one-by-one basis. This section and the next two sections (2.3.4 and 2.3.5) will 
present three historical scenes revolving around the translation of zhuan shu, cao shu 
and li shu respectively to illuminate the process of standardization of their 
translations.  
Some Chinese scholars such as Gu Yi (2013) and Wu Hui (2014) hold that Chinese 
culture should and must be “authentically” conveyed in English translation. They 
berate the frequent adoption of the English word “seal” to equate zhuan shu. Yang 
Xiaobo (2009: 63-65) goes so far as to argue that all the translations of script terms 
are in blatant defiance of the history of Chinese calligraphy. He holds that the term 
“seal script” misrepresents the history of Chinese calligraphy at least in two aspects. 
Firstly, zhuan shu came into being before the invention of seal, and it is the formal 
that provides possible artistic creation for the latter. Therefore, “seal script” is likely 
to mislead readers into a false impression that zhuan shu is derived from seal 
inscription. Secondly, zhuan shu entails many types, including characters inscribed 
on oracles, stones and copper (see Picture 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4), and “seal script” as a 
term falsely leads readers to believe that these characters are always in seals (ibid).  
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                    Picture 3.2: characters inscribed on oracles                    
 
 
                     Picture 3.3: characters inscribed on stones 
 
   
      Picture 3.4: characters inscribed on copper 
In any event, however, it seems that “seal script” is the most acceptable among other 
renditions so far attempted, such as “incised script” (Yuho 1993: 73) and “curly 
script” (Willetts 1958: 571). In other words, “seal” makes the best of a bad bargain. 
More importantly, the massive use of “seal” as an equivalent to zhuan shu in 
numerous museums and books has pushed “seal script” to become an indisputable 
substitute for zhuan shu in the Anglo-American world.  
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3.3.4 Cao shu and “cursive script” 
Although it is difficult to trace the first person who devised the set of English words 
to match each calligraphic script, it becomes increasingly clear that “cursive” is 
among one of the first English words sought to match cao shu. That is to say, when 
the translations for other script terms were still pending, the word “cursive” appeared 
to translate cao shu. 
Cao shu does not mean the illegibility of writing, but a continuous growth of life that 
is graphically illustrated by connecting lines. According to my observation, the word 
“cursive” had been used to describe a special style of alphabetic writing (see Picture 
3.5) before it was borrowed to name cao shu. For example, it can be inferred from 
the following description that “cursive” began to be used to name such a style since 
the 18th century.  
This English script, a cursive style, especially for capital letters, was first 
used in the 18th century in England, and later across the world. This very 
cursive script appeared with the spread of metallic quill. In the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, English calligraphy experienced a newfound 
resurgence due to its use in advertising, magazine design and commercial 
presentation”. (Wilson 1990: 156) 
 
Picture 3.5 
 
“Cursive script” as a style of alphabetic writing is indeed similar to Chinese cao shu 
in terms of fluidity of brushstrokes. In 1923, Arthur Waley translated cao shu as 
“cursive”, as he wrote: “[a]t last (probably in the 3rd century) a cursive style 
developed, and in the 4th century arose the greatest cursive calligrapher of all time…” 
(Waley 1958: 71). However, Waley did not mean to write specifically about Chinese 
calligraphy, and just mentioned the “cursive style” once in his book. In 1929, Sun 
Dayu, a pioneer of translating Chinese calligraphic culture, employed the strategy of 
transliteration in dealing with script terms while translating the treatise of “Shupu”. 
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Putting Sun’s translation in his historical context, I infer that it is partly because he 
could hardly find any previous translations to refer to at that time, and also because 
he hoped to keep his translation strategies and attitude consistent. 
In 1932, “cursive” appeared once in Driscoll and Toda’s book Chinese Calligraphy:  
… to the extreme freedom of the ts’ao or cursive form. The ts’ao began in 
everyday use merely as an abbreviated and hasty method of writing, but in 
the hands of the calligraphist it became an aesthetic mode of flowing forms 
and softened angles, a style of such free expression that often the pattern of 
the character was distorted out of all resemblance to its original self. (1964: 
5)  
Before Driscoll and Toda’s effort, cao shu had been translated as “grass” writing: 
Ts’ao means “grass,” “weeds,” “straw”; hence, “humble,” “rough.” This 
seems to have been the reason for applying the term to this hasty, rough, and 
simplified form of writing. Consequently, ts’ao writing often appears in 
translation as “grass” writing. (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 22)  
At the first glance, “grass script” seems to be the literal translation of cao shu, but 
“grass” is only one meaning of cao, not the intended meaning of the cao in the term 
cao shu. Besides, cao shu is irrelevant to grass in appearance.   
Although Driscoll (1964), Lin Yutang (2010) and Chiang Yee (1973) all 
acknowledged that cao shu can be translated as “cursive” or “grass”, they did not 
feel like using such a translation in their books. Every time they had to discuss 
calligraphic script, they preferred transliteration. In addition, cao shu has also been 
translated as “Draft Script” by Sewell Oertling (1997) and Tseng Yuho (1998). 
However, throughout the past several decades, it was still the word “cursive” that 
was relentlessly followed after by translators and hence its infiltration into the 
mainstream. 
To sum up, “cursive” seems to be one of the few ready-made English words to match 
a Chinese calligraphic script. It appeared quite early, but had been constantly doubted 
and abandoned later in the 20th century, replaced by “draft” and “grass” for some 
time. Currently, the early attempt –– “cursive” –– returned and has been much 
favored. Since the late of the 20th century, not only Chinese scholars began to adopt 
the word “cursive” when they wrote in English, many museums in Greater China 
also adopted this de facto standard. In world-class museums outside of China, such 
as the British Museum and the Metropolitan Museum, the word “cursive” is also 
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used widely to translate cao shu.  
3.3.5 Li shu and “clerical/official script”  
Li shu has been most frequently rendered as “clerical script” or “official script” 
nowadays. However, “official script” is criticized because li shu has nothing to do 
with “official”. Similarly, “standard script” as an equivalent for kai shu has also been 
castigated because kai shu is only one among many scripts and is thus not something 
standard at all (Zhang & Li 2015: 666). In fact, there is no such script as official or 
standard in Chinese calligraphy.  
In addition to “clerical” and “official” scripts, li shu has also been translated as 
“Chancery script” (Yuho 1993: xix). Such a translation was left unjustified by the 
translator, and has been largely ignored and gradually weeded out. In retrospect, 
while reading the pioneering book written by Driscoll and Toda in 1932, we found 
some expressions could cause further mess and confusion. For example:  
The li style seems slowly to have emerged from clerical into formal use 
(Driscoll & Toda 1964: 22).  
        It is called the cursive or running hand (ibid). 
The first sentence contains “clerical” and “formal”, both aiming to describe li shu. 
However, “formal” has presently become a widely accepted term to translate kai shu. 
For the second sentence, “cursive” and “running” are treated as one and the same to 
match cao shu. But currently the two words have been distinguished to refer to cao 
shu and xing shu respectively. Besides, the interesting thing is that among the five 
basic script terms, the only term that has been mostly transliterated is li shu, partly 
because the term “official script” does not make sense to English-speaking readers, 
only to incur misunderstandings. Therefore, present-day readers are likely to feel 
more confused should they happen to read such early English texts on Chinese 
calligraphy. Nonetheless, it reveals how helpful a chronological examination can be 
in unraveling the struggles of various translators competing to give each calligraphic 
script a proper English name.  
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3.3.6 Tacit agreement between the two cultural contexts 
Previous studies seem to assert that examining the cultural, mainly etymological, gap 
between the Chinese term and its translations is of vital significance in deciding an 
adequate translation. Aaron asks a question with a clear answer in mind: “How much 
history, whether written by contemporaries or by historians centuries later, has been 
the work of misinformed people relying upon incomplete data?” (1994: 16). For 
terms related to calligraphic scripts, different translations have already travelled a 
long way upon arrival at conventionalization. Translators throughout the time have 
contributed to a stable preference for one particular translation over the others. 
 
Terms 
related to 
calligraphic 
scripts 
Zhuan 
shu 
Li shu Kai shu 
Xing 
shu 
Cao 
shu 
translation 
 
Seal 
Script 
Clerical/Official 
Script 
Standard/Regular 
Script 
Running 
Script 
Cursive 
Script 
Table 3.5 
 
Although several different translations have been tried as shown in Table 3.2, there 
has emerged an obvious preference to the translations in Table 3.5, which continues 
to be the de facto standard up to now. Although the strategy of transliteration has 
never ceased to be applied to the translation of script terms, its prominence dwindles 
with time. Before the second half of the 20th century, translations in Table 3.5 had not 
been widely circulated, and transliteration was sometimes privileged with tentative 
free translations in the brackets. Especially after the 1980s when the translations in 
Table 3.5, through trial and error, began to gain wide recognition, the situation began 
to reverse: transliterations were/are often seen in brackets. 
Due to the fact that Chinese calligraphy is a significant Chinese culture that is dearly 
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valued by Chinese but is very alien to the Anglo-American world, it is always 
Chinese scholars who violently criticized the translations of key calligraphic terms. 
Chan Tak-hung (2011: 181) notes that for Chinese scholars who wish to publish their 
research in English, “somehow the judgments of Western scholars are relied upon to 
select, and then undertake, the translations necessary to disseminate research carried 
out in China”. Bai Qianshen, a most distinguished Chinese scholar of calligraphy 
based in the US, decided to comply with the de facto standard exemplified in Table 
3.5, which he adopted throughout his book Fu Shan’s World. It is mainly he who 
contributed to the wide circulation and recognition of the translations in Table 3.5. 
The popularity of his discussion on Chinese calligraphy is not restricted to the 
Anglo-American world. In fact, his book has been translated “back” into Chinese, 
and published in Taiwan and mainland China in 2004 and 2006 respectively. The act 
of “back translation” as such, to some extent, accelerated the evaluative process, by 
Chinese scholars, of these English translations.  
At the turn of the 21st century when the Chinese government initiated the project of 
“Chinese Culture Going Abroad”, three books, all titled Chinese Calligraphy, were 
translated into English by the translators selected by project committees, and were 
jointly published by Chinese and Western publishers. Unsurprisingly, the translations 
of script terms in all the three books are overwhelmingly relied upon Table 3.5, and 
discarded other possible translation choices. The interesting thing, however, is that 
these English translations were done by Chinese translators, who simply modeled 
after the way that contemporary English-speaking academia (including 
Western-based Chinese scholars) had addressed calligraphic terms. By this means, 
most English translations of calligraphic terms that had been coined for the purpose 
of expediency or convenience or whatever in the Anglo-American world are now 
re-exported to the Anglo-American world from China. This act, if seen from the 
customary practice of the Chinese government, is tantamount to declaring that even 
the Chinese authority grants these translations legitimacy. Up to the present, the 
translations in Table 3.5 become full-fledged and generally regarded as the standard, 
or the common practice at least.  
In recent years, translations in Table 3.5 have appeared in the captions and panels of 
many museums and exhibitions which turned certain halls for the display of Chinese 
calligraphy. To be specific, English expressions such as “seal script”, “regular script”, 
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“running script” and “cursive script”, appeared in captions to explain different 
calligraphic works in some permanent exhibitions in China itself, such as Shanghai 
Museum, China Art Museum, Hong Kong Museum of Art, to name just a few. The 
large number of foreign visitors, which is what these museums boast of, suggests that 
the captions and panels have been read by people from all walks of life. It announces 
that these translations have gone out of the academic sphere and entered into public 
parlance for a wider readership, and this is an important indicator for the completion 
of the standardization. The translations sanctioned by exhibitions, in line with the 
preference seen in academia, have largely “become fossilized, or at least so 
ubiquitously accepted that alternatives are ruled out” (Chan 2011: 188). 
First initiated in the Anglo-American world, the translations of calligraphic terms, 
especially those related to scripts, have been filtered through both the original and 
the receptor cultures to reach a tacit agreement. Although it is impossible to have 
some kind of authority to formulate and promulgate the “standard” translations of the 
terms, it is safe to say that certain translations, among a great many other possible 
versions, have been singled out by a set of reasons as the most widely accepted 
translation norms.  
 
3.4 Blazing a Trail: Untranslatability Transcended 
Doubts of the translations of calligraphic terms (see Section 3.2) show that no 
“perfect” translation –– simultaneously preserving original culture in its entirety and 
enlightening the target reader immediately –– is possible. Section 3.3 further 
suggests that despite imperfection in translation, the target reader could still be able 
to locate the meanings of calligraphic terms with the help of context. That is to say, 
imperfection in translation does not necessarily mean imperfection in cross-cultural 
understanding. Sturge (2007: 27) rightly puts that “[t]here is no simple 
token-for-token exchangeability between languages, and thus any translation 
involves motivated selection between alternative versions”. The following section 
aims to support such an argument: In the Anglo-American context, the standardized 
translations, along with the explanative translations of other terms, constitute a 
workable and equally effective network that maximizes cultural authenticity. In the 
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perfect sense, although the terms discussed above cannot be completely adequately 
translated, they can be perfectly conveyable in the new language and cultural context, 
after all, “fidelity is not synonymous with literalism” (Yu 1975: 86).  
3.4.1 Signifier-signified: cross-cultural reassignment  
Despite the obvious gap between the original term and its English translation, the 
latter has always been considered effective in serving sinologists in their academic 
research and writings, and scarcely doubted in the Anglo-American world in which 
the relentless negotiation between the translated terms during the past several 
decades, under the scrutinizing eyes of scholars from both China and the 
Anglo-American world, has already led to solutions that have been collectively 
agreed upon.  
Saussure points out that language is arbitrary, which means that language as a set of 
signs has nothing to do with what is referred to (Meisel & Saussy 2011). Since the 
original terms are intimately tied to the breeding ground of the Chinese culture, the 
relationship between a calligraphic term and its meaning can well be framed by what 
Saussure calls “signifier-signified”. In a working paper entitled “Deconstruction and 
Translation Studies”, Sun Yifeng acutely says that “[s]ignifiers are loaded with 
cultural meanings. It is not just signifiers that are to be translated but also, more 
importantly, signifieds”.  
In the Chinese context, for example, zhuan shu points to a specific script that 
includes a series of written styles (see Picture 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). In the 
Anglo-American context, “seal script” also points to the same script as shown in the 
three pictures. Even though the signifier in the source text is different from that in the 
target text, both point to the very same thing. To be specific, although the original 
term and its English translation are two “signifiers” that are culturally and 
etymologically different, both lead readers to the same “signified” which dispenses 
with any language to describe and explain. That is to say, when the phrase “seal 
script”, after being interpreted and used repeatedly, has become a tacit norm to 
translate zhuan shu, the mechanism of “signifier-signified” remains intact in the 
Anglo-American context. Even though the phrase “seal script” cannot be fully 
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identified with zhuan shu in terms of cultural and “etymological resonances” 
(Gentzler 1993: 160), its function in the Anglo-American context is essentially 
equivalent to zhuan shu in the Chinese context. The original arbitrary relation 
between “signifier” and “signified” has been reshuffled and re-planned, so that the 
translated terms could function in the Anglo-American context exactly the same way 
as the original terms do in the Chinese context, as Sun remarks, “[t]he meaning 
which has been agreed upon collectively by source text readers needs to be agreed 
upon again by a different group of people, namely the target readership” (Sun 2009: 
105). Similarly, the word “calligraphy” as a widely agreed equivalent for shu fa can 
be acceptable, let alone that the meaning of “calligraphy” has been enriched partly 
due to its frequent reference to the Chinese one (see Section 3.2.1). This is exactly 
the cognitive mechanism behind the process of standardization. As a result, the 
translated terms in the Anglo-American world require a new representational system 
in which a new arbitrary pair of “signifier-signified” emerges. As our viewpoint 
shifts from cultural content to the role the translated terms played in the target 
cultural context, we have strong reason to accept and even applaud these translations 
without reservation.  
The gradual formation of the new set of tacit “signifier-signified” is synchronous 
with the process of the standardization of the translated terms. The new pair of 
“signifier-signified” is “not located within the culture itself but in the process of 
negotiation which is part of its continual reactivation” (Simon 1996: 138). The 
translated terms, thanks to their constant appearance in the English discourses on 
Chinese calligraphy, do not seem far-fetched and affected any more. Under the guise 
of purported equivalence, the translated terms have somewhat satisfactorily served as 
the tool utilized in sinology to produce knowledge about China (Chan 2013: 21).   
However, previous studies on English translation of Chinese calligraphic culture 
suggest that, scholars in the future, especially the Chinese, may further argue that 
whatever the effects achieved after negotiation, cultural gap has still yet to be 
bridged, as cultural incompatibility forbids the possibility of adequate intercultural 
validity (see Section 3.1). On the one hand, to figure out a “perfect” translation is an 
enticing ideal that can by no means be fulfilled, simply because the etymological 
chain in Chinese can hardly be recreated in English. On the other hand, to stick to 
transliteration is impractical, given the great demand of intercultural communication 
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today. Since the translated versions do not seem strange and far-fetched any more 
due to their repeated use, it is not achievable to perceive the translation issues by 
appealing to cultural authenticity only. Furthermore, cultural authenticity cannot be 
achieved on a micro scale by the translation of specific terms, but can be 
approximated on a macro scale by way of cultural translation (see Chapter 2), which 
will be further theorized in Chapter 6.  
3.4.2 Meanings of the original terms restored  
The specificity of Chinese calligraphic culture brings about too many culture-specific 
items to be adequately and acceptably translated. Such specificity presents a case of 
ultimate cultural untranslatability that requires creative and transcendent 
cross-cultural strategies.  
To criticize the translations of calligraphic terms, it seems that one viewpoint 
illuminates one certain aspect but loses sight of the others. The traditional viewpoint, 
which approaches these translations by comparing etymological correctness and 
cultural authenticity, exemplified by researches done by Yang Xiaobo (2009), Gu Yi 
(2013) and Wu Hui (2014), is unlikely to offer essentially insightful explanations, 
simply because it is theoretically, technically and practically impossible to figure out 
so-called perfect translations. Some scholars suggest transliteration in one voice, but 
pay little attention to the receiving part and ignore the fact that “the changed cultural 
context means that translation on the lexical level, which seems relatively easy, 
renders meaning hard to follow” (Sun 2009: 97). 
Therefore, no matter how criticism goes on to point out how a translation deviates 
from its original, no translation can simultaneously satisfy all aspects of the source 
culture and the target reader. True, what the pioneer scholars have done definitely 
reveals some rich facts, and the viewpoints they hold speak for their good intention 
and considerable respect for the Chinese heritage. But good intention does not 
always beget good results. My analysis in this chapter announces the death of the 
analytical perspective that every aspect of a source term is too holy to afford any lose 
in translation, especially when the source and target cultures are poles apart and 
when the source culture is a minority culture against global context. It is high time to 
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look anew at this translation issue by shifting to a perspective that illuminates actual 
effects and how the translated terms function in the Anglo-American context.  
Currently in the Anglo-American world, we witness an increasingly active research 
on Chinese calligraphy, an increasing number of exhibitions dedicated to Chinese 
calligraphy, an increasing academic exchange between sinological sphere and the 
Chinese world, and also more fruitful research. All these facts imply that the existing 
English translations of calligraphic terms facilitate and promote, rather than hinder 
and confuse, a deep understanding of Chinese calligraphy by Anglo-American 
people.  
The examined translations exhibit a difference from the original mainly in terms of 
cultural substance, but they should by no means be regarded as poor or irresponsible 
translations. On the contrary, given their value in serving as a communicative tool, 
they deserve serious treatment. Some concrete examples are needed to drive my 
opinion at home. For instance, on the one hand, “running script” is nothing less than 
xing shu, because the communicative circle is complete: “running script” as xing shu 
is Chinese but at the same time also Western, equally effective and articulate, without 
substantial harm to the fundamental significance of Chinese calligraphic culture 
projected in the Anglo-American world. On the other hand, the phrase “running 
script” has been used as a translation for xing shu in that “it provides a convenient 
means for academic discussion” (Chan 2013: 7), and meanwhile neither the exotics 
nor the essence of the source culture are damaged because of the translation. For the 
term zhuan shu, although “seal script” is only an etymologically improper equivalent, 
it becomes largely interchangeable with zhuan shu in use. That is to say, when xing 
shu is equated with “running script”, and zhuan shu with “seal script”, it actually 
stands to gain: “the Chinese specimens can be removed from a more restrictive 
context and placed alongside their Western counterparts, getting accepted in general 
scholarly discourse” (ibid).  
In the study of the translations of Chinese calligraphic terms, “the crucial point is not 
that mistranslations have come into being, but that inadequate translations, as 
perceived from the traditional viewpoint, can play into the hands of the scholar 
presenting a ‘global’ interpretation of a Chinese term that refuses to be translated” 
(ibid: 24). In this sense, the translations are not to be judged by any fixed premises 
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like etymological concern, but to be examined with the consideration of factors 
fundamental to cultural exchange frameworks. In Chan’s words, “[b]eing violent at 
the first glance, they are, however, viewed not just as harmless, but as beneficial” 
(ibid: 9).  
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Chapter 4  
The Translation of Calligraphic Descriptions 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, mere neatness and evenness of the outlines of strokes, 
such as is found in English and Chinese printed types, is not the aim of Chinese 
calligraphy, and that, on the other hand, a good Chinese calligrapher always takes 
care to leave behind irregularities of a brushstroke which shall give evidence of the 
actual movement itself (Lin 1962: 254). That is to say, modification of straight 
strokes into a living rhythmic movement is necessary. Chinese calligraphy stands in 
relation to the printed type or alphabetic calligraphy as a tree stands in relation to a 
street lamppost (ibid). Exactly due to the infinite rhythmic changes, the Chinese 
expressions for describing calligraphy are extremely rich. By contrast, descriptions 
for alphabetic calligraphy, which is mechanical and inartistic in the eyes of the 
Chinese, are obviously far from sufficient to be borrowed to describe and translate 
Chinese calligraphy. As a result, a lexical and cultural gap emerges.  
This chapter aims to open a new vista on the critical scene of, and promise some new 
insights into, the efforts and dilemma of translating descriptive words, phrases and 
sentences related to Chinese calligraphy, which I call “calligraphic descriptions” in 
this thesis. To be specific, I will firstly pin down and define calligraphic descriptions, 
lay bare their essential features against the Anglo-American context, and then 
scrutinize their translations where both inspiring scenarios and discouraging facts are 
to be revealed with pertinent examples.  
 
4.1 Calligraphic Descriptions: Introduction and Definition 
4.1.1 Characteristics  
In the previous chapter, I examined calligraphic terms, many of which are uniquely 
calligraphic and relatively easy to identify. Perhaps it is for this reason that scholars 
intending to study the English translation of Chinese calligraphic culture pursued 
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these terms emphatically. However, seldom do those terms sufficiently illustrate the 
aesthetic qualities and cultural contents of Chinese calligraphy. In other words, 
calligraphic terms alone cannot fully reflect the richness and the extensive reach of 
Chinese calligraphy.  
In traditional China, calligraphic critiques entail a great number of descriptions of 
brushstrokes, calligraphic works as a whole, and calligraphers’ minds. They contain a 
comprehensive lexical cluster based on which Chinese calligraphy has been 
discussed and appreciated. Some descriptions are uniquely calligraphic while others 
are shared by the critical discourses of Chinese painting and poetry. I list some 
descriptions below: 
 
Original word: ?? 
Translation: the even and light. (Sturman 1997: 121) 
 
Original phrase: ???????:  
Translation: Vigorous and free as in the old li. (Driscoll &Toda 1964:46) 
 
Original sentence:???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 
Translation: There are also six styles of brushwork: with structure round 
and complete, as in the seal style; graceful and free, as chang-ts’ao; 
dangerous and awesome, as pa-fen; charming in its ins and outs, as the 
Flying White; straightforward and bold, as the Crane’s Head; dense and 
rich in its verticals and horizontals, as the ancient li. (Barnhart 1964: 16) 
 
The English in italics and the underlined Chinese are descriptions of Chinese 
calligraphy. They go beyond the category of terms and belong to the appreciative and 
critical domain. They are descriptive in nature and are not necessarily adjectives. 
Rather, they can be any part of speech, and can be words, phrases and sentences, 
provided that they describe the stylistic, aesthetic or cultural qualities of calligraphic 
pieces or the calligraphers concerned. It is readily seen that the Chinese descriptions 
are a hybrid form straddling prose and verse, and are often poetic. Calligraphic 
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descriptions are partly meant to relay the experience of creating and appreciating 
calligraphy to a larger group of people. While reading these vivid descriptions, 
readers tend to delight in them and derive from them much food for thought. 
Calligraphic descriptions show that what is seemingly common and trivial in Chinese 
calligraphy often reveals a profound cultural connotation and Chinese literati’s way 
of life. The sensitive, poetic and imaginative qualities of such descriptions allow the 
authors of classical calligraphic treatises to communicate about their emotions to 
Chinese readers and critics, who are expected to empathize with the emotions 
expressed between the lines, and revel in the pleasant sensation as if they set their 
thoughts flying with the enticing descriptions.  
Individual traits of different calligraphic works can be described with distinction in 
Chinese. Opening at random any classical Chinese calligraphic treatise, one 
inevitably sees two-character phrases such as guzhuo??, gupu??, piaoyi??, 
tianzhen??, cangjing?? and wenjian??, and four-character phrases such as 
suiyi-junba ???? , yi-qi-qusheng ???? , zhengchi-dianya ???? , 
hunpu-liuchang ????, jingmiao-junjian ????, qishi-hongwei ????, 
fengzi-dute ???? , qingxin-ziran ???? , duanzhuang-puhou ???? , 
liuli-satuo????, yanjin-jingzhi????, jianshuai-haofang????, and so 
on and so forth. In addition, there are many words that describe calligraphers’ state of 
mind, such as ningshen-juelv???? and yizai-bixian????. Many of them, 
either four-character set phrases or critical remarks, are modeled after the phrases for 
the appraisal of ancient Chinese literary works, especially poetry. In China, different 
art forms are generally not compartmentalized, and artists tend to devote themselves 
to the tripartite practice of poetry-calligraphy-painting as to a complete art, one 
within which all the spiritual dimensions of their being are exploited: linear song and 
spatial system, incantatory gesture and visualized words (Cheng 1982: 7). It means 
that although many calligraphic descriptions listed above are not exclusively 
calligraphic, it is worth studying how the English language has responded to them 
when they are applied to the description of Chinese calligraphy.  
Calligraphic descriptions, offering rich cultural and aesthetic associations in the 
Chinese context, however, seem vague and uncertain for the target readership. What 
hide behind most of these descriptions are calligraphic concepts, which, rather than 
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writing skills, attract more attention in China. Subtly formulated, they represent 
typical Chinese literary traditions, indicate mainstream Chinese culture, pinpoint 
aesthetic changes, and provoke diversified emotions. They form a sort of poetic 
approach to understanding and appreciating Chinese calligraphy. As a result, Chinese 
calligraphy and its appreciation come to “provide both a leisurely respite for those 
hankering after fame and position, and consolation and encouragement for those 
whose pessimism leads them to escape the world” (Li 2010: 192). To convey 
Chinese calligraphy to a new cultural context, it is important to enable target readers 
to find resonance in, and derive gratification from, the translations.  
4.1.2 Reach and scope  
Previous studies on the translation of calligraphic descriptions are few and far 
between. Scholars such as Gu Yi (2013: 41-45) and Wu Hui (2014: 523-526) 
examined only a small number of calligraphic descriptions but ignored other 
recurrent ones. Their focus, in fact, was on the translation of terms that I discussed in 
Chapter 3. Cong Wenjun (2008: 416-422) noticed the importance of calligraphic 
descriptions and represented a relatively comprehensive list, but all in Chinese. 
Although Wang Youfen translated Cong’s article into English which was 
incorporated in the book Chinese Calligraphy edited by Ouyang Zhongshi (2008), no 
question about translation was raised and explored. In response, this chapter will 
offer, from a cross-cultural perspective, a glimpse of the richness of calligraphic 
descriptions, and systematically analyze their translations.  
The examples in Section 4.1.1 displays a general picture of what calligraphic 
descriptions look like. In fact, the fundamental idea behind them is “a separating and 
a uniting” and “taking hold and setting free”, often stressed by Chinese calligraphic 
theorists. Apparently, the idea means a delicate adjustment, lost and recovered, 
giving a continuing “life-movement”, quite the opposite of a static balance (Driscoll 
& Toda 1964: 60). These creative, perceptive and often culture-specific descriptions 
can be either didactic or edifying, since they inspire readers as to how to evaluate and 
appreciate Chinese calligraphy.  
Calligraphic descriptions cover a wide range, but mainly fall into two categories. The 
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first are those to describe expressive power of calligraphic works, including 
individual styles, writing speeds and intensities, and ink expressions. It demonstrates 
an emotive use of words that symbolize the author’s response to the dynamics of 
calligraphy. The second category is the description of calligraphers’ various ideas and 
mindsets, bringing to light a series of cultural underpinnings on which the first 
category builds. Calligraphers’ state of mind mainly reflects their Confucian-style 
integrity such as xinzheng-ze-bizheng?????, and Taoist and Buddhist mind 
such as ningshen-juelv????, constituting a key feature of Chinese art discourse 
distinct from Western’s.  
As one essential element in Chinese discourses on calligraphy, these descriptions 
contribute a glamorous vocabulary that makes calligraphic appreciation and criticism 
possible. One might ask whether the English language has an active lexical repertoire 
as rich as Chinese. The answer is “definitely not”. Many aesthetic underpinnings that 
are vividly and explicitly present in written idiomatic Chinese expressions require a 
further lengthy elaboration in translation. More importantly, translating calligraphic 
descriptions requires a thorough understanding of the cultural and theoretical 
contents of calligraphic culture.  
 
4.2 Cross-cultural Features of Calligraphic Descriptions 
In the eyes of Anglo-American people, calligraphic descriptions may appear absurd 
and incoherent, because of lack of cultural relevance. As a result, dealing with 
problems of translating such a foreign discourse requires strategic interpretation and 
re-contextualization to ensure that the “apparently” absurd or incoherent assertions 
are always given acceptable meanings.  
The ancient Chinese were fond of using highly concise language, which was almost 
the literary norm. In their critiques of calligraphy, they often picked the most 
outstanding features of a calligraphic piece or stroke to elaborate. In classical 
calligraphic treatises, there are accounts that provide guidelines for choosing 
vocabularies in calligraphic connoisseurship. Zhang Huaiguan??? (713 AD – ?), 
in his Critical Reviews on Calligraphy, shows how he emulated Confucius’s 
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economy of words in calligraphic criticism. In editing Spring and Autumn Annals, 
Confucius used the simplest words to convey meanings of grave significance and 
express his own inclinations (see Cong 2008: 422). Concise as the descriptions are, 
they have “a strong literary flavor that could arouse people’s aesthetic feelings in a 
flash –– jumping from literary to artistic enjoyment through association or sensing” 
(ibid: 421). The following sections (4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) will present, from 
cross-cultural perspectives, three distinctive features of calligraphic descriptions to 
illuminate their translations.  
4.2.1 Cultural messengers  
Culture can be understood as an all-encompassing domain, of which aesthetics is a 
part. In this thesis, I discuss aesthetics and culture separately in order to demonstrate 
their different emphases36.  
What Li Zehou calls a human “cultural-psychological formation” (2010: 9) has been 
brewed in classical Chinese calligraphic treatises. By “cultural-psychological 
formation”, Li means the Chinese notion of accretion or sedimentation, and 
specifically the idea of the humanization of people’s inner nature: the senses and the 
mind (ibid: 8-9). It is important to study cultural dimensions of calligraphy, since 
they relate closely to the explanation of calligraphic concepts and beliefs, and “warn 
against the kind of anthropological translation37 that rules out a priori the critical 
distance necessary for explaining how concepts actually function” (Clifford 1986: 
145). To understand the working of foreign concepts, one needs to understand their 
cultures behind.  
First, the pervasive mention of mind and heart is one feature in classical Chinese 
calligraphic treatises. Zhao Yi, a calligraphy-commentator in the Eastern Han 
dynasty (25 AD – 220 AD), contends that one’s taste towards calligraphy depends on 
one’s hand and mind. Yang Xiong, also of the Eastern Han dynasty, holds that 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
36 For Chinese calligraphy, culture is mainly concerned with Confucianism, and 
Taoist and Buddhist ideas. However, aesthetics is primarily manifested by the latter 
two.   
37 “Anthropological approach” will be explained in Section 6.3.1 of Chapter 6.  
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calligraphy is mind-painting. The Eastern Jin (317 AD – 420 AD) calligrapher Wang 
Xizhi emphasizes meditation before writing. Xiang Mu of the Ming dynasty (1368 
AD – 1644 AD) believes that the hand moves as the heart feels. Bao Shichen (1775 
AD – 1855 AD) explicitly appraises the Bore Stele (Bore Bei) for its “tranquil and 
simple, free and content” quality (2007: 237). These descriptions create a rich space 
to give full play to traditional Chinese thoughts that have been firmly integrated into 
the practice of calligraphy. 
Second, Taoist thought, widely viewed as an esoteric Chinese wisdom in perceiving 
the world, becomes concrete in classical calligraphic treatises. To exhibit the ultimate 
mastery of calligraphy, Zhou Xinglian, a Qing dynasty (1644 AD – 1912 AD) 
calligraphy theorist, highlights the notion of “[o]ne leads to ten thousand, and ten 
thousand leads to one” (2007: 238) derived from the quintessential Taoist idea. Zhou 
further contends that the highest goal of calligraphy is to be in harmony with the Tao 
(ibid: 295).  
Third, the integration of morality into art (or vice versa) is rooted in Confucianism. 
In fact, the history of Chinese traditional arts, including music, drama, calligraphy 
and painting, is deeply interwoven with Confucianism. In his essay “The Ethics of 
Confucian Artistry”, Eric C. Mullis analyzes the relation between Chinese art and 
ritual, especially between calligraphy and Confucianism: 
For Confucius, since ritual was essential in bringing about social harmony 
and since the arts were seen as an important component of ritual, the arts 
too were seen as instrumental in actualizing two interrelated social ends: 
self-cultivation and social harmony. (2007: 100) 
The Song dynasty (960 AD – 1279 AD) theorist Guo Ruoxu??? associates 
talented calligraphers with Confucian gentlemen (cf. Chan & Pollard 1995: 275-276). 
Liu Gongquan ??? (778 AD – 865 AD) proposes that the achievement of 
calligraphy is conditioned by moral integrity (2007: 281). Zhou Xinglian???
expresses a similar thought: Moral integrity determines inner tranquility; inner 
tranquility determines wrist flexibility; wrist flexibility determines brush correctness; 
brush correctness determines ink fluidity; ink fluidity determines self-absorption; 
self-absorption determines strokes smoothness. All in all, unconsciousness is all 
about consciousness, and lawlessness is all about lawfulness (2007: 289). Zhou (ibid: 
292) also contends that it is the calligrapher’s everlasting loyalty to his nation that 
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makes his writings eternal, and his solemn temperament overflows ink and paper. In 
his Linchixinjie, Zhu Hegeng of the Qing dynasty observes:  
Learning calligraphy is but a skill. However, moral integrity is the first and 
foremost task that a practitioner should fulfill. Those who boast a lofty 
moral character can write every dot and line with purity and integrity; those 
who are notorious for an inferior morality write every brushstroke with 
cruelty and ferocity, although there may be no lack of energy and rhyme. 
(2007: 309) 
Aside from the inseparability of a good calligraphic work and the moral integrity of 
the calligrapher, calligraphers should also show great respect and sincerity while 
writing calligraphy (Dong 2007: 83). By contrast, Western culture in general, as a 
rule, holds rational individuals accountable for their actions in every context except 
the aesthetic (Devereaux 1998: 217). To be specific, Westerners generally judge the 
moral outcomes of one’s actions regardless of the arena in which he or she unfolds, 
whether political, religious, public, or private. Furthermore, these judgments often 
pertain to the things that people make: Craftspeople are judged on the quality of their 
craft, surgeons on the quality of the procedures they perform, scientists on their 
inventions, parents on the character of the children they raise, and so on. Works of art 
and the artists who create them, however, are often construed as immune to such 
criticism (Eric 2007: 104). Cultural difference in this respect presents a barrier for 
translation and cross-cultural understanding. For example, in studying and 
introducing Yan Zhenqing???, a calligrapher not only famous for his artworks 
but also for his integrity, Amy McNair (1998) highlights such a difference throughout 
her book by constantly contextualizing this Chinese traditional value in her narrative, 
so that readers can gradually come to grasp with it. In addition, she even uses “The 
Upright Brush” as the title of her book, making this value more distinctive.  
4.2.2 Aesthetic regulators  
Calligraphic descriptions illustrate a variety of aesthetic qualities throughout history. 
In Chinese, a key descriptive word can combine a myriad of other words to form 
almost endless descriptive phrases. For example, xiong? is a key descriptive word 
frequently used to describe the aesthetic qualities of calligraphic artworks. However, 
a different word tends to be added to it, for example: 
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Xiong-qiang??: showing a firm and forceful hand; 
Xiong-jian??: making a comparison between calligraphy and a human 
body,   stressing the sturdiness and tension of the 
brushstrokes; 
Xiong-wei??: highlighting the grand or broad character forms; 
Xiong-yi ??: used more often to describe the extraordinary force and  
unrestrained and unworldly individuality in the style of 
writing; 
Xiong-mei??: having powerful strokes and beautiful character forms, like 
a human body with firm bones and strong muscles. (cf. Cong 
2008: 422) 
 
A similar example is the descriptive word gu?, which is used to convey a sense of 
archaic flavor in brushstrokes. After gu often appears another word: 
 
Gu-zhuo??: archaic and primitive clumsiness  
Gu-qu??: archaic delight  
Gu-pu??: archaic, simple and unadorned quality 
Gu-yi??: archaic flavor 
 
By adding another word to key descriptive words, both the common and individual 
traits of the above-listed descriptions can be conveyed. That is to say, these 
descriptions articulate similar yet slightly different aesthetics. However, the formula 
of “a key word plus another” does not always work. In fact, calligraphic descriptions 
are formed with no fixed formula. For example:  
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
???????? 
Translation: In later times, writers dignified their calligraphy with elegant 
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spirit and softened it with delicate moisture, animated it with dry strength 
and blended it with relaxed refinement. (Chang Ch’ung-ho & Hans H. 
Frankel 1995: 6) 
 
The underlined calligraphic descriptions, with translations in italics, seem 
unpredictable. Being creative, they reveal profound cultural and aesthetic contents. 
Descriptions of such a kind are also prevalent in the English texts listed in Appendix 
1, and they greatly help create an artistic poetics38 implicative and evocative of 
Chinese calligraphic culture.  
4.2.2.1 Lost in translation 
In appreciating Chinese calligraphy, the rhythm of lines, composition, space between 
lines, space between characters, relations between strokes, and other relevant aspects 
are taken into consideration. The Ming calligrapher Dong Qichang???(1555 AD 
– 1636 AD) remarks that “while discussing calligraphy, our predecessors prioritized 
artistic composition, in other words, the space between strokes and between 
characters” (2007: 82). This is tantamount to saying that Chinese vocabulary 
concerning these aspects is rich and multifarious, displaying various calligraphic 
experiences.  
In China, the aesthetic vocabulary for calligraphy, literature, music and painting is 
predicated upon a system of natural philosophy systemized by the Five Phases 
School, and has been transmitted in Confucian and Taoist writings (Shih 1995: 275). 
Over the past two thousand years or so in China, aesthetic pursuit has been shaped by, 
and has shaped, the philosophy of one era after another. In Chinese history, as 
philosophy continuously nourished aesthetics, aesthetics underwent several 
transformations accordingly. For example, Jin (266 AD – 420 AD) calligraphers 
favor graceful bearing, Tang (618 AD – 907 AD) calligraphers stick to rules and 
standards, and Song (960 AD – 1279 AD) calligraphers prefer to express 
temperament and sentiment. In addition, the Jin dynasty’s calligraphy is like 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
38 The artistic poetics disclosed in English discourses on Chinese calligraphy will be 
examined in Chapter 6 (Section 6.2.2.4). 
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immortals, the Tang’s like sages, and the Song’s like heroes (see Zhou 2007: 288). 
Only by differentiating their different styles can a calligraphy learner know how to 
write (ibid). Therefore, a relatively uniform aesthetic preference in a certain era is 
expressed by certain descriptions that have been developed and popularized over 
history.  
The ancient Chinese critiques, mainly preserved in classical calligraphic treatises, are 
characteristic of the aesthetic experiences evoked by calligraphic descriptions which 
enable the reader to have the sensory experience that calligraphers have in the 
process of art creation, to roam about the world of Taoism and Buddhism, and to feel 
the spirit of heaven and earth. However, when these descriptions are recast in English, 
many become as simple as “elegant”, “exquisite”, “sublime”, “vigorous”, and 
“graceful”. That is to say, calligraphic descriptions are replaced by “dried-up” 
English words, and thus much cultural meanings are lost (Examples will be given in 
the following sections).  
4.2.2.2 Chronological change of calligraphic aesthetics  
In The Chinese Aesthetic Tradition, Li Zehou (2009: 220) summarizes the emphases 
of Chinese aesthetics over history in the table below: 
 
Table 4.1 
 
The predominant taste for calligraphy at a given time is consonant with the aesthetic 
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trend of the period in question. The pre-Qin era (around 2000 BC – 221 BC) ushered 
in the beauty of calligraphy. At that time, calligraphers imitated the natural world 
with extreme freedom in forms and shapes (Li 2006: 66), but they did not have the 
consciousness to create art until the Spring & Autumn and Warring State (770 BC – 
221 BC) period. Calligraphic descriptions such as chong-yu-qin-shou ???? 
[worms, fish, poultry and beasts], and gu-jiao-chi-ya???? [bones, horns and 
teeth] were often used to describe the calligraphy of this period. In the Han dynasty 
(202 BC – 220 AD), the constraints of religion became unfettered, and real life and 
mundane flavor were introduced to calligraphy (ibid: 76), and the Han calligraphers 
transformed zhuan shu into li shu by turning continuous round-tip lines into broken 
squared lines. The momentum of shumi-qifu???? [density and undulation], 
quzhi-bolan???? [straight, curved, or wave-like] brought into various styles for 
li shu. Among the arts of the Han dynasty, a sense of movement, strength and vigor 
always prevailed, and guzhuo ?? [primitive and unadorned] was the essential 
element that contributed to Han aesthetics (ibid: 135-137), and was also the central 
word for the description of calligraphy in the Han period.  
The Wei, Jin and Six dynasties (220 AD – 589 AD) witnessed a profound change in 
China’s society, in areas such as economics, politics, military, culture, the arts and 
the ideology such as philosophy and religion. Chinese aesthetics, without exception, 
was suddenly (rather than gradually) transformed into a brand-new pursuit for beauty 
(ibid: 145). In short, this transformation began to value human beings: humans’ talent 
and charisma were paid attention to (ibid: 154), for example, natural purity and 
freshness of human beings were more sublime than artificial resplendence. This 
prevalent aesthetic pursuit, when reflected in art, stresses individuality of expression, 
rather than contrived precision. Wang Xizhi’s calligraphic works, for instance, 
exactly illustrate an instinctive charm. This marks a revolution of Chinese aesthetics 
(see Zong 2014: 35), as interest shifted from the outside world to inner expression. 
Moreover, the taste of calligraphy was collectively viewed as the primary indicator 
of the general aesthetics of that era. Descriptions such as chuanshen ?? 
[conveying of the spirit] and qiyun-shengdong???? [rhythmic vitality] became 
the primary aesthetic taste and even the norm. For example, it was widely accepted 
then that the shapes of characters have nothing to do with ingenuity, and the only key 
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is to convey spirit. From this time onward, separate brushstrokes were given over to 
the overall artistic expression, and accordingly, calligraphic descriptions became 
multifarious. Rampant were such expressions as “emotion gallops freely and 
naturally”, “strength in the brushstrokes overwhelms all others, and the rhythmic 
charm transcends all predecessors”, and “shedding ink to one’s heart’s content so that 
brushstrokes of various shapes are created here and there”. In the Tang dynasty (618 
AD – 907 AD), when kai shu and cao shu reigned, and aesthetic tastes stressed the 
notions that “matching one’s disposition, and expressing one’s grief and joy” and 
“calligraphic strokes can be like anything as long as they are shaped by calligrapher’s 
momentary state of mind”. That is why calligraphy became widely regarded in China 
as an artistic means of venting emotions.  
In the Song (960 AD – 1279 AD) and Ming (1368 AD – 1644 AD) dynasties, a group 
of like-minded philosophers founded the School of Neo-Confucianism. As the new 
cultural school obtained prominence, philosophers cultivated themselves by way of 
self-enlightening which was later developed and further epitomized as xuanxue??. 
The tremendous social change and the subsequent cultural change in the middle of 
the Ming dynasty were reflected through traditional arts. Down to the Qing dynasty 
(1644 AD – 1912 AD), secular human feelings gained extensive attention39.  
To sum up, calligraphic descriptions, as finely crafted and elaborately selected 
vocabulary with florid adornment, are in tune with the primary aesthetic taste of each 
period over a long history. It is no exaggeration to say that calligraphic descriptions 
are aesthetic regulators that concurrently articulate and constrain spiritual pursuits 
and sensory experiences. When reading a Chinese text about calligraphy, an 
enthusiast may immediately identify the historical period that some descriptions 
represent or refer to. However, it is difficult for Anglo-American readers, especially 
average ones, to empathize with this Chinese experience. Therefore, translating this 
experience as preserved in classical Chinese calligraphic treatises may be 
cross-culturally challenging. Sun Yifeng observes that “[i]deas and feelings are not 
always separable and thus aiming exclusively to translate ideas only is certainly not 
enough” (2014: 282), and “to bring the feelings into full play would greatly vitalize 
translation” (ibid: 276). This aspect will be taken into account when I examine the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
39 A fact for which we can also find numerous examples in the novels of this period. 
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translations of calligraphic descriptions in the latter part of this chapter.  
4.2.3 Emotional catalysts  
Much admired for stylistic beauty, Sun Dayu’s translation of the “Shupu” — 
arguably one of the most acclaimed calligraphic treatises — enters the English 
academic vision as more of a literary work than of a calligraphic treatise. Sun Dayu 
privileged literary flavor over effective cross-cultural transmission of the aesthetics 
exemplified by this treatise. His translation was once criticized as too literary and 
mystical to be decoded40. However, Sun dealt with the linguistic difference through 
word-for-word translation but failed to step out of the Chinese cultural boundary and 
transmit the cultural content to a new context. Sun’s contribution lies in his insight 
into the literary value of this treatise, and also in his foresight to translate this 
important treatise to a wider readership. His translation demonstrates that 
calligraphic descriptions have “a strong literary flavor that could arouse people’s 
aesthetic feelings in a flash –– jumping from literary to artistic enjoyment through 
association or sensing, without going through a complicated process of corroboration 
or transformation” (Cong 2008: 421). Sun’s version represents an aesthetics 
articulated by literariness.  
A conservative or hasty reader of calligraphic texts may miss the aesthetic and 
cultural experiences they convey. This is especially so for readers who have not tried 
their hand at calligraphy and felt the movement of brush and the gradations of ink, 
thus they would find it difficult to grasp the rich sensations evoked by calligraphic 
descriptions. For instance, litou-zhibei????is such a description that conveys the 
expressive power of brushstrokes, causing an impact on the reader. It has been 
translated as “piercing through the back of the paper” (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 33) 
and “the strength penetrates through the paper” (Ch’en 1966: 200). More often, the 
meaning of this description is brought out in English as if no process of translation 
occurs, which means it is often presented as internalized translation –– cultural 
translation.  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
40 For Sun Dayu’s translation of “Shupu”, please refer to Appendix 2.  
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Emotions evoked by calligraphic descriptions need to be taken into account if the 
translator aims to fully convey the charm of Chinese calligraphy. The tricky thing, 
however, is that emotion is conditioned by sufficient familiarity with Chinese culture 
and experiences, yet both are alien to the average Anglo-American people. When 
word-for-word translation with the facilitation of the so-called “thick translation” 
still fails to fulfill the task, cultural translation has been resorted to.  
It should be noted that the functions of calligraphic descriptions as cultural 
messengers, aesthetic gatekeepers and emotional catalysts are not separate but 
interactive. They represent a typically eclectic Chinese worldview. This viewpoint 
can be further driven at home if I elaborate on the meanings of calligraphic 
brushstrokes: In the natural world, there is no such thing as a pure stroke. 
Calligraphic lines or strokes are man-made abstraction of form. Although they depart 
from concrete appearance of things (their volume, area, quality, form, features, etc.), 
they exist for the sake of representing (or presenting) the motive power of the 
universe and the power of life itself in literary texts, in order to express the Tao, and 
in so doing, to both attain and reproduce universal emotional form (see Li 2010: 114). 
Conditioned by cultural and aesthetic experiences, calligraphic descriptions evoke 
instant emotions and edify readers. However, one major challenge of translation, as 
Sun holds, is “to recreate the actual experience of emotion and present to the target 
reader forms of emotion and consciousness in order to enhance their empathetic 
understanding of and responsiveness to foreign otherness” (2014: 286). Without 
conveying cultural meanings, including emotions, we cannot say that Chinese 
calligraphic culture is sufficiently translated.  
The three features discussed above indicate that calligraphic descriptions resist direct 
or unmediated cross-cultural transference. What the Chinese treatises say are not 
cross-culturally self-explanatory, since it is largely inaccessible to the 
Anglo-American world except with the aid of a “specialist mediator” (Sturge 2007: 
25). Despite the envisioned difficulties, sinologists have never faltered in the face of 
the daunting task of translating in English this exotic experience. The next part will 
examine the translations.   
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4.3 Translation Effects  
A Chinese reader tends to find it easy to grasp and even enjoy the cultural content 
and nuances of calligraphic descriptions, but the situation is not so for 
Anglo-American readers. As Sun (2014: 278) argues, “what is socially and 
emotionally relevant to the source reader may appear to be less so to the target 
reader”.  
Features of calligraphic descriptions, as explained above, compound both the 
adequacy and acceptability of their translations. Chinese calligraphy may “feel quite 
at home” when positioned in its native cultural context. However, aesthetic 
hierarchies in English are different from those in Chinese (Sun 2012: 243). One 
result is that calligraphic descriptions would experience a kind of cultural anxiety 
when they are translated to the Anglo-American world.  
4.3.1 Text typology  
Inspired by the text typologies proposed by Christiane Nord (1992) which are 
informative text, expressive text, and operative text, I hereby put forward a slightly 
different way of classification especially applicable to English translation of Chinese 
calligraphy. To be specific, they are texts in exhibition, texts for introduction, 
research monographs, and translations of classical calligraphic treatises. Such a 
classification is based on the purpose of texts, and is aimed to clearly describe the 
general ecology of the translation of calligraphic descriptions so as to better explore 
and understand the translation effects.  
4.3.1.1 Texts in exhibitions 
Chinese calligraphic works, captioned in English (among other languages), are 
popular in many big museums and galleries across the world, such as the British 
Museum, National Gallery Singapore, the Hong Kong Museum of Art, and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. These English captions offer necessary information to 
visitors so that they are able to understand and appreciate this art. Texts in such 
captions, and exhibition catalogues, are referred to as exhibition texts, in which, 
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however, most of the sporadically visible calligraphic descriptions only explain the 
shapes of brushstrokes, such as “straight” and “flat”, with little reference to the 
culture involved. However, what really appear rich in exhibition texts are terms, such 
as “seal script” and “flying white”, which inform visitors of the abundance of 
Chinese calligraphy, but even these terms are seldom explained. This is 
understandable because most visitors do not have sufficiently relevant visual and 
cultural literacy, and curators also need to try not to overburden visitors with too 
much information and exoticism. Practically, exhibitions also do not have enough 
space to put on too many words.  
However, exhibition catalogues, which are expanded versions of the texts presented 
at exhibitions, cannot be ignored. Catalogues usually contain detailed explanation, 
with insights on the aesthetic and cultural qualities of the exhibits. Some catalogues 
even go so far as to present a panoramic view of Chinese calligraphy inspired by the 
exhibits on display. Catalogue of the Exhibition of Chinese Calligraphy and Painting 
in the Collection of John M. Crawford, Jr. (Sickman 1962) is such an example. This 
catalogue, after listing the artworks on display with illustrations, attaches two long 
articles to introduce the basic knowledge of Chinese calligraphy and painting. 
However, special attention was given to skills of mounting completed artworks, 
rather than the art itself.  
4.3.1.2 Texts for introduction 
Texts for introduction refer to those aiming at providing basic knowledge of Chinese 
calligraphy to Anglo-American readers41. Over the past several decades, these books 
are many, but they look stunningly alike because the organizing principles are quite 
similar: calligraphic scripts, dynastic development, eminent calligraphers, and 
writing skills are collectively favored (see Section 2.2.1 in Chapter 2). Books simply 
titled Chinese Calligraphy are many, authored by, for example, Chiang Yee (1938), 
Chen Tingyou (2003) and Zhou Kexi (2010). Calligraphic descriptions, as an 
essential element to convey the embedded culture, abound in these books. However, 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
41 My classification is not the only possible one, and the three text typologies are by 
no means completely separate. For example, some content in exhibition catalogues 
overlap with that in introductory texts.   
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the function of these publications is, after all, to (somewhat quickly) familiarize 
readers with Chinese calligraphy. Therefore, the translators have to ensure the 
comprehensibility of their English expressions, which would at least make the 
readers feel that they can understand what they read.  
Section 4.2 shows that word-for-word translation, without being able to sufficiently 
re-contextualize Chinese calligraphy, is usually not readable cross-culturally. In 
practice, the translators did quit relying heavily and strictly on classical calligraphic 
treatises. They did not try to attempt a translation for a certain description. Rather, 
they invented cross-culturally friendly structures of narratives that cater to the target 
reading experience.  
In Lin Yutang’s book My Country and My People, a chapter is devoted to introducing 
Chinese calligraphy where Lin selected many sentences from different classical 
treatises, and took liberty to translate (word-for-word), edit and integrate his 
summaries and comments. He interpreted pengzheng??, a calligraphic description, 
in three places. The first place reads: “Certain types, such as the worship of beauty of 
irregularity or of a forever toppling structure that yet keeps its balance, will surprise 
the Westerners…” (2000: 285). The second reads: “[I]f a Chinese scholar sees a 
certain beauty in a dry vine with its careless grace and elastic strength, the tip of the 
end curling upward and a few leaves still hanging on it haphazardly and yet most 
appropriately, he tries to incorporate that into his writing” (ibid: 286). The third: “In 
the highest examples of this art, we have structural forms which are seemingly 
unbalanced and yet somehow maintain the balance” (ibid: 289; see Gu 2013: 43-44).  
It is readily seen that compared with the brief yet not so accurate interpretation of 
pingzheng in exhibition captions, introductory books have enough space to convey 
the subtleties of this description so as to send the reader to a live experience of 
practicing calligraphy. However, the general situation is that the culturally, 
aesthetically and emotionally rich Chinese descriptions end up with little cultural 
pregnancy in English. Meanwhile, those descriptions which originally imply little 
cultural associations and stay at the periphery of Chinese commentary discourses 
have entered the center of the English discourses for describing Chinese calligraphy. 
The details will be discussed in Section 4.3.2.3 of this chapter.  
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4.3.1.3 Research monographs and direct translations  
The third text type is research monographs and direct translations of classical 
treatises. Academic discussion feature prominently in research monographs whose 
contents are usually centered on specific aspects, such as calligraphers and their 
styles, rather than a general introduction. The book entitled Mi Fu: Style and the Art 
of Calligraphy in Northern Song China is a research monograph on the calligrapher 
Mi Fu, in which two whole chapters are dedicated to the examination of the aesthetic 
pursuits of pingdan?? and ziran?? –– calligraphic descriptions.  
However, research monographs are inseparable from direct translations of classical 
calligraphic treatises, because firstly, both are aimed mainly at specific readers such 
as sinologists, collectors and art students; secondly, researchers tend to insert chunks 
of abridged translations from classical Chinese calligraphic treatises, done by others 
or by themselves, into their own narratives. In addition to the abridged translations 
inserted in research monographs, full translations of classical calligraphic treatises 
also exist. They serve as English replicas of Chinese calligraphic culture, and 
function as archives for in-depth reading and research. Examples falling to this 
category include Two Treatises on Chinese Calligraphy published by Yale University 
in 1995, Wei Fu-jen’s Pi Chen T’u and the Early Texts on Calligraphy published by 
Archives of the Chinese Art Society of America in 1964, and Taction: The Drama of 
the Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy published in 2011. They witness multifarious 
attempts at tackling cultural untranslatability in calligraphic descriptions.  
4.3.2 Progression in translation: from text to culture  
This section progressively explores two stages of translation — from translating text 
to translating culture. It centers on calligraphic descriptions whose richness in 
cultural, aesthetic and emotional aspects creates possibilities to make their 
translations empowered.  
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4.3.2.1 Semantic meanings 
Obviously, to translate surface meanings of calligraphic descriptions is not adequate 
to fully convey Chinese calligraphy. For example, words such as “elegant”, 
“vigorous” and “graceful” appear frequently. They can be regarded as equivalents to 
some Chinese descriptions such as yanmei ??, qiguan-changhong ????, 
zhengchi-dianya????, and so on. Clearly, none of the above English words is 
the exact or intended translation of the Chinese words. However, the English words 
do largely convey the surface or superficial meanings of the Chinese, despite the fact 
that the English seem too dry and broad to be equated with their Chinese 
counterparts. After all, the words “elegant” and “vigorous” are mainly concerned 
with the physical shapes of brushstrokes, failing to express flavors of aesthetics. It 
seems that the cultural meanings of some Chinese descriptions in their fullest scope 
are difficult to be conveyed by way of direct translation. However, the 
above-mentioned English words indicate that their constant appearance potentially 
recreates a cultural atmosphere for Chinese calligraphy, preparing for a form of 
re-contextualization of the inadequately translated ones.  
It is meaningful at this stage to look anew at the translation of pingzheng which 
appears in the National Palace Museum in Taipei and also the Palace Museum in 
Beijing. For the former, the translation is “level and upright”, while the latter is 
“squarely structured” (see Gu 2013: 42-43). The following are the texts:  
 
Source Text in the National Palace Museum of Taipei: ????????
???????????????????????? 
Translation: This work is a copy of Encomium to a Portrait of Dongfang 
Shuo, the characters tending to be level and upright, grasping much of the 
Yan aura. 
 
Source Text in the Palace Museum of Beijing: ???????????
???????????“???”? 
Translation: Shen Zao’s characters are squarely structured with full round 
turns, typical of the chancellery style (taige ti) of calligraphy. 
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In a special exhibition of Chinese art held in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (ibid: 
43-44), we see the following statement to appreciate a piece of calligraphy in cao 
shu:  
 
In this work of running-cursive script, he altered the standard configuration 
of characters to create precariously balanced forms that often rely on a 
calculated final stroke to adjust their proportion and center of gravity.  
 
In fact, pingzheng, when used to describe Chinese calligraphy, does not simply mean 
“square” and “tidy”, which are its literal meanings. Such a literal understanding of 
pingzheng would cause a false impression that this calligraphic work on display, as a 
model piece, is praised for its disciplined and even static arrangement of strokes, like 
printed types. However, as I noted at the very beginning of this chapter, such types, 
more craftsmanship than art, is castigated. In fact, pingzheng implies a dynamic 
steadiness pleasing to the eyes of the beholder. At the first glance, all strokes may 
slant towards different directions, but seen as a whole, the strokes are in a balanced 
and dynamic combination (ibid: 43). Therefore, the phrase “precariously balanced” 
exactly (or perhaps coincidentally) imparts the rhythm, and transports a special 
sensation to English-speaking readers. Though not designated as a translation, it is a 
de facto translation of pingzheng.  
Another example is that Chinese critics of calligraphy are fond of using the word 
gupu?? as a mark of superior quality. It is a calligraphic description composed of 
two characters: gu and pu, roughly conveying the aesthetic pursuit of the old (gu) 
and the plain (pu). The translator Ch’en Chih-Mai underpins the exact meaning of 
each character:  
Ku (which is the first character gu) is the air of archaism hanging over and 
enveloping a work of art, reminding us of the old masters and indicating 
that the calligrapher is on intimate terms with them. P’u (the second 
character pu) is the quality of simplicity, of the lack of conscious effort, of 
spontaneity, even of a measure of crudity and artlessness”. (1966: 203)  
Rather than seeking one single English adjective to translate gupu, Ch’en first 
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“dissolved” its meanings and then “re-integrated” them in a most readable way. In 
this process, as the linguistic context of gupu has changed, it does not appear in 
English as a descriptive “term” any more. Rather, it turns into an idea which is 
“dispersed” between the lines. Such an act preserves the meanings of gupu the fullest 
possible, and enables the reader to “digest”, “absorb” and thus “internalize” the 
embedded aesthetics. As a result, the reader may further understand what the author 
means by saying that “the great works of the past are studied and modeled after, and 
from them the feeling of good taste is derived. This is what Chao Meng-fu called 
‘archaic elegance’” (ibid). Obviously, the meanings of gupu can be fully conveyed 
when it is contextualized properly in English.  
4.3.2.2 Cultural meanings 
This section will explore the cultural elements of calligraphic descriptions in 
translation, and four examples will be analyzed.  
First, many calligraphic theorists have mentioned the description of yizai-bixian??
??, which has been translated as “idea in mind before the brush” (Driscoll & Toda 
1964: 63), or “[c]onceive of an image of the finished character in the mind before 
applying the brush to the writing surface” (Ch’en 1966: 220), or “concept before the 
brush” (ibid). Yizai-bixian describes calligraphers’ state of mind in creating 
calligraphic works. It has been repeated over and over again among the old masters 
beginning from Wang Xizhi. While it has largely been taken for granted by the 
Chinese, it is potentially problematic cross-culturally. In fact, Western artists often do 
not have the finished product in mind when they take up the brush in artistic creation, 
as Picasso says: 
       I don’t know in advance what I am going to put on the canvas, any more 
than I decide in advance what colors to use. Whilst I work, I take no stock of 
what I am painting on the canvas. Every time I begin a picture, I feel as 
though I were throwing myself into the void. I never know if I shall fall on 
my feet again. It is only later that I begin to evaluate more exactly the result 
of my work. (see Ch’en 1966: 220) 
The experience of Picasso is also shared by Braque, a major 20th-century French 
painter who remarks: 
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       A picture is an adventure each time. When I tackle the white canvas I never 
know how it will come out. This is the risk you must take. I never visualize 
a picture in my mind before starting to paint. (ibid)  
Though the two quotations cannot represent the general situation in the 
Anglo-American world, they indicate a possibility of cultural difference. The 
following is Barnhart’s translation of yizai-bixian:  
 
Source text: ?????????????????????????
????????????????????? (?????????
??????)? 
Translation: Then, concentrating the spirit and calming the thought, one 
should visualize the shapes of the characters, their angles and movements, 
so that their sinews and arteries will connect unbrokenly. Let the concept 
precede the brush –– only then does one write. (1964: 21; italics mine) 
 
The translation of the whole treatise –– “The Colophon to Diagram of the Battle 
Formation of the Brush” –– is put in the appendix of an academic essay titled “Wei 
Fu-jen’s Pi Chen Tu and the Early Texts on Calligraphy”. This is a semantic 
translation except the omission of some details, such as those who want to write??
??, grinding ink stones??, upward or downward??, straight and horizontal?
? and vibration??. However, the reason why the translator has decided to omit 
these details is worthy attention. In fact, if every piece of information in the source is 
translated faithfully, the translator would run the risk of disrupting the flow of the 
idea of yizai-bixian. That is to say, a clear and effective conveyance of yizai-bixian 
can be blocked by the lengthy and culture-specific details. It can be felt that the first 
sentence is a preparation for the ultimate usher-in of yizai-bixian –– “let the concept 
precede the brush”. I contend that it is exactly the decision to omit some details that 
makes the contextualization of yizai-bixian possible. As we have acknowledged the 
difference in the aspect of pre-creation mindset, Barnhart’s translation smooths away 
the otherwise abrupt cultural difference, and leads readers to experience the mental 
state of calligraphers, so that this Chinese idea can be cross-culturally accepted and 
even appreciated. In other words, the translator slightly re-positioned this 
calligraphic description in the English-language context so that it becomes more 
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easily accessible to the intended readers. Therefore, the “supposed” direct translation 
somewhat turns out to be cultural translation. Although it becomes only loosely 
related to the original text, it fully imparts the cultural messages.  
This example indicates that direct translation and cultural translation can compete for 
the best balance between adequacy and acceptability, which suggests that the 
translator, in fact, plays the role of an anthropologist who is obliged to write about a 
foreign culture in a way that he or she sees most proper, such as what to translate, 
where to interpret, where to omit, and where to add, so that cultural messages of the 
foreign can be cross-culturally transmitted and then accepted (to be elaborated in 
Chapter 6). That is to say, the translator is capable of pre-interpreting a foreign 
concept and assigning it to an equivalent slot in English that is strategically made for 
readers who are expected to avoid direct and unmediated encounter with the foreign.  
For another example, the following is a paragraph from the treatise titled “Shulun”, 
and its translation.  
 
Source text: ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????(?????????) 
Translation: In writing first release your thoughts and give yourself up to 
feeling; let your nature do whatever it pleases. Then start to write. If pressed 
in any way, even if one had a brush of hair from hares of Chung-shan, on 
would not do well. In writing first sit silently, quiet your mind and let 
yourself be free. Do not speak, do not breathe fully; rest reverently, feeling as 
if you were before a most respected person. Then all will be well. (Driscoll & 
Toda 1964: 13)  
 
Once reading this paragraph in translation, readers may be profoundly confused. To 
be specific, they may feel a kind of anxiety caused by cultural difference. Similar to 
yizai-bixian, the paragraph above is also a vivid description of what a qualified 
calligrapher is supposed to do before his or her actual writing. The second half of this 
paragraph in italics is particularly difficult to be understood by Anglo-American 
readers who would naturally wonder why the process of creating calligraphy can be 
so mysterious and abstruse. In fact, it is exactly this kind of self-cultivation that 
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characterizes Chinese calligraphy. It is through the interaction of brush, paper and 
ink that calligraphers connect to heaven and earth. In traditional China, heaven and 
earth inform the natural law that needs to be carefully observed by humans. And 
those who observe such a law are qualified to be “gentlemen”, if not “sages”. This is 
Confucian way of self-cultivation, suggesting that moral quality is not based on the 
rules set deliberately by humans, but is consistent with natural laws. Such an idea, 
implicit in this translation, may cause confusion, partial understanding, and even 
misunderstanding. In the translation, we also see descriptions such as “release your 
thoughts and give yourself up to feeling” and “sit silently, quiet your mind and let 
yourself be free”, which reflect a Taoist pursuit of life. In fact, the highest goal of 
both Confucian and Taoist cultivation is to achieve harmony between humans and 
nature. However, for those who are not equipped with Confucian and Taoist ideas in 
general, they tend to feel difficult to understand such a translation.  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Driscoll’s book features many abridged translations of 
Chinese calligraphic treatises. And these translations are surrounded by explanations. 
Immediately after the translated paragraph, Driscoll and Toda offer the following 
explanation:  
The writer’s terms of movement cover a wide range – different modalities 
of actual movement, of movement in static shapes, various emotional states, 
different speeds and intensities. Over and over again Chinese writers 
emphasize the non-intellectual character of the art and advise as the proper 
attitude a preliminary relaxation of the whole organism followed by an 
untroubled concentration on the work at hand. The artist has complete faith 
in the power of his own nature, providing he makes no intellectual effort 
and is not “pressed in any way,” to accomplish spontaneously the desired 
result. (ibid) 
This paragraph clarifies the translated paragraph by providing background 
knowledge, with which readers become able to develop a kind of cultural relevance 
which is vital to successful cross-cultural reading. In this sense, it can be regarded as 
cultural translation, which contextualizes the directly translated parts. However, 
although direct translations are made readable by cultural translations, this book (the 
one by Driscoll and Toda) is still very academic and is cross-culturally difficult to 
read. After all, it was first published in 1932 when the knowledge about Chinese 
calligraphy was still in shortage in English, and at that time, the introduction of 
different calligraphic treatises in this book was obviously not for the general public. 
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The third calligraphic description that is pregnant with cultural content is pingdan?
?, which constitutes a particular aesthetic flavor emphatically promoted by Mi Fu 
(1051 AD-1107 AD), a famous calligrapher. Besides, it is also a collective aesthetic 
pursuit preferred by Chinese men of letters especially after the Song (960 AD-1279 
AD) and Ming (1368 AD-1644 AD) dynasties when Taoism and Zen Buddhism 
exerted great influence. Its English translation — “the even and light” (Sturman 1997: 
121), is well known to students of Chinese art. On the surface, “even” and “light” 
correspond respectively to ping and dan, but such a translation not only fails to 
capture the particular meaning of calligraphy, but is also not acceptable even in its 
general usage. Although a Chinese word is often composed of two characters, its 
meaning is not always equivalent to the simple combination of the two. For this 
reason, the translation of pingdan has been called into question, as Sturman remarks:  
The aesthetic idea pingdan, “the even and light,” is well known to students 
of Chinese art through the writing of Mi Fu. The term appears frequently in 
his histories of calligraphy and painting… Yet no other aesthetic term in 
China may be quite as misleading or misunderstood. The potential for 
conflict should be clear: … “Even” and “light” hardly seem appropriate 
words to describe the calligraphy of “Sailing on the Wu River.” (1997: 121) 
Sturman has pointed out the translation problem, but not suggested a better version. 
In fact, the surface meaning of pingdan can be “dull”, “insipid” or “uninteresting”, 
but all are not proper to be equated with the pingdan when it is applied to describing 
Chinese calligraphy. In Chinese, pingdan is an adjective used to praise a piece of 
calligraphy for its good quality, rather than to criticize it. In order to reflect its 
association with the mental pursuit of men of letters, I prefer to translate it as “pure 
and simple with eternal ease”. It shows that Chinese calligraphic culture constitutes a 
special context where some seemingly “ordinary” words may be endowed with new 
meanings.   
The fourth example that I want to call attention to is shengdong??. In fact, as 
noted at the very beginning of this chapter, shengdong is the basic requirement for, 
and a fundamental feature of, Chinese calligraphy. It is exactly shengdong that 
distinguishes Chinese calligraphy from alphabetic fine writing and printed types. For 
this reason, shengdong can be used to describe every piece of good calligraphy. 
Furthermore, it is also the fundamental aesthetic pursuit of Chinese art, not exclusive 
of calligraphy. This partially explains why Chinese calligraphy and painting never 
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seek meticulous verisimilitude preferred and achieved by traditional Western 
painting. Clearly, if shengdong is translated literally as “vivid” or “lively”, then it 
fails to capture the calligraphic element42. The following are some attempts:  
Life-movement (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 2) 
Lively movement (Chiang 1973: viii) 
Rhythmic life (Chiang 1973: 210) 
Rhythmic Vitality (Chiang 1973: 228) 
Keep the characters from becoming clumps of ink (Ishikawa 2011: 183) 
It is interesting to note that shengdong has not been translated as simple as “vivid” or 
“lively”. Curiously, the combined meaning of sheng (life) and dong (movement) 
better symbolizes a kind of rhythm and connection with nature, and the resultant 
translation is “life/lively movement”. The last attempt listed above is a cultural 
translation, which demonstrates the technique required to achieve shengdong, and is 
easy for readers to understand. Although it may fail to lead readers to feel the 
embedded aesthetic taste, we cannot claim that the aesthetic element is lost. After all, 
what is lost in one place may be gained somewhere else if the re-contextualizing 
process is strategic and substantial enough.  
Many are calligraphic descriptions that show cultural pregnancy. Before ending this 
section, I hope to add two other calligraphic descriptions that are closely related to 
Confucian ideas. One is Jian?, which conveys an elastic strength stored in brush, 
and the other is gangrou-xiangji????, which speaks for the thought in the 
Analects????that the creation of calligraphy is “inspired by emotion and 
constrained by courtesy”43. Similar to the examples I analyzed above, cultural 
meanings of jian and gangrou-xiangji also need to be considered in translation.  
4.3.2.3 Cultural dilution in translation 
While some translations of calligraphic descriptions retain the embedded culture to 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
42 The next chapter will elaborate on the metaphors used to describe how shengdong 
a piece of calligraphy can be. 
43 This is my translation. The original text is ???, ???. 
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the maximum, there are many other ones that fail to do so. As Roger T. Ames 
observes, “[o]ur existing formula of terms for translating the core philosophic 
vocabulary is freighted with a cosmology not its own, and thus perpetuates a 
pernicious cultural reductionism” (1995: 731). The differences in emphases, cultural 
associations, and expressive power, separate the Chinese and English languages as 
two cosmologically different expressive tools. When the English language, to the 
best of its capacity, still fails to adequately accommodate the Chinese ideas, or when 
translators aims to alleviate cross-cultural burdens on the reader, cultural dilution 
occurs.  
According to a corpus study (Song 2015), the top twenty adjectives of frequent 
occurrence in a collection of well selected calligraphic texts in English are 
“horizontal”, “vertical”, “thick”, “round”, “diagonal”, “right”, “thin”, “straight”, 
“square”, “different”, “simple”, “beautiful”, “short”, “individualized”, “elegant”, 
“long”, “upper”, “lower”, “graceful”, “full”, “downward”, “curved”, and 
“composed”. All are about the shapes of brushstrokes and whether they are pleasing 
to the eyes. To be fair, they are all reductive, lackluster, and lacking in nuance in 
cultural meanings. In addition, it should be noted that “downward” and “rightward” 
are often used to describe alphabetic writing.  
Hardly can we find English descriptions particular to Chinese calligraphy, even as 
we examine all the way down to the 30th adjective (see Appendix 3). Although the 
corpus only singles out adjectives, and the selection of texts for the corpus is also 
suspicious, the result at least reveals a kind of cultural reduction. For example, 
adjectives such as “horizontal”, “vertical” and “diagonal” obviously emphasize the 
directions of calligraphic lines whose Chinese counterparts can only be heng?, shu
?, pie? and na?. However, these words belong to technical terms (see Chapter 
2), rather than descriptions. That is to say, what they focus on is writing method 
rather than culture. After all, it is easier to describe how to write a line than to reveal 
the ideas in it, especially when such ideas are culture bound. To some extent, the 
words listed above downplay, and even erase, the culture embedded in calligraphic 
descriptions, and thus deny the demands of some readers, especially sinologists.  
Even though the words such as “thin”, “beautiful” and “graceful” are used to carry 
superficial meanings of many four-character Chinese set phrases such as liugu-yanjin
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????, xingyun-liushui ????, xiaosa-junyi ????, a good deal of 
literariness, cultural content, and sentimental flavor is lost. Besides, words such as 
“thick”, “round”, “square”, “simple”, “straight”, “short”, “downward”, and “curved” 
are merely explaining the shapes of brushstrokes, giving Anglo-American readers an 
impression that Chinese calligraphy is more or less the handwriting of their own.  
In a word, some culturally pregnant and emotion-invoking Chinese are replaced by 
plain English, which denies the reader the opportunity to experience the cultural 
evocations that are vital to an empathetic perception of Chinese calligraphy. Such 
lexical choices filter foreign elements, and only achieve superficial accuracy and 
expedient readability. As early as 1966, Ch’en Chih-Mai called this potential risk to 
attention:  
As far as Chinese calligraphy is concerned, the critics as well as the artists 
themselves have long since found such words as ‘elegant’, ‘exquisite’, 
‘sublime’, ‘vigorous’, ‘graceful’, all of which have been so much abused, 
altogether inadequate to describe the abstract and recondite beauty they 
see and feel in good calligraphy, still less to tell the styles of the different 
calligraphers apart. (Ch’en 1966: 199)  
To Ch’en, these words are just too “abused” and “inadequate” to describe Chinese 
calligraphy. In 1986, Chiang Yee’ book Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to Its 
Aesthetic and Technique was translated into Chinese. One may be curious to know 
which Chinese words were given to match the descriptions originally written in 
English. Here are two examples:  
 
Original text: Straight lines give the impression of solidity, strength, 
severity, immobility. Curves engender feelings of motion, buoyancy, suavity, 
and delicacy; they also tend towards the negative and effeminate (Chiang 
1973: 106).  
Translation: ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 
1986: 99?? 
  
Original text: In its most highly developed form it departs from the strict 
formality of Li-Shu. The angles of Li-Shu are softened and a great deal of 
movement and ease added (Chiang 1973: 80).  
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Translation: ?????????????????????????
?????????????? 1986: 71?? 
 
This situation can be regarded as a special kind of “back translation”. Although the 
original book is written in English, it is all about Chinese calligraphy which can be 
discussed in a wide range of Chinese vocabulary. To translate such an English text 
into Chinese, the translator only needs, or is tacitly required, to find the most proper 
and idiomatic descriptions from existing Chinese discourses on calligraphy. The 
translations above, especially the second one, are quite idiomatic calligraphic 
expressions. However, a closer look at the translation reveals something more. For 
the sentence “The angles of Li-Shu are softened and a great deal of movement and 
ease added”, the Chinese translation is “???????????????”. In fact, 
???? (junyi-liuchang) is the translation of “…are softened and a great deal of 
movement and ease added”, and ???? (zhuangzhong-guiju) was added by the 
translator. To be fair, such a translation reads idiomatic, and caters to the Chinese 
readers’ expectation of calligraphy. After all, many Chinese tend to become too 
accustomed to the fact that ???? and ???? are used to describe Chinese 
calligraphy.  
However, to what extent is the phrase “the strict formality” equivalent to ????? 
True, ???? is undoubtedly acceptable in the Chinese context to refer to a good 
piece of calligraphy. It means that calligraphers are consistent in their styles 
throughout the whole piece of work, rather than “strict formality”, which in fact 
implies a kind of static art expression that emphasizes form. Therefore, such cultural 
dilution may further elicit misunderstandings since Anglo-American readers may 
treat what they read as the very Chinese calligraphic culture, and then dismiss it as 
“merely thus”. When such “inaccurate” and “inadequate” descriptions were 
translated into Chinese, the translator just compensated (maybe unconsciously) for 
such a loss. This example partly reveals the fact that cultural reduction, and even 
manipulation, exist in the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy.  
In addition, Ishikawa deplores the fact that “calligraphy cognoscenti commonly uses 
such adjectives as ‘strong’ and ‘imposing’ for works rendered in broad strokes and 
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ebony-lie tones” (2011: 13). The analysis above shows that some calligraphic 
descriptions in English demythologize and de-exoticize the foreign, which poses an 
obstacle to the articulation of the exotic charms, because exoticism, according to 
Segalen, is “the power to conceive the Other” (cite from Zhang 1998: 52). 
Furthermore, Hervey and Higgins (1992: 30) even define “exoticism” as the lowest 
degree of cultural transposition. In their opinion, linguistic and cultural features of 
the source text should be taken over into the target text with little or no adaptation, so 
that the target text has an obvious “foreign” appearance.  
In the increasing contact between the East and West, Segalen sees a depressing loss 
of exoticism. He laments: “The exotic tension of the world is diminishing. Exoticism, 
the source of mental, aesthetic, or physical energy, is diminishing” (Zhang 1998: 52). 
Ideally, some calligraphic descriptions, after being translated into English, could 
continue to evoke either excitement or tranquility, and illustrate an exotic other at the 
same time. But in practice, the culturally diluted descriptions are definitely not so. 
Exoticism and mystery “may contribute to fear as well as to charm, and distance may 
blur the view of true beauty” (ibid). In this sense, exoticism serves as a double-edged 
sword. Zhang (2002: 103) claims that “to demythologize the Other is surely not to 
deny its distance, its alien nature, or the possibility of its poetic charm, but to 
recuperate real rather than imaginary differences.” However, the culturally diluted 
foreign other, to some extent, automatically cancels the differences. The beauty of 
real difference or the aesthetic other cannot be truly appreciated unless various 
misconceptions are exposed (Zhang 1998: 37). As noted earlier, many calligraphic 
descriptions in Chinese have been roughly translated as “graceful” and “elegant”. 
Therefore, translation can constrain the richness of the original Chinese descriptions 
which are often poetic.  
Section 4.2.2.2 demonstrates that some calligraphic descriptions indicate an aesthetic 
pursuit in a particular historical period. One may wonder: Are their translations still 
time-indicative? Temporal distance, to some extent, renders target readers largely 
insensitive to the historical changes of Chinese aesthetics, which reminds us of 
David Lowenthal (2003)’s book titled The Past is a Foreign Country. But I should 
add that the past entails several foreign countries, given the different aesthetic 
pursuits over time. However, few academic monographs, introductory books and 
exhibition texts have seriously addressed this facet. As a result, the originally 
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transformative aesthetics turns out to be mono-aesthetics in translation.  
To be specific, calligraphic descriptions in English seem too culturally irrelevant to 
denote a variety of time-specific Chinese aesthetics, which can be evidenced by all 
the examples in this chapter. Such a pitfall of translating calligraphic descriptions 
may be unconscious and unknown to sinologists, but it impedes further studies of 
Chinese calligraphy through the medium of English, and obstructs readers’ accurate 
perception of this specific Chinese culture. Meanwhile, however, the value of 
generalization, as an expedient strategy, should not be totally denied. In the past 
several decades, sinology and exhibitions constantly took advantage of, and in turn 
reinforced, the stereotypically uniform taste of Chinese calligraphy so that 
Anglo-American readers could quickly grasp this Chinese art. In any case, after all, 
these practices inspired readers to get to know about Chinese calligraphy. 
Nevertheless, aside from the merits and virtues, the tendency of generalizing, 
homogenizing and simplifying the historical traditions in translation is very 
dangerous, since it foments the separation of Chinese calligraphy from its derivative 
culture, and misleads readers to see Chinese calligraphy as tricks and crafts devoid of 
cultural attachment. On this aspect, Shih (1995: 276) notes that “in translation (of 
texts on Chinese calligraphy and painting), we have also to be conscious of the 
continuing yet changing theoretical tradition behind each text” (italics mine).  
While this section studies cultural dilution in translation, I do not mean to discredit 
precedent translators and invalidate their contribution. The purpose of my discussion 
is modest: it is only to persuade sinologists that we do have a tendency of cultural 
reduction, and we must recognize it. 
4.3.2.4 Cultural authenticity approximated in a broader context 
The study above shows that it is difficult to achieve cultural authenticity in 
translation when translators stick to the principle that one description should be 
translated still as one phrase or one sentence. This is not feasible for the translation 
of Chinese calligraphic culture, which needs necessary yet sufficient background 
information to be cross-culturally understood. The book Taction: The Drama of the 
Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy is full of exquisite English expressions for describing 
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Chinese calligraphy. Most descriptions are, in fact, expressive and highly readable. 
This book was originally written in Japanese by Ishikawa Kyuyoh and then 
translated into English by Waku Miller. Strictly speaking, this is not a translation 
from a Chinese text, but it illustrates the cultural, aesthetic and spiritual world of 
Chinese calligraphy. It is a reinvention of the cultural content of Chinese calligraphy 
for the Anglo-American readership. Waku Miller, the translator, is alert to cultural 
untranslatability. The following statements in this book show his solutions:  
Yan has increased the level of force on moving from the body into the tail 
section, and that has resulted in a pronounced, raindrop-like swelling. The 
nub atop the next character, ? (Tang), presents a curiously hooked profile. 
It begins with a briefly rightward movement and then drops vertically as if 
to counter the recoil from the medium. The strokes are generally stout 
throughout Duobaoda, and their dilated heads and tails betray the 
application of substantial force. (Ishikawa 2011: 141; italics mine) 
Applying infinitely vibratory taction, Deng (Shiru) recreated those scripts as 
sublime taction, complete with gracefully drawn, subtly undulating contours. 
(ibid: 151; italics mine) 
Zhu (Yunming)’s forcefully pounded stroke heads exert an inexorable 
momentum when they continue into vertical stroke bodies, and that can 
result in strokes of extreme length (ibid: 196; italics mine).  
The words in italics are calligraphic descriptions. Clearly, they are quite different 
from all the examples I listed earlier in terms of expressive power. When used in 
Anglo-American context, they may look strangely familiar, and strike a balance 
between exoticism and cross-cultural accessibility. Besides, they do not appear out of 
nowhere, but are surrounded by a tightly woven context where a continual test of the 
limits of expression happens. Such an array of carefully selected descriptions adds 
incredible luster to Chinese calligraphic culture positioned in Anglo-American 
context.  
In addition, the translations in italics are in an expository nature, like a footnote 
being inserted into the main body of the text (Sun 2012: 244). To empower or simply 
restore the poetic charm of calligraphic descriptions, translators need to bring out the 
sensory experience, which is obviously beyond the capacity of translation in its 
traditional sense. The inventively selected vocabulary has thereby enriched the 
aesthetic experience of Chinese calligraphy in the Anglo-American world. In this 
connection, this book ushers in an innovative response to cultural untranslatability.  
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The translation of calligraphic descriptions not only signals a variety of 
cross-cultural strategies and attitudes, but also implies translation norms. Such a 
translation result serves in either closing or widening the psychical distance between 
Chinese and Western civilizations at large. To bring into English the cultural 
resonance of Chinese calligraphy is undoubtedly to create a language of alterity. In 
other words, translation makes Chinese calligraphy experience an enlightened 
self-discovery.  
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Chapter 5 
The Translation of Calligraphic Metaphors 
In classical Chinese calligraphic treatises, one never fails to find that strokes, dots, 
and the overall composition of calligraphic artworks, are compared to dews, rocks, 
trees, bones, dances, battles, and so on. The tendency of deploying metaphors to 
represent calligraphic traits echoes traditional Chinese aesthetics which can trace its 
origin to the very early Chinese civilization when the ancients used graphics and 
symbols to reflect natural images. In this thesis, I call such metaphors “calligraphic 
metaphors”, which are unique if aligned with other writing systems like the 
alphabetic.  
Previous studies on the English translation of calligraphic metaphors are few. The 
latest study was conducted by Zhao Jia (2014) who approached this issue from the 
perspective of semiotics. The cases she elaborated, such as zhuihuasha ???, 
yinyinni???, wulouhen??? and zhechaigu???, albeit interesting, are too 
specific to represent the general scenario of calligraphic metaphors. Besides, the 
metaphors that Zhao selected appear less frequently in calligraphic treatises. For this 
reason, the content and the conclusion of her study may be too specific to cover the 
translation phenomena of a broader range of calligraphic metaphors. Furthermore, 
she concluded that “translators should add the cultural meanings of calligraphic 
metaphors to their surface meanings”, which is “the responsibility of translators to 
conduct cross-cultural communication” (Zhao 2014: 97-98). This seems too 
prescriptive and arbitrary to be widely shared. After all, whether a translation is 
successful or not does not depend on a Chinese scholar’s wishful thinking, though he 
or she entertains a good intention to fully bring out the culture in translation.  
This chapter will first demonstrate the cultural milieu that supports the emergence 
and rampant presence of calligraphic metaphors in their native culture. Then, 
attention will be placed to their English translations where two opposing effects 
occur. On the one hand, translation grants some metaphors a new lease of life, 
because the otherwise ignored aesthetic feature embedded in the metaphors is 
curiously rejuvenated in translation. On the other hand, some translations are 
doubted in that it seems counterproductive to massively transport calligraphic 
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metaphors to the Anglo-American world before the two originally faraway cultures 
negotiate a roomy passageway. In addition, special attention will also be paid to the 
phenomenon that Chinese calligraphy is compared to Western art.  
 
5.1 Calligraphic Metaphors: Introduction and Definition 
In Chapter 4, I examined calligraphic descriptions — an extension of calligraphic 
terms. In describing a calligraphic stroke, Ch’en (1966: 200) says: 
…appears acrid and astringent, like the dead branches of an ungraceful tree.  
In this statement, “acrid” and “astringent” are calligraphic descriptions. Seemingly, 
the author feels that such two descriptions alone are still inadequate to fully convey 
the feelings derived from the appreciation of a calligraphic piece. Therefore, a 
metaphor –– “like the dead branches of an ungraceful tree” –– was followed to 
further describe what the two adjectives fail to describe. Metaphors as such help 
overcome the relatively limited expressive power of calligraphic descriptions. In this 
connection, metaphors go another step beyond what descriptions can normally reach. 
In other words, they empower the lexical expression in relation to Chinese 
calligraphy and are intrinsically inseparable from calligraphic descriptions. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to study their translation immediately after the study of that of 
calligraphic descriptions.  
One focus of Chinese calligraphy is the art of lines. A line has the quality of arousing 
reactions from the beholder. In fact, different kinds of lines awake in the beholder 
different sensations (Ch’en 1966: 199). Therefore, a variety of metaphors is needed 
to convey various sensations.  
5.1.1 The origin of Chinese calligraphy and the metaphor of nature 
To better re-contextualize calligraphic metaphors in the Anglo-American context, it 
is necessary to grasp their cultural origin. However, there has to date been no clear 
explication of the origins of, and the cultural underpinnings behind, calligraphic 
metaphors, among the previous studies (see References A, esp. Zhao 2014; Gu 2009; 
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Gu 2014).  
Chinese calligraphy and its written characters, originating in a similar way, share the 
same cultural sources, among which the most significant is the notion of “extracting 
vitality and images by observing nature44”, which determines the aesthetic tradition 
of calligraphy and many other primary art forms in China for thousands of years. In 
classical treatises on Chinese calligraphy, metaphors appear so frequently that one 
never fails to feel their omnipresence.  
As discussed in Chapter 3, the word “calligraphy” itself is somewhat limited in 
translating shu fa. Such a limitation may obscure the cultural root of Chinese 
calligraphy. Confucius says that nature does not need to express itself as all living 
things grow and die with the movement of seasons.45 The very origin of, and the 
images to be conveyed through calligraphy, is the continuous prosperity of all things 
as earth and heaven interact — the fundamental yin and yang. Calligraphers charge 
their brushes with emotions so as to imitate nature and distill its very energy and 
vitality to create artistic works. However, how can the vast cosmos, as the Chinese 
perceive, be condensed and the great “images” accordingly attained? The ancient 
Chinese resort to hair-brush46 and give full play to the thickness and steepness 
engendered by brushstrokes, along with the moisture and dryness of the ink they 
exploited. As the brush interacts with the paper (or other ancient writing tools like 
bamboo stems), dots and lines develop different shapes which indicate the rhythm 
and dynamic force in nature. As a result, multiple brushstrokes begin to take forms in 
paper and the “life-movement” of nature is thus conveyed. Xu Shen?? (around 55 
AD – 149 AD) made the following statement in his Explaining Graphs and 
Analyzing Characters??????: 
In the remote past when Fu Xi?? was running China, he looked up to 
observe the sky and down to investigate the earth. He scrutinized the images 
of birds, beasts and the texture of the landscape, and drew inspirations from 
things nearby and faraway, based on which he created Yi Jing???and Ba 
gua??, and used gua?(or hexagrams) to symbolize both the auspicious 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
44 The original Chinese expression is????. 
45 The original text is ???????????????????? 
46 Or other instruments in remote antiquity. 
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and ill omens. Later when Shen Nong?? succeeded Fu Xi as China’s ruler, 
he regulated social affairs by way of ropework. However, as society 
gradually developed to sophistication, camouflage and disguise appeared. 
During the reign of the Yellow Emperor, the historian-official Cang Jie?? 
detected the footprints of all kinds of animals, and suddenly realized that 
different animals can be distinguished by disparate shapes of their footprints. 
Enlightened by this, he began to create written characters47. (1981: 33)  
This quotation informs that in ancient times, Fu Xi distilled natural images into gua, 
or hexagrams, by “looking up to observe the sky, looking down to investigate the 
earth, and scrutinizing the images of birds, beasts and the texture of the landscape to 
draw inspirations from things nearby and faraway”, which influenced Cang Jie, an 
allegedly historiographer under the rule of the Yellow Emperor. It is by “detecting 
the footprints of all kinds of animals” that Cang created Chinese written characters, 
which are thus bestowed with natural images and dynamic force, the consequence of 
which is the birth of Chinese calligraphy as a cultural indication and an artistic 
expression.  
Essentially, Chinese calligraphy is intended to extract in nature a transient moment 
by observing natural vitality and cyclical movement of seasons, thus cultivating the 
disposition and morality of calligraphers. Zhuangzi?? says in his Zhibei you??
???that “heaven and earth have immense beauty but is unsaid, the four seasons 
have their patterns but remain unrevealed, and all things in the world have 
established reasons for their existence but are kept undisclosed.48” Chinese ancestors 
used xiang ? “image” and shi? “force” to indicate nature’s inherent components 
which are difficult to be sufficiently expressed by words. This convention 
consequently bolstered the diversified metaphors in classical calligraphic treatises. 
Since its very beginning, calligraphy has participated in shaping the primary 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  47 This paragraph is my own translation. Below is the original Chinese text: ???
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????? 
  48 This is my translation. The Chinese original reads: ????????????
??????????????. 
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articulation of Chinese culture, and in epitomizing its aesthetics and embodying the 
mentality of the Chinese49 (Jiang 2004: 4). Besides, we cannot deny the impact of 
gua (or hexagrams) on the development of Chinese writing system and its artistic 
portrayal, because hexagrams imply the outlook that “meanings are revealed by 
observing natural images50” (ibid). This outlook finds its various manifestations in 
calligraphic aesthetics.  
Visual space, deeply grounded in natural images, offers inexhaustible possibilities for 
calligraphic representation and enriches the aesthetics of Chinese written characters 
(ibid: 19). For this reason, although different calligraphers have their own styles and 
ways of expression throughout the ages, they all trace their strokes to nature — the 
origin of calligraphy. For the appreciation of calligraphy, the focus is given to 
representing nature and cultivating the inner selves.  
5.1.2 Categories of calligraphic metaphors and their translations  
The omnipresence of metaphors in classical Chinese calligraphic treatises has been 
recognized by both Chinese and Western scholars, but few have ever tried to classify 
these metaphors. Reading extensively from classical treatises and translations, I 
found that they can be categorized into five groups according to what calligraphy is 
compared to, namely, nature, battle, music, human body and human movement. I will 
examine these categories first so as to lay bare their cultural milieu before 
proceeding to explore their translations.  
The first category — nature — is dominant in both frequency and richness in 
classical calligraphic treatises where either strokes or the whole written characters 
are idiosyncratically correlated with natural elements such as cloud, rock, cliff, peak, 
tree, moon, star, raindrop, hill, thunder, stream, dew, wave, frost, the Milky Way, etc., 
with animals such as dragon, beast, snake, goose, phoenix, toad, rhinoceros, crane, 
tiger, tortoise, elephant, falcon, horse and sheep, etc., and with plants such as flower 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
49 Only refers to the Han Chinese?? here, as the word “Chinese” has its historical 
meanings.  
50 The original Chinese is ????. 
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and plum. Here I just name a few:  
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
??????????????****???????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????? 
Translation (version 1): Every horizontal stroke is like a mass of clouds in 
battle formation, every hook like a bent bow of the greatest strength, every 
dot like a falling rock from a high peak, every turning of the stroke like a 
bass hook, every drawn-out line like a dry vine of great old age, and every 
swift and free stroke like a runner on his start. (Lin 2000: 285; italics mine)  
Translation (version 2): His horizontal stroke was like an army arranged in 
the “lined cloud” formation. His hooked stroke had the force of a 
three-thousand pound crossbow firing. His dot was like a rock hurtling form 
a high cliff. His (character missing) turned and curved like a steel hook; and 
his vertical stroke was like a then-thousand year old vine. When he gave 
himself free reign, (his brush moved) with the speed of running feet. 
(Barnhart 1964: 21; italics mine) 
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????(??????) 
Translation: Consider the difference between the xuan zhen [“suspended 
needle”] and chui lu [“hanging dewdrop”]scripts, [and then consider] the 
marvels of rolling thunder and toppling rocks, the postures of wild geese in 
flight and beasts in fright, the attitudes of phoenixes dancing and snakes 
started, the power of sheer cliffs and crumbling peaks, the shapes of facing 
danger and holding on to rotten wood, which are sometimes heavy like 
threatening clouds and sometimes light like cicada wings; [consider]that 
when the brush moves, water flows from a spring, and when the brush stops, 
a mountain stands firm; [consider]what is very, very light, as if the new 
moon were rising at the sky’s edge, and what is very, very clear, like the 
multitude of stars arrayed in the Milky Way — these are the same as the 
subtle mysteries of nature: they cannot be forced. (Chang & Frankel 1995: 3; 
italics mine) 
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????(??????) 
Translation: Having assembled all the attractive qualities, it is important to 
preserve inner strength. When inner strength is preserved, life-giving 
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elements will be added. It is like the branches and trunk of a tree in luxuriant 
growth: when hit by the frost and snow, their strength increases; like 
blossoms and leaves in lush profusion, they reflect the splendors of clouds 
and sunlight. (Chang & Frankel 1995: 13; italics mine) 
 
Apparently, calligraphy can be analogous to virtually all kinds of natural components 
ranging from animals to plants and to natural scenes and so on and so forth. The 
above examples are characteristic of countless other similar calligraphic metaphors.  
For the category of human body, we see the following metaphors:  
Source text: ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????(???????) 
Translation: Those skilled at imparting strength to their brush have much 
bone (i.e., a strong structure), while those not so skilled have much flesh. 
Calligraphy with much bone and little flesh is called sinewy; that which has 
much flesh and little bone is called “ink pig.” Writing that displays great 
strength and a richness of sinew is sage-like; that which has neither strength 
nor sinew is defective. (Barnhart 1964: 16; italics mine) 
Gu (bone/skeleton), rou (flesh), and jin (sinew) are commonly seen metaphors in 
Chinese calligraphic treatises. Profoundly influenced by such a phenomenon, many 
translators have recognized this and were in the habit of deliberately fostering such 
imageries. It is in this way that metaphors such as “bone” and “skeleton” multiply 
dramatically in the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy. For example, the book 
Behind the Brushstrokes: Appreciating Chinese Calligraphy contains the following 
sentences where words in italics are metaphors:  
      The flesh is the thick part of the stroke that is solid. If there is too much flesh 
and too little skeleton, the character is termed an “ink pig”, obese and 
awkward with no grace. (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 9; italics mine) 
Yan (Zhenqing)’s thick and musclebound, while Liu’s is slim and skeletal. 
(ibid:   80; italics mine) 
The next category of calligraphic metaphors is human movement, about which we 
see the following sentences: 
 
His calligraphy was described as being beautiful, fascinating, and 
harmonious; it was like a fairy playing with her shadow or like a lovely 
young girl walking gracefully out onto a stage to perform. (Hwa & Penrose 
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2000: 34; italics mine) 
 
In Chinese calligraphy, the main principle of composition is in every case a 
balance and poise similar to that of a figure standing, walking, dancing, or 
executing some other lively movement. (Chiang 1973: 117; italics mine) 
 
Nine brushwork configurations (shi?) of the “wrist’s rising and falling 
technique” (wanxia qifu zhi fa ?????? ), “holding down the 
brush”(dun bi ??)? “twisting the brush”(cuo bi ??)? “driving the 
tip”(yu feng ??), “squatting the tip”(dun feng ??), “crouching the 
tip”(cun feng??), “twirling the tip” (nv feng??), “flicking the tip” (ti 
feng ??). (Laurentis 2000, 118; italics mine) 
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
?????????????????(???????? 7)  
Translation: Those today who study Huai-su’s calligraphy begin by being 
irresponsible and undisciplined; not only is their method careless and awry, 
but their spirit is scattered and depleted like a man hopping around and 
yelling in a drunken dance. In the end it will only be a source of derision for 
those who look on. (Sewall Oertling 1997, 70; italics mine) 
 
The examples above show that Chinese calligraphy can be likened to a walking girl, 
a fairy playing with herself, and a person of different moving gestures to vividly 
display the rhythm in calligraphy.  
As of the category of music, I also cite but a few examples:  
 
The thin and light strokes of Xing Shu (Walking Style) or the Xiao Zhuan 
(Small Seal Style) have been compared to pleasant, easy-to-listen-to 
background music that enhances without intruding upon the viewer/listener. 
(Hwa & Penrose 2000: 181-182; italics mine) 
In comparison with the Loulan fragments, Wang (Xizhi)’s Hanqie is 
practically audible in its musical modulation. (Ishikawa 2011: 103; italics 
mine) 
The surest criteria for coming to terms with the different scripts are rhythm 
and meter. Just as music has its duple, triple, quadruple, and other meters, 
calligraphy has its meters. (Ishikawa 2011: 131; italics mine) 
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The Cao Shu communicates great energy, power, and speed, like a sprinter in 
the 100-meter race or like powerful, dramatic music. (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 
11; italics mine) 
 
For battle metaphors, the most notable is shown in the treatise “Bizhen Tu”, literally 
meaning “Diagram of the Battle Formation of the Brush”. The title itself exhibits a 
metaphor of this category. Below is a sentence in this treatise:  
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
??? (???????) 
Translation (version 1): Every horizontal stroke is like a mass of clouds in 
battle formation, every hook like a bent bow of the greatest strength. (Lin 
2000: 285; italics mine)  
Translation (version 2): His horizontal stroke was like an army arranged in 
the “lined cloud” formation. His hooked stroke had the force of a 
three-thousand pound crossbow firing. (Barnhart 1964: 21; italics mine) 
 
In explaining ge gou??, Chiang Yee says the following in his book:   
This is a ‘Ke Hook’. A Ke is an ancient Chinese fighting weapon something 
like a javelin and shaped like the form in this figure. (1973: 160; italics 
mine) 
These translations give an exemplary conceptual framework for breaking free these 
metaphors of the confines of original texts. Consequently, in the English discourses 
on Chinese calligraphy, we often see expressions like:  
The calligraphy in Gushi Sitie is suggestive of swordplay in its frenzied 
movement. (Ishikawa 2011: 237; italics mine) 
Inspired by calligraphic metaphors in Chinese, translators consciously or 
unconsciously write similar metaphors in describing Chinese calligraphy. Since 
calligraphic metaphors and their translations are too numerous to be exhausted, 
perhaps quoting examples at such length is the best way to represent their dazzling 
diversity. Obviously, the translations see few signs of deliberate domestication, 
especially when the source text is crystal clear. Even cultural translations with 
non-visible source texts look like as if they are directly translated from a Chinese 
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text.  
With a rough collection of examples, a general idea of what calligraphy is 
customarily and methodically compared to is revealed. The next part will proceed to 
examine the cultural traditions that justify the presence of these metaphors, so as to 
lay a foundation for further inspection of the extent to which these translated 
metaphors adjust to the target cultural and aesthetic conventions.  
 
5.2 Cultural Underpinnings of Calligraphic Metaphors 
5.2.1 NATURE: the root of all categories of calligraphic metaphors 
Different metaphors can structure different aspects of a single concept. In the case of 
Chinese calligraphy, all the five metaphorical categories are deeply entrenched in the 
origin of calligraphy, which, put shortly again, is “extracting vitality and images by 
observing nature,” which was later developed into the outlook of “acquiring 
knowledge by meditating upon natural phenomena51”. Both concepts touch upon 
“nature”, and it is no exaggeration to say that if there is any single and fundamental 
characterization of Chinese calligraphy, it is the energy and vitality mirroring the 
dynamics of natural components and movements. This allegation is self-evident in 
the “nature” category of metaphors but seems suspicious when it is applied to the 
remaining four categories which seem to bear no immediate resemblance to nature. 
That is to say, one may query how metaphors of battle, music, human body, and 
human movement can also be categorized into this fundamentally consistent 
concept — energy and vitality of nature. In response, we need to take a fresh look at, 
one by one, the four categories held in suspicion, with the hope of dissolving this 
anxiety. In the following part, I capitalize the word “nature” (i.e. NATURE) to call 
into attention that it is the Chinese perception of nature which is different from 
Westerners’.  
The “battle metaphor” may remind readers of The Art of War??????, a Chinese 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
51 The original Chinese phrase is????. 
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classic having enjoyed repeated translations since the 19th century. In fact, the 
Chinese philosophy of war, as manifested in this classic, is far distant from its 
modern counterparts. The former emphasizes the combination of heaven, earth and 
people, epitomizing an integrated concept in which humans cannot get separate from 
nature — the dominant factor. It is the interaction of the three inter-dependent 
components that determines battle results. Therefore, it is no elusive that the 
highlight of The Art of War is the philosophy of “extracting images and vitality by 
observing nature” and “acquiring knowledge by meditating upon natural 
phenomena”, rather than mere military tactics based on modern science. Likewise, 
brush, paper and calligrapher mirror a battle, where brush is the weapon, paper is the 
battlefield and, calligrapher, the soldier. The process of creating calligraphy is thus 
no wonder subconsciously paralleled with battle in the Chinese sense, and the 
predominance of “nature” is prioritized.  
For “human body” metaphors, words such as “bone”, “flesh”, “sinew”, “veins” and 
“skeleton” are all part of the critical vocabulary evaluating the “health” of a 
calligraphic piece. Also, the shapes of a written character are likened, again and 
again, to sports such as “wrestling”, “racing” and “boating”. To explain this 
phenomenon, John Hay’s account is worth noting:  
The physiological metaphors in calligraphy texts are themselves an 
indicator. It is effective to ask someone, in their first meeting with 
calligraphy, to look at the characters as though they were a body 
structure — as supporting skeletal structures made beautiful with flesh, and 
strong with muscle and sinew — to suggest they grasp kinesthetically the 
implications of movement, so that they can perceive the tensions and 
balance within the writing through these same functions within their body” 
(1993: 183; italics mine).  
This outlook appears more apparent if we acquaint ourselves with Chinese medicine 
whose evolution historically adheres to the Chinese experience of observing the 
world. While addressing diseases, Westerners tend to see human body as a machine, 
whereas the Chinese perceive it as nature, the latter of which, to be specific, correlate 
human veins with rivers, organs with mountains, and human spirit with sunshine or 
other elements in natural environment. Essentially, human body and its movement 
boil down to the interaction of natural elements, thereby the fundamental reason 
behind these metaphors, in John Hay’s words, is that “it has a kinesthetic component 
in the actual movements of the calligrapher’s arm, hand, and fingers”. He further 
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recapitulates it as a “micro/macrocosmic” framework (1993: 197), a way of 
expressing nature from the broadest point of view. Nature, at a level as high as this, 
is especially prominent in calligraphy due to the subtle influence of the most 
overriding, primitive, and consistent concept of “extracting vitality and form by 
observing nature”. For this reason, it comes as no surprise that the “human body” and 
“human movement” metaphors can be seen in calligraphic treatises repeatedly. These 
metaphors have been so influential that some have even gone beyond the calligraphic 
realm and became the phrase for describing perfect proportions in a woman’s figure 
(Lin 1962: 251).  
The “music” metaphor, as well as the dance in the category of “human movement”, 
is also derived from the rhythm of nature. As for the reason why Chinese calligraphy 
is frequently compared to music, Ishikawa gives an explanation: “Rhythmical meter 
is the measure of taction, and approaching calligraphy from the standpoint of meter 
enables us to see beyond superficial feature” (2011: 133; italics mine). By contrast, 
generally speaking, traditional Western arts normally ground their notions on 
meticulously delineated details which irrefutably speak for the very idea of striving 
for consummate precision in imitating things, including nature. It becomes clearer if 
we approach traditional Western painting, dance and music which all unrelentingly 
pursue forms and details. Their Chinese counterparts, however, foreground qi — the 
vitality, essence of spirit, or moving strength, despite the fact that form is also 
treasured. In the traditional Chinese mind, dance, music, calligraphy and painting can 
be combined as one, all distilling from nature and manifesting it. In this sense, 
metaphor of this type is another embodiment of typical Chinese outlook, driving to 
the conclusion that the “art” metaphor is intrinsic in the convention of Chinese 
calligraphy, and thus music and dance can be analogous to calligraphy. The remarks 
of Jiang Shoutian below are of particular relevance:  
This (calligraphy) artistic value directs towards personalized nature. While 
it sticks to nature, it goes beyond nature. Thus, nature as shown in 
calligraphy embraces humans’ consciousness. (2004: 15) 
Jiang’s remarks enhance my view that calligraphic metaphors of battle, human body, 
human movement and music can all trace their ancestry to NATURE: the source of 
the origin and also the development of Chinese calligraphy. Each additional 
observation adds confirmation to the conclusion that the five metaphorical categories, 
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though irrelevant to each other on the surface, are in fact different representations of, 
and can all be traced to, one central concept that has internal consistency — 
NATURE — extracting vitality and form by observing nature. Besides, all these 
metaphorical orientations are “not arbitrary” (Lakoff & Johnson 1981: 14) as they 
are solidly based on the Chinese cultural experience. In this sense, calligraphic 
metaphors in all the five categories are genetically built in the conceptual system 
where the Chinese people live in.  
5.2.2 Justification for the omnipresence of calligraphic metaphors  
Having driven the idea home that different categories of calligraphic metaphors 
derive from the Chinese perception of nature, I will explore the reasons for the 
rampant existence of metaphors in calligraphic treatises.  
Firstly, calligraphers employ the medium of pliable brushes whose range of stylistic 
expressiveness is almost limitless. Calligraphic pieces appear to merge with the 
paper into an organic unit. The ability to write, to apply brush to paper, comes from 
the most sensitive mastery of the writing brush. In fact, the construction of a Chinese 
written character is guided by a series of opposites: “forward and backward”, 
“confronting and backing away”, “rising and falling”, “light and heavy”, “condensed 
and dispersed”, “strong and weak”, “dry and wet”, “fast and slow”, “sparse and 
crowded”, “fat and thin”, “connected and disconnected”, and “joined and detached” 
(Ch’en 1966: 202). To record the myriads of such changes, one needs to employ 
metaphors of different kinds.  
Secondly, calligraphic metaphors are indebted to “correlative thinking”, a term 
proposed by Joseph Needham (1956: 279-294) to describe the prominent feature of 
Chinese thinking patterns. To be specific, it refers to a general propensity to organize 
natural, political, social, and cosmological information in highly ordered arrays or 
systems of correspondences.  
Thirdly, the Chinese master’s advice on the necessity of metaphor is that one should 
“select metaphorical vehicles from things in the vicinity” (Feng 2002: 18; Ding 2007: 
124). Brief as it is, this Chinese maxim reveals an understanding of how metaphors 
usually work so as to make sense of the abstruse with the assistance of things or 
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states of affairs that are more familiar (ibid). 
To sum up, the omnipresence of metaphors in classical calligraphic treatises is 
determined by the intimate connection of calligraphy with nature, the highly charged 
Chinese cultural milieu and the Chinese artistic fabrics. Calligraphic metaphors help 
keep alive the fundamental Chinese outlook on nature. 
 
5.3 Translation Effects 
After exploring how calligraphic metaphors are ingrained in their cultural soil, I will 
examine their translations and inspect the extent to which they adjust to the target 
cultural and aesthetic conventions.  
5.3.1 Cultural image: the same metaphors in different translations 
The past several decades saw an accumulation of many translations for the same 
calligraphic metaphors. As mentioned earlier, many translators selected sentences 
and paragraphs, or ideas, from classical calligraphic treatises to translate, and 
inserted them in their own cultural translation, cultural domestication, and statement 
of facts. In this process, some metaphors have been translated many times yet with 
slightly different appearances. Below is a paragraph from “Shupu” and its three 
translations.  
 
Source text: ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 
Translation 1: Here, a drop of crystal dew hangs its ear on the tip of a 
needle; there, the rumbling of thunder hails down a shower of stones. I 
have seen flocks of queen-swans floating on their stately wings, or a frantic 
stampede rushing off at terrific speed. Sometimes in the lines a flaming 
phoenix dances a lordly dance, or a sinuous serpent wriggles with speckled 
fright. And I have seen sunken peaks plunging headlong down the 
precipices, or a person clinging to a dry vine while the whole silent valley 
yawns below. Some strokes seem as heavy as the falling banks of clouds, 
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others as light as the wings of a cicada. A little conducting and a fountain 
bubbles forth, a little halting and a mountain settles down in peace. 
Tenderly, a new moon beams on the horizon; or, as the style becomes 
solemn, a river of stars, luminous and large, descends down the solitary 
expanse of night. All these seem as wonderful as Nature herself and almost 
beyond the power of man. (Sun 1935: 195-196; italics mine).  
Translation 2: In writing one sees the “hanging needle”, the dropping dew; 
crashing thunder, falling rock, flying bird, startled beast. Heavy as 
breaking clouds, light as the cicada’s wings, graceful as the new moon, 
independent as the stars – it equals the exquisiteness of nature and is not to 
be accomplished by human effort (Driscoll & Toda 1964: 25; italics mine).  
Translation 3: Consider the difference between the xuan zhen [“suspended 
needle”] and chui lu [“hanging dewdrop”] scripts, [and then consider] the 
marvels of rolling thunder and toppling rocks, the postures of wild geese in 
flight and beasts in fright, the attitudes of phoenixes dancing and snakes 
started, the power of sheer cliffs and crumbling peaks, the shapes of facing 
danger and holding on to rotten wood, which are sometimes heavy like 
threatening clouds and sometimes light like cicada wings; [consider] that 
when the brush moves, water flows from a spring, and when the brush 
stops, a mountain stands firm; [consider] what is very, very light, as if the 
new moon were rising at the sky’s edge, and what is very, very clear, like 
the multitude of stars arrayed in the Milky Way – these are the same as the 
subtle mysteries of nature: they cannot be forced. (Chang & Frankel 1995: 
3; italics mine) 
 
The Chinese text contains many metaphors, which are italicized. The three translated 
versions differ in length. The first one shifts the viewpoint from the third person to 
the first person, presenting a majestic natural scene with vibrant rhythm and 
conveying the live experience of appreciating calligraphic artworks. However, this 
version, with exuberant literariness, looks like a piece of prose depicting natural 
scenery, driving target readers to doubt if this is really about Chinese calligraphy. 
That is to say, readers may not be able to make sense of this paragraph, and relate the 
metaphors to Chinese calligraphy. They may probably wonder why the Chinese have 
to make a big fuss over handwriting.  
The second version is the most succinct. Driscoll and Toda only translate the images 
and omit their descriptions. Concise as it looks, there is a problem. In fact, 
calligraphic metaphors are not intended for the images themselves, but the energy 
and vitality revealed by the images. However, this version focuses on images 
themselves, such as “needles”, “dew” and “thunder”. The adjectives, such as 
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“hanging”, “dropping” and “crashing”, which should be the focus, only recede to 
foreground the images. After all, a calligraphic stroke can never be like a real needle 
or a real drop of dew. It just mirrors the dynamic force inherent to the natural 
movement of these images52. Otherwise, calligraphy would be no different from 
drawing. If readers do regard the creation of calligraphy as a process of drawing 
natural images, then they would be further confounded because calligraphic strokes 
in fact do not exactly resemble the images announced by the metaphors.  
The third translation is most academic. As the translators put in brackets the words 
omitted in the source text due to grammatical difference between Chinese and 
English, it can be inferred that they intended to take word or phrase as the smallest 
translation unit. In addition, they prioritize the transliterations of xuan zhen and chui 
lu, with free translations only in brackets. This act burdens the average reader but 
presents a seemingly authentic replica of the original text as an archive for academic 
reading. The rhythm articulated by the metaphors is emphasized by foregrounding 
natural movement, rather than the image itself, like the first version. For example, 
the translators applied the following grammatical structure to foreground the 
movement of the metaphors concerned: “rolling thunder”, “toppling rocks”, “the 
postures of wild geese in flight”, “beasts in fright”, “phoenixes dancing” and “snakes 
started”. The words in italics represent natural movement which is not downplayed 
nor overwhelmed by the metaphorical images themselves. All the three translations 
basically contain the same metaphorical images yet with slightly different emphases, 
leaving a similar yet slightly different impression on readers.  
Over the past several decades, many translators have also preferred to translate 
“Bizhen-Tu” — another classical calligraphic treatise. The following are two 
versions. 
 
Source text: ?[?] ?????????????? ?[?] ????
?????????? ?[?] ????? ?[?] ????? ?[?] ?
???? ?[?] ?????[???] ?????(???????) 
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
52 The Chinese is????.  
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Translation 1: 
First stroke. – Like a line of clouds stretching a thousand miles, not distinct         
but having form. 
Second stroke. – Like a rock falling from a high peak, bounding but about 
to crumble. 
Third stroke. – Clean-cut like [the horn of] a rhinoceros and [the tusk of] 
an elephant. 
Fourth stroke. – A shot from a crossbow one hundred chun in strength. 
Fifth stroke. – Old vine ten thousand years of age. 
Sixth stroke. – Breaking waves and rumbling thunder. 
Seventh stroke. – Sinews and joints of a strong crossbow.  
(Driscoll & Toda 1964: 46; italics mine) 
 
Translation 2: 
First stroke – Like a cloud formation stretching a thousand li; indistinct, 
but not without form. 
Second stroke – Like a stone falling from a high peak, bouncing and 
crashing, about to shatter. 
Third stroke – The tusk of an elephant or rhinoceros (thrust into and) 
broken by the ground. 
Fourth stroke – Fired from a three thousand pound crossbow. 
Fifth stroke – A withered vine, ten thousand years old. 
Sixth stroke – Crashing waves or rolling thunder. 
Seventh stroke – The sinews and joints of a mighty bow.  
                                (Barnhart 1964: 16; italic mine) 
 
Interestingly, both translate heng?, dian?, pie?, etc., as the “first”, “second”, 
“third”, etc. stroke. In fact, the original text does not contain such words as heng, 
dian or pie. It only uses the real pictures of calligraphic strokes to represent these 
terms (see Picture 5.1). Although both translations are slightly different in lexical 
choice, the images they evoke are more or less the same. Significantly, both have 
vividly translated the rhythmic and energetic movement of the natural images, rather 
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than the bare images themselves. Similarly, in the Chinese context, the flavor of 
brushstrokes, especially Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy, is often praised by remarks like 
“the fluidity of brushstrokes are like a dragon’s gesture when it flies over a heaven’s 
door, or like a tiger’s gesture when it crouches at phoenix’s palace” (longyue-tianmen
and huwo-fengque ???? , ???? ). Lin Yutang explains calligraphic 
metaphors by taking the example of wansui-kurong???? — “dry vine of great 
old age”. He says, “[i]f a Chinese scholar sees a certain beauty in a dry vine with its 
careless grace and elastic strength, the tip of the end curling upward and a few leaves 
still hanging on it haphazardly and yet most appropriately, he tries to incorporate that 
into his writing” (Lin 2000: 286). This is exactly what metaphors of calligraphy 
differ from those in other domains. However, to be clear, brushstrokes are not 
superficially compared to dragon or tiger itself, but to the energetic movement and 
the dynamic force displayed by the gestures of the dragon and tiger. Likewise, in 
“Bizhen-Tu”, strokes are not intended to be likened to the physical appearance of 
clouds, but to the stretching process of clouds. In addition, strokes are not likened to 
the appearance of a stone, but to the falling potentiality of the stone.  
 
Picture 5.1: Copy of the original text in “Bizhen-Tu” from Fashu-Yaolu ?????? 
 
In Section 5.2.1 when I elaborated the category of “human body”, I noted that jin?, 
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gu?, and rou? have been translated as bone, body structure, skeleton, flesh, sinew, 
muscle, etc, which are all associative of body. However, there are alternatives:  
Source text: ??????????????????????????
?????????? (??????) 
Translation: Many different situations exist. Sometimes hard and soft are 
brought together in one style, or diligence and relaxation unexpectedly lead to 
separate styles. At times calligraphy is gentle and mild while the inside is 
strong and solid. (Chang & Frankel 1995: 5; italics mine) 
Clearly, jin-gu is translated simply as “strong and solid”. That is to say, the features 
of jin and gu have been brought out at the sacrifice of the images. Of course, readers 
can easily grasp what “strong and solid” means when it is used to describe brush 
strokes. Such a kind of translation helps readers better understand the images of 
“bone”, “sinew”, “muscle” that occur elsewhere. It is evident that different 
translations of the same metaphor enable readers to develop a mode of inter-textual 
reading and thus enhance their understanding of the foreignness concerned. 
5.3.2 New life: dead calligraphic metaphors resurrected 
Consider calligraphic metaphors such as xuan zhen shu???, chui lu shu???, 
and bo zhe ??  (see Picture 5.2 and 5.3), which are common in classical 
calligraphic treatises and rich in terms of aesthetics, and are circulated through their 
repeated use. As a result, they have become a “coherently structured and unified 
aspect” of the Chinese experience (Lakoff & Johnson 1981: 234). As set phrases or 
terms, they seem to have seeped into the marrow of the cultural bones, and the 
Chinese appreciators often grow so inured to them that the entrenched metaphorical 
elements have been unknowingly canceled and as a result, only hearing the phrases 
will suffice to let the Chinese instantly visualize the shapes of the brushstrokes 
without thinking twice, let alone thinking metaphorically, leading to a kind of 
common amnesia and their transition from metaphors to merely symbols. Keller 
(1998: 151) notes that through pure repetition, “common recollection of precedents, 
and the assumption of communicative intent, an associative inference becomes a 
rule-based one”. Sun (2012: 246) also observes that “the loss of metaphorical 
forcefulness can undermine meaning”. In this sense, some calligraphic metaphors 
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have become dead ones in the Chinese context. Besides, the absence of the process 
of making association, to some extent, dissolves Chinese connoisseurs’ associative 
abilities.  
 
    
Picture 5.2: xuan zhen shu (left) and chui lu shu (right)  Picture 5.3: one example of  
                                              bo zhe 
 
However, the translations of such dead metaphors somehow contribute to the 
re-emergence of the originally intended aesthetics implied by metaphorical 
associations. To be specific, while some Chinese metaphors have for long become 
solidly ossified, their English translations, on the one hand, highlight their 
metaphorical nature. On the other hand, they are translated slightly differently, which 
somehow helps cancel the original metaphors as set phrases, thus creating more 
room for Anglo-American readers to imagine about Chinese aesthetics, and 
compelling them to make associations every time they happen to read such 
metaphors. For example, xuan zhen shu has been translated, for one time, as 
“Suspended Needle” (Chiang 1973: 156), and for another, as “Hanging-Needle” 
(Tseng 1993: 373). Chui lu shu has been rendered as “Dropping-Dew” (Chiang 1973: 
156) or “Falling Frost” (Barnhart 1964: 22). These slightly different versions trigger 
similar images in the readers’ metaphorical imaginations. That is to say, while the 
status of set phrases or terms is canceled through translation, their metaphorical 
nature is re-discovered and experienced by target readers.  
Similar cases are many. For the metaphor bo zhe, literally meaning “waves and turns” 
(see Picture 5.3), it has been translated either as “swelling wave” (Barnhart 1964: 22) 
or “hawk-tail wave” (ibid) by adding adjectives as an additional explanation to help 
the reader form concrete images in mind. For example,  
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Source text: ?????????????(????????????) 
Translation: In the pa-fen style, there is also a wave-like stroke called the 
“hawk-tail wave.” (Barnhart 1964: 22; italics mine)  
 
Source text: ????????????????????????(?
??????????) 
Translation: It is difficult to formulate a system of rules for the “hanging 
needle” and the “falling frost”; the force of the “swelling wave” 
and “rising cloud” are sufficient to confuse men. (Barnhart 1964: 
22; italics mine) 
 
It is visible that bo, a monosyllable Chinese metaphorical term invoking nothing 
more than the undulating shape of brushstrokes, finds its English translations as 
“wave-like”, which is an animated one. The effect is that, every time readers happen 
to read “wave”-related metaphors, they tend to imagine it anew. In contrast, the 
metaphor bo zhe in Chinese context often appears as a fixed expression that is hardly 
able to be metaphorical. Even though when bo appears independently without zhe, or 
followed by other words, it tends to evoke in Chinese readers’ mind a curled shape of 
strokes only, and lose its metaphorical nature in readers’ mind in real-life situation. 
Therefore, metaphorical association is revived through translation, and metaphors in 
English are conceptualized with richer reach than in the Chinese context, as Keller 
argues, “the possibility of the formation of new, creative metaphors can virtually be 
seen as a test of the completed conventionalization of former metaphors” (1998: 166). 
In this respect, “dead” calligraphic metaphors in Chinese become resurrected in 
English. 
Other examples can also be found, such as bi sui?? (marrow of the brush), gu? 
(bone), jin? (sinew), gou? (hook), and even the clichéd cantou yanwei ???
? (silkworm head and swallow tail) which is so regularly applied to the common 
feature of different styles of li shu that either beginning or accomplished 
calligraphers seem to habitually skip the process of imagination and just put brush to 
paper and follow the typical writing style, as if all done mechanically and 
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automatically.  
The metaphor gou ?  (hook) has also been very much invigorated through 
translation. Once hearing gou, Chinese calligraphers are inclined to write an abruptly 
twisted mini stroke readily without experiencing the process of fantasizing its 
metaphorical association: hook. However, the translation amplifies the otherwise 
(nearly) neglected metaphorical nature. The quotation below is an example.  
Five additional configurations (shi?) of strokes, the “hooked wrap” (gou 
guo??)?“hooked vertical stroke” (gou nu??)? “rolled stroke” (gun bi
??)? “harrowed stroke” (tai bi??)? “chopped stroke” (fen bi??). 
(Laurentis 2000: 118) 
Clearly, while gou, a noun in Chinese which has already been reduced to a way of 
writing a particular stroke, its English translation — “hooked”, an adjective to 
modify the nouns immediately after in a metaphorical way, rekindles the associative 
meaning, and thus restores the meaning of gou. In addition, when the phrase 
“Bisui-Lun”???, the title of a classical calligraphic treatise, is rendered in 
English as “Discussion of Brush Marrow” and especially added with the translator’s 
comment like “nice title!” in brackets (see Hay 1993: 198), its metaphorical quality 
is immediately revitalized. However, there are other occasions where the translation 
makes gou remain a dead metaphor. For example:  
Source text:?????????????????? ????????
????????? 
Translation: In form and force, the (ts’ao) characters should be like dragons 
and snakes wound unbrokenly about each other, their angles and edges rising 
and falling. (Barnhart 1964: 22; italics mine)  
In this case, gou is rendered as “angles and edges”, which, theoretically, are also 
metaphors, but their frequent metaphorical use in the Anglo-American world makes 
readers unconscious of their metaphorical nature, so the translation does not enliven 
the originally dead in this case.  
Noteworthy as well are dian ru panshi???? and ti ru xuanya???? — 
sensory metaphors used to appreciate calligraphy. Taken literally, they mean that dots 
and shape of characters are comparable to rocks and cliffs. While we cannot assert 
that they have absolutely turned dead in the Chinese context, we have ample reasons 
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to worry about their falling into the category of dead metaphors due to their too 
frequent appearance in the Chinese discourses on calligraphy. Yet many varieties of 
this phrase are presented in English. For instance, in explaining the content of 
“Bizhen-Tu”, Richard M. Barnhart (1964: 22) translates dian ru panshi as “like a 
falling rock from a high peak”, followed by his elaboration that “a stone falling from 
a high peak, bouncing and crashing, about to shatter”. Coincidently, Lin Yutang 
(2000: 285) renders this metaphor as “toppling rocks”. Obviously, although the 
translations of the same metaphor are variegated, they maintain largely consistent. It 
is exactly the consistency in translation that prevents the metaphor from being 
unrecognizable due to the variety of translations. Therefore, on the one hand, such 
consistency preserves and makes visible the Chinese aesthetic flavor; on the other 
hand, it is the multiplicity of translations that activates and rejuvenates these 
otherwise dead (or on its way to death) metaphors. For this, Davidson (2009: 338) 
holds that “translation may confer a sudden freshness upon worn-out clichés”. 
Furthermore, when a Chinese with English literacy happens to read such translations, 
he or she tends to have a strangely familiar feeling, because the originally intended 
metaphorical association curiously begins to function (or “return”) in the Chinese 
reader’s mind. And such reading experience helps enhance the reader’s 
understanding of the metaphor. Just as Sun Yifeng notes, “there may be something 
relatively refreshing to be offered due to a defamiliarizing effect” (2012: 241). 
Over time, live metaphors, if used too frequently, are doomed to become dead. 
“There is no way back, for the process of becoming dead goes hand in hand with the 
emergence of common knowledge” (Keller 1998: 167). However, if translated into 
English, especially with slightly different versions, dead metaphors can potentially 
be revived as live metaphors. Furthermore, the “reborn” metaphors are capable of 
creating new understandings and new realities (Lakoff & Johnson 1981: 235), which 
would lead to a kind of fusion of horizons (to be discussed in Chapter 6).  
My discussion illustrates that diverse translations of the same calligraphic metaphors 
greatly reduce the risk of their becoming dead in the Anglo-American context in 
which readers can be able to develop a sense of freshness towards Chinese 
calligraphy –– the foreign other –– by recognizing cultural and aesthetic dislocation 
relative to their own culture. Besides, the slightly different translations of the same 
metaphors help deepen readers’ penetrating into the aesthetics of Chinese calligraphy. 
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It is even more so when the aesthetic values in China and the Anglo-American world 
are juxtaposed: the very origin of Chinese characters dates back to the time of the 
legendary creator Cang Jie who brought natural images and vitality to calligraphy, 
and the ancient Chinese also believed that written characters lay sound foundation 
for regulating states53. This idea also emphasizes the incorporation of nature into 
human society, hence the significance of calligraphy. On the contrary, in the 
Anglo-American world, no such counterpart can be detected, since alphabetic letters 
only indicate pronunciation (Ke 2008: 155) and thus lack “the visual mode’s 
structural devices to represent events, nor is there an ‘interaction’ process with nature” 
(Kress & Leeuwen 1996: 76). Chiang Yee notes the limitations of alphabetic writings 
by saying that “all twenty-six letters are composed of circles, curves, and straight and 
inclined lines, and this severely limits the forms of the various words” (1973: 4). 
That is to say, alphabet bears no relation to, and has no consequences for, metaphors 
such as “hanging-needle”, “dew-dropping”, “wave” and “hook”. Therefore, there has 
emerged a profound difference between Chinese calligraphic culture and the 
Anglo-American one regarding the function of writing. In this regard, one of the 
primary obstacles for Anglo-American readers to understand Chinese calligraphy is 
qi?, or the vitality of life, which fits well into the notion of “extracting vitality and 
images by observing nature”, and invariably brings brushstrokes back to nature — 
the origin of Chinese calligraphy (Teng 2000: 7).  
Therefore, the “afterlife” of Chinese calligraphic culture in the Anglo-American 
context is made visible by the resurrection of dead calligraphic metaphors in 
translation. What is more, their “new lives”, in whatever forms, can potentially alter 
or influence the cultural landscapes of the receptor culture (Thornber 2009: 5). In the 
recent past, for example, the freshness felt and appreciated by Western artists has 
partly evinced an aesthetic revolution, which can be illustrated by the sharing of 
aesthetic ideas between Zhang Daqian, a preeminent contemporary Chinese artist, 
and Pablo Picasso, a great European artist. According to Hwa and Penrose (2000: 
151), Zhang’s talent was recognized in the artistic spheres of both the East and the 
West, and his friend Picasso held him in high regard. Zhang and Picasso influenced 
each other’s work by exchanging paintings and ideas. Picasso, after studying Chinese 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
53 The original Chinese text is ????????????, from?????. 
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calligraphy, once told Zhang: “If I were a Chinese, I would first and foremost 
become a calligrapher and then apply my knowledge of calligraphy to painting” 
(cited from Law 2008: 48). This is tantamount to saying that one’s thinking can be 
modified through learning from translated otherness, especially when freshness and 
aesthetic delight emerge in this learning process. Therefore, discrepant values 
between calligraphic metaphors and Western culture in general can incur freshness 
and even aesthetic delight in the minds of Anglo-American readers.  
In addition, some translations elucidate and enrich original metaphors, which are 
made more lively. For example:   
Source text: ????????(????????) 
Translation: He [i.e. Cai Yong] describes the brush movement require to 
create a pleasing, balanced character: horizontal strokes must be slow and 
slightly jerky, like scraping a knife blade against the scales of a fish, stroking 
the fur of a cat the wrong way, or rowing a boat against the current. For a 
horizontal stroke the brush must first go left and then right. Vertical strokes 
must be written quickly and stopped suddenly, like riding a galloping horse 
towards a canyon and halting abruptly at the very edge of the precipice. (Hwa 
& Penrose 2000: 28) 
This is a cultural translation of a very short sentence in “Jiu Shi”, a calligraphic 
treatise. In Chinese, the metaphor “scales of a fish”? is used to illustrate horizontal 
strokes?, and “halting a horse”? is used to depict vertical strokes?. The Chinese 
text was written in Eastern Han dynasty (25 AD – 220 AD), and it seems too succinct 
to be decoded even by the modern Chinese. The translators, Hwa and Penrose, did 
not choose to translate it word for word, but provided sufficient details by expanding 
the original metaphors. The translation spells out the content of the metaphors and 
offers an impressive interpretation. Obviously, the translators adopted a 
cross-cultural strategy that was well considered. They did not translate the metaphors 
immediately after mentioning the horizontal and vertical strokes, but brought out 
their meanings first, i.e. “horizontal strokes must be slow and slightly jerky, like...”, 
and “[v]ertical strokes must be written quickly and stopped suddenly, like...”. As a 
result, the cultural difference would be conveyed in a reader-friendly way, and 
calligraphic metaphors are thus understood and even glorified in the Anglo-American 
world.  
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5.3.3 Potential risk: calligraphic aesthetics mystified 
The previous section discussed the freshness stimulated by translation and felt by 
Anglo-American readers. It seems that the effect of translating the otherwise 
profoundly “ignored” calligraphic metaphors is so far so good. However, classical 
calligraphic treatises almost obsessively focus on metaphors to such a degree that the 
metaphors in large number, if all directly translated in English, may lead to a series 
of problems. The reason is that calligraphic metaphors are somewhat difficult for 
people who are less familiar with the culture involved. Thus, such translations 
potentially lead to confusion, as readers may wonder if the Chinese just make a big 
fuss over handwriting which is supposed to be pure and simple. As early as 1918 
when Herbert Giles pioneered to write in English about Chinese painting and 
calligraphy, he described Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy as “light as floating clouds, 
vigorous as a startled dragon” (Giles 1918: 17). Even though Giles did not indicate 
that this sentence was inspired by or based on some metaphors in Chinese, it can be 
inferred that it is the translation of piao-ru-youyun???? and jiao-ruo-jinglong?
???. However, at that time, the knowledge about Chinese calligraphy available in 
English was sparse, and English description like this, with metaphorical images alien 
to the readers, is prone to incur misunderstandings. That is why Giles chose not to 
quote this sentence as a translation, nor to translate a paragraph concerned and then 
interpret it. Instead, he deftly incorporated this translation into his narrative of 
Chinese calligraphy, as if vividly telling a story without being disrupted by inserted 
translations/quotations. As a result, readers take such a description as Giles’ 
improvised articulation, and thus Chinese calligraphy, in his texts, is better conveyed 
and accepted by readers. In 1966, Ch’en Chih-Mai confessed that “such analogies to 
natural objects have led some to believe that the inspiration and aesthetic appeal of 
Chinese calligraphy lies in the principle of animism” (1966: 198). In this respect, 
cultural re-package, as a method to narrow aesthetic distance, is necessary in 
(cultural) translation54.  
Sun Yifeng calls attention that “translating a text loaded with cultural meanings is 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
54 For the re-package of Chinese calligraphic culture in the Anglo-American world, 
please refer to Section 2.2.1 in Chapter 2.  
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singularly unnerving due to its potentially transformative (or undermining) power” 
(2009: 106). When such an array of elusive-looking calligraphic metaphors appear 
regularly in English, the “transformative” or “undermining power” emerges. What is 
more, a great number of such metaphors are translated in isolation, with little 
background information being offered to justify their pervasiveness. For example:  
 
Source text: ??????????????(??????) 
Translation: I failed to reach the stage of “penetrating the wood,” but kept 
constant my determination to practice “by the pond.” (Chang & Frankel 1995: 
5; italics mine) 
 
Source text: ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????(????
??) 
Translation: When you scrutinize, you must look for minute details; when you 
imitate, the thing to strive for is close resemblance. Yet imitation is unable to 
achieve close resemblance, and scrutiny is unable to seize the minute details; 
the structure of the writing is still loose, the shapes have not been fixed. Such 
calligraphers have not seen the grace of a dragon leaping from the deep; they 
only echo the ugly croaking of a toad at the bottom of a well. (Chang & 
Frankel 1995: 5; italics mine) 
 
Those who like his style describe it as combing the grace of the serpent with 
the vigor of the warrior. (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 60; italics mine) 
 
The three examples show that some translations of calligraphic metaphors are left 
with insufficient, rather than deftly pertinent, explanations, making readers difficult 
to understand the text. For the first example, readers must be very confused as to 
what exactly the stage of “penetrating the wood” is. Even if the text is aimed for 
experts or students in Chinese related fields, it should be explained, or the Chinese 
phrase should be provided, at least in footnotes. In translating xuan zhen shu, Chiang 
(1973: 156) writes that “this stroke is called ‘Suspended Needle’, from its shape”. 
Clearly, the phrase “from its shape”, which looks causally added, is enough to make 
the reader know the meaning of “suspended needle”. Furthermore, there is a picture 
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of xuan zhen shu to the right of the expression. For the second example, the images 
in italics are not able to evoke as effective associations and imaginations as those in 
the Chinese text, only to cause confusion, but as well as curiosity, to some readers. 
The third example has no clear source text, but obviously it is a cultural translation 
from a Chinese expression. In Chinese, it is definitely fine to compare calligraphy to 
the dynamics of snakes, as the Chinese has metaphors like “?????????, 
????”. However, it tends to cause cross-cultural anxiety if the translator, as 
cultural messenger in the eyes of the reader, seriously says that Chinese calligraphy 
is like “the grace of the serpent”. The word “grace” is used to modify the “serpent”, 
which compounds the confusion.  
When calligraphic metaphors are translated in isolation, which means that the 
translation exists without being sufficiently re-contextualized (such as Sun Dayu’s 
translation of “Shupu” as shown in Section 4.3.1), readers’ attitude towards these 
metaphors tend to change from aesthetic delight to absolute confusion. In the end, 
readers even begin to doubt if what they read is really about Chinese calligraphy, or 
just about real natural scenery. Sun Yifeng reminds that “associative meanings are 
rarely the same cross-culturally, and as a result of translation, cultural meaning is 
susceptible to change and fluctuation” (2009: 105). Contrary to the resurrection of 
dead metaphors in the source culture, this fact, on the other hand, somehow mystifies 
the Chinese aesthetics embodied by calligraphy.  
Qian Zhongshu points out that “the essence of metaphor lies in making the dissimilar 
similar”55(1979: 74, Ding Ersu’s translation). The above-listed metaphors, some 
referring specifically to natural elements, others to art, and still others to battle, and 
so on, are typical of the way in which metaphorical entailments characterize “a 
coherent system of metaphorical concepts and a corresponding coherent system of 
metaphorical expressions for those concepts” (Lakoff & Johnson 1981: 9). However, 
when they are translated into English, things just change: the dissimilar becomes 
even more dissimilar. The greatest challenge is that the plethora of calligraphic 
metaphors “makes for colorful reading but is otherwise a snare and a delusion” (Hay 
1993: 180). Too frequent appearance of calligraphic metaphors seems to degenerate 
them into tedious and endless enumeration without acceptably compelling narrative 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
55 The original sentence is????????. 
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and cultural evocations to enliven them. The reason for this can be best recapitulated 
by Keller’s statement: “The ability to communicate consists in (among other things) 
exploiting the interpretive ability of the addressee for one’s own ends” (1998: 156), 
but Anglo-American readers cannot give justice to the existence of these culturally 
dislocated metaphors in the light of their own cultural experiences. For this, Zhang 
Longxi (1992: xvi) remarks that Western art “seems to have been driven by an 
intoxication with precision and exactitude, both descriptive and spatial”, a cultural 
habit quite different from that in Chinese calligraphy which has been unrestrainedly 
compared to those that at first glance bear no relevance to calligraphic lines or 
strokes. As mentioned earlier, the Chinese worldview features a kind of “correlative 
thinking” that is different from Western’s. Calligraphic metaphors, with their 
resourceful comparisons, fall into the correlative thinking pattern, which, without 
sufficient background information and strategic re-contextualization, cannot be easily 
grasped by Anglo-American readers.  
In China, the origin of calligraphy and the consistent development of this culture 
keep the associative images of calligraphy largely unchanged, all falling into the five 
categories, or into the only one category — NATURE. The linkage of calligraphy to 
what it has been customarily compared to is not shared by Western culture in general, 
but is quite culture-specific which requires relevant knowledge (Ding 2009: 221). 
The metaphors are not only traceable to the origin of Chinese calligraphy, but also 
derived from the literary and artistic tradition that is long-standing and well 
established in China. However, this quintessential worldview is, to a large extent, 
unfamiliar to the Anglo-American world where the beauty of alphabetic calligraphy 
mainly lies in exquisite uniformity (see Picture 5.4). Therefore, in spite of a (sporadic) 
sense of freshness and delight, there has emerged a resistant force among 
Anglo-American readers, who are bemused with so many strange-looking and thus 
confusing metaphors. 
Calligraphic metaphors in English, often translated literally and may also appear as 
pseudo-translations, reveal a kind of cross-cultural unreadability. Jiang (2004: 4) 
argues that calligraphy was born at the inner heart of Chinese culture, and it 
represents the Chinese values on cosmos, which makes it a rich yet culture-bound 
tradition. Therefore, one cannot truly understand calligraphy if he or she is deprived 
of the Chinese context. The thing is, however, how should Anglo-American readers, 
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lacking both relevant cultural milieu and technical training, perceive Chinese 
calligraphy with the help of such metaphors?  
Picture 5.4 alphabetic calligraphy 
 
Lakoff and Johnson contend that “metaphors allow us to understand one domain of 
experience in terms of another. This suggests that understanding takes place in terms 
of entire domains of experience and not in terms of isolated concepts” (1981: 117). 
Therefore, many culturally isolated translations make them incongruous with the 
Anglo-American culture in general. Being presented to Anglo-American readers, 
these texts are subject to the readers’ interpretations in the light of their own outlook, 
a far cry from, and sometimes repellent to, the Chinese outlook.  
In addition, Lakoff and Johnson (ibid: 57) also argue that every experience takes 
place within a vast background of cultural presuppositions. In this view, calligraphic 
metaphors in English translation break their otherwise consistent cultural milieu into 
fragments quite unconsciously, resulting in confusion and even conflicts between the 
Chinese metaphors and the new cultural environment. Meanwhile, blind spots in the 
receiving culture are revealed where unreadability occurs. The readers, who are 
habitually conversant with the nuances of their own culture, may feel at loss in the 
face of the Chinese one. Imagine that when people who are talking don’t share the 
same culture, knowledge, values, and assumptions, mutual understanding can be 
especially difficult, hence the failure of cross-cultural communication, but such 
understanding is possible through “the negotiation of meaning” (Lakoff & Johnson 
1981: 231), about which we can sense the efforts made by some gallant translators to 
impress their readers, often discreetly, by integrating their improvised metaphors and 
the culturally translated ones for enhanced readability. The following section will 
address some improvised metaphors that compare Chinese calligraphy to things 
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Western.  
5.3.4 Potential delight: cultural infusion  
While the pervasive appearance of calligraphic metaphors haunts Anglo-American 
readers with cultural specificity, there are some other types of metaphors which are 
culturally intimate to the target readership. In fact, they go beyond the categories 
listed above. Rather than an imitation of calligraphic metaphors in Chinese texts, 
they are newly coined. For example, in his book Chinese Calligraphy: An 
Introduction to Its Aesthetic and Technique, Chiang Yee (1973: 129) writes:  
During the three years I have spent in England, I have heard a great deal of 
the Russian Ballet, and have myself seen several of its performances. The 
kind of pleasure I personally derived from watching it closely resembled, I 
found, the aesthetic emotion involved in calligraphy. (italics mine) 
Also, Ishikawa (2011: 109) writes in his Taction: The Drama of the Stylus in 
Oriental Calligraphy that: 
Wang Xizhi’s calligraphy exhibits a dynamic range comparable to Western 
symphonic music … If Huai’s Zixu is symphonic in its dynamism, then 
Huang’s Yijiuyou is ultra-symphonic. (italics mine) 
Besides, Sickman remarks in his Catalogue of the Exhibition of Chinese Calligraphy 
and Painting in the Collection of John M. Crawford, Jr.: 
While creating these forms, the calligrapher should control the force of his 
vitality, both rhythmically and naturally, very much like a master violinist 
playing a perfect piece. (1962: 52; italics mine) 
Coincidently, Khoo Seow Hwa and Nancy L. Penrose state in their book Behind the 
Brushstrokes: Appreciating Chinese Calligraphy: 
It is said that if he had not become a monk he could have been the Chinese 
equivalent of Schuber or Chopin, for he is considered to have been a true 
genius. (1993: 141; italics mine) 
Just as in music, where the orchestra is the background for the virtuosic 
violinist or pianist, so the empty white space, seals, and artist’s comments 
are the guest, while the primary form, or host, is the main piece of 
calligraphy. For a piece to be effective, all the elements must blend well, yet 
not overwhelm each other. (1993: 181-182; italics mine)  
Undoubtedly, “if a foreign land remains remote and foreign, the non-native reader 
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will not have a chance to improve accessibility without compromising the cultural 
authenticity of the source text” (Sun 2007: 101). The above examples show that 
Chinese calligraphy is compared to Schuber, Choplin, symphony, Ballet and violin, 
all belonging to Western culture –– basically the target readers’ prior knowledge. 
Such metaphors are not dominant and often unnoticed, but the effect they generate is 
not ignorable. After all, as Sun (2009: 97) argues, “it is easier for a translation to 
make sense if the target reader is helped to make connections with local realities”. 
With these Western metaphors appearing every now and then amidst NATURE 
metaphors, readers are sporadically guided to connect the two together and begin to 
make sense of calligraphic metaphors in a broad context. Sickman says: 
A piece of calligraphy is made up of a number of characters, each of which 
in turn is composed of a number of strokes. In a similar way, a symphony 
includes a number of movements, which in turn are a series of musical 
notes. Each brush stroke, or each note, has a role to play in the total 
harmony. (1962: 52) 
After all, it is much easier for readers to make sense of a piece of symphonic music 
which is compared to, for example, drifting clouds. Such a cross-referenced and 
inter-textual reading is expected to help readers make sense of why calligraphy is 
also compared to drifting clouds.  
It cannot be denied that the act of comparing calligraphy to things Western is 
partially intended for effective cross-cultural communication at the expense of 
cultural authenticity which perennially “seduces” the translator. Significantly, such 
“make-do” metaphors enrich the expressive realm of calligraphic metaphors, and are 
tantamount to cultural infusion. They not only help globalize Chinese calligraphy, 
but also connect Chinese ideas to the West. It is also enlightening to see that a 
translator, after absorbing calligraphic knowledge, compares the rhythm of Chinese 
calligraphy to Western symphony, which can be reasonably regarded as a kind of 
domestication catering to the target culture and reader.  
Another closer look at the above examples reveals that all these “made-do” 
metaphors are concerned with Western music. Generally speaking, in the West, it is 
architecture that is famously likened to solidified music, and music is more 
developed and revered in the West than in China. For this, Zong Baihua holds (2014: 
138) that the status of calligraphy in Chinese art is similar to the status of 
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architecture in Western art. Thus, when Chinese calligraphy is compared to Western 
music, it is likely to evoke a feeling of high art, rather than mere writing skills. To 
some extent, Zong’s insight justifies the existence of the make-do metaphors.  
Section 5.3.3 examined cross-cultural anxiety and non-readability when the reader is 
faced with a pantheon of alien metaphors, which, however, may also trigger a sense 
of cross-cultural excitement and attractiveness depending on the cultural attitude of 
the target reader and how the Chinese calligraphic culture is presented and 
re-contextualized in English. The Western “made-do” metaphors and the Chinese 
NATURE ones, take turns to tease and seduce the reader, alternately strengthening 
and diminishing cross-cultural excitement and anxiety. The “make-do” metaphors 
not only serve to evoke in the mind of the target readers a direct link to Chinese 
calligraphy, but also stimulate them to re-think and re-interpret the NATURE 
metaphors which are otherwise difficult to be grasped. As the readers delve into the 
English discourses on Chinese calligraphy further, they tend to associate a piece of 
calligraphy with the images derived from both the NATURE and Western music, just 
as Qian Zhongshu’s says: 
Metaphors may have two handles, but they also have several sides. Now, a 
certain thing may be one, but its qualities and capabilities are likely to be 
many. Consequently, the one thing is not restricted to one use or one effect. 
Those who employ a figure of speech may do so with different aspects in 
mind or with a different feature in view, so that even when the denotatum 
is the same the significatum will vary. That is why a single image may 
fulfill several different purposes or meanings even while it remains the 
same. (Qian 1998: 125, Ding Ersu’s translation) 
According to our analysis, Qian’s theory of metaphor can also be cross-culturally 
valid. Through translation, discourses on Chinese calligraphy are not restricted to 
NATURE metaphors and the Chinese cultural system any more. In other words, 
Chinese calligraphy can be approached cross-culturally but with equal validity. It can 
be predicted that the “make-do” metaphors drive and even condition how Chinese 
calligraphic culture will be re-contextualized in the Anglo-American world in the 
future. Therefore, cross-cultural anxiety and attraction can happen at once, both 
influencing readers’ perception of Chinese calligraphic culture.  
Apart from a small number of “make-do” metaphors, nearly all the calligraphic 
metaphors in English are translated from or inspired by those in classical calligraphic 
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treatises. Through translation, calligraphic metaphors have lost most of their formal 
beauty, since they often appear as set phrases or in parallelism sentences neatly 
written in Chinese, arousing a literary flavor that is readily palpable. Such a formal 
beauty sparks literary pleasure in the minds of the Chinese, but is destined to be lost 
in translation. However, the large number of calligraphic metaphors in English offers 
Anglo-American readers a possibility, or an opportunity, to immerse themselves in 
the kaleidoscopic empire of calligraphic metaphors so as to gradually acquire the 
knowledge of this foreign other.  
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Chapter 6 
The Translation of Chinese Calligraphic Culture: A Theoretical 
Examination 
 
The previous chapters demonstrate how textual recreations, terminological 
transformations, calligraphic aesthetics and the embedded culture have been 
complicated in translation. Deriving from and inspired by the translation phenomena 
revealed in the previous chapters, this chapter aims to develop a theoretical 
framework that is expected to be of explanatory power with regard to the translation 
of foreignness.  
Obviously, translation phenomena give a clue to translators’ strategies and decisions, 
their linguistic and cultural competency, and their attitudes towards the foreign other 
concerned. Given that the translators’ linguistic competency is not a problem, what 
appear significant are their bicultural and intercultural competency, and cross-cultural 
attitudes. This chapter will explicate and theorize the two aspects with the facts 
brought out in the previous chapters.  
 
6.1 Bicultural Competency  
Needless to say, bicultural competency is crucial to the translation of a foreign 
culture. Bi-culture, as the word suggests, refers to the cultures of the self and the 
other. To be specific, it involves the translator’s existing knowledge or “prior 
knowledge” (the term used for the following discussion), and knowledge of the 
foreign culture at issue (to translate from). In order to make better sense of the 
translators’ lexical choices and organizing principles, this part will examine the role 
of prior knowledge in understanding the foreign, and also explore different layers of 
foreign knowledge, in the hope that the constitution of bicultural competency can be 
spelt out.  
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6.1.1 Prior knowledge 
I revealed, in previous chapters, that there were translators who perceived Chinese 
calligraphy in the light of their own cultural logic, such as Willett (1958: 573), and 
those who tried to impose Western knowledge, such as symphony and ballet, on 
Anglo-American readers, whose appreciation of Chinese calligraphy was 
manipulated by such an act of domestication. That is to say, one approach to 
foreignness is to apply one’s prior knowledge and conceptualization of things to the 
foreign. In fact, prior knowledge comprises two parts. First, there is native 
knowledge which is acquired naturally (and unconsciously) in the process of 
growing up. Second, prior knowledge is acquired through personal experience56. 
Those who live a diasporic life may have diverse experiences and hence a diverse 
series of prior knowledge. However, unlike one’s knowledge of the foreign at issue, 
the impact of prior knowledge on translation has always been underemphasized. In 
fact, we cannot afford to neglect this aspect since prior knowledge is attached to 
one’s daily experience so deeply that it is like one’s shadow and difficult to get rid of, 
which means that it affects the perception of foreignness in the first place.  
Prior knowledge can cause two opposing effects. When entering a foreign culture, 
one tends to try to understand it in the light of existing experiences and seek 
“reasonable” explanations from prior knowledge, mostly on the basis of cultural 
background. Li Zehou (2010: 223) observes that all the understandings of something 
foreign bear the marks of certain historical prejudice, which is the result of the 
sedimentation of a certain cultural-psychological formation. However, to deploy 
prior knowledge to fathom and explain foreignness has both advantages and 
disadvantages.  
6.1.1.1 Positive aspects  
In many cases, prior knowledge can indeed enhance cross-cultural understanding, 
especially when the foreign culture at issue is very similar to the formation of one’s 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  56  I exclude the knowledge gained in books or other media, because what I 
emphasize is personally experienced knowledge. 
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prior knowledge. For example, some calligraphic strokes, at the first glance, 
resemble the pursuit of “expressionism”, which is part of Western art (see Section 
2.2.2). Such similarity enables readers to understand certain phenomena in the 
foreign culture through analogy to their own prior knowledge. In other words, there 
seems to be much shared ground between the two cultures. If one finds it reasonable 
to understand a foreign other with the framework of prior knowledge, there is a 
tendency to firmly believe that this foreign culture is exactly the same.  
On the other hand, prior knowledge can be useful as a contrast to the foreign culture 
at issue. In such a case, the “outsider” tends to be sensitive to differences, unlike 
native people who take their culture for granted. It is through the contrast that the 
“outsider” begins to know better about this foreign other, because the contrasts to 
one’s prior knowledge prompts immediate and intuitive comprehension of the 
cultural traits (in a comparative term) in the foreign culture. For example, the 
difference of aesthetic systems between China and the Anglo-American world can be 
discerned in this way (see Chapter 4). To summarize, the strategies of analogy and 
contrast make prior knowledge play a positive role in cross-cultural understanding.  
6.1.1.2 Negative aspects  
The negative side of prior knowledge in understanding foreignness has been less 
researched.  
It seems intuitive for people to seek to make sense of the unknown through the 
known. With the (unconscious) method of understanding foreignness in the light of 
prior knowledge, having been advocated by many, there is a risk of imposing one’s 
own values and outlook on foreign elements in the first place. Consequently, a 
cultural attitude harmful to an “authentic”57 understanding of foreignness emerges, 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
57 As is commonly known, there is no such possibility as producing a translation that 
is one hundred percent authentic in comparison with the original culture and text. 
However, that does not grant us the excuse not to strive to approximate the foreign, 
especially when it is the culture of the foreign that is aimed to be reproduced. As 
Garcia (2004: 6) remarks: “each translation can be granted the status of authentic 
provided that we define ‘authenticity’ (in contradistinction to ‘fidelity’) as the 
condition of a representation that never hides the fractures, collusions, and erasures 
that have gone into its own construction”. 
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which resists a direct, deep, accurate and comprehensive embrace into the foreign. In 
addition, cultural difference engenders cross-cultural anxiety (see Sun 2006), which 
psychologically prevents further penetration into the foreign.  
The strategy of comparing experience of the foreign with reference to prior 
experience is fraught with problems, since it is dangerous to simply assume that 
meanings are the same, comparable and commensurable across cultures (see Iser 
1994: 9-10). Comparison can only help the non-native “outsider” to detect some 
traits in the first place, but does not favor more attempts to explore them. From the 
outsider’s seemingly “reasonable” explanation, one cannot necessarily infer that the 
foreign culture is accurately represented in the outsider’s writings, which may be 
only analogous in a restricted manner and appear reasonable only on the surface; but 
in fact, it is very probably not the way it functions in the foreign culture. Therefore, 
the strategy of using analogies should be used with restraint in order to guarantee a 
safe distance from one’s prior knowledge. In Chapter 5 (Section 5.3.4), I noted that 
calligraphic rhythm has been compared to those in Schuber, Choplin, symphony, 
Ballet and violin — all part of Western culture — in terms of Anglo-American 
readers’ prior knowledge. Understandably, this is an expedient act to enable 
cross-cultural communication. Even though the possibility of comparison is subject 
to question, such an act prompts the reader to make sense of the rhythm of 
calligraphic lines by linking up Chinese calligraphic features with their prior 
knowledge. As readers proceed to immerse themselves in the English discourses, 
they will gradually approximate deep-level knowledge of the foreign by constantly 
adjusting their perceptions of Chinese calligraphy. One fact that warrants attention is 
that people differ in sub-consciousness and social positions, etc., which makes their 
prior knowledge all different. Therefore, our perceptions of the same foreign other 
can never be the same. To extend this argument, the world is by no means objective.  
Such a discussion leads us to suspect the significance of the so-called “shared ground 
between cultures”, regarded as “a key issue” in translation and cross-cultural 
understanding by Sturge (2007: 20). True, the existence of common grounds smooths 
cross-cultural communication. However, does the “shared ground” matter 
significantly in translation? If the “shared ground” becomes the foundation for 
translation, then in what way shall we appreciate foreignness whose appeal lodges 
largely in its exoticism? No way. The strategy of using analogies prevents the 
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outsider from obtaining the deepest knowledge of the foreign in the first place, and 
thus the outsider would remain outside of the foreign other although s/he reads some 
texts and tries to make sense of it. At this point, to clean one’s mind in order to get 
rid of some prior knowledge, at least on certain levels, is important. 
In a similar vein, Sturge (2007: 18) asks “whether meanings that are generated by 
one grid are transportable at all: is there enough ‘commensurability’ between 
knowledge systems to enable cross-cultural communication?” With regard to this, I 
hold that cultural relativism, as opposed to cultural commensurability, is no longer 
viable in the face of the advance of globalization which improves the possibility of 
barrier-free communication. For instance, some African tribes have been constantly 
“disturbed” by outsiders like anthropologists; some Westerners still wonder if China 
can become a “normal” country with its rapid economic development (e.g. Ringen 
2016). Chinese calligraphic culture has been translated and made understandable to 
the West, and such textual manifestations can also be back translated into Chinese 
and influence the Chinese academia. Therefore, we are forced to further ask: What is 
successful cross-cultural communication? What if someone, after reading the 
purportedly faithful introduction or translation of a foreign culture, feels that this 
foreign culture becomes crystal clear but such a “successful” understanding is 
actually based on misunderstandings? Or, what if someone still feels very much 
confused while what s/he reads is actually an accurate translation of a foreign culture 
but it is the concepts, logics and the cultural mechanisms behind the texts that are 
puzzling? While the former situation can be regarded as an act of expediency to 
please both sides, the latter is obviously not always practical in real-life situation. 
Translation, “in the rigorous sense conferred on it over several centuries” (Derrida & 
Venuti, 2001: 179), seems unable to please both sides without sacrificing the 
authenticity of the foreign.  
6.1.2 Foreign knowledge 
The term “foreign knowledge” in this thesis only refers to the knowledge of the 
foreign other at issue. It may overlap, to varying degrees, with one’s prior knowledge, 
but not necessarily. Needless to say, to translate Chinese calligraphic culture, one 
needs to have some knowledge about it. The role of foreign knowledge in making 
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sense of the very foreign is obviously important.  
However, few scholars have tried to explore the inner system of foreign knowledge. 
After all, people have varying amounts and degrees of knowledge of a foreign 
culture, and therefore, their perceptions of this foreignness can be either superficial 
or thorough. My exploration of cross-cultural strategies in Chapter 2, and the 
descriptive study of the translation phenomena in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, all indicate a 
need to examine and theorize different levels of foreign knowledge. This undertaking 
is expected to contribute to a deeper and renewed understanding of translation.  
6.1.2.1 The necessity of foreign knowledge 
Undoubtedly, knowledge of the foreignness is necessary in understanding this 
foreign other. The following analogy is particularly revealing:   
Translation is like navigation. A foreign vessel approaching a local harbor, 
due to the captain’s unfamiliarity with the navigation hazards, is routinely 
navigated by a pilot with local knowledge58 (usually a local person). This is a 
safe passage arrangement, and with a local harbor pilot onboard, the ship can 
move into and out of the harbor without serious risks…To summarize, 
knowledge of target culture is a prerequisite for successful cross-cultural 
communication. (Sun 2009: 97) 
Obviously, the circumstances and conditions of the foreign culture should be taken 
into account in translation. Indeed, the local guide helps the captain know something 
about the harbor, but it does not mean that such availability of foreign knowledge 
guarantees that the captain will operate and behave as freely and confidently as he 
does in his native harbor. That is to say, different levels of foreign knowledge offer 
different feelings towards the foreignness. Cross-cultural communication is possible 
even if one has a shallow knowledge of the other, but a proximity of cultural 
authenticity only becomes possible at a higher level of foreign knowledge.  
At the beginning, few people care about the authenticity of the foreign other in their 
mind. Instead, they mostly care about whether they can make sense of it. For 
example, English-speaking readers begin to “grasp” Chinese calligraphy by reading 
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58 “Local knowledge”, in Sun’s context, means the knowledge of the target foreign 
other. The terms “local” and “foreign” are used differently in Sun’s argument and my 
thesis due to the difference in perspectives.  
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texts that contain words such as “cursive”, “expressionism”, “seal”, “wrestler” and 
“symphony”. This is quite similar to the situation in which foreigners eat Chinese 
food in their own countries without caring too much about the authenticity of the 
so-called “Chinese food”. What they care most about are probably the acceptability 
and exoticness of the taste. But when they come to China and happen to taste the 
“same” dish, they may suddenly realize the difference. Foreign knowledge, 
especially on a higher level which should be personally experienced, is indispensable 
to the understanding of the real and all-round foreign other, whose authenticity59 is 
vital in achieving sufficient, rather than ostensible, translation.  
6.1.2.2 Three levels of foreign knowledge  
The lowest level involves tangible “items”, which are something concrete in a 
particular context, for example, the name of a building, which is used among local 
residents as a landmark to identify the location. The name of a building is so familiar 
to a local resident that s/he takes it for granted. In other words, it is shared 
knowledge among the locals, but is completely unknown to outsiders, to whom the 
name of the building cannot evoke any mental association, nor is it of some use in 
finding a destination. Such a kind of knowledge can be better gained by non-locals 
with the help of a local. In other words, it is only loosely relevant (though tied) to a 
specific culture and can be transplanted to any other culture without causing much 
difficulty in understanding. For Chinese calligraphy, as is seen in Chapter 3, terms 
related to scripts such as zhuan shu??, li shu?? and xing shu??, terms related 
to materials such as bei?, mao bi?? and zhu jian??, and technical terms such 
as heng?, shu?, pie?, na?, belong to this level of foreign knowledge. It is 
simply a transplantation of signifier-signifieds from a Chinese to an Anglo-American 
context, harmless to the perception of these items by Anglo-American readers. It also 
does not affect their engagement with Chinese calligraphy via the English language.  
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59 Similar to the second footnote in this chapter, all-round authenticity of the foreign 
other is non-existent in languages. Hermans (2003: 385) calls to our attention that “in 
the cross-cultural study of translation we should drop the idea that what we are 
aiming for is a full and accurate representation of foreign concepts of translation”. 
However, to reproduce the cultural meanings of the foreign as fullest as possible 
remains largely the ethics of translation. In other words, authenticity is an ideal to be 
pursued in translation.   
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A higher level of foreign knowledge entails linguistic habit(s) pertaining to a 
particular group and somewhat alien to outsiders. Linguistic habits refer to the 
manners of talking and writing, including dialects, tones and body language, which 
distinguish one group of people from another. However, residents of a town, who 
lack cross-cultural experiences, tend to take their linguistic habits for granted and do 
not realize that those residing elsewhere may behave differently. When an outsider 
“intrudes” into this town, s/he (who is culturally sensitive) can detect alterity in, for 
example, the way people talk and behave. If the “intruder” hopes to be integrated 
perfectly into this town, s/he needs to observe the linguistic habits of the local people, 
and seek to obtain such knowledge. However, foreign knowledge on this level cannot 
be secured as easily as that of the first level, because one needs to immerse in this 
town for some time until one is able to discover, learn, and finally acquire such 
distinctive habits. For example, translating calligraphic metaphors requires such a 
level of knowledge. In Chapter 5 (Section 5.3.4), I revealed that many metaphors in 
the English discourses are analogous to Chinese ways of metaphorically talking 
about calligraphy. The English expressions, not corresponding to any source 
expressions though, are still translations of the calligraphic culture, since the 
translators have grasped the techniques of creating calligraphic metaphors in the 
Chinese context. After all, calligraphic metaphors are countless in Chinese, and are 
even theoretically infinite as long as they conform to the underlying cultural 
configurations: guanwu-quxiang –– “extracting vitality and images by observing 
nature”.  
An even higher level of foreign knowledge relates to understanding the context of 
the particular foreign culture. It transcends the second level in that linguistic habits, 
inscribed in a cultural context, are more entrenched than any pure habit in this group, 
where cultural formations, though open to change, have already taken a 
distinguishable shape with the accumulation of past traditions. As a result, there 
emerges a set of tacit norms practiced by the people living in this group. Outsiders 
who want to know this community accurately and comprehensively need to immerse 
themselves in this for a much longer period of time until they are able to grasp and 
acquire (not learn) these norms. Equipped with this level of foreign knowledge, an 
outsider would very likely update what they already knew when they only had the 
second level of foreign knowledge. Her/his new understanding of this particular 
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foreign other may sometimes contradict the understanding gained on the second level. 
For example, as explained in Chapter 5 (Section 5.3.3), readers are likely to feel 
puzzled and frustrated by the seemingly unrestrained calligraphic metaphors, such as 
tigers, dragons, clouds and so on. However, once the reader continues to read 
through (part of) the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy, and is exposed to, 
and empathize with, the very “cultural-psychological formation” in ancient China 
(see Section 4.2.1), s/he would gradually have a renewed understanding of these 
metaphors, hence Chinese calligraphic culture as a whole.  
Such a renewed understanding can be either reinforcement or revision of previous 
understanding, depending on one’s initial perception of Chinese calligraphy. That is 
to say, cross-cultural understanding at the second-level stage is not always reliable. 
An immediate example is that one can have vastly different views of the same city as 
a three-day traveler at first, and then as a three-year student later on. Familiarity with 
the foreign other concerned is vital to both the translator and the reader. In this 
connection, it is wise for the lay reader to rely more on the translations done by 
sinologists who have already had full exposure to Chinese calligraphic culture. Boas 
consistently contends that cultures are integrated wholes produced by specific 
historical processes, rather than reflections of universal evolutionary stages (cited 
from Moore 1997: 48). However, I do not subscribe to ideas of cultural relativism, 
which, taken to its extreme, would deny the two parties in a communicative creation 
the chance to understand each other because of the very particular realities located in 
very particular settings. However, Beck (2004: 436) argues that “a dose of relativism 
may serve as an antidote to the universalists’ hubris. Relativism and contextual 
thinking sharpen our respect for difference and can make it both attractive and 
necessary to change perspectives with one’s cultural other”. Despite the fact that 
Chinese calligraphic culture has no counterparts and thus may be easily perceived 
with cultural essentialist stance, Chapter 2 proves that it is still transmittable across 
languages and cultures. Since calligraphy is intricately linked with other branches of 
Chinese art and culture, an overall appreciation of the background of Chinese art and 
culture in general is essential to understand Chinese calligraphy in particular. 
Therefore, in order to translate Chinese calligraphic culture, the translator needs 
third-level foreign knowledge.  
Foreign knowledge is indispensable in making sense of foreign otherness, involving 
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both translation and cross-cultural reading. However, people at different stages of 
knowing foreignness have different levels of foreign knowledge. Even though the 
three levels are drawn from, and inspired by, the translation phenomena in Chapter 3, 
4 and 5, it is expected that they can also be (partially) applied to some other 
cross-cultural situations.  
 
6.2 Intercultural Competency 
The previous section (6.1) indicates a dichotomy between the self (prior knowledge) 
and the other (foreign knowledge). That is why I put the discussion under the title of 
“bicultural competency”. The prefix “bi-” suggests opposing parties, which, apart 
from the self and the other, also relates to dichotomies such as source text and target 
text, source culture and target culture, foreignization and domestication, adequacy 
and acceptability, equivalence and functionality, accuracy and readability, etc. in 
Translation Studies, which seems constantly trapped in such a binary mentality. 
However, the various phenomena of translating Chinese calligraphic culture signal 
something beyond such a binary restriction. Sun Yifeng has pertinently explicated 
the progressive advance from cross-cultural to inter-cultural translation:  
Cross-cultural communication necessarily entails moving from one culture to 
another and involves more than just transmission and reception, whereas 
intercultural communication refers to an interchange between cultures and is 
therefore of a more interactive nature...cross-cultural knowledge and 
awareness are necessary for intercultural understanding to take place. (2017: 
57) 
English discourses on Chinese calligraphy are exactly in this “inter-cultural” nature, 
rather than the dichotomous “cross-cultural” one. As explained in Chapter 2, the 
grand strategy of cultural translation, as well as the translators’ omnipresent 
comments, makes the English discourses “varied, mixed, and jumbled” (Beck 2004: 
436). The case study in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 further brings to light how the traditional 
view of translation is compounded by different translations of the same concept/term, 
cultural translation, and cultural domestication. All make the English texts an organic 
cluster where “mutual interference and dialogue (however problematic, incongruous, 
and risky) are inevitable and ongoing” (ibid).  
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This part will unveil some manifestations of the “inter-cultural” nature of English 
discourses on Chinese calligraphy, and substantiate and formulate the concept of 
“intercultural competency” in conceptualizing and translating foreignness.  
6.2.1 Integrating China with the West: conflict and fusion of horizons  
In Chapter 5, I argued that the “reborn” metaphors are capable of creating new 
understandings and new realities (Lakoff & Johnson 1981: 235), which indicates that 
one’s vocabulary needs constant fertilizing or it will die. Translation, in this process, 
can significantly play a catalytic role. In many cases, cultural exchanges would 
inspire creations that would refresh the aesthetic practice of the receptor culture. 
Intercultural integration facilitated by translation demonstrates the intercultural 
competency of the translators.  
6.2.1.1 A cosmopolitan stance 
As discussed earlier, part of the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy are 
similar to Western approaches to art. As noted by Pan Yaochang (1999: 185), “this 
kind of art-historical writing is based on Western art history alone…Westerners 
including Westernized Chinese scholars, in studying Chinese art history, necessarily 
base themselves on Western understanding and work within the Western 
art-historiographical framework.” Conditioned by the fact that very few Western 
readers, including art viewers, can read Chinese and sense the touch of dynamic 
force displayed by artworks of calligraphy, translators need to describe this art in a 
reader friendly way. Some English texts, although tinged with elements familiar to 
Westerners, align Chinese calligraphy with Western realities. In seeking to bring art 
closer to the praxis of life, postmodern pure art theorists view the artwork as an 
object rather than as an individual expression. Thus, modern sinologists following 
this model have, in Jonathan Hay’s words, “largely defined the parameters in terms 
of cognition and symbolic order” (cited from Fong 2008: 31). It seems inevitable to 
write about Chinese calligraphy in present-day Western cognitive frameworks. 
Paradoxically, this practice is conducive to facilitating cross-cultural understanding.  
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To make clear the difference between Chinese and alphabetic calligraphy, Lin Yutang 
(1962: 268) says: “The pleasure derived from looking at good calligraphy is exactly 
this delight of watching the rhythm of the master’s movements, very similar in fact to 
the pleasure derived from watching, say for instance, a tennis match played by a 
champion.” Clearly, Lin makes a comparison between the experience of appreciating 
calligraphy and that of watching a tennis match. The latter, familiar to his intended 
reader, helps activate an understanding of the former. Aside from this, Willetts, for 
example, translates the term xing shu as “Moving Writing” accompanied by a picture, 
followed by his explanation: 
Hsing shu, ‘Moving Writing’ (figure 89f), supposedly invented by the Later 
Han dynasty calligrapher Liu Te-sheng, may be described as a semi-cursive 
form of K’ai. Chiang Yee, among others, upholds the view that hsing arose 
before K’ai, although a more logical supposition would surely be that the 
former evolved naturally from the latter by abbreviation of certain elements 
in the composition of the characters. The boundary between the two styles is 
in any case extremely vague. (Willetts 1958: 573) 
Obviously, Willetts employs Western logic, which in his mind seems applicable on a 
universal scale, to clarify the evolution of Chinese calligraphic scripts. In fact, the 
logic that scripts have evolved according to the “abbreviation of certain elements in 
the composition of the characters” does not work for Chinese calligraphy. Also, 
between the kai and xing scripts there is a clear boundary, unlike what Willetts has 
claimed. Willetts uses several emotional and evaluative words and phrases, such as 
“surely”, “naturally”, “in any case” and “extremely”, to reinforce the impression that 
Chinese calligraphy can be effortlessly understood by a Westerner. In a similar vein, 
Willetts offers the following statement to explain kai shu: 
‘Official Writing’, otherwise known as chen shu or ‘Regular Writing’ (figure 
89e). K’ai is a formal hand, analogous to our print script, and in due course it 
provided the model upon which printed characters were based. (Willetts 1958: 
572) 
Willetts compares kai shu with Western print script, and also argues for its close 
relation to printed characters. His statement cannot be regarded as totally wrong, but 
this very way of narration forces an impression that kai shu is a very regular and 
static script. In fact, being regular and static is exactly what has always been 
castigated throughout the history of Chinese calligraphy, and all the preeminent 
calligraphers excelling at kai shu, such as Yan Zhenqing ???, Liu Gongquan ?
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?? and Ouyang Xun ???, are renowned for the force, change and dynamism in 
their kai strokes. However, it is difficult for Westerners to understand the logic that 
regularity and dynamism can be achieved simultaneously. In addition, translating kai 
as “regular” is also an important reason contributing to this false impression. Clearly, 
Willetts imposes his own logic on the relationship between kai and xing scripts, and 
thus his translation can be easily shared and understood by his readers. However, 
such a kind of acceptability was achieved at the expense of cultural authenticity. That 
is to say, the purported understanding is based on misunderstanding.  
For another example, the word “cursive”, as used to describe alphabetic calligraphy, 
was borrowed to translate cao shu. Similarly, the word “expressionism” which was 
originally coined mainly to describe a Western painting style, has also been seen in 
the English texts on Chinese calligraphy. Leo Chan points out that “other than in 
literary scholarship, artificial equivalences were drawn between Western religious 
terms and Buddhist-Taoist ones in the seventeenth century by the Jesuit missionary 
translators in China” (2013: 16). The strategy of matching Western terms with 
Chinese ones has been constantly deployed to bridge cultural differences and foster 
cross-cultural understanding.  
It is also noted in Chapter 5 that Chinese calligraphy is, time and again, compared to 
Western art such as the symphony, and the Ballet, or artists like Chopin. The 
examples cited here aim at calling attention to the strategies used to smooth 
cross-cultural communication. Translators apply metaphors which resonate with their 
readers in an effort to transplant a foreign aesthetics into their own cultural soil, and 
to blur the boundary between the culture of Chinese calligraphy and the West so that 
the two systems can be bridged. In addition, the term “expressionism” is used to 
interpret Chinese calligraphy, the act of which can be seen as geyi??. In fact, geyi 
is a sinicized Buddhist term which prevailed in the Northern and Southern dynasties 
(420 AD – 589 AD) of China. It means that the Chinese people were encouraged to 
make analogy of Buddhist thought to their local allusions, so that they could better 
understand Buddhist ideas. This kind of cultural appropriation implies a desire for 
greater comprehensibility. Lakoff and Johnson remark that “[t]o negotiate meaning 
with someone, you have to become aware of and respect both the differences in your 
background and when these differences are important, you need enough diversity of 
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cultural and personal experience to be aware that divergent world views exist and 
what they might be like” (1981: 231). Sun Yifeng also observes that “it is easier for a 
translation to make sense if the target reader is helped to make connections with local 
realities” (2009: 97). Given these, the comparison of Chinese calligraphy with 
Western arts leads to an effect of de-familiarization and is admittedly a success in 
terms of reception. Such a strategy functions as a means that glues the two cultures 
“forcefully” so that readers could immediately grasp Chinese calligraphy, albeit 
inaccurately.  
Last but not least, taking chronological and biographical approaches to calligraphy, 
and prioritizing the studies of calligraphers and the introduction of materials and 
skills, supports a Western-styled narrative. As Sturge (2007: 8) argues, “(textual) 
representations are not innocent copies of external reality but are built out of the 
requirements and presuppositions of the receiving discourse, just as recent thinking 
on translations sees these as constructs of the target language rather than as glass 
cases to display a sacred original”. However, to be fair, such a realignment of 
Chinese calligraphic culture with the West enhances the readability of these English 
texts, which would not seem too foreignized to be readable.  
In the 21st century, the Chinese government launched the project “Chinese Culture 
Going Abroad”, of which calligraphy is a significant part. Three English books, all 
titled Chinese Calligraphy, were published in English outside China thanks to this 
policy. One (2002) was written by Chen Tingyou and translated by Ren Lingjuan. 
Another one (2008), penned by Ouyang Zhongshi, et.al, and translated by Wang 
Youfen. The third (2010), by Zhou Kexi, was translated by Yawtsong Lee. Partly due 
to the governmental sponsorship, all the translators are ethnic Chinese who were 
very probably assigned the job, or given approval by the Chinese governmental 
institutions concerned. However, these books may be susceptible to criticism because 
either readers in the source culture or in the receiving culture tend to suspect that 
“the Middle Kingdom syndrome, or the Middle Kingdom complex, may have made 
it psychologically difficult for the Chinese leadership to abandon its sense of 
superiority as the center”, after all, “China has never been thoroughly challenged by 
an alien equal — if not superior — civilization until the penetration of the West in 
the mid-nineteenth century” (Tu 1994: 4). However, even though these translations 
strictly adhere to the original texts, the originals themselves were aimed at 
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cross-cultural communication in the first place60. Therefore, the topics selected for 
translation were no other than those already familiar to the Anglo-American world, 
such as dynasties, materials, scripts, techniques and artists. However, Chen’s book 
went a step further to include three concluding chapters: “Calligraphy and the 
Traditional Chinese Cultural Mindset”, “Contemporary Reforms and Modern 
Brilliance” and “Chinese Calligraphy Spreads Worldwide”. The inclusion of these 
topics speaks for his attempt at a comprehensive introduction and a wider 
international readership since the translator seeks to connect the traditional to the 
modern against a global backdrop. Largely dealing with the general aspects and the 
very basic knowledge already translated emphatically in English, these three books, 
in effect, move the original culture towards the target reader, rather than the other 
way around. It is in the context of this “official attempt” (versus the “sinological 
attempt”) that we understand the introduction of Chinese calligraphic culture to the 
Anglo-American world.  
All the above-mentioned English texts may be accused of representing a foreign 
culture by translating its realities into ready-made art narrative categories belonging 
to the receiving or home culture, and of translating a culturally rich yet incompatible 
complexity into a written account that seems neutral and objective. The powerful 
“authority” of these texts renders the voices of the original culture in a seamlessly 
written English partly by hiding the processes of editing, realigning, borrowing and 
translating (Sturge 2007: 8). In this way, Chinese calligraphy is considered from the 
conceptual yardstick of modern Western art, and required to cater to, and to serve, 
Western academic tastes and beyond. One instance is that Chinese calligraphy has 
been presented in the Anglo-American world as an example of aesthetic concepts 
familiar to the West, such as rhythm and improvisation, asymmetry, expressiveness, 
and so on (Bai 2008: 449). In spite of all these, the result is an accommodating 
discourse that facilitates Chinese calligraphic culture to make its way into the 
Anglo-American world.   
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  60 For example, in Ouyang Zhongshi’s book Chinese Calligraphy, the last chapter is 
“Chinese Calligraphy Meets the West”. Similarly, the last chapter of Chen Tingyou’s 
Chinese Calligraphy is “Chinese Calligraphy Spreads Worldwide”.  
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6.2.1.2 Different translations for one concept  
As explained in Chapter 4, the Chinese vocabulary on calligraphy is largely elusive, 
especially to Anglo-American people. For instance, every Chinese who is somewhat 
literate in calligraphy knows about qi?, but few can accurately interpret what 
exactly qi is. Cultural meaning is fraught with contingency because it is created 
through association (Sun 2009: 105). This calls for a creative re-conceptualization of 
Chinese calligraphy in the Anglo-American world, and this process can also, in turn, 
“enrich traditional Western art historiography with a plurality of art histories” (Fong 
2008: 31). The term cao shu has been brought into dialogue with quite a cluster of 
English terms such as “cursive”, “running”, “draft” and “grass”. The term qi has 
been translated as “vitality”, “ether”, “breath” and “spirit”, explained by phrases of 
varying length, and likened to “vehicle” or “steed which carries emotions”, etc. In 
many cases, there is no one English word which can engage in dialogue with one 
Chinese term, so an array of English words has been tried on different occasions by 
different translators. Gradually, a delicately woven lexical cluster is made to 
correspond to one certain Chinese concept.  
For metaphors which are extremely rich in Chinese texts on calligraphy, the 
translators either replicate a great many of them through semantic translation, or 
reproduce their own versions by emulating the features of Chinese ones. It indicates 
that the translators have grasped the mechanism underlying the use of Chinese 
metaphorical methods so that the English language could create endlessly its own 
metaphors while retaining the basic features derived from Chinese ones. In other 
words, these creative English metaphors for describing and appreciating Chinese 
calligraphy live up to the demand of cultural translation.  
In addition, although calligraphic descriptions such as renyi-benfang ????
cannot be easily rendered in a distant language and cultural system, English 
discourses on Chinese calligraphy contain some words such as “irresponsible” and 
“undisciplined”, and sentences such as “their spirit is scattered and depleted”. In 
translating Chinese calligraphy, the dialogue between the Chinese and English 
languages has transcended so-called formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence to 
embrace a much broader dialogic mechanism in which the ethos of one culture can 
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be fully represented and replicated in another. Any English text, as long as it captures 
the ethos of Chinese calligraphy, can be regarded as an attempt at translating the 
culture of Chinese calligraphy.  
Nearly all the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy are intended to introduce 
this distinctive Chinese culture to another linguistic and cultural world. To achieve 
this goal, negotiation is necessary. However, successful negotiation demands varying 
degrees of compromise, in which some aspects are negotiable while others are not. 
For the dialogue between the Chinese and English languages, the “form” is 
negotiable, while the “ethos” inherent in Chinese calligraphy is not. Otherwise, the 
English texts will not be serious writings or translations on the subject any more.  
As mentioned earlier, Chinese calligraphic culture is largely not commensurate with 
Western culture. This potentially leads to the false impression that it cannot be 
adequately translated and understood. For Kroeber, culture is a phenomenon distinct 
from society, the individual, or the social organism. Culture exists on its own 
analytical level, irreducible to other levels of phenomena and explicable only in 
terms of its own particular characteristics (see Moore 1997: 66). Similarly, Boas 
contends that culture could only be explained with reference to specific cultural 
patterns, that “culture explains culture”, a position known as cultural determinism 
(cited from Hatch 1973: 49). It seems that Chinese calligraphy is the culture that 
echoes Kroeber and Boas’ remarks, as if it can only be understood within its specific 
context. However, I argue that such an idea of cultural relativism is not true when a 
linguistic and cultural dialogue between the two parties takes place.  
6.2.1.3 Translators with various cultural backgrounds 
The examination of the strategies and implications of cultural translation only 
becomes meaningful when the translators are competent in English. Sun Yifeng 
(2009: 89) claims that “more than ever before, cultural translation is characterized by 
mixture and hybridity”. This is extremely true for the English translation of Chinese 
calligraphic culture. Over the past decades, many sinologists have dedicated 
themselves to this endeavor. They encountered more or less the same concepts that 
can be cross-culturally problematic. The translators have collectively created a 
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cluster of English texts that largely constructs the culture of Chinese calligraphy in 
English. Although each translator worked individually, they somehow have formed a 
kind of “team research” (Kottak 2015: 41) — a coordinated research by many 
translators.    
Especially in the second half of the 20th century, many Chinese art scholars who 
originally came from mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan finally began to teach 
and conduct research in the West. Some of them published books in English 
discussing Chinese calligraphy, such as Chiang Yee’s Chinese Calligraphy: An 
Introduction to Its Aesthetic and Technique, and Bai Qianshen’s Fu Shan’s World: 
The Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy in the Seventeenth Century. Both Chiang 
and Bai have sufficient Chinese cultural background and substantial cross-cultural 
experience, so potentially they have the ability to mediate between the two languages 
and cultures in order to best attain cultural authenticity and cross-cultural readability 
simultaneously. Bai (2006: v) acknowledges the need to introduce some very basic 
knowledge of calligraphy to English-speaking readers in the first place because 
Chinese calligraphy had remained a rather remote and unfamiliar topic in the West. 
In addition, he deliberately quotes sources from Western scholars in his book for the 
sake of Western readers in general (ibid). Chiang (1973: xv) consults Hawkes, who 
taught English calligraphy at the Royal College of Art, about many important points 
where English people may be interested in Chinese art.  
In the 21st century, the Chinese government proactively promulgated the policy of 
“Chinese Culture Going Abroad” by publishing jointly with Anglo-American 
publishers. Three English books, all titled Chinese Calligraphy, were born out of this 
policy (see Section 3.3.6 and 6.2.1.1). The translators, Ren Lingjuan, Wang Youfen 
and Yawtsong Lee, are ethnic Chinese and have extensive translation experience, but 
none is an expert in calligraphy. In addition, Sun Dayu (1935), a pioneer in 
translating calligraphic concepts literally into English, also falls into this category. 
“In translating out of the translator’s native language from a local culture”, as Sun 
(2009: 94) notes, “the translator may consciously or unconsciously leave discursive 
features of the local culture in the translated text as detectable cultural traces”. These 
Chinese translators, even at the very initial stage of introducing Chinese calligraphic 
culture to the Anglo-American world, have injected some discursive features of 
calligraphy-related texts into the English discourses, leaving many creative English 
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expressions for their successors to borrow, critique, and emulate.  
Apart from the translators with Chinese background, some Anglo-American 
translators have also devoted attention to writing about Chinese calligraphy in 
English. For example, Lothar Ledderose is not only known for his research on Mi Fu 
which is crystallized in his book Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition of Chinese 
Calligraphy (1979), but also for his seminal articles such as “An Approach to 
Chinese Calligraphy” (1972) and “Chinese Calligraphy: Art of the Elite” (1989). 
Richard M. Barnhart is also a sinologist in Chinese calligraphy. His translations of 
“Bi Zhen Tu”?????(“Pi Chen T’u”) and some early texts on calligraphy were 
published in Archives of the Chinese Art Society of America (1964). Comparatively 
speaking, the translations done by Anglo-American translators have maintained 
better the tension between the semantic and associative meanings of Chinese texts, 
and have better preserved the rich possibilities of the original to give the reader room 
for interpreting the translation (see Yu 2008: 45). These translators are more 
conscious of the fact that a translation is meant for the consumption of 
Anglo-American people, mainly scholars, collectors, curators, connoisseurs and art 
students, and that culture-specific knowledge can be made somewhat “universal” 
through a dedicated exploitation of English vocabulary and its expressive power 
against a re-contextualized world of Chinese calligraphy. In addition, 
Anglo-American translators have diasporic accessibility61 to cultural meanings of 
the foreign other, which is significant in enabling their readers to perceive and 
experience the foreign. Even those who have no competence in the Chinese language 
can write in English what they perceive as Chinese calligraphy based on their 
readings of the English texts translated by others who helped “define translation as 
not an essentially imitative activity, but a compelling and powerful means of 
expression” (Bush 2005: 190).  
Lastly, there are also collaborative translations by a Chinese and a Westerner. For 
example, Chang Ch’ung-ho and her husband Hans H. Frankel translated “Shupu” 
and “Xu shupu”, published as Two Chinese Treatises on Calligraphy. Chang is a 
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  61 Anglo-American translators, while taking root in the West, have intimate or 
long-time experience of Chinese calligraphic culture, or Chinese culture as a whole. 
That is why I say they have diasporic accessibility to the cultural meanings of 
Chinese calligraphy.  
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calligrapher herself, while Frankel is a sinologist. Another example is Khoo Seow 
Hwa, a Chinese who taught calligraphy in Singapore, and wrote the book Behind the 
Brushstrokes: Appreciating Chinese Calligraphy with the assistance of his student 
Nancy L. Penrose. This kind of collaboration, to the utmost, allows the translation to 
be responsive to both the source culture and the target reader. 
In a nutshell, all the translators have made full use of their own advantages to break 
free of language constraints and mediate between cultures, with varying degrees of 
successes, contributing to establishing and enriching the English discourses on 
Chinese calligraphy. With different cultural backgrounds, they represent a kind of 
fusion of horizons between the two cultures.  
6.2.1.4 The “backflow” of Western sinology to China  
In recent years, sinological works have been translated back to China in great 
quantities, and we have seen an increasing awareness among Chinese scholars of the 
impact of sinology on humanities research in China (Yu 2008: 40). Calligraphy as a 
branch of sinology is no exception.  
Chiang Yee’s book Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to Its Aesthetic and 
Technique, reprinted several times in the UK and the US since 1938, was translated 
into Chinese in 1986. One aim of this translation is to let Chinese people know what 
materials and perspectives English-speaking readers initially used to understand 
Chinese calligraphy. For example, in the Chinese translation of Chiang’s book, 
expressions such as zhongguo de ??? (literally meaning “the Chinese…”, or “In 
China, people…”), and “…hanyu jiaozuo…” ????  (literally meaning “In 
Chinese, it is called…”) (e.g. Jiang 1986: 29) often appear. Such expressions indicate 
that this book, although published in Chinese, was originally targeted at non-Chinese 
readers. In addition, constant comparisons of Chinese handwriting with alphabetic 
calligraphy are made (e.g. Jiang 1986: 25, 100-101, 111). That is why Liu Cunren?
??, in the preface to the Chinese translation, says that translating Chiang’s book 
into Chinese helps Chinese people know the difference between Chinese and 
Western art in terms of conceptual and cultural backgrounds (Jiang 1986: 3-4).  
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Bai Qianshen’s work Fu Shan’s World: The Transformation of Chinese Calligraphy 
in the Seventeenth Century (2003) was also translated into Chinese, by Sun Jingru 
and Zhang Jiajie, and published in Taiwan in 2004 and in mainland China in 2006. In 
this book, Bai studies Chinese calligraphy with recourse to methodologies of 
Western art, quite different from the works on Chinese calligraphy originally printed 
in Chinese. In the preface specifically dedicated to Chinese readers, Bai says: 
Fu Shan’s World was directly written in English. The English language excels 
at linear flow of the narratives, which sometimes is not as inclusive as the 
Chinese language. Besides, the topic of Chinese calligraphy remains very 
remote and unfamiliar to Westerners. (2006: v) 
When translated “back” into Chinese, Bai’s book, full of calligraphic terms and 
indicative of a Western perspective, can be a gentle inducement to “allow global 
products to flow into the traditional territories of local culture without impediment” 
(Sun 2009: 95). When the translations of Chinese calligraphic culture produced in the 
West are translated back into Chinese, Chinese readers are endowed with a special 
experience, with which they can appreciate Chinese art with a somewhat different 
approach. For example, Bai in this book frequently cites statements from Western 
sinologists, including Lothar Ledderose (e.g. Bai 2006: 40), Celia Carrington Riely 
(ibid: 44), Andrew Plaks (e.g. ibid: 58), Joanthan Spence (e.g. ibid: 102), and Hilary 
J. Beattie (e.g. ibid: 109). He also prefers to analyze calligraphic artworks collected 
in the West, such as by the Art Institute of Detroit (e.g. ibid: 43). After all, Western 
cultural theories of various schools can have an impact on Chinese scholars of 
calligraphy. Yan, a Chinese scholar, is positive about this impact. He says:  
For our academia in China, sinology is becoming an eye-catching field of 
study, which means that our understanding of the historic significance of 
Chinese culture in the world is getting deeper, and that more and more 
scholars in China have begun to realize that Chinese culture is the legacy of 
the people of the world, the study of which is already a global phenomenon. 
This knowledge, we may say, marks one of the most crucial changes and 
developments in our conception of the humanities in the past thirty years. 
(Yan 2004)  
The analysis above shows that the “home-coming” texts on calligraphy serve as a 
new academic source that can be extensively cross-referenced on a cross-cultural 
level by scholars in China. The “backflow” of Western sinology to China is one 
manifestation of the integration of Chinese with Western horizons. There are indeed 
power struggles and cultural conflicts in the clashes of the two civilizations, but in 
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the eyes of contemporary Chinese scholars, sinology is not a distortion of the real 
China, but fosters a new relationship between the two cultures (Yu 2008: 40). The 
above examples — Chiang’s and Bai’s English writings being translated “back” into 
Chinese — suggest that there is a kind of interdependence, mutuality, and 
complementarity between the two cultures.  
Besides the examples listed above which prove the original English texts 
reader-friendly, Chinese calligraphy in English discourses is imbued with Western 
concepts, such as that of “anxiety of influence” proposed by Harold Bloom (see Bai 
2006: 58). Therefore, in reading Chinese texts translated from English, Chinese 
scholars who have little literacy in English can have a sense of the reconfiguration of 
Chinese calligraphic culture in the Anglo-American context. Then, they will know 
about the argument produced overseas in response to the questions raised in China, 
for instance, what would be the intellectual discussion put forward by a West-based 
Chinese scholar who has a kind of advantage often associated with a diasporic 
position? And how does such a scholar think and speak independently, drawing on 
the intellectual traditions of both China and the West, in the exchange and dialogue 
with international scholarly communities? This way of thinking allows us to see 
Chinese calligraphic culture survive as two: one in its original, and the other in 
translation.  
In this way, the “backflow” of the sinological texts to China through translation from 
English into Chinese, such as the cases of Chiang and Bai, presents another 
dimension of interaction between Chinese and Western culture in general, and 
enhances mutual understandings through intercultural references. Therefore, the act 
of translating sinological works into Chinese serves in an indirect, and long-term 
method to bridge the cultural gap, as it “removes the protective boundaries around 
the cultural other” (Beck 2004: 435). To sum up by quoting Derrida and Venuti’s 
words, “the two discourses echo or mirror one anther” (2001: 188). 
6.2.1.5 Rediscovery of the self and the other 
One key way of facilitating cross-cultural understanding is to know the self in the 
light of the other, and vice versa. Language and cultural dialogue assisted by 
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translators with different cultural backgrounds, including Chinese translations of 
sinological texts, have opened up new opportunities for re-discovery of the self and 
the other. 
Chinese and Western art traditions are often placed in sharp contrast to highlight the 
differences they exemplify, so much so that whatever the reader finds in Chinese 
calligraphy is assumed to be the opposite of Western art. The following is what 
Willetts (1958: 560) says about the Chinese xuan paper??:  
In additional European practice the support was covered with a gesso ground 
of glue and plaster laid on its front face. This made a smooth and 
non-absorbent surface for oil or tempera painting… Chinese papers and silks, 
as we have seen, were customarily sized on both sides, and painted surfaces 
were varnished with a layer of watered alum.  
To make clear the distinctive feature of Chinese calligraphy, Willetts (ibid: 576) 
writes: 
Before leaving the subject of shu fa, I may perhaps touch on certain matters 
which, from a reading of these books, appear to me to be relevant to an 
appreciation of its aesthetic qualities. It is, for instance, helpful to consider 
the difference between Chinese and Western calligraphy. Revival of the craft 
of formal penmanship in the West during the last fifty years has given 
currency to the idea that Western calligraphy is an art from sui generis. In this 
connection we should note that the basic units out of which Western writing 
is composed, the letters of the alphabet, are phonetic symbols and as such are 
simple in form, strictly limited in number, and relatively unchanging in 
appearance. Words are no more than linear combinations of these continually 
recurring basic elements… Each Chinese character, on the other hand, is 
organized within the boundaries of a square, and is conceived of and executed 
as an organic whole. Notwithstanding, therefore, the elements out of which it 
is composed –– the brushstrokes –– must make an intellectually intelligible 
pattern…  
The two quotations show that despite some concessions made to compare Chinese 
and Western calligraphy (see Section 5.3.1), the translators also contrast the two to 
let the reader know of their differences in the first place so as to understand the other 
better in the light of the self.  
With regard to the importance of cultural translation, Zhang (1988: 129) remarks:   
If it is right to remember how our language largely determines the way we 
can talk about the Other, it would be wrong to forget that the Other has its 
own voice and can assert its own truth against various misconceptions. What 
is important then is to remain open to the claims of the Other and to listen to 
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its voice, which will make us aware of our own preconceptions as well as the 
fact that Orient and Occident as polarized cultural entities are cultural 
constructs that are widely different from the physical entities they are 
supposed to represent.  
When the self and the other meet and join together, both are changed and enriched by 
what Gadamer calls “the fusion of horizons” (1997: 302). In English texts on 
Chinese calligraphy, the English language and the Chinese culture coalesce, but 
something must be lost and gained in the process of fusion, for any two languages 
and cultures which fuse together will have different characteristics and different 
implications. Why do they have compatible characteristics and implications? Chinese 
calligraphy as embodied and revealed in English is the same culture, essentially 
consonant with the culture as expressed in Chinese. They exemplify two continuous 
chains of overlapping and reciprocal relations. That is to say, Chinese calligraphy has 
two simultaneous embodiments in the two languages, and the bridge between the two 
languages is brought under translators’ voluntary control. In other words, there are 
two discourses, and both point to Chinese calligraphy. In this increasingly globalized 
world, the ethos and history of a local culture need not be like a canal, with only one 
channel. It could be like a river, with islands, and riverlets. They could even exist at 
the opposite end of the earth (Parfit 1971: 7).  
Therefore, it becomes clearer what is absent, and what fails to be accommodated in 
the English language and the Anglo-American cultural framework. Translating 
Chinese calligraphic culture is an ongoing process through which one knows more 
deeply about the other. In the first half of the 20th century, generally speaking, the 
English language could only vaguely express Chinese calligraphy, such as the 
translations done by Sun Dayu (1935), Lin Yutang (1935) and Chiang Yee (1938) 
(see Chapter 3). In the later part of the 20th century, however, the situation has 
changed. As an increasing number of English books on Chinese calligraphy appear, 
many translations of calligraphic terms have solidly entered into English vocabulary 
and been collectively accepted in academia, exhibitions and cyberspace. Besides, the 
English language could express a lot more, especially the subtle elements such as 
different kinds of dynamic force, aesthetic qualities and emotional experience. 
Ishikuawa’s Taction: The Drama of the Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy (2011) is a 
best example in this regard (more examples can be found in Chapter 3, 4 and 5). This 
advance can be seen in the chronologically listed texts shown in Appendix 1. As 
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Zhang Longxi notes, “to demythologize the Other is not to become self-alienated in 
adopting alien values, but eventually to come back to the self with rewarding 
experiences” (1998: 53). In retrospect, the continuous re-discovery of the self and the 
other enables the English language to articulate more accurately about Chinese 
calligraphy, helps English-speaking readers understand more and deeply about 
Chinese calligraphy, and continuously alters the incomplete, inaccurate and distorted 
images of Chinese calligraphy in the readers’ minds.  
6.2.2 Creating a cluster of English discourses on Chinese calligraphy 
This research, from the very start, considers English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy as a whole, in which “translation, interpretation and description are 
played out in the same discursive space” (Hermans 2003: 387), and “words, concepts, 
categories and discourse” (Liu 1995) of Chinese calligraphy are profoundly 
integrated. There are many cases of linguistic translation, cultural translation, cultural 
domestication (including cultural interpretation and cultural misappropriation), and 
statements of facts. As Garcia holds, “[a] whole new universe of contingency comes 
into view” (2004: 7) “through their appropriative rendering (by means of paraphrase, 
citation, pastiche, or translation proper)” (ibid: 10). This section treats English 
discourses on Chinese calligraphy as one single entity, which constitutes a 
“discursive cluster” where the depth and richness of Chinese calligraphic culture can 
be fully exploited. It is exactly the existence of a variety of minute intertextual 
pathways inherent in the discursive cluster that makes possible the translation of 
Chinese calligraphic culture.  
6.2.2.1 A discursive cluster taking shape  
With the advent of the second half of the twentieth century, calligraphy serves as an 
active participant in the discourses on cultural China in the Anglo-American world. 
Many translators, including scholars, sinologists, and other intellectuals, have 
contributed their share to re-expressing Chinese calligraphy in English. Due to their 
concerted efforts, there has emerged a discursive cluster on Chinese calligraphy, held 
together by a nexus of texts varying in lexical choice and linguistic preference, and 
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also in cultural outlook and opinion. In fact, all the texts in Appendix 1 form this 
discursive cluster, which shows a foreign other to the domestic audience and speak in 
the language of that audience (Sturge 2007: 1).  
Primarily, three lexical categories are characteristic of this discursive cluster: terms 
(whereby specific English words stand for specific concepts and terms used in 
Chinese calligraphy), descriptions (whereby descriptive phrases conjure up a 
complex aesthetic and cultural reality by association) and metaphors (whereby a 
profusion of comparisons reflects the traditional Chinese outlook). All the three 
textual categories, removed from their original source context, take on new meanings 
assigned to them by the translators. The English expressions for the terms, 
descriptions and metaphors, when constantly repeated, slowly become part of 
English vocabulary and cease to sound alien.  
However, as previous chapters demonstrate, the discursive cluster of Chinese 
calligraphy is not homogenous, since it is built individually over time, with different 
perceptions and interpretations of terms, descriptions and metaphors of calligraphy. 
As Lloyd puts it, “collectives do not think; only individuals do” (1990: 5). The 
process of discursive construction is very specific, and not systematic. One example 
in point is that descriptions such as “untrammeled”, “unfettered”, “unrestricted” and 
“free”, etc. are selected for the translation of piaoyi??and benfang??. Gradually, 
these words are incorporated into calligraphy-expressive vocabulary.  
In this discursive cluster, cases of divergence and creativity are prevalent. 
Divergences can arise with regard not only to which aspect of calligraphy to 
emphasize, but also to the practical difficulties of reworking a non-Western cultural 
experience into a written medium in English. Individual creativity is firstly reflected 
by lexical choice. For example, Richard M. Barnhart (1964) and Waku Miller (2011) 
picked up plenty of “new” English words and phrases rarely used by preceding 
translators to deliver their accounts of Chinese calligraphy. Secondly, individual 
creativity is evident by way of narrative. For instance, Bai Qianshen (2003) and 
Lothar Ledderose (1979) devised a typical Western art approach to narrating the 
story of Chinese calligraphers. And thirdly, many translators compare Chinese 
calligraphy to a variety of Western items and concepts, as mentioned earlier. Other 
examples of individual creativity can be found in organizing principles, and the act 
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of preserving the original cultural traces in the translation of calligraphic metaphors 
and terms. All of these prove that some translators put Chinese calligraphy in the 
light of non-Chinese knowledge and the reading habits of the intended readership.  
If we see all the English texts on Chinese calligraphy as one discursive cluster, we 
find that what was originally said in Chinese is absorbed into the flow of English 
without any consideration of who said what. In this connection, a new language for 
Chinese calligraphy is patched together, and Chinese calligraphy is talked about in a 
way that had never been talked before in Chinese.  
Another reason why I regard all the individually written English texts as one 
discursive cluster is that seldom is any one piece of these texts inclusive enough to 
allow a full expression of all the embodiments of Chinese calligraphy. In order to 
recognize the richness and diversity of a cultural tradition, it is crucial to pay 
attention to the individual variations within a supposedly homogeneous culture (see 
Zhang 2010: 346). Each translator has figured out more or less some “new” English 
expressions to convey the sense of Chinese calligraphy (see Chapter 3, 4 and 5). 
However, there is a tendency that some translators just ignore, avoid, or play down 
individual variations. They seldom say anything new, such as Ren Lingjuan (2003) 
and Yawtsong Lee (2010), whose lexical choices are anything but innovative. 
Generally speaking, they simply say the same Chinese thing in the same way in 
English. In most cases, they just repeat what preceding translators have said.  
All the English expressions for Chinese calligraphy demonstrate a creative 
transformation of the words originally used by the Chinese. Constantly added 
creations can encourage monolingual readers to update, refresh, and revise their 
understandings of Chinese calligraphy. By contrast, texts with little contribution to 
enriching calligraphy-related lexical pool serve to reinforce readers’ existing 
perception of Chinese calligraphy. However, the “standardized” lexical choices 
potentially repress, silence, and conceal divergences that actually exist. For example, 
expressions such as “running script”, “cursive script” and “seal script” (see Chapter 2) 
alienate other, maybe better, existing or future translations.  
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6.2.2.2 The function of the discursive cluster 
English-speaking readers would have good reason to ask to what extent the English 
discourses can express and create cultural proximity. The idea of a discursive cluster 
is offered to partly answer this complex question. It is an aim of the English 
discourses to describe all aspects of Chinese calligraphy, to highlight and analyze 
them, and to make readers rationally be aware of them.  
On the one hand, translators tend to adopt the so-called “thick translation” method to 
tackle Chinese expressions pregnant with emotive and aesthetic subtleties. For 
example, in translating “Shupu” and “Xu shupu”, Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. 
Frankel “place the two treatises in a rich cultural and linguistic environment so that 
readers can feel the history and culture articulated in the original language” (Hu & 
Liao 2013: 52). On the other hand, translators tend to replicate what their 
predecessors have done with some tricky terms and descriptions. Chiang Yee’s 
achievement in the book Chinese Calligraphy (1938) should, to some extent, be 
credited to Lin Yutang, who writes My Country and My People (1935)62. Willetts 
William, in his Chinese Art (1958), borrows some expressions from Chiang Yee, Lin 
Yutang and Sun Dayu (e.g. Willetts 1958: 573, 575 and 576). For another example, 
in their book Behind the Brushstrokes (1993), even though the translators Khoo 
Seow Hwa and Nancy L. Penrose break away from the previous translations of terms 
related to calligraphic scripts, it is their taking into consideration the previous efforts 
that fosters their unique contribution to translation63. In addition, while calligraphy is 
habitually compared to natural objects, music and dance, Khoo Seow Hwa and 
Nancy L. Penrose (1993: 181-182) emphatically introduce the link of calligraphy to 
other Chinese arts, especially music and dance. While most translators try to bring in 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
  62 Chiang Yee’s writing was influenced by Lin Yutang’s translation. In his book 
Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to Its Aesthetic and Technique, he quoted 
“flesh will be loose if there is much water, and arid if there is too little” with the 
footnote that “translated by Lin Yu-Tang in My Country and My People”.  
  63 Here is the quotation: Xing Shu (Walking Style) is a style that takes the prescribed 
characters of Kai Shu (Regular Script) and makes them walk, breathes life into them, 
and grants them the grace of movement, rhythm, and flow. Xing Shu is often 
translated as “Running Style”, however, we feel that “Walking Style” is a more 
appropriate translation (Hwa & Penrose 2000: 22). 
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some “new” English words and explanatory approaches, they also reference textual 
precedents. That is to say, all the English texts produced by different translators are 
inter-textually linked by nature, which means that one text can be further understood 
with reference to the others. In other words, the discursive cluster can be 
self-sustainable in terms of explanatory power, and therefore, barriers to 
cross-cultural understanding can be theoretically cleared within this cluster itself.  
The discursive cluster works to minimize the damage of cultural dilution as noted in 
the previous chapter (especially in Section 3.3.3.2) and earlier in this chapter 
(Section 5.1.2). Normally, direct translations of classical calligraphic treatises, 
densely packed with culture-specific concepts, are largely unreadable to average 
readers. They are, in fact, primarily targeted at experts, such as sinologists and 
curators. Most probably, what average Anglo-American readers have read are not 
direct translations of specific Chinese texts, but are various rewordings and 
re-narrations of Chinese calligraphy, such as those written by Lin Yutang, Lothar 
Ledderose. However, through reading these indirectly produced texts, readers can 
still make good sense of this particular Chinese culture. Such acceptability is credited 
to the cultural atmosphere created by the discursive cluster, rather than to an accurate 
conveyance of cultural meanings in individual text. In Chapter 3, I specifically drew 
attention to a tendency of cultural dilution caused by the failure to transmit 
calligraphy as exquisitely as the Chinese language does. However, even though it is 
unrealistic to identify each Chinese description to an English equivalent, these 
English descriptions have created a cultural context that serves as a replication in 
English by using new narrative lines more palatable to Anglo-American readers. The 
English descriptions –– translation or imitation of those in Chinese by nature –– 
convey an exotic “feel” which approximates the Chinese cultural and sensory 
experience. For the description yizai-bixian ????64, I contended, in Section 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
64  For the rich, practical and sensory meaning of yizai-bixian, I find a good 
description in a short essay written by Zheng Banqiao (1693 AD – 1765 AD): “Early 
in the morning, I get up and drink in bamboo, my house bright and the riverside 
renewed. Under the rising sun, smokes curl and dewdrops evaporate, unfurling 
moving splendor against branches and leaves. Catching this sight, a picture appears 
in my mind and my eagerness to draw is stimulated. In fact, bamboo in my mind is 
not the bamboo in my eyes. So, I prepare the ink, unroll the paper, and wield the 
brush swiftly and softly. Finally, the bamboo is revealed in my hands. However, the 
bamboo drawn in my hand is not the bamboo felt in my mind. It is an enduring truth 
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3.3.3.1, that the translation does not break up or obstruct the flow of the thought –– 
yizai-bixian, but contextualize the concept in an English-replicated Chinese context 
so that this culturally entrenched description can be easily grasped by 
English-speaking readers. Treating all the English texts as one cluster further 
indicates that reception can be more effective if readers are able to contextualize 
certain concepts related to Chinese calligraphy. In Section 5.1.2, I called attention to 
the negative impact of cultural dilution on sinology and the image of Chinese 
calligraphy in the Anglo-American world, if we study each calligraphic description 
and its translation separately. However, to some extent, this kind of dilution caused 
by lexical choices65 and thematic emphases can be greatly minimized with the 
cultural context recreated by the discursive cluster. In order to conceptualize each 
calligraphic concept, readers can resort to free associations within a big context, 
rather than perceive each concept in isolation.  
Ideally, cross-cultural understanding necessitates a continual and thorough exchange 
between reciprocally responsive parties, and treating the variety of the discourses as 
one cluster is conducive to such an exchange. In practice, however, this ideal 
scenario has never been and probably cannot be completely realized. After all, we 
can never expect readers to read through all available English texts on Chinese 
calligraphy. Despite this, the discursive cluster can partly help readers make more 
sense of Chinese calligraphy, because in real-life situation, readers do not grasp a 
concept in isolation, but construct a context in their own mind through reading one 
paragraph, one chapter, one book or even several books, if not the whole cluster66. In 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
that intentions always precede the act of drawing, and serendipity sporadically comes 
to enlighten my effort. Does this only apply to drawing?” (my own translation). The 
original Chinese text reads: ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
  65 It is still uncertain whether there are enough English words to choose from so as 
to accommodate the copious Chinese words for calligraphy.  
  66 The discursive cluster is open to change. In the future, there will definitely be 
other translations, introduction, and studies about Chinese calligraphy in English. Of 
course, these texts can further enrich this cluster, and provide readers with more 
possible associations to make more accurate sense of Chinese calligraphy.  
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terms of theoretical development, the idea of a discursive cluster helps explain why 
some readers are quite discernable about Chinese calligraphy even without reading 
semantic, source-text oriented translations of classical Chinese texts. In sum, the 
discursive cluster serves as a rich background, building on which activities such as 
introducing, explaining and appreciating Chinese calligraphy can achieve better 
success in the Anglo-American world.  
6.2.2.3 Dynamic fusion with English  
If a valid culture-specific account is to be attempted, the text will have to be properly 
contextualized. The discursive cluster (in English) provides a textual space for 
Anglo-American readers to experience, live and breathe in the world of Chinese 
calligraphy, so that they are potentially able to understand it in terms of a broader 
background of Chinese culture. For example, although the book An Introduction to 
the Study of Chinese Painting (Waley 1958) is intended to introduce Chinese 
painting, one chapter –– “Calligraphy and Art Philosophy” –– is specifically 
dedicated to Chinese calligraphy. In addition, Chinese calligraphy is usually 
discussed in tandem with painting, ceramics and bronze and so on to give a general 
picture of Chinese art (e.g. Willets 1958; Waley 1958; Weng 1978; Long 1987). 
Furthermore, since calligraphy was a daily practice in traditional China, it is 
sporadically mentioned in (foreign) travelers’ accounts of Chinese culture, and also 
in English translations of classical Chinese novels such as Xiyouji?????
(“Journey to the West”), Hongloumeng?????(“The Dream of the Red Chamber”), 
Jinghuayuan?????(“Flowers in the Mirror”) and so on. As Ouyang has pointed 
out, “as calligraphy flourished in China, it became intricately linked with other 
branches of Chinese art and culture. Consequently, an appreciation of the enormous 
backdrop of Chinese history is essential for understanding this ancient art” (2008: 
42). In so doing, calligraphy is positioned in a larger milieu of Chinese culture. 
In the process of translation and reception, Chinese calligraphic culture also has 
much to gain in being culturally and linguistically engaged with the Anglo-American 
world. On the part of the reader, this process can be conceived as cultural acquisition, 
enculturation, and fusion of horizons in which the cultural gap is closed, and some 
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kinds of analogy and correspondence can be created between Chinese calligraphy 
and Western culture in general. This is exactly what Confucius has said about the 
pursuit of datong?? (literally “big sameness”): a harmonious sameness found in a 
variety of differences. While the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy have 
entered and become part of the realm of the English language, they assert their own 
distinctiveness and appear as a cluster to specifically engage with Chinese 
calligraphy. In other words, this cluster mirrors and simulates the source context of 
Chinese calligraphy. In this cluster, we see what Sewell has summed up with regard 
to traditional anthropological discourses, which picture “other” cultures as “neatly 
coherent wholes” which are “logically consistent, highly integrated and consensual” 
(1999: 52). The cluster helps in broadly contextualizing specific aspects of Chinese 
calligraphy so that readers can mobilize inter-textual resources to make better sense 
of this culture. For example, if a reader fails to understand one concept, be it a term, 
description or metaphor, he or she can find answers in the surrounding texts. If the 
surrounding texts still do not help, the reader will need to explore further this concept 
as he or she proceeds to read this cluster. After being exposed to the whole context of 
Chinese calligraphy, the reader is likely to grasp the meaning of that concept 
retrospectively. The same situation also happens in the exhibitions of artifacts from 
other cultures, which can only be fully understood if one positions them within a 
sufficiently rich context, rather than isolating them individually. For example, with 
respect to the collections of the national museum, Boas (1887: 486) writes: “the 
marked character of the North-West American tribes is almost lost, because the 
objects are scattered in different parts of the building and are exhibited among those 
from other tribes.” Instead of being presented in technological “stages”, ethnographic 
collections should be “arranged according to tribes, in order to teach the peculiar 
style of each group. The art and characteristic style of a people can be understood 
only by studying its productions as a whole” (Moore 1997: 43). The ethnographic 
display shares with the discursive cluster a sense-making task, in terms of 
intelligibility to the receiving culture. The cluster provides readers with a 
kaleidoscopic view, containing not only the essential part and its cultural and 
aesthetic associations, but also the Chinese culture in general, including anecdotes 
and customs.  
In an increasingly complicated and globalized cultural context, the cluster of English 
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discourses on Chinese calligraphy is constantly evolving. In fact, the formation of 
this cluster in the past several decades was a process of continuous creation, selection 
and revision. Since every big civilization is complicated, Chinese calligraphic culture 
in its cross-cultural and cross-linguistic travels is anything but uneventful. As Sturge 
puts it, “[t]ranslation is then not a traffic between wholes but a process of mixing and 
mutual contamination, and not a movement from ‘source’ to ‘target’ but located in a 
‘third space’ between the two” (2007: 12). On a macro level, this cluster as a 
changing textual entity presents a continuously amended calligraphic culture. On a 
micro scale, every aesthetic and cultural term in this cluster, be it conceptual or 
descriptive, is open to (future) re-interpretations, and thus a cluster that is slightly 
ameliorative. After all, the ultimate goal of this discursive cluster is to authentically 
describe all aspects of Chinese calligraphy.  
The discursive cluster manifests strategies of cultural representation and signification. 
It, by which the culture of calligraphy is fashioned, appears as a texture of 
expressions linked by endless connotations and denotations, a meaning system of 
inextricable complexity that is reflected, developed and recorded in the multifarious 
acts of English translation (Carbonell 1996: 81).   
6.2.2.4 Discursive resonance and artistic poetics  
Sun Yifeng (2014: 279) observes that “feelings based on incomplete and fragmented 
information are not easy to adduce and convey”. When translations done by different 
translators are viewed as one, things become different. The discursive cluster, by 
evoking in the reader complex and dynamic cultural forces, has created to a large 
extent the cultural and aesthetic ambience in which calligraphic ideas, concepts and 
theories can find themselves when transplanted in English. In this process, pictures 
of calligraphic works actively intervene and force readers to pay attention to the 
relationship between the verbal and the visual. While texts guide readers to 
appreciate pictures, pictures in turn amend and reinforce readers’ understanding of 
texts. As noted in Section 6.2 of this chapter, pictures are dominant in facilitating 
cross-cultural understanding. Texts, together with pictures, provide diverse messages 
to a diverse public. In this respect, the flow of cultural messages is not linear, but 
multi-dimensional. When readers try to make sense of the English texts and discover 
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some kind of “inner truth”, or when they try to draw some exotic experience from 
them, they must put them in perspective so that an intelligible pattern will appear 
(Zhang 2004: 394).  
Conveyed in a variety of terms, descriptions and metaphors, and mediated by 
pictures, Chinese calligraphy, in its aesthetics, cultural associations and functions, 
has been articulated through the discursive cluster that presents the cultural myth of a 
perfectly exotic other in English, so that a textual empire (in English) of Chinese 
calligraphy emerges. While this cluster deconstructs Chinese calligraphy as it is, it 
simultaneously re-structures Chinese calligraphy through a subjective translation of 
its manifold aesthetic and cultural complexities with one common purpose — that of 
cross-cultural understanding. Through this discursive cluster, translators have 
reconstructed the language system for Chinese calligraphy, and rebuilt a Chinese 
cultural context where the explication, appreciation and research on Chinese 
calligraphy are sustained.   
The multi-dimensional nature of the discursive cluster creates a cultural resonance. 
By resonance I mean the power of calligraphy-related terms, descriptions and 
metaphors combined to reach out beyond their semantic meanings to a larger cultural 
universe, to evoke in the reader complex, dynamic associations. The discursive 
resonance inevitably exudes an artistic poetics that identifies with the cultural 
atmosphere of Chinese calligraphy. In his Translation, Rewriting and the 
Manipulation of The Fame of Literature, Andrew Lefevere defines a key component 
of poetics –– “an inventory of literary devices, genres, motifs, prototypical characters 
and situations, and symbols” (2017: 20). Clearly, the meaning of poetics in 
Lefevere’s theory goes far beyond the study of poetry, and embraces a cultural 
atmosphere created by texts. As explained in Chapter 4, calligraphic descriptions 
help shape the poetics of calligraphic texts. And the following part of this section 
will further elaborate this distinctive artistic poetics.  
In artistic terms, poetics is a larger domain comprising aesthetics, which is only made 
explicit in the Anglo-American world by popularizing some calligraphy-related 
concepts in translation. When the poetic exuberance of Chinese calligraphic culture 
is created through the English discourses, readers begin to feel less difficult to catch 
the cultural, especially the artistic qualities. For example, in Taction: The Drama of 
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The Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy (Ishikuawa 2011), we see the following remark:  
The strokes are unsparing in their slenderness and the character shapes 
imposing in the rectangularity. Each of the triangular tails on the principal 
horizontal strokes features a prominent upward horn (232) … The wiry, 
sharply rendered strokes engender an otherworldly atmosphere (247) … Even 
more exotic are the curious dilation and contraction that occur in the 
strangely curved strokes of the ideographs on Wangzi Wu’s tripod (248).  
Replete with calligraphic descriptions (see the italics), this quotation, woven into the 
whole narrative, creates a distinctive cultural atmosphere that exudes poetics, and 
allow foreign readers to immediately sense an air of exoticism essential to 
experiencing Chinese calligraphy. According to White (1978: 98), the accumulation 
of English discourses on Chinese calligraphy is “inevitably poetic constructions, and 
as such, dependent upon the modality of the figurative language used to give them 
the aspect of coherence”. It is important to realize that the process of fusing a foreign 
culture into a comprehensible totality capable of serving as the object of a 
representation is a poetic process (ibid).  
In China, classical treatises on calligraphy underscore an artistic poetics that 
encompasses elements of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, enabling an easy 
dialogue with a wide range of Chinese ideas. In the Anglo-American world, however, 
Chinese calligraphy has often been isolated from traditional Chinese thought and 
thus largely reduced to a highly professional art that mainly requires skills and 
practice, and uprooted from the rich Chinese cultural soil which nurtures men of 
letters. Curiously, many English books on Chinese art have categorically excluded 
calligraphy, which, however, has long been regarded in China as one of the most, if 
not the only most, important components of traditional Chinese culture. Instead, 
Chinese jade, bronze, sculpture, ceramics and painting seem to have a central 
position and are invariably included in anthologies of Chinese art written in English. 
For those anthologies where calligraphy does figure as a part, such as Art Treasures 
in China (Leung 1992: 142-179) and The British Museum Book of Chinese Art 
(Rawson 1996: 84-102), calligraphy only serves as an unimpressive appendage to 
painting, and there is an emphasis on anecdotes about calligraphers, if not merely on 
materials and basic scripts. That is to say, these narratives significantly lack cultural 
qualities. One reason is that European and American collections of Chinese art began 
with porcelain and bronzes and only later began to include a significant number of 
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paintings, and calligraphy came last of all (see Bai 2008: 439).  
The poetics of Chinese calligraphic texts in the Anglo-American world is only 
conveyed when the English vocabulary applied to describe Chinese calligraphy is 
rich enough. Seeing all these English texts as a whole, I find that the poetics of these 
texts is primarily shaped by how the English language has enunciated calligraphic 
terms, descriptions and metaphors. The resultant poetics is also made clear through 
privileging certain themes, such as dynasties, calligraphers and scripts, unraveling 
the aesthetic sensibilities underlying the activities of intercultural translation, and 
periodically applying Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist concepts to the evaluation of 
calligraphy. Therefore, Chinese calligraphy has been largely regarded as a skill of 
writing Chinese words in different scripts. This stereotyped perception has penetrated 
so deeply into the Western psyche in general that, when Western sinologists 
undertake research on Chinese calligraphy, it is difficult for them to be objective and 
unbiased.  
Although few in number, some translators have sought to translate, explore and 
introduce cultural dimensions of Chinese calligraphy in depth. One example is the 
book titled Taction: The Drama of The Stylus in Oriental Calligraphy, written by 
Kyuyoh Ishikuawa67 and translated into English by Waku Miller. The translator has 
made a great effort to give every subtle cultural feeling a proper English expression, 
of which the excerpted paragraph above is proof. In Two Treatises on Chinese 
Calligraphy (1995), Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. Frankel collaboratively translate 
“Shupu” and “Xu shupu” into English. Since they translate the two treatises sentence 
by sentence, they have to deal with every culture-specific term, description and 
metaphor directly, rather than reword the original texts as other translators did. In 
addition, abridged translations of several classical calligraphic treatises are seen in 
the book Chinese Calligraphy (Driscoll & Toda 1964). An essay titled “An Overview 
of Ancient Calligraphic Theories” (Cong 2008: 415-438) in the book Chinese 
Calligraphy (Ouyang, et al. 2008) is dedicated to theories of calligraphy. These 
efforts effectively counterbalance the overwhelming tendency to only represent 
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  67 The original text is Japanese, but I still incorporate its English translation into the 
discursive cluster, because my focus is on English discourses on Chinese calligraphy, 
and Waku Miller’s English translation, not at variance with the ideas in classical 
calligraphic treatises, is exactly a text I need to study.  
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writing materials, calligraphers, dynasties and scripts, and thus make the discursive 
cluster diverse and comprehensive.  
I want to end this section by mentioning Heidegger’s one attempt. Heidegger’s 
fifty-page exploration of one tiny fragment of text by the pre-Socratic philosopher 
Anaximander eventually yields a sentence that challenges the German language and 
is intelligible only if one makes the effort to read the forty-nine pages leading up to it 
(see Hermans 2003: 387). This shows the significance of context. However, the 
discursive cluster of Chinese calligraphy provides not only an ordinary context, but a 
multi-dimensional one.   
6.2.3 Translatability enhanced in a wider and modern context 
Beck (2004: 435) asks: “with all of us faced with the risks of global interdependency, 
can the affairs of others be regarded purely as their own responsibility?” For Chinese 
calligraphy, the discursive cluster gives an energetic “afterlife” to Chinese 
calligraphy, whose cross-cultural travel implies a slow but eventful process of 
universalization which steadily turns it into an indisputable member in the realm of 
world art. In this process, with the emergence of a richer lexical pool of English to 
engage with Chinese calligraphy, the currently “repressed” themes are expected to be 
gradually brought into the limelight. As the Chinese and English discourses further 
fuse, an (increasingly) authentic and comprehensive representation of Chinese 
calligraphy will be ultimately realized via the English language. Meanwhile, the 
discourses further vitalize the English language by making a once localized culture 
available in the currently most widely used language. As a result, English-speaking 
readers, instead of being further puzzled by the English expressions which seem 
strange as a means of representing Chinese calligraphy, would find the English texts 
increasingly readable.   
6.2.3.1 A universal gesture  
As more and more translators began to reconstruct Chinese calligraphy by discussing 
it in English either academically or otherwise, a plethora of foreignized expressions 
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began to be absorbed by the English language, and this is an unending process. In 
China, the transformative aesthetics throughout history indicates that any static 
aesthetic tradition will be doomed to vanish. In fact, the increasing momentum in the 
use of English to express Chinese calligraphy is, in its own right, a strong response to 
currently dominant Western culture. This response entails an attempt to modernize 
Chinese calligraphy through dialogue with the Anglo-American world on an equal 
footing, whether forced or voluntary. Gradually, Chinese calligraphy, which was 
originally one of the remotest Oriental traditions for Anglo-American readers, 
unfolds its complexities and subtleties through the medium of English. In other 
words, while the capacity of the English language has been enlarged, Chinese 
calligraphy has also been changed from being a strictly culture-bound tradition to 
being universally understandable, despite the fact that the elements of universality is 
not prominent at present.  
The lesson we learn from these culturally translated texts is that the path to 
universality, far from being a quest for cultural uniformity, always involves a 
negotiation between the deep-rooted local traditions and the new requirements 
dictated by an increasingly active inter-cultural exchange in this interdependent 
“global village”. In addition, an examination of the English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy, as this thesis mainly aims at, will build firm ground for the engagement 
of Chinese calligraphy with dominant world culture. 
My explorations of universality in Chinese calligraphy may complicate, if not refute, 
the common impression that universality is like modernity, which is “either a 
conscious rejection or an unintended departure from tradition” (Tu 1996: 30), and 
thus this study may deal with modern-day ink creations allegedly inspired by the old 
traditions of Chinese calligraphy. However, it should be made clear that the entire 
discussion in this thesis centers on Chinese calligraphy in its traditional sense. In fact, 
so-called “modern calligraphy” is a radically new form of art rather than what we 
usually understand as Chinese calligraphy. It is the translations of the cultural ethos 
emitted by classical Chinese treatises that evince a kind of modernization and the 
subsequent universalization. As Tu Weiming (1996: 31) notes, “tradition shapes the 
modernization process and, in a substantial way, defines the meaning of being 
modern.”  
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There was a broad recognition that traditional cultural knowledge was lost in the face 
of Western colonization and globalization (Moore 1997: 66). However, I argue that 
colonization and globalization have become an indelible part of tradition, just as 
foreign cultures (from Chinese perspective), such as Buddhism, Islamism and 
Christianity, have become part of modern Chinese culture (see Tu 2004: 7). The 
traditional culture of Chinese calligraphy has not been lost in the face of linguistic 
colonization and globalization partially due to the dominance of the English 
language, but enhanced and advocated by this process, which, paradoxically, has 
reinforced English-speaking readers’ understanding of Chinese calligraphy. One 
reason is that, despite a sporadic enthusiasm for learning and practicing traditional 
culture, present-day China may not be the only ideal place where this grand tradition 
can be preserved, as Ke Xiaogang (2015) observes: 
Today, under the multiple influences of the systems in education, market 
economy, museum and exhibition, calligraphy has been pitifully divorced 
from daily life. Not only has it divorced from the daily life of the educated 
mass, but of men of letters, even of modern calligraphers. As some key 
functions of calligraphy have lost, calligraphy has been reduced to a 
professional art only.  
Against this backdrop, one may ask whether new opportunities have arisen to allow 
Chinese calligraphic culture to be preserved and developed in a world where 
“multi-modernism, globalization and localization are undergoing a complicated 
interaction” (Tu 2004: 11). Here is one answer: the act of translating Chinese 
calligraphic culture into English is tantamount to endowing Chinese calligraphy with 
a new lease of life. Since the English discourses already comprise nearly all the 
necessary aspects of Chinese calligraphy, albeit disproportionately, translation links 
the Oriental to the Occidental, and the traditional to the modern. However, these 
translations can be easily tinged with volatile and unintended cultural implications, 
and thus this “alternative life” tends to somewhat deconstruct Chinese calligraphy 
with the discursive power of the English language. However, this largely invisible 
process simultaneously constitutes an avenue to partial universality. According to Tu 
Weiming (1994: 13), the third symbolic universe of “Cultural China” consists in 
individuals, such as scholars, teachers and writers, who try to understand China 
intellectually and bring their conceptions of China to their own linguistic 
communities. He further adds that for the last four decades, the international 
discourse on “Cultural China” has unquestionably been shaped by the third symbolic 
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universe more than the first two combined68 (ibid). If we ask what translation means 
for Chinese calligraphy, we might understand this better as a site of discursive 
stability, from which it becomes possible to vary, or which provides for 
experimentation with another discursive pattern, rather than simply a kind of 
perennially culture-bound, conservative, and relatively closed denial of cross-cultural 
variation (Clark 2013: 21). Especially when translators seek to tackle cultural 
untranslatability, the translations they produce potentially brew new ideas.  
6.2.3.2 Universality against local traditions  
The English translation of Chinese calligraphic culture implies that a negotiated 
translation may not necessarily reflect the foreign other in its fullest scope, but push 
a “refracted” foreignness on its way to partial universality. In the meantime, Chinese 
calligraphic culture articulated in English may not necessarily be in conflict with its 
“authentic” Chinese counterpart. It suggests that translation can enhance rather than 
weaken Chineseness.  
To tap into its traditional spiritual and cultural resources for modern and universal 
transformation, concerted efforts have been made by many translators to inscribe 
calligraphic aesthetics in contemporary discourse, and to transform Chinese 
calligraphy into forms of modern representation without losing sight of its distinctive 
cultural identity. Without the indefatigable commitment to translation, the fear of 
Chinese calligraphy being stereotyped in the Anglo-American world might already 
have become a reality. The existing translations, mainly discussed in Chapter 3, 4 
and 5, prove that Chinese calligraphic culture is elastic and inclusive, which allows 
for new connections to be found with the English language and Anglo-American 
culture at large.  
The mutually exclusive dichotomization of tradition and modernity is no longer 
workable (Tu 2008: 92). The hypothesis that translation of a culturally incompatible 
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  68 According to Tu Weiming (1994: 12), the first symbolic universe of “Cultural 
China” consists of mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore –– that is, 
the societies populated predominantly by cultural and ethnic Chinese. The second 
consists of Chinese communities throughout the world, including a politically 
significant minority in Malaysia and a numerically negligible minority in the US. 
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other inevitably leads to the transmission of authentic cultural flavor needs to be 
substantially revised. Besides the constructivist aspects of culture, it is important to 
bear in mind that culture cannot but be plural, changing and thus adaptable (Clifford 
& Marcus 1986; cited from Dervin & Regis 2015: 3). In the case of Chinese 
calligraphy, local traditions have never ceased to participate in modernity and 
universality. One example is that in modern times, many scholars still try to annotate 
classical calligraphic treatises. It suggests that the source culture and the source text 
are also open to interpretation. And it also partly reveals why we need the 
Anglo-American world to engage with Chinese calligraphy in our times, and such 
cross-cultural engagement is a kind of integration of the local into the universal. 
Thus, translating Chinese calligraphic culture represents a simultaneous process of 
globalization and localization in which both the local culture and its universal 
revitalization can be enhanced.  
6.2.3.3 Response to the modern West 
The defining characteristics of Chinese calligraphy and its modern adaptability in an 
Anglo-American context imply that there is a mixture of tradition with modernity. 
How does the tradition of Chinese calligraphy, in brief, cultural contents and daily 
practice, continue to impede, facilitate, and guide the cross-cultural understanding of 
the English translations, and in the process, how has Chinese calligraphy been 
rejected, revitalized, and restructured? The cross-cultural travels of calligraphic 
concepts show their modern adaptability. As Michael Sullivan (1989: cover) 
contends:  
The meeting of Eastern and Western art is always more than a synthesis; it 
offers creative possibilities for interaction between East and West, a process 
in which the great civilizations preserve their own character while stimulating 
and enriching each other. Rather it has significantly enlarged the vision of 
artists and sometimes of their public as well.  
To Tylor, “culture is learned and shared, but it is also variable, plastic, value-laden, 
superpersonal, and anonymous” (see Moore 1997: 66). This is particularly true for a 
foreign culture such as Chinese calligraphy in the Anglo-American context. 
English-speaking readers do need to immerse themselves in this tightly woven 
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discursive cluster to acquire69, rather than simply to learn, the culture of Chinese 
calligraphy. In addition, since the discursive cluster has been promulgated by a 
variety of translators, it indeed becomes “superpersonal” and “anonymous”. This 
constitutes a “specific compositional practice by which different writers sought 
solutions to the various problems and issues” that has come to be understood as the 
primary concern of cross-cultural confrontation (Yao 2002: 7), and it also inaugurates 
the practice of collaborative translation so commonly known today.  
While cultural exchange on a global scale is gathering momentum, Chinese 
calligraphy should by no means be confined to China or Asia. In order to preserve its 
grandest cultural heritage, Chinese calligraphy must enter into dialogue with the 
Anglo-American world. Tu (2004: 12) even contends that “any Chinese culture, if 
cannot be told in English, is tantamount to acknowledging that this particular culture 
cannot become an irremovable part of human civilization”. As for the effects of 
translation, Tu holds that “although some core values may diminish due to the 
inability of English, some new possibilities may be opened up” (ibid). To interpret 
Chinese calligraphy from another cultural perspective and experience, however, can 
indeed stimulate the production of new accounts of the world cultural landscape.  
The interpretation of Fu Shan by Bai Qianshen, and of Mi Fu by Lothar Ledderose 
(both in English), were based on approaches to Western art. The approach of 
contextualization was not prominent in Chinese tradition, but it has influenced the 
Chinese academia in calligraphy studies, especially when Bai’s work has been (back) 
translated into Chinese and caused a sensation in Chinese academic circles. In order 
to have a shared vision of the different forms of art, we must modify and expand 
those that originated in either China or the West gained from translation. In the long 
run, the Chinese and Anglo-American academia are expected to draw more from 
each other, and the result will be a cosmopolitan web in which Westerners could have 
more empathy with Chinese calligraphy. Two other examples are John Stevens’ 
Sacred Calligraphy of the East (1995) and Albertine Gaur’s A History of Calligraphy 
(1994). By placing Chinese calligraphy on an equal footing with Tibetan, Siddham, 
Arabic and Western calligraphy, these two books have pushed Chinese calligraphy a 
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  69 “The acquisition of Chinese calligraphic culture” involves different levels of 
foreign knowledge, and fieldwork-like cultural immersion. This chapter exactly 
explores this dimension.  
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step further into the realm of world art, and one natural result is that Chinese 
calligraphy can be understood in comparison with its counterparts in other places, 
hence allowing for a better cross-cultural perception. As early as ten years ago, Bai 
(2008: 454) noted that several American-based websites (all in English) had been 
devoted to Chinese calligraphy.   
These interpretations leave open the possibility that a foreign culture that has been 
accommodated in English may shed some light on the challenge of the modern West 
(Tu 1996: 21). One significant aspect is that English discourses on Chinese 
calligraphy articulate an “intuitive enlightenment”, which is essential to 
understanding the world, and even indispensable to scientific research (Ge 1986: 
148). The ethos of Chinese calligraphy breaks the dichotomy between humans and 
nature, intuitively grasping the intricate relations among various phenomena of the 
world, hence giving new contours to old questions. This means that what is 
traditional in one culture may become modern in another. The existing translations of 
Chinese calligraphy provide future translators with both new forms of expression and 
strategies for reinventing English, which has always been viewed with suspicion for 
its lack of better words to precisely express Chinese calligraphy. Qi, for example, is 
one of the conceptual terms that has often been vaguely and disputably expressed in 
English. 
At initial stages, the Anglo-American world did have some difficulty in 
accommodating the concepts of Chinese calligraphy, but as continued translation 
gathered momentum, especially when the discursive cluster has largely taken shape, 
a variety of indigenous Chinese resources can potentially be mobilized and then 
understood to respond to the modern concerns of the West. The structures and 
cultural associations that emerged therefore, appear significantly different from those 
in the West. It seems that the ongoing process of cross-cultural engagement has 
sustained the dynamism of Chinese calligraphy, although what Anglo-American 
readers have read is not the Chinese calligraphy in terms of its all-round authenticity, 
especially the source language authenticity. This means that we are more aware of 
how a particular culture can be varied, robust and sustainable when it transcends its 
local boundaries to interact with a vastly different cultural landscape where 
inevitable innovation constantly emerges.  
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When Chinese calligraphy is forced a substantive confrontation with the English 
language and Anglo-American context through translation, we are reminded that 
“how impoverished a fidelity-based model of translation can be” (Bush 2005: 190). 
We need to reconsider translation as not just a linguistic operation to be evaluated in 
terms of accuracy or lack thereof, but a cultural activity whose motives, effects, and 
importance to, for example, the aesthetics and concepts of calligraphy might be as 
great as those of the works we call original (see ibid). This echoes my justification 
for regarding all the authors of these English discourses as (cultural) translators in 
the opening paragraphs of Chapter 2. The potential concern of Chinese calligraphy 
over the modern West, in some way, provides Anglo-American readers with another 
means to understand Chinese calligraphy.  
 
6.3 Attitudes Towards Foreignness  
From bicultural to intercultural competency, translators gradually become able to 
produce instinctive and unaffected translations. However, the discussion above is all 
about cultural competency, which does not exclude the possibility of translators’ 
cultural indifference. Attitudes towards foreignness may significantly influence 
resultant translations (see Sun 2014), and “emotional empathy is an effective strategy 
to combat cultural indifference” (ibid: 285), which can be best proved by the 
translation of calligraphic descriptions (see Chapter 4). In Chapter 2, I elaborated the 
reconstruction of Chinese calligraphic culture in English, and in such a process, the 
“selection of what to translate is already a clear indication of their attitudes” (Sun 
2014: 279). That is to say, previous chapters provide some traces and facts for further 
theoretical elaboration and abstraction, which is the aim of this section.  
6.3.1 Anthropological approach  
In Section 4.3.2.2, I argued that translators of Chinese calligraphic culture play the 
role of anthropologists who are obliged to write about this “foreign culture” in a way 
that they see proper. In fact, a kind of anthropological way of discovering, depicting, 
and interpreting Chinese calligraphy are explicit in the discursive cluster.   
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Anthropology, especially cultural anthropology whose (one) aim is to write about an 
alien culture in a language that is well commanded by the researcher, is enlightening 
for the study of cross-cultural attitudes. Zhang Longxi argues that “the beauty of real 
difference or the aesthetic of the Other cannot be truly appreciated unless various 
misconceptions are exposed” (1988: 130). However, prior knowledge may enhance 
these misconceptions. In the face of foreignness, anthropological approach advocates 
a sufficiently long period of cultural immersion. In fact, what the discursive cluster 
partly reveals is an anthropological method. Besides, the idea of “discursive cluster” 
also suggests that cultural immersion can be made possible with the help of the 
cluster.  
6.3.1.1 Translation and anthropology 
Before I proceed to explain the anthropological approach, it is necessary to review 
the relationship between translation and anthropology first.  
Chinese calligraphy is so alien to the Anglo-American mass that it can be regarded as 
a “cultural tribe” to be studied by anthropologists. Meanwhile, anthropology is 
closely relevant to translation (see Chambers 2006: 1-19). Rubel and Rosman (2003: 
1-24) give a useful overview of past translation concerns in anthropology. One key 
issue is that anthropologists play the role of translators of cultures. They are always 
dependent on translation as a textual practice. Questions of intelligibility are central 
to both Translation Studies and anthropological writing (Sturge 2007: i). Besides, 
anthropology offers a unique perspective by constantly comparing the customs of 
one society with those of others (Kottak 2015: 3), and also, the contextual 
components of translation are part and parcel of many traditional concerns of 
anthropologists (Tihanyi 2004: 739).  
The so-called “New Anthropologists”, such as James Clifford, Talal Asad, and Mary 
Louise Pratt, have sought to define anthropology as a textualized construction 
(Chambers 2006: 2). Asad (1986: 141-164) argues that the metaphor of translation is 
often employed by anthropologists to elucidate their role. They remind us that most 
anthropologists have to learn another language in order to interact with the people 
with whom they live during their fieldwork. They then face the difficulty of 
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translating a different language into their own, often having to explain concepts for 
which their language has no equivalent (Chambers 2006: 3). This is exactly the 
situation faced by the translators of Chinese calligraphic culture. However, some 
word-for-word translations do exist, which are quotations from classical calligraphic 
treatises. Such translation requires commentary and contextualization; otherwise 
readers can hardly understand. That is why in most English books on Chinese 
calligraphy, translations of excerpted sentences, passages and terms from classical 
treatises are only inserted in the author’s writings as quotations, which are explained 
meticulously in the author’s own words. It is the translator who has to decide on the 
amount of background information needed to make sense of the translated quotations. 
Therefore, the discursive cluster, from the perspective of an anthropologist, provides 
a rich cultural context and a self-sustainable framework that translations in 
traditional sense typically fail to do.  
Those who write about Chinese calligraphy in English resembles closely 
anthropologists who have frequently focused on the arts and artistic traditions of the 
societies they study. Cultural anthropology and linguistic anthropology in particular 
bring a comparative perspective to forms of creative expression, including language, 
art, narratives, music and dance, viewed in their social and cultural context (Kottak 
2015: 11). Westerners who finally become sinologists in Chinese calligraphy may, at 
the beginning, experience culture shock –– a creepy and profound feeling of 
alienation. But as their “foreign knowledge” increases, they understand more, and 
eventually grow accustomed to, and accept as normal and familiar, cultural patterns 
that fade to the edge of their consciousness (see Kottak 2015: 41). As early as 1958, 
Arthur Waley wrote the following paragraph to introduce Chinese painting to the 
Anglo-American world: 
He (the ideal writer) must possess both the means and the leisure for 
extensive travel and prolonged residence in the East; he will require, if after 
successive rebuffs he is at last to get sight of closely guarded treasures, a 
certain degree of aplomb and social persistency. It is essential that he should 
be a person in whose life art plays an important part; otherwise, however 
great his scholarship, it will be impossible for him to sift to any intelligent 
purpose the vast mass of documentary material at his disposal. Finally, he 
must be able to write. (1958: 8)  
Waley’s remarks suggest that a qualified translator of Chinese art should have 
sufficient immersion in the Chinese art tradition. A case in point is Berthold Laufer, a 
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sinologist-anthropologist, who came to China to do fieldwork. Although he does not 
specialize in Chinese calligraphy or painting, his method of work is enlightening. 
Similarly, in Ch’en’s book Chinese Calligraphers and Their Art, all the illustrations 
of calligraphic works were collected in Taiwan by the author himself (1966: ix). This 
book was published in 1966, before which foreign scholars could not enter China’s 
mainland freely, so Ch’en went to Taiwan to obtain first-hand information. Ch’en’s 
role as participant-observer is also made evident by paratexts throughout his book, 
which proves that he has experienced some kind of cultural acquisition, partly by 
systematically studying classical treatises on calligraphy. 
6.3.1.2 Fieldwork-like cultural immersion  
With some exceptions, most texts in the discursive cluster are faithful to the 
translators’ acquisition of calligraphic culture by way of immersion — living a 
cultural life that the Chinese lived in the past. This is achieved by “living” with 
Chinese calligraphy for a long period of time, including reading classical treatises, 
experimenting with calligraphy practice, and learning Chinese traditional culture, etc. 
The writer-translators thus internalize the calligraphic culture. Some use the Chinese 
cultural system to define their writings, express ideas, and make judgments. They are 
expected to discard their prior knowledge and experience the very Chinese ways of 
thinking about calligraphy, and are also exposed to Chinese theories of calligraphy. 
This resembles the use of fieldwork in anthropology. Such “fieldwork”, driven by an 
empathy with Chinese calligraphy, gives rise to audacious translations. In this respect, 
the authors who write about Chinese calligraphy are nothing less than translators.  
Since they are regarded as translators, at least three types of translations are present. 
The first is translation in traditional sense: word for word, sense for sense, and 
sentence for sentence. Falling into this category are Sun Dayu (1935)’s translation of 
“Shupu” (see Appendix 2), Chang Ch’ung-ho and Hans H. Frankel (1995)’s 
translation of “Shupu” and “Xu shupu”, Barnhart (1964)’s translation of “Bizhen Tu”, 
and many other abridged translations of calligraphic treatises (authored by Sun 
Guoting, Zhao Mengfu, Chiang Chi, Ts’ai Yung, Han Yu and Wang Xizhi) by T. C. 
Lai (1973: 245-246), and Sewall Oertling (1997: 65-94). The second type is “thick 
translation”, with many explanatory notes for given paragraphs selected from 
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calligraphic treatises, such as Driscoll and Toda’s Chinese Calligraphy (1964), in 
which many abridged translations of calligraphic treatises are surrounded by 
meticulous explanations. In fact, the concept of “thick translation” is derived from 
anthropology. It is Kwame Anthony Appiah’s adaptation of the term “thick 
description” (1993), which is proposed by Clifford Geertz, an anthropologist, in the 
opening essay of The Interpretation of Cultures (1973). The third type is “free”, 
creative, or the so-called cultural translation, to which most part of the discursive 
cluster belongs. “Free” here does not mean “sense for sense” as opposed to “word for 
word”, but points to a much liberated and unrestrained stance. The source texts for 
these translations are not immediately visible and determinable, and the organizing 
principles are transformed in favor of target readers. However, the central feature is 
that the English texts are consonant with Chinese calligraphic culture in terms of 
ideas and contents. “Free” translation is the task of the 
writer-anthropologist-translators, and “is presented as the easy, yet also somehow 
authentic version that offers access to foreign otherness” (Sturge 2007: 27). Such 
translations, in a re-contextualizing style, is a categorical denial of the idea that what 
the anthropologist see can simply be repeated directly in English. In this respect, Bai 
Qianshen and Lothar Ledderose, etc., are anthropologist-translators who go deep into 
calligraphy, and present in English largely undistorted calligraphic concepts.  
In sum, the translators have translated a Chinese aesthetic, after internalizing its 
cultural tradition. This process guarantees that their writings sidestep direct cultural 
confrontation. In a similar vein, readers, through a constant process of shaping their 
understandings, begin to acquire Chinese calligraphic culture in a way that resembles 
children’s acquisition of their native culture. In other words, fieldwork-like cultural 
immersion guides writer-translators’ perception of Chinese calligraphy throughout 
their anthropological writing (i.e. mostly cultural translation). In turn, the resultant 
English texts serve as a site where readers immerse themselves. That is to say, 
cultural immersion minimizes the hindrance of prior knowledge to cross-cultural 
understanding.   
This approach to translation enables an “outsider” to acquire the third-level foreign 
knowledge –– a process of simplicity evolving towards ever greater complexity. 
Theoretically, this strategy minimizes the projection of prior knowledge on 
foreignness, as anthropologist-translators can gradually learn and internalize the 
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foreign.  
6.3.2 The zhihui approach 
6.3.2.1 An approach inspired by traditional Chinese thinking 
In Chapter 2, I argued that one strategy having been used by translators is “recourse 
to pictures”. I then revealed that many English words, being chosen to translate 
concepts of Chinese calligraphy, failed to express the cultural meanings of the 
original. For example, the subtleties of the descriptions xiongqiang??, xiongjian
??, xiongwei??, xiongyi??, and xiongmei?? are barely adequately brought 
out (see Chapter 4). To appreciate the cultural meanings of such expressions, and 
experience the differences between the five in calligraphic works, both the translator 
and the reader need a sensitive heart in addition to adequate immersion in Chinese 
calligraphic culture. This partly explains why many terms and descriptions find a 
variety of different translations. Such an argument is tantamount to claiming that if 
we cover realities with language, there will be many unmatched blind spots. As for 
this, Hermans’ remark is of particular relevance:    
Language does not give us access to the essence of things. We can never 
know whether or not our formulae have wrapped themselves ‘correctly’ 
around phenomena. All we can say is that certain vocabularies allow us to 
handle certain aspects of the world more or less effectively, and effectiveness 
depends on purpose. In Rorty’s words: ‘the fact that Newton’s vocabulary lets 
us predict the world more easily than Aristotle’s does not mean that the world 
speaks Newtonian’ (Rorty 1989: 6) (Hermans 2003: 385). 
However, we should not be daunted and frustrated by such a discouraging view, just 
like scientists would not stop their exploration of nature. As noted earlier, 
anthropological approach stresses the importance of cultural immersion, but cultural 
immersion alone is not enough, because an outsider’s immersion in foreignness may 
lead to cultural adulteration. While fusion of horizons is cross-culturally inevitable 
and often induces positive change, cultural adulteration is full of risks since the 
extent of adulteration is difficult to gauge, and it potentially cancels the authenticity 
and credibility of the foreign, especially when the negative effects of prior 
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knowledge are acknowledged. Therefore, anthropological approach is not sufficient 
to serve as the last brick on the architecture of the translation of Chinese calligraphic 
culture.  
In order to cultivate a sensitive heart, especially sensitive to the subtleties of the 
foreign, the translator needs both the accumulation of foreign knowledge and the 
deduction of prior knowledge. This attitude is of significance in appreciating Chinese 
calligraphy. From the perspective of a translator or an English-speaking reader, both 
approaches above to Chinese calligraphy seem to lack subtlety, since it is difficult to 
gauge the state of mind of a translator or a reader, who may be susceptible to 
constant distraction in a real-life situation. After all, texts on Chinese calligraphy, 
either in Chinese or in English, to most people, are not as attractive as best-sellers. In 
order to better theorize the translation of Chinese calligraphic culture, it is necessary 
to emphasize the subtleties of calligraphic discourses. And one idea from traditional 
Chinese thinking –– zhihui –– can be enlightening in this regard.  
6.3.2.2 A cleansed mind  
Chinese calligraphic culture advocates that “all skills and arrangements are out of the 
calligrapher’s heart”70 (Jao 2012: 126). How do we make sense of a foreign other, 
the empathy for which requires a sensitive, delicate and responsive heart? A newborn 
baby is what we can learn from. Kottak (2015: 13) holds that children learn a 
particular set of traditions and customs, transmitted through learning, that form and 
guide people’s beliefs and behavior, through a process called enculturation. 
Traditional Chinese classics also contain the idea of learning from newborn babies. 
From a Taoist point of view, a baby is a “transparent” existence, not yet 
“contaminated” by moral and cultural systems. In this respect, a baby’s reaction to 
the outside world sheds some light on the cleansing of mind.  
As is widely believed, one’s constitution of knowledge is subject to a certain set of 
socio-cultural norms. A baby’s knowledge and values are acquired from a specific 
socio-cultural environment full of tacit norms. However, a baby’s growth to 
adulthood is irreversible. Does it mean that we cannot “reverse” the process so as to 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
70 The translation is mine. The original text is ??????. 
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cleanse the mind so that we can face a foreign culture without the prejudice brought 
about by our prior knowledge? Still, the Taoist idea of zhihui helps deconstruct 
stereotypical cognition of a foreign other. 
This idea of zhihui, derived from Chinese Taoism, can be interpreted as an attitude 
towards understanding the unknown. Unlike the former two approaches, zhihui 
emphasizes restoration of a baby-like pure heart before one tries to understand 
foreignness. The strength of this approach is its fundamental emphasis on a person’s 
state of mind, which corresponds to the state of mind needed to appreciate a foreign 
culture (i.e. Chinese calligraphy) and its relevant texts. Since Chinese calligraphy is a 
cultural system charged with meanings of emotions, the zhihui idea can be deployed 
to address relevant cross-cultural issues.  
Taoist holders believe that Truth is often covered up by all kinds of things. To reveal 
it, one needs to engage in self-cultivation and eliminate the unnecessary things 
acquired in life. By extension, the very truth of the foreign other is often obscured, to 
varying degrees, by all kinds of prior knowledge, including prejudices and 
stereotypes, which are expected to be cleansed by Taoist self-cultivation. It seems 
that the zhihui approach asks the translator to lose the self when experiencing the 
foreignness in preparation for translation of it. However, Sun Yifeng presents a 
different view by saying that “[m]aking sense of the other is not at the cost of losing 
oneself for emotional empathy is not necessarily at odds with self-awareness and on 
the contrary, it may indeed foster or strengthen the latter” (2014: 285). True, seeking 
to get rid of prior knowledge may counterproductively bring out self-awareness –– 
one’s own cultural identity, which is inseparable from prior knowledge. But such a 
kind of self-awareness, being enhanced and re-discovered against foreignness, is 
different from prior knowledge in the first place. Self-awareness gained after cultural 
immersion entitles the translator a more cross-culturally sensitive heart, with which 
the borderline between the self and the other is not rigid and stiff any more in 
translation. As a result, intercultural competency, as opposed to cross-cultural one, 
takes shape. In this respect, the zhihui idea offers an alternative approach to 
foreignness with its emphasis on an unbiased, uncontaminated and transparent mind, 
and it also complements the anthropological approach.  
In order to better present this idea, an analysis of the original meanings of the two 
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Chinese characters is necessary. In fact, many Chinese words can be split into 
separate parts, each having a particular meaning (e.g. Xu 1981). First of all, it is 
necessary to examine how the ancient Chinese view “wisdom”. The Chinese word 
often used to match “wisdom” is?? (zhi and hui, literally mean “to know” and “to 
be wise” respectively). The first character? contains two parts: ? (know) and ? 
(the sun), meaning “to know the sun”, which is extended to mean “to know the 
objective truth”. However, if some absolutely objective truth does exist, are we really 
able to know it in an objective way? How can we observe the world the way as it is? 
This question involves “how to be wise” –– ? –– the second character in the word 
zhihui. ? is composed of ? and ?, literally meaning two brooms cleaning the 
heart. Only when the heart is cleansed can one empathetically experience the 
emotive words used to describe foreignness (i.e. Chinese calligraphy) (see Section 
4.3.2 in Chapter 4). Taken as a whole, the word ?? implies that one can see things 
more clearly when the heart is swept clean, hence there is less prejudice and more 
truth, and the result is an accurate, empathetic, and even telepathic understanding of 
the other. In other words, the line between the self and the other disappears, and 
Truth reveals itself. For Taoism, in the process of self-cultivation, there is a 
reductionist movement towards getting rid of all the things that block out the truth71. 
Therefore, the zhihui approach calls for non-interventionism which appears to leave 
one’s own prior knowledge inactive, untouched and untapped. In Beck’s words, it is 
“a nonintervention agreement between cultures” (2004: 436).  
However, it should be noted that cross-cultural attitudes differ from person to person. 
In Nietzsche’s view, for example, the best Roman writers showed no respect for the 
foreignness of the other (i.e. Greek) culture. Besides, Nietzsche also emerged as a 
vigorous proponent of the translation strategy that is nowadays called “domestication” 
(cited from Large 2012: 61). I have to say, though I refrain from making judgement, 
that such a cross-cultural attitude is harmful to the conveyance of foreignness in its 
maximum authenticity, especially from the perspectives of anthropology and the 
zhihui. In fact, the discursive cluster (Appendix 1) contains no such texts. All the 
translators, as evidenced by my study in the previous chapters, are driven by either 
anthropological or the zhihui approaches. They themselves may not be aware of the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
71 This is best presented by the Chinese idea of “????, ????”.  
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philosophy underlying their translations. It is I who extract and connect such 
theoretical thought. In short, the zhihui approach starts from engaging with the mind 
of the translators and target readers, and ends at a pursuit of full and undistorted 
understanding of foreign otherness. Ideal as it looks, it gives a clue to the direction of 
theorization, to attain the ultimate goal of cross-cultural understanding.  
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
 
7.1 Observations on Chinese Calligraphic Culture in Translation  
7.1.1 The value of Chinese calligraphy in translation 
Calligraphy is revered as embodying the cultural and aesthetic values in traditional 
China, and holds first place among Chinese arts. Significantly, the study of it can 
provide insights into the Chinese culture. And therefore, Chinese calligraphy serves 
as an ideal gateway to study (traditional) China. In the past several decades, many 
English texts appeared as a record of sinologists’ responses to it. My study serves as 
the first systematic attempt at laying bare the translational nature of these discourses, 
and examining the translation phenomena.  
Chinese calligraphy in translation can be regarded as cross-culturally re-organizing a 
Chinese cultural universe in a non-Chinese context. However, it does not mean 
pluralism in relativism against a global context, but cultural interaction, reflection, 
infusion, and creation, which implies a cross-cultural dialogue based on harmony 
despite difference72. A kind of tension, mutual criticism and reciprocal construction 
prevail between the Chinese and English languages, calligraphic culture and 
Anglo-American context, and the ancient and the modern.  
In studying the translation of Chinese calligraphic culture, while I do not subscribe to 
the belief that there is absolute authenticity about Chinese calligraphy represented in 
English, I pursue the ideal that understanding Chinese calligraphy in its fullest scope 
can deepen readers’ cross-cultural sensitivities, and hence misunderstandings can be 
minimized. This thesis has questioned some misconceptions about Chinese 
calligraphy caused by readers’ knowledge of, and attitude towards, this foreign other, 
and by the cultural dilution in translation. In Chapter 3, 4 and 5, my central stance is 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
72 The concept in Chinese is????.  
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to seek to restore the cultural other as the truly other, that is, “the other in its own 
otherness” (Zhang 1988: 125).  
7.1.2 Research findings  
This thesis breaks textual manifestations of Chinese calligraphy into three parts –– 
terms, descriptions and metaphors. From each part, a focused domain can be derived. 
The relation between the three parts is progressive, from specific to general, from 
obvious to hidden; the three parts constitute a relatively comprehensive textual 
representation of Chinese calligraphy. Such a way of breakdown serves as a response 
to the previous studies which are generally unsystematic, and also as a reference for 
future scholars to borrow and improve.  
For the translation of calligraphic terms, due to cultural specificity and limited space 
for re-contextualization, all-round “perfect” translations are simply non-existent. In 
this regard, the study of these translations from the perspective of cultural 
embodiment, especially etymological correctness, implies an endless debate. It 
indicates that the rejoice at repeated proof of untranslatability by exposing the 
inadequacies of the existing translations is a dead end, especially in the era of 
increasing intensity of cross-cultural interaction. As Yu puts it, it is idle “to 
emphasize the incompatibility of any two languages, least of all Chinese and English 
which are or once were so radically different” (2007: 182). Rather, my study reveals 
how “repeated use” and “popularity” of certain translations can be determining 
factors. I did justice to some existing translations by prioritizing the effect of 
cross-cultural understanding, since these translations as new “signifies” have been 
re-contextualized and increasingly gained more meanings of the “signifieds”. In this 
sense, (future) translators can just adopt the widely accepted translations and do not 
need to care too much about the loss of literal and etymological meanings of the 
original. This perspective shifts the focal point from wholesale faithfulness to 
re-constructed and restored relations between signifieds and signifiers.  
For calligraphic descriptions, they mostly embody the cultural, aesthetic and 
emotional elements in Chinese calligraphy. Their translations are complicated in that 
such rich messages are difficult to be cross-culturally and simultaneously conveyed. 
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Therefore, cultural translations unrestricted to source text are rampant. That is to say, 
we never fail to find calligraphic descriptions in the English discourses though, they 
are not translated from supposed and readily visible Chinese counterparts. Rather, 
they are mostly cultural translations loosely corresponding to some Chinese 
descriptions. However, the cultural, aesthetic and emotional meanings of calligraphic 
descriptions are given different emphases in texts for exhibition, introduction, and 
academic and professional purposes. Generally speaking, texts for exhibitions 
contain few descriptions that are culturally and aesthetically indicative. Academic 
monographs and direct translations of classical calligraphic treatises pay more 
attention to displaying the cultural contents embedded in calligraphic descriptions. 
Besides, the translation effects diverge from bringing out literal meanings to 
revealing cultural meanings. In other words, a progressive advancement from 
translating text to translating culture is seen. While some translations approximate 
cultural authenticity, others diminish the embedded cultural, aesthetic, and emotional 
elements. My study transcends a superficial understanding of calligraphic 
descriptions, and seeks an interactive, associative and intertextual way of meaning 
creation in English.  
Calligraphic metaphors involve a broader range of Chinese culture. They entail 
traditional Chinese worldviews and the correlative thinking pattern, which are largely 
unfamiliar to Anglo-American readers. Not only do these metaphors go beyond 
calligraphic descriptions as a special way of appreciating, evaluating and 
understanding Chinese calligraphy, but also present a difficulty with regard to 
cross-cultural readability. Generally speaking, images in Western aesthetics only 
suggest images themselves, be they abstract or concrete. In contrast, Chinese 
aesthetics exemplified by calligraphy refers to the extraction of images from natural 
vitality which echoes one’s inner feelings. That is why Chinese calligraphy can 
function as a way of self-cultivation. In order to enable Anglo-American readers to 
understand and appreciate the omnipresence of metaphors in calligraphy-related texts, 
it is necessary to spell out the above-mentioned cultural features. I pioneered to 
classify calligraphic metaphors into five categories on the basis of the types of 
images, namely, they are nature, battle, human body, human movement, and music 
metaphors, all of which can be further re-integrated into the Chinese perception of 
nature –– the only source that lays a foundation for the emergence and omnipresence 
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of calligraphic metaphors in classical calligraphic treatises. Such an analysis points a 
way as to how these metaphors have been re-contextualized in English. I argue that 
some translations revitalize the dead metaphors in Chinese, because they are able to 
lead readers to experience the metaphorical processes. However, many other 
translations exist without sufficient background information (i.e. lack a 
re-contextualizing act), resulting in cross-cultural unreadability, anxiety, confusion, 
and even misunderstanding. However, I also find some make-do metaphors which 
camouflage themselves as if they are cultural translations. In fact, they demonstrate a 
deliberate act of cultural domestication, which serves as a way of enhancing 
readability. As a result, cultural infusion occurs.  
7.1.3 Insights into the translation of Chinese calligraphic culture 
The study of English discourses on Chinese calligraphy reveals a mode of cultural 
translation. While Chapter 2 unveils how the culture of Chinese calligraphy has 
generally been accommodated in English, Chapter 3, 4 and 5 substantiate it with 
details. Chapter 6 reconnects various lines implied in the previous chapters, and 
erects a theoretical framework with regard to conceptualizing foreignness.  
This mode, in brief, is an interactive, flexible and unrestrained act of 
re-contextualizing Chinese calligraphic culture. First, there are translations in 
traditional sense, ranging from complete to selective translations of paragraphs, 
sentences, and even as short as words, from classical calligraphic treatises. Second, 
there are cultural translations that restore Chinese calligraphic culture in a variety of 
reader-friendly ways. Third, there are cultural domestications that help enhance 
readability at the cost of cultural authenticity. Fourth, there are statements of facts as 
a way of narrating an event or story. Fifth, there are pictures that spread across the 
English discourses to visually translate what is left unsaid or unable to be articulately 
said. However, these five aspects are by no means separate. In fact, what I mean by 
“an interactive, flexible and unrestrained re-contextualization” at the beginning of 
this paragraph is exactly a free combination of the five, which is the real scenario of 
the texts listed in Appendix 1. This kind of free combination guarantees that effective 
re-contextualization can be realized by enabling translations of different length or 
units, such as words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs and the whole treatises 
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(including calligraphic terms, descriptions and metaphors), to move across direct 
translation, cultural translation, cultural domestication, and statements of facts. In 
this way, the five elements are thus interactive, flexible and unrestrained in 
participating in cross-cultural meaning-making.  
Although the world has increasingly become interconnected and a great many forms 
of untranslatability have been erased, Chinese calligraphy as a complete cultural 
universe is still relatively inaccessible to the Anglo-American world. That is why, to 
quote Derrida and Venuti (2001: 181), “translation in the strict, traditional, and 
dominant sense of the term encounters an insurmountable limit”. After all, linguistic 
transfer does not guarantee cross-cultural comprehensibility. In response, a 
re-contextualizing process is needed, and one manifestation is the prevalence of 
cultural translation, which is accompanied by direct translation, cultural 
domestication and statements of facts. Although not all these means can be regarded 
as translation in a broad sense, the English discourses on Chinese calligraphy are 
undoubtedly in translational nature, since they convey the meanings of calligraphic 
terms, descriptions and metaphors, as well as the denotations and connotations. They 
aim for the best cross-cultural engagement possible, as they allow a large number of 
words to translate one single Chinese concept. At a macro level, these English 
discourses can make a full restitution of Chinese calligraphic culture.  
At the beginning of this thesis, I mentioned that there are far more cultural 
translations than linguistic translations. I thus suspected that a lack of faithful 
translations of calligraphic classics may harm the study of Chinese calligraphy by 
non-Chinese scholars in the long run. Meanwhile, previous scholars dedicated to 
studying English translation of Chinese calligraphic culture also share the same 
anxiety. However, the study in the previous chapters, especially in Chapter 6, dispels 
such an anxiety, which is only likely to be felt if the research is done in isolation 
from a broader cultural context. That is to say, if we examine the translations of 
calligraphic terms, descriptions and metaphors of and by themselves, we do find 
many cases of inaccuracy and dilution. However, much is compensated for through 
an inter-textualized reading network –– the “discursive cluster”. Furthermore, the 
existing translations over the past several decades have evinced a kind of fusion of 
horizons that contributes to an inter-civilizational exchange.   
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7.2 Theoretical Advancement in Translation  
7.2.1 Chinese calligraphy: the means to an end  
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to derive theories of translation from the 
translational phenomena related to Chinese calligraphy. Apart from the cultural 
significance that Chinese calligraphy bears, another reason that I chose to study this 
topic is that it is a case that presents a kind of seemingly ultimate cultural 
untranslatability. Therefore, I can take it as a case of an unusual foreign other to be 
translated, and thus theories derived from a case as such are potentially more 
enlightening and inclusive. The theoretical framework and considerations that I 
achieved in Chapter 6 are not aimed specifically for Chinese calligraphy, but for 
wider applicability (i.e. foreignness in general). That is to say, Chinese calligraphy is 
the means to an end.  
Indeed, theories on (cross-cultural) translation have already been engaged in by 
many scholars, and of course many are quite insightful. However, I do not want their 
ideas to be imposed on my study in the first place, so I refrained from positioning my 
research in the shoes of any relevant theoretical framework in the beginning. My 
hope is that theories of (cross-cultural) translation can be either enriched or advanced 
in the light of new facts. In other words, my theoretical exploration is fact-driven. 
7.2.2 Contributions to theories of cross-cultural translation 
Questioning the limits of translation is a component of this research. The theoretical 
distillation and construction in Chapter 6 offer a framework that can be taken 
advantage of to perceive, analyze and explain phenomena with regard to translation. 
Chan’s one concern is “how we can enable the articulation of a more neutral, 
in-between position, committed neither wholly to the source text/culture nor the 
target text/culture” (2003: 343). For this, my study can provide an answer. The 
following are my contributions to the debate about translating foreignness –– the 
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central theoretical concern of this thesis.  
My study offers new perspectives for conceptualizing foreignness. Firstly, I call 
attention to the fundamental shift from bicultural competency to intercultural 
competency, breaking free of the self-imposed dichotomy between the self and the 
other, which is increasingly unnecessary and even harmful in this globalized and 
globalizing world. Secondly, as for foreign knowledge that is vital to the 
understanding and translation of foreignness, I propose three levels, which are 
expected to cover one’s perception of foreignness at different stages and with 
different depths. Thirdly, I enrich the meaning of intercultural integration that is a 
key manifestation of intercultural competency. To be specific, I take into 
consideration the cosmopolitan stance, multiple translations for one concept, 
translators with various cultural backgrounds, the backflow of back-translations, and 
the process of self-other mutual cultivation. An integration of perspectives as such 
empowers the explanative ability of the framework. Fourthly, I introduce a 
traditional Chinese zhihui idea to the discussion of cross-cultural attitudes, as a 
supplement to anthropological approach.  
This study provides a theoretical framework which is explicit in the “Table of 
Contents” of Chapter 6. From Chapter 2 to 5, several theoretical ideas loom large but 
are relatively separate. One of the aims in Chapter 6 is to construct a framework to 
accommodate these theoretical implications, and make them stimulate and enrich one 
another. The three components of the framework are bicultural competency, 
intercultural competency and cross-cultural attitudes, all gravitating towards the goal 
of understanding foreignness, without which the name “translation” can hardly be 
merited. Each component is substantiated by relevant aspects. As a result, the 
complexity of translating foreignness is adequately revealed in a new light. A salient 
part of this framework is that I put anthropological and the zhihui approaches under 
the structure of cross-cultural attitudes. While zhihui presages an attitude that is 
metaphysical, anthropological approach brings something operable. In cooperation or 
in tension, both participate in shaping a cross-cultural attitude that never ceases to 
approximate the “authentic” foreign other despite the impossibility of “authenticity” 
in its fullest sense.  
This study proposes and enhances some (new) ideas. First, I argue that translating 
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foreignness requires both cross-cultural and intercultural competency. While the 
former guarantees sufficient knowledge on both cultures, the latter makes possible 
sufficient re-contextualization of the foreignness in a new cultural-linguistic context. 
Second, in translating aesthetics-related foreign other, cultural feelings should not be 
neglected. Translating feelings, which is emotion-evocative, has often been obscured 
by translating culture which is much about statements of facts. Third, cross-cultural 
attitude that is needed to approximate the true foreign can be developed with the 
consideration of zhihui (roughly non-interventionist) and anthropological (largely 
cultural immersion with empathy) approaches. Fourth, foreign knowledge can break 
down into three levels: tangible items, linguistic habits, and foreign context. Such a 
breakdown can empower the explanative mechanism of “foreign knowledge”. After 
all, all translators tend to claim some knowledge of what they are translating, making 
“foreign knowledge” a concept too nebulous to be of descriptive and explanative 
power. Fifth, cultural translation as a special kind of translation blurs the 
long-standing dichotomy between source text and target text, and envisions further 
theorization of translation by taking more dimensions into account. Sixth, in 
translating a culture that is extremely foreign, one often finds it impossible to fully 
bring out the cultural meanings of one single concept. In response, I argue that we 
might as well abandon the pursuit of “perfect” translation at the micro level, but 
strive to achieve foreign authenticity at a macro level by way of re-contextualization 
so that the meanings lost in one place can be regained somewhere else. Seventh, the 
concept of translation should be understood anew in today’s world, as Derrida and 
Venuti (2001: 181) put it, “[w]henever the unity of the word is threatened or put into 
question, it is not only the operation of translation that finds itself compromised; it is 
also the concept, the definition, and the very axiomatics, the idea of translation that 
must be reconsidered”. Last but not least, I hold that Translation Studies needs to 
position itself in a broader academic circle, and engage with other disciplines to raise 
and yield theoretical issues that are of wider interest and applicability. Otherwise, 
Translation Studies may remain a peripheral discipline that is narrow in terms of 
scope and concern, making scholars of other disciplines have nothing to borrow from 
and thus have no interest in it.  
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7.3 Epilogue 
7.3.1 Implications 
Chinese calligraphy, as a cultural universe and an unusual foreign other to the 
Anglo-American world, has proved to be translatable. This compels me to think if 
the culture itself contains something universal. Currently, while various forms of 
meditation and self-cultivation have been practiced by people all over the world, 
Chinese calligraphy also functions as one form. However, I do not mean to ask 
Anglo-American people who want to do meditation to write Chinese words with a 
brush, but the cultural vista that Chinese calligraphy is able to open, to some extent, 
seems universally shared, and this partly makes its translation possible. However, the 
re-contextualizing process is the key.  
For the English texts on Chinese calligraphy, their translational nature is often hidden 
by their alleged originality. However, such texts, which are a complicated mixture of 
direct translation, cultural translation, cultural domestication and statements of facts, 
are most commonly seen in our daily lives when we open a book about a foreign 
culture. As our world is increasingly interconnected, texts of such a nature may be 
more demanded compared with linguistically translated ones. This enhances 
Hermans’ argument for “the inevitability of translation as the companion and 
instrument of cross-temporal, cross-lingual and cross-cultural interpretation” (2003: 
382).  
As China continues to modernize itself, the writing brush has been quickly replaced 
by fountain pens and keyboards. Calligraphy becomes more and more a fine art and a 
way of self-cultivation, losing much of its practical value. However, it still 
constitutes a part of the modern aesthetic education in China, at least. While the 
sociocultural atmosphere has witnessed transformation, many misconceptions are 
fueled by a lack of cross-cultural understanding, especially a lack of insight into the 
origin and the context of the very foreign itself. Although this study mainly deals 
with the translation phenomena about Chinese calligraphy, the cases and examples 
are also of some value to the study of the translation of Chinese culture in general, 
because Chinese calligraphy entails mainstream Chinese cultural branches. That is to 
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say, Chinese calligraphy serves as an entrance to traditional Chinese culture at large. 
And this dimension adds to the significance of this study.  
As this study unfolds, it gradually suggests that Chinese calligraphy is by no means a 
static cultural universe. Any tradition that sees no development is bound to die. 
Translating a foreign culture brings both self-discovery and fusion of horizons, and 
has more potential stimulations to offer.  
7.3.2 Limitations and recommendations for future research  
This research is limited in the following aspects. First, my frame of Chinese 
calligraphy, by taking its terms, descriptions and metaphors as three components, is 
only one possibility. In addition, my classification of calligraphic terms and 
metaphors are also open to improvement or change. For example, the Chinese phrase 
guzhuo was discussed as a philosophical term in Chapter 3, and was also elaborated 
in Chapter 4 as a description. In Ge Zhaoguang’s words, “[u]nlike Western thoughts, 
Oriental ones cannot be easily classified into several big groups” (1986: 208). This 
partially justifies the inevitability of such a limitation. Second, the research materials, 
which are largely the texts I mentioned in Appendix 1, may not be all-inclusive. Even 
though they, in a general and rough term, are relatively complete, it is still not 
uncommon that some translated texts are still inaccessible. Third, the theoretical 
framework is also limited in its analytical and explanative power. After all, it is 
primarily abstracted from the translation phenomena in relation to Chinese 
calligraphy. However, it is at any event unwise to expect a theory in humanities that 
is universally applicable in absolute term. As Steward holds, one should strive to 
“explain the origin of particular cultural features and patterns which characterize 
different areas rather than to derive general principles applicable to any 
culture-environmental area” (see Moore 1997:186).  
For future research, I suggest that my breakdown of Chinese calligraphic culture, and 
of its terms and metaphors, can provide a groundwork to be critically borrowed. In 
addition, comparative cultural studies focusing on translation may yield valuable 
results. Future scholars can study the translation of foreignness from the perspective 
of an intertwining cultural interaction. Research conclusions may be quite different if 
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translation is examined in a broad context where various dimensions are taken into 
account. In one word, a holistic approach to translation is needed.  
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Appendix 1 
English Books (and Some Articles) on Chinese Calligraphy  
 
   Year Author(s)/Translator(s)             Title 
1826 John Francis Davisi 
The Art of Writing the Chinese 
Character with Correctness: 
Contained in Ninety-Two Rules and 
Example (a chapter in Transactions 
of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great 
Britain and Ireland) 
1929/1935 SUN Dayuii 
On the Fine Art of Chinese 
Calligraphy by Sun Kuo-t’ing of the 
T’ang Dynasty. T.H.M., vol. 1, no. 2, 
Sept. 1935. pp. 192-207. 
1932/1935/1964 
Lucy Driscoll and Kenji 
Todaiii 
Chinese Calligraphy 
1935 LIN Yutangiv 
The Aesthetics of Chinese 
Calligraphy. T.H.M., vol.1, pp. 
491-501. 
 
1935 LIN Yutang 
Chinese Calligraphy (a chapter in his 
book My Country and My People) 
1938 CHIANG Yeev 
Chinese Calligraphy: An 
Introduction to Its Aesthetic and 
Technique 
1958 William Willettsvi Chinese Art 
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1962 Laurence Sickmanvii (ed.) 
Catalogue of the Exhibition of 
Chinese Calligraphy and Painting in 
the Collection of John M. Crawford, 
Jr. 
1962  LIN Yutang 
“Calligraphy as an Abstract Art”, in 
LIN Yutang’s The Pleasures of a 
Nonconformist. London: William 
Heinemann Ltd, pp: 248-270. 
1964  Richard M Barnhartviii  
Wei Fu-jen’s Pi Chen T’u and the 
Early Texts on Calligraphy. Archives 
of the Chinese Art Society of 
America, XVIII: 13-25. 
1966  CH’EN Chih-Maiix Chinese Calligraphers and Their Art 
1973  T.C. Laix 
Chinese Calligraphy: An 
Introduction 
1978  WENG Wan-goxi 
Chinese Painting and Calligraphy: A 
Pictorial Survey (69 Fine Examples 
from the John M. Crawford, Jr. 
Collection in 109 Photographs) 
1979  Lothar Ledderosexii 
Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition of 
Chinese Calligraphy 
1980  FU Shenxiii 
Traces of the Brush: Studies in 
Chinese Calligraphy. 
1981  William Willetts  
Chinese Calligraphy: Its History and 
Aesthetic Motivation (The record of 
an exhibition of Chinese calligraphic 
art held in the University of Malaya 
from 17 October to 10 November 
1977) 
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1983  
Nakata Yujiro (ed.) 
(Trans. and adpt. 
Jeffrey Hunter)xiv 
A History of the Art of China: 
Chinese Calligraphy. 
1987  Jean Long The Art of Chinese Calligraphy 
1989  Michael Sullivanxv 
The Meeting of Eastern and Western 
Art 
1990  
Leon Long-Yien 
Chang and Peter 
Millerxvi 
Four Thousand Years of Chinese 
Calligraphy 
1994  Albertine Gaurxvii A History of Calligraphy 
1995  Unknown Karma of the Brush (a Catalogue) 
1995  John Stevensxviii Sacred Calligraphy of the East 
1995  
CHANG Ch’ung-ho 
and Hans H. Frankelxix 
Two Treatises on Chinese 
Calligraphy 
1996  
Jessica Rawson xx 
(ed.) 
The British Museum Book of Chinese 
Art 
1997  
Peter Charles 
Sturmanxxi  
Mi Fu: Style and the Art of 
Calligraphy in Northern Song China 
1997  Sewall Oertlingxxii  
Painting and Calligraphy in the 
Wu-tsa-tsu: Conservative Aesthetics 
in Seventeenth-Century China 
1998  Amy McNairxxiii 
The Upright Brush: Yan Zhenqing’s 
Calligraphy and Song Literati 
Politics 
1998  Yuho Tsengxxiv  A History of Chinese Calligraphy 
1998  Adele Schlombsxxv Huai-Su and the Beginnings of Wild 
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Cursive Script in Chinese 
Calligraphy 
2000  
Khoo Seow Hwa & 
Nancy L. Penrosexxvi 
Behind the Brushstrokes: 
Appreciating Chinese Calligraphy 
2000  Pietro de Laurentisxxvii 
The Forbidden Classic of the Jade 
Hall: A Study of an Eleventh-century 
Compendium on Calligraphic 
Technique. Aisa Major, 24(2), pp. 
113-146. 
2002  QU Leileixxviii 
The Simple Art of Chinese 
Calligraphy 
2003  CHEN Tingyouxxix Chinese Calligraphy 
2003  BAI Qianshenxxx 
Fu Shan’s World: The 
Transformation of Chinese 
Calligraphy in the Seventeenth 
Century 
2005  Stephen Addissxxxi  The Art of Chinese Calligraphy 
2008  
OUYANG Zhongshi, 
WEN C. Fong, et al. 
(trans. and ed. WANG 
Youfen)xxxii 
Chinese Calligraphy 
2010  
ZHOU Kexi (trans. 
Yawtsong Lee)xxxiii 
Chinese Calligraphy 
2011  
Kyuyo Ishikuawa 
(trans. Waku 
Miller)xxxiv 
Taction: The Drama of the Stylus in 
Oriental Calligraphy 
2011  Mathias Wooxxxv 
Ink Design Living: I Want to Learn 
Calligraphy 
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2011  Pietro de Laurentis 
The Manual of Calligraphy by Sun 
Guoting of the Tang: A 
Comprehensive Study on the 
Manuscript and Its Author 
Notes: 
i. John Francis Davis (1795 – 1890) was a British diplomat and sinologist who 
served as second Governor of Hong Kong from 1844 to 1848. In 1813, Davis was 
appointed writer at the East India Company’s factory in Canton (now Guangzhou), 
China, at the time the center of trade with China. Having demonstrated the depth of 
his learning in the Chinese language in his translation of The Three Dedicated Rooms 
in 1815, he was chosen to accompany Lord Amherst on his embassy to Peking in 
1816. 
ii. Sun Dayu was born in 1905 in Shanghai and went to the US in 1926 for education. 
During his sojourn in the US, he translated the “Shupu” into English in 1929, which 
was published in 1935. 
iii. Information about Lucy Driscoll and Kenji Toda is little. According to the Preface, 
Chinese Calligraphy was completed in 1932 and was first published in 1935 and 
then in 1964. Kenji Toda is the author of the book titled Japanese Painting.  
iv. Lin Yutang (1895 – 1976) was a Chinese writer, translator, linguist, philosopher 
and inventor. His informal but polished style in both Chinese and English made him 
one of the most influential writers of his generation, and his compilations and 
translations of classic Chinese texts into English were bestsellers in the West. 
v. Chiang Yee (1903 – 1977), self-styled as “The Silent Traveller”, was a Chinese 
poet, author, painter and calligrapher. He was born and raised in China before he 
went to England in 1933. Several years after, he wrote the book Chinese Calligraphy: 
An Introduction to Its Aesthetic and Technique, which was first published in 1938 by 
Methuen Company Limited in London, and the second edition with a new preface 
was published in 1954. The third edition, which was enlarged, was published by 
Harvard University Press in 1973. He is mostly known to his series of book titled 
The Silent Traveler.  
vi. William Willetts, art historian and museum curator, was born in Purton Stoke, 
Wiltshire in 1918, and died in Kuala in 1995. At 16 he had seen the great 
International Exhibition of Chinese Art, held at Burlington House, London, in 
1935-36, an experience he later described as "a turning-point of my life". During the 
Second World War, he studied Chinese art at the Courtauld Institute of Art, in 
London, and took an MA under Professor K. de B. Codrington at London University 
in 1946. In 1950, he completed an Honours degree in Classical Chinese at Oxford. 
Willetts published his influential two-volume Chinese Art in 1958 with Penguin 
Books. He never got to China. 
vii. Laurence Chalfant Stevens Sickman (1907 – 1988) was an American academic, 
art historian, sinologist. He was a connoisseur and scholar of Chinese art who built 
one of the world's best collections of Chinese paintings, sculpture and furniture at the 
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William Rockhill Nelson Gallery and Atkins Museum of Fine Arts in Kansas City. 
As a high school student, Sickman became interested in Japanese and Chinese art. In 
1930, he earned a degree in the field at Harvard, where he also became fluent in 
Chinese. He traveled throughout China under the newly formed Harvard-Yenching 
Fellowship, purchasing Chinese paintings, sculpture and furniture for collection and 
study at the William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of the Nelson-Atkins Museum.  
viii. Richard M. Barnhart taught at Yale University from 1967 till 1975 and returned 
to a senior faculty position in 1979, having held a faculty position at Princeton 
University in the interim. He has served as a consultant on Chinese Painting for the 
Indianapolis Art Museum (1970), as a Special Advisor to the Director of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (1973), as a member and co-chairman on the Editorial 
Board of the Archives of Asian Art (1980-), and on numerous other committees for 
the ACLS, the China Institute of America, and the Asia Society. Prof. Barnhart has 
received research grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Yale 
Concilium on International and Area Studies, the Kress Foundation, and the ACLS. 
ix. Little is known about this author-translator. However, according to the first page 
of the book, the author’s father is Ch’en Ch’ing-ho (1868-1959), a calligrapher, 
collector, and critic. 
x. T.C. Lai was born in 1921 in Hong Kong to a family of scholars. He worked as a 
scholar of classical Chinese culture for much of his life, and took a deep interest in 
Western culture after living and studying in London. In his retirement, Lai started 
painting, creating borderline surreal landscapes of Hong Kong and mainland China. 
Lai has mastered the three perfections of Chinese culture — poetry, calligraphy, and 
painting — and he synthesizes Eastern and Western styles, influences, and ideologies 
into his art. Working with ink and gouache on silk, Lai’s panoramic landscapes recall 
traditional Chinese ink scrolls. His exploration of brushstrokes is aligned with 
calligraphic art forms, but his painterly style and use of bright color is decidedly 
Western. 
xi. As a filmmaker, poet, historian, and artist, Weng has welcomed a steady stream 
of collectors and historians to his rural New Hampshire home over the years to see 
parts of the collection. (The MFA requested that the town where Weng lives not be 
revealed to safeguard his privacy.) He has sold and given pieces to major museums, 
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Cleveland Museum of Art, and the 
Harvard University Art Museums. He was born in Shanghai in 1918 and was 
educated in Tianjin, China until 1938 when he went to the US where he has lived 
since.   
xii. Lothar Ledderose (born 1942 in Munich) is a German professor of the History of 
Art of Eastern Asia at the University of Heidelberg. A renowned authority in his 
field, he received the prestigious Balzan Prize in 2005. He did postgraduate research 
at Princeton University and Harvard University (1969 – 1971) and worked as a 
translator at Taipei's National Palace Museum (1971 – 1972). He then became a 
researcher at Tokio University's Oriental Cultural Institute (1973 – 1975) and at the 
Museum of East Asian Art in Berlin (1975 – 1976). 
xiii. Fu Shen (also known in English as Shen C. Y. Fu) was born in Shanghai, China 
in 1937 and moved with his parents to Taiwan in 1950. He studied as an 
undergraduate in the fine arts department of Taiwan Normal University and received 
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first prizes in painting, calligraphy, and seal carving upon graduation. He received 
numerous prizes subsequently and lectured about calligraphy on television in Taiwan, 
won first prize in the Sino-Japanese Calligraphy exhibition in Tokyo in 1963 and 
served as part of Taiwan’s Cultural Goodwill Mission to Africa. He also studied art 
history, first studying in Taiwan and joining the research staff of the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. In 1968, he was awarded a fellowship to pursue doctoral studies at 
Princeton University and received his PhD from Princeton with a specialty in 
studying painting and calligraphy. He was Associate Professor Chinese Art History 
at Yale University between 1975 and 1979 and then served as curator of Chinese art 
the Smithsonian Institution’s Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler, the 
national museum of Asian art and culture for the USA. After retiring he returned to 
Taiwan and pursue graduate teaching and his career as a calligrapher. In November 
2013, the National Museum of China, Beijing, held a large retrospective of Fu 
Shen’s calligraphy and paintings, with a catalogue. 
xiv. Nakata Yujiro is a Japanese scholar devoting to Japanese and Chinese 
calligraphy. Jeffrey Hunter, the translator, received his doctorate in Buddhist Studies, 
with a minor in Japanese literature, from the University of Wisconsin, after pursuing 
graduate studies at the University of Tokyo. He has worked as a translator (between 
English and Japanese) and editor for 25 years, specializing in religion, philosophy, 
art, architecture, and both modern and Edo-period literature.  
xv. Michael Sullivan (1916 – 2013) was a Canadian-born British art historian and 
collector, and one of the major Western pioneers in the field of modern Chinese art 
history and criticism. He was born in Toronto, Canada, and moved to England at the 
age of three. He received a PhD from Harvard University (1952). He taught in the 
University of Singapore, and returned to London in the 1960s to teach at the School 
of Oriental and African Studies. Then he became Christensen Professor of Chinese 
art in the Department of Art at Stanford University from 1966 to 1984, before 
moving to the University of Oxford as a Fellow by Special Election at St Catherine’s 
College, Oxford. He was Slade Professor of Fine Art at the University of Oxford for 
1973–74. Sullivan was a major art collector who owned more than 400 works of art, 
including paintings by Chinese masters Qi Baishi, Zhang Daqian, and Wu 
Guanzhong.  
xvi. Chang, Leon Long-Yien was born on September 17, 1909 in Nanjing, China, 
and moved to the United States in 1942. Between 1939 and 1943, he served as a 
research fellow at Universities of Oxford, Berlin and Harvard. He was the President 
of National Academy Arts and Crafts in Taipei from 1957 to 1959. He was a visiting 
professor at the Institute of Asian Studies at St. John's University in 1972.  
xvii. Albertine Gaur received her doctorate from the University of Vienna, where she 
specialized in ethnology and philosophy. She studied Tamil and Hindi at the School 
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. She is the author of many 
books including the widely acclaimed A History of Writing. 
xvii. John Stevens is a letter artist on the international scene, renowned for his skill 
as a calligrapher, letter artist, and designer. Starting as a sign painter in New York, 
his insatiable inquiry into letters and their design led him into calligraphy and 
lettering as image, working with various pens, brushes, and later computer. By his 
mid-twenties, he had many nationally known clients in publishing, packaging, 
advertising, television, and film. John’s calligraphic artworks are included in the 
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collections of the San Francisco Public Library, as well as in many private 
collections. 
xix. Chang Ch’ung-ho (1914 – 2015) was a Chinese-American poet, calligrapher, 
educator and Kunqu opera singer. She is hailed as “the last talented woman of the 
Republic of China”. In 1947, Chang met Hans Frankel (1916 – 2003) at Peking 
University. They married in November 1948, and settled down in the United States 
in 1949. Hans H. Frankel was a German-American sinologist noted for his studies of 
Chinese poetry and literature and his 25-year tenure as professor of Chinese at Yale 
University. 
xx. Jessica Rawson (born 1943) is an English art historian, curator and academic 
administrator, specializing in Chinese art. She is professor of Chinese Art and 
Archaeology at the University of Oxford. Her academic background is in sinology 
with a particular research focus on the cosmology of the Han period (206 BC-AD 
220) and its relation to tombs and their decoration. After many years at the British 
Museum, she was Warden (head) of Merton College, Oxford, from 1994 until her 
retirement in 2010.  
xxi. Peter Charles Sturman is a professor in the Department of the History of Art and 
Architecture at the University of California. He received education from Stanford 
University and the University of Chicago. From 1984 to 1986, he served as a 
translator (from Chinese to English) at the Department of Painting and Calligraphy 
of National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan. 
xxii. As for the profile of Sewall Oertling, part of the preface to this book is useful. 
Here I quote his words: “I translated a few passages from Hsieh’s Wu-tsa-tsu before 
going on to excerpts from Tung Chi’-chang, Kung Hsien, and Li Erh-hua. I did 
further work on the painting section a few years later, again more as an exercise in 
translation than as a planned publication. A few sections did prove useful in my 
thesis on the late Ming figure painter Ting Yun-p’eng. It was only after I had 
finished the dissertation in 1980 that I began to think of calligraphy, and I worked for 
several summers on that section. More and more, both the conciseness and 
comprehensiveness of Hsieh’s work recommended itself for publication”. 
xxiii. Amy received her BA in Art History from University of Oregon, MA in Art 
History from University of Washington, and PhD in Art History from University of 
Chicago. She obtained National Endowment for the Humanities Research Fellowship 
with the research topic “Lives of the Imperial Painters: Chinese Biographies in 
Translation,” a translation of the 12th-century Catalogue of the Imperial Painting 
Collection in the Proclaiming Harmony Era. 
xxiv. Tseng Yu-ho (1924-2017), who is also known as Betty Ecke, was an artist, art 
historian and educator. She was born in Peking, China. As the daughter of an admiral, 
she had a privileged upbringing, studying painting as a child with the chief Manchu 
House representative Prince Pu Jin. She graduated from Fujen University in 1942, 
and then pursued graduate studies in Chinese art history and Chinese literature at 
Fujen University and Peking University. She married art historian Gustav Ecke in 
1945. In 1949, the couple moved to Honolulu, where she earned a master's degree 
from the University of Hawaii at Manoa and taught at the Honolulu Academy of Arts 
(now Honolulu Museum of Art) from 1950 to 1963. In 1953, she received a 
Rockefeller Foundation scholarship to study art collections in the United States. In 
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1954 the Smithsonian Institution toured her solo exhibition to ten museums. In 1972, 
she received a PhD in Asian art history from New York University Institute of Fine 
Arts. She taught Chinese Art History at the University of Hawaii at Manoa from the 
1970s to 1986. She died in China in 2017. 
xxv. Adele Schlombs studied Sinology, East Asian art history, European art history, 
and comparative religious studies at Cologne and Heidelberg Universities. From 
1984 to 1987 she studied at Kyoto University and gained her doctorate in 1989 at 
Heidelberg University. In 1991, she took over the directorship of the Museum of 
East Asian Art in Cologne and since then she has organized numerous loan 
exhibitions of Japanese and Chinese art. 
xxvi. For his milestone achievements in Chinese calligraphy and the proliferation of 
a rich culture, Dr Khoo Seow Hwa is presented the Nanyang Alumni Achievement 
Award. At 63, the alumnus who graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree from 
Nanyang University is a master of Chinese calligraphy. The calligrapher leverages 
on his fluency in Mandarin and English to impart knowledge on Chinese calligraphy 
to as many people as possible. To date, the bilingual master calligrapher is the only 
teacher in Singapore to conduct calligraphy courses in both languages. Further 
ashore, the Discovery Channel has even produced a short documentary on Dr Khoo 
and his calligraphy, with a far-reaching audience, worldwide. His calligraphic works 
has toured the US, Canada, mainland China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and 
nearby Malaysia. To share his passion for Chinese calligraphy and culture, he 
authored “Behind the Brushstrokes”, a book which introduces the culture of Chinese 
calligraphy – in English (with the help of his student Nancy L. Penrose). The book 
has since been used as a source of reference at several universities in Europe and the 
United States.  
xxvii. Pietro De Laurentis is an Italian sinologist who studies Chinese calligraphy 
and Chinese Buddhism. 
xxviii. Qu Leilei, born in 1951 in Heilongjiang of China, is a founding member of 
the Stars Group, which is the first ever contemporary art movement to appear in 
China creating a new challenging artistic language. Regarded as one of China’s 
leading contemporary artists, in recent years, he has created four major projects in 
form of a combination of paintings and installations: ‘The First Half of My Life’, 
‘Here and Now – to Face a New Century’, ‘Everyone’s Life is an Epic’ and ‘Brush, 
Ink, Light, Shadow’. These have been exhibited both nationally and internationally at 
venues including the Venice Biennale, the Beijing Biennale, the Ashmolean Museum, 
and the China National Art Gallery. His works – “Lei Feng” of “Empires” Series and 
“Journey” of “Facing The Future” Series are collected by The British Museum in 
2015. Qu’s works comprise a blend of classical Chinese and Western forms, 
searching and creating the modern languages of oriental painting. Now he is working 
and living in London. 
xxix. Chen Tingyou was born in 1926 in China and was educated in Shanghai before 
1949. He is a calligrapher and writer of many books about Chinese calligraphy.  
xxx. Bai Qianshen is now a professor in the Institute of Cultural Heritage at Zhejiang 
University, China. He joined the faculty of Boston University in 1997. Having 
graduated from Beijing University with a B.A. in political science, Professor Bai 
came to the United States to pursue graduate studies in comparative politics at 
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Rutgers University in 1986 where he received a M.A. Later he went to Yale 
University to study art history and obtained his Ph.D. in 1996. An art historian who 
also teaches studio art, Professor Bai is a renowned calligrapher and seal carver and 
has won a First Prize in the National Calligraphy Competition for University and 
College Students in China in 1982 and has participated in various international 
exhibitions of Chinese calligraphy. His research covers Chinese calligraphy, painting 
and seal carving.  
xxxi. Stephen Addiss was born in New York in 1935. He is Professor of Art at the 
University of Richmond in Virginia. He is an accomplished author, musician, and 
artist. His published work includes books, articles, ceramics, poems, music, paintings, 
and calligraphy. A scholar-artist, he has exhibited his ink paintings and calligraphy in 
Asia, Europe, and the United States. He is also the author or coauthor of more than 
thirty books and catalogues about East Asian arts. 
xxxii. (1) Ouyang Zhongshi is a famous Chinese calligrapher. He is currently 
director of Chinese Calligraphers Association and associate professor in Capital 
Normal University. Graduated from high school, Ouyang Zhongshi studied at Fu Jen 
Catholic University which merged into Beijing Normal University in 1952. A year 
later, he transferred to Philosophy Department of Peking University. (2) In his nearly 
five decades of teaching at Princeton and in his service at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in New York, Wen C. Fong helped to create and shape the academic field of 
East Asian art history as we know it today. Born in Shanghai in 1930, he studied as a 
youth under the renowned calligrapher and scholar Li Jian (1881–1956). In 1948, he 
came to the United States to enroll as an undergraduate at Princeton University. He 
earned his B.A. and M.F.A. degrees at Princeton, where he studied European history 
and medieval art history, then received his Ph.D. in 1958 for a dissertation on 
Chinese art history. Concurrent with his contributions at Princeton, Wen Fong served 
for nearly thirty years — from 1971 to 2000 — as special consultant and then 
consultative chairman of the Department of Asian Art at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art. (3) The translator Wang Youfen has written an article detailing his work as a 
translator and editor of the book Chinese Calligraphy authored in Chinese by 
Ouyang Zhongshi (see Wang 2008).  
xxxiii. Zhou Kexi was graduated from Fudan University, China. He began to 
translate French literature since 1984. Yawtsong Lee is a prolific translator (from 
Chinese into English) of many books, including those related to Chinese art and 
culture.  
xxxiv. (1) Fukui Prefecture native Kyuyo Ishikawa (born 1945) is a chirographer and 
a leading expert in calligraphy and its history. (2) Waku Miller was born in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, and moved to Arizona with his family when he was 3 and grew up there. 
He is a writer and translator. He has published several English translations of 
Japanese nonfiction. He arrived in Japan in 1978 after earning a master’s degree in 
music performance (trombone) from the American Conservatory of Music in 
Chicago. After working at a translation agency and a financial PR agency, he 
launched the editorial-design firm Lapisworks with the graphic designer Kudo Taeko 
in 1990. Lapisworks has produced a vast array of materials for corporate PR. The 
principals have also handled the translation and design of several books of poetry 
and nonfiction. Taction, Waku’s translation of calligrapher Ishikawa Kyuyoh’s book 
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mainly about Chinese calligraphy, earned special recognition in 2011 from the Japan 
Society of Translators. 
xxxv. Mathias Woo Yan Wai is a cultural worker in the cross-media discipline in 
Hong Kong, with creative works ranging from theatre and multi-media design, to 
cultural policy research and analysis, art education, architectural design and 
screenplay writing. Woo was born in Hong Kong, and studied architecture at The 
University of Hong Kong and Architectural Association, London. 
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Appendix 2  
Sun Dayu’s Translation of the “Shupu” ????(excerpt) 
 
Source text: ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 
Translation: There are critics who say that those four masters have encountered as 
yet no peer throughout the ages; but that among themselves, the earlier ones, moving 
in their lonely simplicity, are superior to the later tow, who are after, and are thus 
hampered by variety and elegance. That is hardly true. For simplicity arises only with 
the dawn of an epoch, and variety evolves after an age of practice: both are born 
naturally of Time, but neither can be regarded as an artistic criterion. Indeed, 
characters were devised in the beginning simply to record men’s speech, and not for 
proving or illustrating a theory. Yet underneath the flux of all things, the law of 
change rules supreme, causing all and every one of them to pass through a number of 
stages – commencing with a simple nativity and ending in a profuse death – until in 
each case a full cycle is completed; why then, should shu-fa not obey this universal 
law? Rarely, if ever, do we succeed in being as artless as the ancients without losing 
the spirit of the age, or as modern as modern can be and yet be free from the faults of 
the time. This is aptly put by the saying that the ideal of perfection consists in the 
successful fusing of the rich and the simple into a confluent harmony. For we need 
not, in our effort to be plain, give up palaces of choice carving in favour of dingy 
dens of mud, or go back from wheels of fine jade to heavy wooden ones (Sun 1935).  
 
Source text: ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
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Translation: Truly, the sundry styles perform different functions in spite of their close 
relations: thus xing shu, due to its pliancy, serves best for daily use, while zhen is 
preferred for monumental purposes, to be hung up on high or carved on stones. But 
on the other hand, the various styles are two closely related in structure to allow 
isolated treatments: thus cao exclusive of zhen lacks caution and sobriety, zhen 
devoid of cao becomes too stiff for personal use; zhen uses dots and strokes as 
substance, drives and twists as expressions, cao employs dots and strokes as 
expressions and drives and twists as substance. Cao failing at drives and twists looks 
no more like characters, while zhen missing a stroke or two conveys the sense. So, 
however dissimilar the styles may appear in details, the motive power that pulsates in 
all styles and lends them an enchantment does not have to pass through any hard 
cleavage or insuperable wall. A master must, to be brief, subdue the two zhuans, 
bring ba fen and zhang cao into manageable terms, and reduce the gigantic fei bai 
into complete subservience. In all these, a trifling oversight often brings about a 
divergence greater than that of the clashing customs of two peoples. (Sun 1935) 
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Appendix 3  
The Result of Corpus Search 
 
   
Frequency of occurrence when “brushstroke”, “line” and “strokes” are searched as 
the central words. 
 
For more details, please refer to the article below: 
Song, Ge (2017). The Chronological Corpus of English Texts on Chinese Calligraphy: Establishment 
and Application (??????????????????). Translation: Teaching and Research 
(Second Series) (???????)(???), pp. 25-37. 
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